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Summary
This paper is a guide for the users of the Fortran computer code SAGAP{I).
which has been developed by the author for the thermo-fluiddynamic analysis
of gas cooled fuel element bundles.
The physical models and the mathematical procedures used in SAGAP{I) have been
already described by the author of this work in a previous paper. Thus this
work contains only a description of the structure of the code. together with
the other informations necessary to the users.
A listing of SAGAP{I) is included in Appendix, together with an example of ~n­
put preparation and parts of printed results.
SAGAP{I)! ein Rechenprogramm zur thermo- und fluidgynamischen Analyse von gas~
gekühlten Brennelementbündeln
Zus am.menfassung
Diese Arbeit ist ein Handbuch für die Benutzer des vom Autor zur thermo- und
fluiddynamischen Analyse von gasgekühlten Brennelementbündeln entwickelten
Fortran-Rechenprogramms SAGAP{I).
Die in SAGAP{I) angewendeten physikalischen Modelle und mathematischen Methoden
wurden vom Autor dieser Arbeit schon in einem früheren Bericht beschrieben.
Deshalb enthält diese Arbeit nur die Beschreibung der StruktUr des Codes,
zusammen mit den anderen Informationen. die für die Benutzer notwendig sind.
Eine Liste des ausführenden Programms von SAGAP{I). ein Beispiel von Eingabe-
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1. IN~RODUCTION
SAGAP~ is a computer code for the analysis of the steaqy state pressure
drop and pin and shroud surface temperatures for gas cooled bundles of
partly smooth and partly roughened rods, i.e. for bundles as those used
in the Gas Cooled Fast Reactors with fuel element rods.
The SAGAP~ code was initially developed for the analysis in turbulent flow
conditions /1,2,3/. Later the possibility of performing calculations in
the case of laminar flows was also introduced in the cod~ to allow the
prediction of the thermo-fluidqynamic behaviour of the Gas Cooled Fast
Reactor also in the case of low Reynolds number /4,5/.
With SAGAP~ thermo-fluidqynamic calculations for bundles with a hexagonal
shroud profile can be performed. A modification of the code is also available
for the calculations of the Calibration Elements, which have been tested
in the I~stitute of Neutron Physics and Reactor Engineering of the Karls-
ruhe Nuclear Center in order to allow the thermo-fluiddyn~micdesign of
the 12-rod bundle fuel element to be irradiated in the Mol Reactor BR2
/1,2,3/. In this version of the code only a few subroutines of the ori-
ginal version have been replaced or eliminated: these modifications
concern only geometry and indexing computations.
The physical models and the mathematical procedures used in SAGAP~ were
accurately described by the author of this work in a previous paper /5/.
Thus only the structure of the code will be presented here, together
with the informations necessary to the users. Frequent references to
equations presented in /5/ will be made in this work, to better explain
which calculations are performed in the single subprograms and to des-
cribe the meaning of some parameters. For this aim, some references
will be made also to equations presented in /1,2/.




Fig.1 shows the geometry of a 19-rod bundle with a hexagonal shroud
profile, whereas Fig.2 refers to the 12-rod bundles. Both figures show
the usual division of the flow section into central, wall and corner
channels. The only possible shape of the corner channels in the present
version of SAGAP~ is the angular one, as shown by the figures. Blocking
triangles with base angles of 300 (as those used in the 12-rod bundles)
can be considered in the wall channels. As described in /5/, a very fine
subdivision of the flow section is performed by SAGAP~: the central and
the wall channels are subdivided into subchannels, each wall subchannel
into a central and a wall portion (see Fig.3a)and finally each corner
channel, each central subchannel and both portions of the wall subchannels
into sub-subchannels (see Fig.3b).
The calculations can be performed in the whole flow section, in a half
of it or in 1/12 th of it, in the version concerning hexagonal bundles;
they can be performed in the whole flow section or in 1/3 rd of it, in
the version concerning the 12-rod bundles (1/3 rd of the total flow area
is the minimum section which could be considered for the 12-rod bundles,
due to the spacer profile, see /5/).
SAGAP~ -in its present version- will handle problems up to 42 flow
channels and 19 rods. These maximum values for the number of the channels
and of the rods was selected for practical reasons, because up to now
calculations have been performed only for 19- and 12-rod bundles (for
a 19-rod bundles the total number of channels is 42) and because with higher
values of these parameters a storage requirement larger than 480 K would
have been necessary for SAGAP~ on the computer IBM 370-168 of the
Karlsruhe Nuclear Center: this would have meant a very lew priority and
thus a very long time before getting outputs, at the time of the calculatiens
for the 19- and the 12-rod bundles. To be able to calculate bundles with
a larger amount ef rods and of channels, the dimensions of the various
tensors have to be increased.
-~
Fiß.1 Geometry of the flow section for a 19-rod bundle. Subdivision
into channels. Indexing of the rods.
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Fig.2 Geometry of the flow section for the 12-rod bundles. SUbdivision

















l.st step 2.nd step
subdivision of the corner
channels
Fi~.3b Subdivision into sub-subchannels
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RTIP
Fig. 4 Geometrie parameters needed by SAGAP0 as input information for
the definition of the flow seetion geometry (for the symbology
see also 3. 1) •
The geometrieal parameters (as flow areas, equivalent diameters, ,etc.)
of the ehannels, of the subehannels, of the two portions of the wall sub-
ehannels and of the sub-subehannels needed for the ealeulations are all
eomputed authomatieally by SAGAP0: a very small amount of geometrieal
parameters is needed by SAGAP0 as input information (see 3.1, Cards 1,
3-8 and Fig. 4) .
By means of SAGAP0 it is possible to ealeulate bundles with partly smooth
and partly roughened rod surfaees, with or without unheated ends. In the
present version of the eode all the rods must have an equal geometry. In
the ease of roughened rods, the ealeulations are based on the volumetrie
diameter, whieh is the diameter of the smooth rod having the same volume
as the roughened rod. The volumetrie diameters must be provided as input
data, for eaeh of the axial portions into whieh the rods ean be divided.*)
It is possible to bundle up to 5 axial portions of the rods, ehoosing
between the two following possibilities:
*) see below
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A-1) unheated smooth portion - 2) heated smooth portion - 3) heated or
unheated rough portion - 4) heated smooth portion - 5) unheated smooth
portion.
B-1) unheated smooth portion - 2) unheated rough portion - 3) heated or
unheated rough portion - 4) unheated rough portion - 5) unheated smooth
portion.
The first possibility refers to the 19-rod bundle and the second one to
the 12-rod bundles. Each of the mentioned axial portions is identified
in SAGAP~ by means of a different value of the index IPA (see flow-
chart for the main program, Fi g. 11 ) • More precisely (see Fig.5):
IPA = for the first unheated smooth portion
IPA = 2 for the first heated smooth portion
IPA = 3 for the first unheated rough portion
IPA = 4 for the central heated or unheated rough portion
IPA = 5 for the last unheated rough portion
IPA = 6 for the last heated smooth portion
IPA = 1 for the last unheated smooth portion
~ither the lengths of the axial portions corresponding to IPA=3 and to
IPA=5 or the lengths of the axial portions corresponding to IPA=2 and
to IPA=6 must be set equal to 0 in input (the first case refers to the
19-rod bundle (A), the second case to the 12-rod bundles (B)). In both
cases, if some of the remaining five portions do not exist, it is suffi-
cient to set their lengths equal to zero.
In this way isothermal calculations are also possible. It is important to
point out that, if a roughened axial portion exists in the rods, portion
3 must have a length different from 0 (and this both for case A and for
case B). This means also that in the case of isothermal calculations of
bundles with partly roughened rods, the lengths of portions 2 and 4
and the powers of all pins and of the shroud have to be set equal to






























Each of the mentioned five axial portions is divided into axial sections,
up to a maximum number of 100 section per portion. The lengths of these
sections are defined as a factor ~ times the equivalent diameter of the
central channels, as described in paragraph 1.1 of /5/. As input are re-
quired only the approximate values of the XD factors in the regions where
the spacer grids dont have any effect on the pin temperatures and those
in the regions where the spacer grids have an effect on the pin temperatures
(see also chapter 2 in /5/, and 3.1, Cards 19,20, in this work)
Only spacers of grid-type can be considered in the present version of
SAGAP~. Up to 7 grids are at the moment allowed. The axial positions
of the grid middle sections, the axial width of the grids (assumed
equal for all spacers), the blockage factors for each subchannel end
portion of wall subchannel, together with the corresponding values of
the ratios of the wetted perimeters inside and outside the spa~ers are
required as input data for SAGAP~ (see 3.1, Cards 31-(38 + 4 * NSPACT)).
2.2 Inlet conditions
The calculation can be started at the bundle inlet or at any point after
the bundle inlet;it can be stopped at the end of any of the five axial
portions described in 2.1 (see 3.1, Card 13, 14). The possibilitj of
starting at a point after the bundle inlet allows dividing long computations
into some steps.
With SAGAP~ it is possible to consider uniform mass-flow-rate and gas-
temperature distributions at the starting point of the calculation or
to impose any other starting distribution for these variables.
In the first case the inlet mass flow rates and the gas temperatures of the
channels, of the subchannels and of both portions of the wall subchannels
-11-
are authomatically established by SAGAP~, in the second case these values
are read as input data (see SUBR~UTINE INLC~N).
The assumption of uniform mass-flow-rate and gas-temperature distributions
is normally made when the calculation is started at the bundle inlet,
due to a lack of information on the real distributions at this point (see
calculations for the 19- and the 12-rod bundles in /5/). Anyway non-
uniform distributions can be assumed by SAGAP0 also in this case.
If a calculation is performed 1n more than one step, at each new step
the outlet mass-flow-rate and gas-temperature distributions of the pre-
ceeding step can be read as inlet distributions (see 3.1, Card 13).
At the end of each step the outlet mass-flow-rates and gas-temperature
distributions can be punched, so that the preparation of the input cards
for the next step lS simplified (see 3.1 , Card (40 + 4 * NSPACT)).
If a calculation is started after the bundle inlet, the inlet pressure
drop is authomatically set equal to 0 by SAGAP~ (see flow chart for the
main program, Fig. 1Ü.
2.3 Heating of the rods and of the shroud
With SAGAP~ the rods can be assumed to be equally or unequally heated. The
shroud walls can be heated or unheated. A constant or not constant axial
power profile for the rods and the shroud can be assumed.
In the present version of SAGAP~ the maximum powers per unit length must
be provided in input for each rod and for the shroud (see 3.1, Cards 30,
31). The axial power profiles (local power/maximum power) are defined in
SAGAP~ by means of polynomial equations (both for the rods and for the
shroud), whose coefficients must be provided in input (see 3.1, Cards
35 and 36). The rod power profiles are assumed to be all equal to each
other in the present version of SAGAP~.Several axial power profiles can
be assumed for the rods and the shroud in each heated axial portion, up
to a maximum number of 7 for the whole bundle length (see 3.1, Cards 32).
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The end points of each of these profiles are provided in input (see 3.1,
Cards 33): they are end points for the rod profiles and for the shroud
profiles. at the same time. For each heated axial portion the zero of the
abscissa for the contained axial power profiles is at the inlet section
of the axial portion (see 3.1, Card 34) *).Thus for each heated axial
portion there is at least one power profile.
The walls of each rod and of the shroud are considered to be uniformly
heated in their peripheral direction, in the present version of SAGAP~.
It is finally assumed that the total powers from the rods and from the
shroud are the powers vhich correspond to nominal dimensions of the
rods and of the shroud (i.e. not affected by the correction due to the
thermal expansion of the structure; see subroutine M~DFQD and function
FQDEV in paragraph 5)
2.4 Comparison between cOmputed and e!perimental results
If it is required by the user (see 3.1, Card (40 + 4 * NSPACT)), the pressure
losses and the subchannel pin and shroud temperatures are punched on
cards, which can be used as input data for plotting progr~ thus allowing
the comparison between computed and experimental results.
A direct comparlson between calculated and measured pressure drops can be
be authomatically performed by SAGAP~ (up to 10 pressure taps can
be considered; see 3.1, Card 16): the code prints the computed and
the measured pressures and pressure drops at the desired positions, to-
gether with the error of the calculations with reference to the experimental
data (see paragraph 4.4).
*) This has been made to avoid complications in the procedure for the
correction of the geometrie parameters of each axial portion, due to
the assumed different thermal expansion of the structure in each axial
portion.
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The printing of the computed pin temperatures at up to a maximum number
of 10 desired axial position is also possible with SAGAP~ (see 3.1, Card 17).
2.5 Differences between the two versions of the SAGAP0 code
In the original version of the code, which refers to hexagonal rod
assemblies, the indexing of the channels, of the subchannels, of their
geometrical parameters and of the rods, the connection of the channels,
of the subchannels and of the portions of wall subchannels with each other
and the identification of the rods adjacent to each channel, to each sub-
channel or portion of wall subchannel are authomatically established by
the code, by means of general procedures which are valid for hexagonal
bundles with any number of rows of rods.
The indexing, connection and identification procedures are enclosed ~n
the subroutines INDEX, INQUA, INGE, HEATR, HEATI, and C~NNIJ.
To perform the calculations for the 12-rod bundles indices, connections
and identification parameters are given in input (in BL~CK DATA), be-
cause there is no need to established general procedures for bundles of
such a form. Thus, in this second version,the subroutines HEATR and CONNIJ
are eliminated and the subprograms INDEX, INQUA, INGE, HEATI, T~TGE~ and DSPDPF
of the original version are replaced with others with the same name.
Furthermore, as mentioned before, BL~CK DATA contains more input data
as in the case of hexagonal bundles (see 3.4).
All the other subprograms are common to both versions of the code.
Modifications were performed on some of them to allow their use also for
the 12-rod bundles, in order to reduce the number of the subprograms to
be replaced. These mOdifications refer mainly to the possibility of con-
sidering blocking triangles in wall channels.
Figs. 6,7,8 show the indexing of the channels and of the rods in the
case of a 19-rod bundle (for the whole flow section, for a half of it
and for 1/12 th, respectively).Figs.9and 10 show the indexing in the
case of the 12-rod bundles (for the whole flow section and for 1/3 rd
of it5 respectively).
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Fig.6 Indexing of the channels and of the subchannels for the whole
flow section of a 19-rod bundle
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Fig.7 Indexing of the channels and of the subchannels for a half of the
whole flow section of a 19-rod bundle.
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Fig.8 Indexing of the channels and of the subchannels for 1/12th of
the whole flow section of a 19-rod bundle.
-17-
Fig.9 Indexing of the channels and of the subchannels for the whole
flow section of the 12-rod bundles.
-18-
Fig.10 Indexing of the channels and of the subchannels for 1/3rd of
the whole flow section of the 12-rod bundles.
3. INPUT PREPARATION FOR THE SAGAP~ CODE
In the present version of the SAGAP0 eode the input data must be part1y
punehed on eards (most of whieh are read in the main program and on1y
a few in the subroutine INLC~N) and partly provided in DATA blocks,
whieh are all eontained in the B~CK DATA. Furthermore, the equations for
the ea1eu1ation of the physiea1 properties of the gas eoolant must be
provided in separate FUNCTI0NS.
In the fo11owing paragraphs the input preparation is aeeurate1y deseribed.
The dimensions are provided (for the dimensional variables). The input
geometrie parameters eorrespond to the nominal geometry (i.e. not therma11y
expanded). An examp1e of input for the 19-rod bundle is also contained
in Appendix 2.
3.1 Cards read in the main progr~loo
1st Card
NEXC~N NR~DS NSPACT NSPAC(1) NSPAC(2) NSPAC(3) NSPAC(4) NSPAC(5)
(Format (8110»
NEXC~N = number of the rows of rods (exc1uded the eentra1 rod, in the
case of hexagonal bund1es)
NR~DS = total number of rods
NSPACT = total number of spaeer grids
NSPAC( 1) =number of spaeer grids in the 1st axial portion
NSPAC(2) = 11 " " " " " 2nd " "
NSPAC(3) = " " " " " " 3rd " "
NSPAC(4) = " " " 11 " " 4th " 11




NSPAC(6) = number of spaeer grids in the 6th axial portion
NSPAC(7) = 11 " " " " " 7th " "
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C Z ZWC RH PLEN(l) PLEN(2) PLEN(3) PLEN(4)
(Format(8F10.5»
C = piteh of the rods (em)
Z = distanee between the center of the external rods and the shroud
walls (em)
ZWC = height of the bloeking triangles in the wall ehannels (em)
RH = height of the roughness ribs (em)
PLEN( 1) = length of the 1st axial portion (em)
PLEN(2) = " " " 2nd " " "
PLEN(3) = " 11 11 3rd 11 11 11
PLEN(4) = 11 11 11 4th " 11 11
4th Card *)
PLEN(5) PLEN(6) PLEN(7) VDIAM( 1) VDIAM(2) VDIAM(3) VDIAM(4) VDIAM(5)
(Format (8F10.5»
= volumetrie diameter of the rods of the 1st axial portion (em)











































































= volumetrie diameter of the 6th axial portion (em)VDIAM(6)
VDIAM(7) = 11 " 11 11 7th 11 11 "
Note that VDIAM(I) ean be set equal to zero if PLEN(I) = 0 • Note also




AREFB RMISTW(1) RMISTW(2) RMISTW(3) RMISTW(4) RMISTW(5) RMISTW(6) RMISTW(7)
(Format(8Fl0.5))
AREFB = total area of the referenee surfaee of the 3rd axial portion
of eaeh rod for the definition of the Biot number (ern2).
It eorresponds to the area of the root surfaee or of the surfaee
ineluding the rib faces, i.e. to the summation of the areas
Ar or At (respeetively) defined in (111.26) and (111.15) of /5/.
Note that AREFB rnust be equal for all rods in the present
version of SAGAP~. Note also that AREFB must be different frorn
~ also in the ease of isothermal ealeulations.
RMISTW( 1) = radius at whieh the pin ternperatures are measured in the
1st axial portion (ern)
RMISTW(2) = radius at whieh the pin temperatures are measured in the
2nd axial portion (em)
RMISTW(3) = radius at whieh the pin temperatures are rneasured in the
3rd axial portion (em)
RMISTW(4) = radius at whieh the pin temperatures are measured J.n the
4th axial portion (em)
RMISTW( 5) = radius at whieh the pin temperatures are measured J.n the
5th axial portion (em)
RMISTW(6) = radius at whieh the pin temperatures are measured in the
6th axial portion (ern)
RMISTW(7 ) = radius at whieh the pin temperatures are measured in the
7th axial portion (ern)
In eaeh axial portion I RMISTW( I) must be equal for all rods. Therefore, for
different position of the thermoeouples, an average position rnust be assumed.
If no thermoeouples are set in the rods or if the thermoeouples measure the
surfaee temperatures, RMISTW(I) must be set equal to the volumetrie radius.
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I~!!__f!!:~L~~
RINT(l) RINT(2) RINT(3) RINT(4) RINT(5) RINT(6) RINT(7) RTIP(l)
(Format (8F1O. 5»)
RINT( 1) = inner radius of the eanning in the 1st axial portion (em)
RINT(2) = 11 11 " 11 " " " 2nd " " 11
RINT(3) = " " " 11 " " 11 3rd " 11 "
RINT(4) = 11 11 " 11 " 11 " 4th " 11 "
RINT(5) = " " " " " " " 5th " 11 "
RINT(6) = 11 " " 11 " 11 " 6th " " 11
RINT(7) = 11 " " " 11 " " 7th 11 11 11
RTIP(l) = tip radius of the roughness ribs in the 1st axial portion (em)
8th Card *)------------
RTIP(2) RTIP(3) RTIP(4) RTIP(5) RTIP(6) RTIP(7)
(Format (8Fl0. 5) )








































































NDVQ NSEL NSC30C NSC30W NSC30A
(Format (8110) )
NDVQ = number of the different values of the rod powers
If the rods are all equally heated NDVQ = 1,otherwise NDVQ must
be set equal to NR~DS (see 1st eard)
*) As for RMISTW(I) also RINT(I) and RTIP(I) must be equal for each rod in
portion I. If portion I is smooth RTIP(I) is set equal to the outer
radius of the rods.
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NSEL = index to establish the portion of the whole bundle flow section
which must be considered.
For the hexagonal bundles:
NSEL = 1: whole bundle flow section
NSEL = 2: half of the bundle flow section
NSEL = 3: 1/12 th of the bundle flow section
For the 12-rod bundles:
NSEL = 1: whole bundle flow section
NSEL = 3: 1/3 rod of the bundle flow section
NSC30C = number of sub-subchannels in 300 for the central subchannels and for
the central portions of the wall subchannels
NSC30W = number of sub-subchannels in 300
for the wall portion of the wall subchannels
NSC30A = number of sub-subchannels in 300
for the corner channels.
10th Card *)
PE PE1 TE TE1 MFL0W XLAM1(1) XLAM1(2) XLAM1(3)
(Format (8F10. 5»
PE = pressure at the point where the calculation is started
(dimensions in Kg/cm2 or in bar, depending on the value






pressure at the bundle inlet (same dimensions as PE)
bulk temperature for the whole bundle flow section at the
point where the calculation is started (oC)
= bulk temperature for the whole bundle flow section at the
bundle inlet (oC)
= mass flow rate through the whole bundle flow section (g/s)
= approximate value of the whole bundle friction factor Ä = 4f
for the 1st axial portion
= approximate value of the whole bundle friction factor Ä = 4f
for the 2nd axial portion
XLAM1 (3) = approximate value of the whole bundle friction factor Ä = 4f
for the 3rd axial portion
* ) Note that the first iteration values XLAM1(I) dont need to be
precise. Also with initial values which are very far from the
Ä values, convergence was normally always reached.





XLAM1(4) XLAM1(5) XLAM1(6) XLAM1(7)
(Format (8F10.5) )
XLAM1 (4) = approximate value of the whole bundle friction factor A = 4f
for the 4th axial portion
XLAM1 (5) = approximate value of the whole bundle friction factor A = 4f
for the 5th axial portion
XLAM1 (6) = approximate value of the whole bundle friction factor A = 4f
for the 6th axial portion
XLAM1 (7) = approximate value of the whole bundle friction factor A = 4f




c(6LAMA = factor R =b /5.5 which takes into account the effect of thes s
roughness of the shroud walls on the friction factors of the





index of the axial portion at which it is desired to start the
calculation (not necessarely from its beginning)
index of the axial portion at the end of which it is desired
to end the calculation
IREAD1 = index which establishes whether the mass-flow-rate and temperature
distributions must be considered uniform or non-uniform at the
point where the calculation is started.
IREAD1 = 1: uniform distributions (evaluated in the subroutine
INLC(6N)
IREAD1 = 2: other distributions (to be read in the subroutine INLC~N)
*,)
Note that the first iteration values XLAM1(I) dont need to be very precise.
Also with initial values which are very far from the real A values!
convergence was normally always reached. If PLEN(I) =0 XLAM1(I) can be









INDPR = index which establishes the dimensions of the read pressure
values (see Cards 10 and 28/a, b, ••• )
INDPR =1: dimensions in Kg/cm2
INDPR = 2: dimensions in bar
INDQ = index which establishes the dimensions of the maximum powers
per unit length (see Cards 30!a,o, ••• and 31)
INDQ = 1: dimensions in cal/s cm
INDQ = 2: dimensions in W/cm
16th Card
NEXPRT NEXPR(1) NEXPR(2) NEXPR(3) NEXPR(4) NEXPR(5) NEXPR(6) NEXPR(7)
(Format(8110»
NEXPRT = total number of the experimental pressure values to be read
(see Cards 28/a,b, ••• )
NEXPR( 1) = number of the experimental pressure values in the 1st axial portion
NEXPR(2) = " " " " 11 " " 11 2nd " "
NEXPR(3) = 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 3rd 11 11
NEXPR(4) = 11 " " 11 11 " 11 " 4th 11 11
NEXPR(5) = 11 " " " " " " " 5th " 11
NEXPR(6) = " 11 " " " " " 11 6th " 11
NEXPR(7) = 11 11 " 11 " " " 11 7th " 11
7
Obviously i t must be 2 NEXPR(I) = NEXPRT. Some or all NEXPR (I ) can oe equal
to zero. For each axi~i1portion I,NEXPR(I) eompa:risons between computed and
experimental pressure drops will be made authomatically by SAGAPO.
~ositions specified in
I NEXTW(I) = NEXTWT.
1=1
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NEXTWT NEXTW(1) NEXTW(2) NEXTW(3) NEXTW(4) NEXTW( 5) NEXTW(6) NEXTW(7 )
(Format (81 10))
NEXTWT =total number ofaxial positions where a print of the pin
temperatures is required
NEXTW(l) = number ofaxial positions in the 1st axial portion where a print
of the pin temperatures is required
NEXTW(2) = number ofaxial positions 1n the 2nd axial portion where a print
of the pin temperatures is required
NEXTW(3) =number ofaxial positions 1n the 3rd axial portion where a print
of the pin temperatures is required
NEXTW(4) = number ofaxial positions in the 4th axial portion where a print
of th~ pin temperatures is required
NEXTW(5) = number ofaxial positions 1n the 5th axial portion where a print
of the pin temperatures is required
NEXTW(6) =number ofaxial positions 1n the 6th axial portion where a print
of the pin temperatures is required
NEXTW(7) = number ofaxial positions in_ the 7th axial portion where a print
of the pin temperatures is required
1t must be pointed out that average pin temperatures are computed and
printed for each axial section. The NEXTW(I) prints refer to special axial
input (see Cards 29/a,b, ..• ). Obviously it must be
Furthermore some or all NEXTW(1) can be equal to zero.
18th Card----------
1TCM 1TCl 1TC2 MSUBDH
(Format (8Il0))
1TCM = maximum number of iterations allowed for the loop 1TC~RR (see Fig.11))
ITCl = number of iteration after which aprecision of 10-3 instead of 10-4
is required on the whole bundle friction factor AT for the
convergence in the iteration loop 1TC0RR. This option was introduced
to overcome critical points in some calculations, where aprecision
of 10-4 could not be achieved on A.
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ITC2 =number of iterations by which the calculation must be repeated in
the loop ITC0RR, without testing the convergence. A minimum value
of 3 for ITC2 is advised, to be sure that the convergence of AT
means also convergence of the other variables involved in the
iteration loop ITC0RR (see also paragraph 5.2 in this work).
MSUBDH =maximum allowed number of successive halvings of the length of an
axial section in the case of convergence problems ~n the subrou-
tines TRICA1, RECCA1, ANGCA1, BALA, SUBBAL and in the subroutines
connected to them (see subroutine SUBDH).










= approximate desired value of the XD factor for the definition
of the length of the axial sections in the regions outside the ~n­
fluence of the spacers (len~h of the section = X~·equivalent
- - u
diameter of the central channels, see 1.1 in /5/), for the
1st axial portion
= as above for the 2nd axial portion
= as above for the 3rd axial portion
= as above for the 4th axial portion
= as above for the 5th axial portion
= as above for the 6th axial portion
= as above for the 7th axial portion
= approximate desired value of the XD factor for the part of the
regions where the pin temperatures are influenced by the spacers,
which begins 3 central equivalent diameters after the inlet
section of a spacer and ends 11 central equivalent diameters
after this inlet section (see 1.1 and (111.11), (111.12),
(111.40) and (111.41) in /5/),for the 1st axial portion *)
*) In the other part of these regions (see (111.10) and (111.39) of /5/)
a subdivision into 4 axial sections is made authomatically by SAGAP~
(see also the flow-chart for the subroutine AXSEC, Fig.13).
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20th Card
XDE2(2) XDE2(3) XDE2(4) XDE2(5) XDE2(6) XDE2(7)
(Format (8F10.5»
XDE2(2) = approximate desired value of the XD factor for the part of the
regions where the pin temperatures are influenced by the spacers,
which begins 3 central equivalent diameters after the inlet
section of a spacer and ends 11 central equivalent diameters
after this inlet section (see 1.1 and (111.11), (111.12),
(111.40) and (111.41) in /5/),for the 2nd axial portion *)
XDE2(3) = as above for the 3rd axial portion
XDE2(4) = as above for the 4th axial portion
XDE2(5) = as above for the 5th axial portion
XDE2(6) = as above for the 6th axial portion
XDE2(7) = as above for the 7th axial portion
21st Card----------
FT PC(6RR CTU1 CTU2 CTU3
(Format (8F10.5»
FT = factor f T which takes into account the imperfect analogy between
eddy diffusivity of heat and momentum (see (1.38) in /5/)
PC(6RR = correction factor for the 1ngesson mixing factors (see (1.11) in
/5/; PC(6RR = KCORR in /5/)
CTU1 =mixing factors for the turbulent exchange between central sub-
channels of the same central channel (see (1.44) in /5/;
CTU1 = I in /5/)
CTU2 = mixing factor for the turbulent exchange between wall subchannels
of the same wall channel (see (1.44) in /5/; CTU2 = I in /5/)
CTU3 =mixing factor for the turbulent exchange between the two portions
of each wall subchannel (see paragraph 1.6 in /5/)
*} In the other part of these regions (see (111.10) and (111.39) of /5/)
a subdivision into 4 axial sections is made authomatically by SAGAPQ




TWPRCF = ßWcorrection factors for the inlet gas temperatures of the wall
sub-subchannels (definition see (42) in /1/)
TCPRCF = ßC correction factors for the inlet gas temperatures of the corner
sub-subchannels (definition see (42) in /1/)
The ßWand ßC coefficients were used in the first calculations performed
for the first 12-rod bundle (KE 1) /1,2/, where it seemed to be necessary
to evaluate the 10cal pin temperatures exactly at the positions of the
thermocouples. These 10cal temperatures were thought to be appreciably
different from the average subchannel values,due to the too small distance
Z between the external rods and the shroud. In the calculations performed
later for the KE 111 and the 19-rod bundle /3,4,5/ both ß values were
assumed equal to 0, because the values of Z are there sufficiently large,
so that considerable peripheral variations of the pin temperatures inside




CINL =coefficient for the pressure lass at the bundle inlet (see (111.10)
and (111.20) in /5/; CINL = KE in /5/)
C~UT = coefficient for the pressure recovery at the bundle outlet (see
paragraph 8 in /1/; C~UT =K in /1/; C~UT was set equal to zeroo
for the calculations performed for the 19 rod bundle /5,6/ and
for the KE III /3,5/)
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24th Card
FAREL(1) FAREL(2) FAREL(3) FAREL(4) FAREL(5) FAREL(6) FAREL(7)
(Format (8F10.5»
FAREL( 1) =initial value for the relaxation faetor FReI in the eonvergenee
proeedure for the solution of the system of the axial momentum
equations in the 1st axial portion (see (1. 50) in /5f)
FAREL(2) = as above for the 2nd axial portion
FAREL(3) = as above for the 3rd axial portion
FAREL(4) = as above for the 4th axial portion
FAREL( 5) = as above for the 5th axial portion
FAREL(6) = as above for the 6th axial portion
FAREL(7) = as above for the 7th axial portion
As pointed out in paragraph 1.7 of /5/ the input relaxation factor is
authomatieally corrected by SAGAP~ in the case of convergence problems
in the solution procedure (see subroutines BALA, SUBBAL, RECCA2)
TWTIPA(1) TWTIPA(2) TWTIPA(3) TWTIPA(4) TWTIPA(5) TWTIPA(6) TWTIPA(7) TBTIPA(1)
(Format (8F10.5»
= average value of the pin temperatures 1n the 1st axial portion (oC)
average value of the bulk temperature for the whole bundle flow

















































































*) The temperatures TWTIPA, TBTIPA and TBPIPA are used to correct the nominal
geometrie parameters in order to take into aecount the thermal expansion
of the strueture (see 3.1.3 in /5/ and functions TBFUN and TWFUN in
paragraph 5 ef this werk)
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26th eard *)
TBTIPA(2) TBTIPA(3) TBTIPA(4) TBTIPA(5) TBTIPA(6) TBTIPA(7) TBPIPA(l) TBPIPA(2)
(Format (8F10.5))
TBTIPA(2) = average value of the bulk temperature for the whole bundle flow
seetion in the 2nd axial portion (oe)
TBTIPA(3) = average value of the bulk temperature for the whole bundle flow
seetion in the 3rd axial portion (oe)
TBTIPA(4) =average value of the bulk temperature for the whole bundle flow
seetion in the 4th axial portion (oe)
TBTIPA(5) = average value of the bulk temperature for the whole bundle flow
seetion in the 5th axial portion (oe)
TBTIPA(6) = average value of the bulk temperature for the whole bundle flow
seetion in the 6th axial portion (oe)
"""2nd""""""""
average value of the bulk temperature for the whole bundle flow
seetion in the 7th axial portion (oe)
=average value of the shroud temperature in the 1st axial portion (oe)TBPIPA( 1)
TBPIPA(2) =
TBTIPA(7) =
TBPIPA(3) TBPIPA(4) TBPIPA(5) TBPIPA(6) TBPIPA(7)
(Format (8F10.5))
TBPIPA(3) = average value of the shroud temperature in the 3rd axial portion (oe)
TBPIPA(4) = " " " " " " " " 4th " " "
TBPIPA(5) = " " " " " " " " 5th " " "
TBPIPA(6) " " " " " " " " 6th " " "=
TBPIPA(7) = " " " " " " " " 7th " " "
*) The temperatures TWTIPA, TBTIPA and TBPIPA are used to eorreet the nominal
geometrie parameters in order to take into aeeount the thermal expansion
of the strueture (see 3.1.3 in /5/ and functions TBFUN and TWFUN in para-
graph 5 of this work).
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(fail if NEXPRT = 0, i.e. no comparison between computed and measured
pressures is required)
XEXPR ( 1) PEX ( 1) XEXPR (2) PEX (2) ••• XEXPR (NEXPRT) PEX (NEXPRT) PEX~UT
(8 data per card with the Format (8F10.5))
XEXPR( I) = distance from the bundle inlet to the Ith pressure tap (cm)
PEX(I) = experimental pressure at the position XEXPR(I) (dimensions
depending on the value of INDPR, see 15th Card)
PEX~UT = experimental pressure at the bundle outlet (dimensions depending
on the value of INDPR, see 15th Card) (=0 if not measured)
(fail if NEXTWT =0,
positions is required)
XEXTW( 1) XEXTW(2 )
no print of the pin temperatures at special axial
XEXTW( NEXTWT)
(8 data per card with the Format (8F10.5))
.
XEXTW(I) = distance from the bundle inlet to the Ith position at WhlCh
a print of the pin temperatures is required (ern)
QPIN(1) QPIN(2) ••• QPIN(NR~DS)
(8 data per card with the Format (8F10.5))
QPIN(I) = maximum power per cm in the Ith rod (dimensions of the power
depending on the value of INDQ, see 15th Card)
It is important to point out that if NDVQ = 1 (i.e. all the rods are equally
heated) onlr QPIN(1) must be punched (if NDVQ # 1 all the QPIN values must
be provided). In the case of isothermal calculations it is obviously




QL1NMT = maximum power per cm in the shroud (dimensions of the power depending
on the value of 1NDQ, see 15th Card)
NDPRQT NDPRQ(1) NDPRQ(2) NDPRQ(3) NDPRQ(4) NDPRQ(5) NDPRQ(6) NDPRQ(7)
(Format (8F10.5»
NDPRQT = total number of the different profiles of power in the rods and
in the shroud
NDPRQ( 1) = number of the different profiles of power in the rods and in the
shroud in the 1st axial portion
NDPRQ(2) =as above for the 2nd axial portion
NDPRQ(3) = as above for the 3rd axial portion
NDPRQ(4) =as above for the 4th axial portion
NDPRQ(5) = as above for the 5th axial portion
NDPRQ(6) =as above for the 6th axial portion
NDPRQ(7) =as above for the 7th axial portion
7
Obviously it must be I NDPRQ(1) = NDPRQT. Furthermore NDPRQ(1) must be equal to
1=1
zero if the 1th portion is unheated or does not exist. NDPRQ(I) is always >0
(at least equal to 1) for each heated existing axial portion (see 2.3 in this
work). In the case of isothermal computations it is NDPRQT = NDPRQT(I) = O.
(fail if NDPRQT =0, i.e. isothermal calculation)
X2DPRQ(1) X2DPRQ(2) ••• X2DPRQ(NDPRQT)
(8 data per card with the Format (8F10.5»
.
X2DPRQ(I) =distance from the bundle inlet to the end point of the Ith power
profile (cm)
NQDC~ =maximum necessary number of the coefficients
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For each heated existing axial portion there must be at least one index I at
which X2DPRQ(I) is equal to the distance of the end point of the axial por-
tion from the bundle inlet. The distances X2DPRQ(I) are common to the power
profiles of the rods and of the shroud, so that at the positions where the
power profile changes for the rods, a new power profile must be considered
also for the shroud, and vice versa (see also 2.3 in this work).
(fails if NDPRQT = 0, ~.e. isothermal calculation)
NQDC~
(Format (BI 10) )
a .. of the polynomial
Jl.
equations defining the power profiles j, i.e. of the equations:
NQDC~
Q'.(x)/~ = l a ..
J ax i=1 Jl.
Q'.( x) i s the power per cm in a rod or in the shroud at the axial
J
posi tion X, ~ax the maximum power per cm and Xo IPA the axial
distance from the bundle inlet at which the axial portion IPA
begins (X and Xo IPA in cm)
The value of NQDC~ must be set equal to the maximum value necessary for the
profiles of the rods and of the shroud (i.e. an equal number of coefficients
aji must be considered for the rods and for the shroud and for all power
profiles). NQDC~ =7 is the maximum number of coefficients which can be
considered in the present version of SAGAP~. Obviously some of the coeffi-
eients aji can be set equal to zero, for each profile (see Cards 35 and 36).
(fail if NDPRQT =0, i.e. isothermal calculation)
QDC~(1,1) QDC~(1,2) ••• QDC~(1, NQDC~} QDC~(2,1} QDC~(2,2} ••• QDC~(2, NQDC~} •••
QDC~(NDPRQT, 1) QDC~(NDPRQT, 2} ••• QDC~(NDPRQT, NQDC~}
(6 data per card with the Format (6E12.5))
QDC~(J,I} =Jth coefficient of the Ith profile in the rods (see ~i'
description of Card 34).
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(fail if NDPRQT = 0, i.e. isothermal ealeulation)
QLDC~(1,1) QLDC~(1,2) ••• QLDC~(1, NQDC~) QLDC~(2,1) QLDC~(2,2)
QLDC~(2, NQDC~) ••• QLDC~(NDPRQT, 1) QLDC~(NDPRQT, 2) ••• QLDC~(NDPRQT, NQDC~)




Ith eoefficient of the Ith power profile in the shroud (see
a .. , deseription of the 34th Card).
Jl
(fail if NSPACT =0, i.e. no spaeers)
WSpo DIST(1) DIST(2) ••• DIST(NSPACT)
(8 data per eard with the Format (8F10.5»
WSPo =axial width of the spaeer grids (ern)
·DIST(I) =distanee from the bundle inlet to the rniddle seetion of the
Ith spaeer (ern)
(fail if NSPACT = 0, i.e. no spacers)
GRI(1,1,1) GRI(1,2,1) GRI(1,3,1) GRI(2,1,1) GRI(2,2,1) GRI(2,3,1) ••.
GRI(NST~T, 1,1) GRI(NST~T, 2,1) GRI(NST~T, 3,1)
(6 data per eard with the Format (6F10.5»
·GRI(NS,J,1) = bloekage faetor of the subehannel J of ehannel NS, for the
1st spaeer
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This reading procedure of the blockage factors needs the knowledge of the
channel disposition (NST~T is the total number of channels, in the
considered symmetry section, which does not need to be read because it is
established in the subroutine INDEX). Furthermore, it is also necessary
to know which rods are adjacent to each channel, to be able to establish
different values of the blockage factors for each subchannel J of each
channel NS: as each subchannel J is adjacent to only one rod, it is
sufficient to read the index IRGRI(NS,J) of the rod adjacent to it (see
Cards(38+4KNSPACT/)/a,b •.• )to identify the subchannel to which the read
value of the blockage factor refers. In this way it is not necessary
to know also which subchannel disposition inside each channel is fixed by
SAGAP~ for the calculations: the indices J for the reading of the subchannel
blockage factors can be fixed by the user, provided that the right values
of IRGRI(NS,J) are established at the same time in Cards (38+4*NSPACT).
Furthermore, it must be pointed out that for a channel with a number Jmax
of subchannels less than 3 (as always for the corner and the wall channels
and also for some central channels in the case of symmetry sections),
the values of the blockage factors for the existing J subchannels mustmax
be punched in the first J fields reserved to the channel. The fieldsmax
corresponding to J > J can be left blank.max
This rather complicated reading procedure was necessary especially for the
calculation for the 12 rod bundles, which had a very complicated grid
profile (see Fig.40 in /5/). A simpler procedure can be easily
introduced in SAGAP!1J.
(fail if NSPACT =0, i.e. no spacers)
GRIP(1,1,1) GRIP(1,2,1) GRIP(1,3,1) GRIP(2,1,1) GRIP(2,2,1) GRIP(2,3,1) •••
GRIP(NST~T,1,1) GRIP(NST~T,2,1) GRIP(NST~T,3,1)
(6 data per card with the Format (6F10.5»
.
GRIP(NS,J,1) =wetted perimeter inside the spacer/ wetted perimeter outside
the spacer,for subchannel J of channel NS, for the 1st spacer
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The same remarks made for the blockage factors are valid also for the GRIP
values. It must be only added that the GRIP parameters are necessary if a
sophisticated model for the calculation of the pressure drops due to the
spacer grids is used (see /1/, /2/). For the actual model used for their
calculation in SAGAP~ (see (I.9) in /5/) the GRIP parameters areof no use.
Therefore they were all set equal to 1 for the calculations performed for
the 19-rod bundle and the KE 111 /3,4,5/.
(fail if NSPACT =0, i.e. no spacers)
GRI1(1,1,1} GRI1(1,2,1} GRI1(2,1,1} GRI1(2,2,1} ••• GRI1(NSPER,1,1}
GRI1(NSPER,2,1}
(6 data per card with the Format (6F10.5))
GRI1(K,J,1) =ratio between the blockage factor of the wall portion of
the Jth subchannel of the Kth external channel and the
blockage factor of the whole Jth external subchannel
NSPER is the number of external channels, which does not need to be read
because it is established in the main program.
About the index J the same remarks made for the description of cards 39 and
40 are valid also here. There is only to notice that the maximum value of
J is here 2 because the maximum number of subchannels in a wall channel is 2.
GRI1 values are read also for the corner channels, although they have a
meaning only for the wall subchannels (which are divided into a wall and
central portion): thus the fields for the GRI1 values referring to corner
channels can be left blank.
It must be pointed out that the division of the wall subchannels into two
portions is performed authomatically by SAGAP~: the GRI1 values for the
wall subchannels are not known apriori, therefore a first calculation
with all GRI1 = 1 must be always performed. Then, if it is desired to see
the effects of the different values of the blockage factors on the mass-flow
and temperature distributions inside the wall subchannels, GRI1 values can
be evaluated from the results of this first calculation and used as inputdata
for a new calculation.
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(fail if NSPACT = 0, ~.e. no spacers)
GR12(1,1,1) GR12(1,2,1) GR12(2,1,1) GR12(2,2,1) ••• GR12(NSPER,1,1)
GR12(NSPER,2,1)
(6 data per card with the Format (6Fl0.5))
.
GR12(K,J,1) = ratio between the blockage factor of the central portion of
the Jth subchannel of the Kth external channel and the
blockage factor of the whole Jth external channel.
The same remarks made in the description of Cards 41 are valid also here.
g~~~~_f2~_!h~_g~~_~E~~~~
(fail if NSPACT < 2)
eards 42/a,b, ••• : similar to cards 38ia,b, •••
Cards 43/a,b, ••• : similar to cards 39/a,b, •••
Cards 44/a,b, ••• : similar to cards 40/a,b, •••
Cards 45/a,b, ••• : similar to cards 41/a,b, •••
(fail if NSPACT =0)
Cards (38+(NSPACT-1~4)/a,b,••• : similar to cards 38/a,b, •••
Cards (39+(NSPACT-l p.4)/a,b, ••• : similar to cards 39/a,b, •••
Cards (40+(NSPACT-1)lao 4) /a,b, ••• : similar to cards 40/a,b, •••
Cards (41+(NSPACT-1,.4)/a,b, ••• : similar to cards 41/a,b, •••
1RGR1(l,l) IRGRI(1,2) IRGR1(1,3) 1RGR1(2,1) 1RGR1(2,2) IRGR1(2,3) ••• 1RGR1(NST~T,l)
1RGR1(NST~T,2) 1RGR1(NST~T,3)
(6 data per card with the Format (6110))
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IRGRI(NS,J) = index of the rod adjacent to the J th subchannel of channel NS
(see description for cards 3B/a,b, ••• ). As for the previously described grid
parameters, if a channel contains a number Jmax of subchannels less than 3,
the IRGRI values for the existing subchannels must be punched in the first
Jmax fields reserved to the channel and the fields corresponding to J>Jmax
will be left blank.
TIMEPU
(Format (F10.5»
TIMEPU = computation time (in seconds) after which the punching,of the mass-
flowrates and of the gas temperatures of the channels, of the
subchannels end cf the two portions of the wall subchannels is









3.2 Cards read in the subroutine INLC~N
The subroutine INLC~N contains the READ statements for the inlet mass-
flow rates and for the inlet gas temperatures of the channels, of the sub-
channels and of the two portions of the wall subchannels. These cards fail
,if IREAD1=1, i.e. if uniform distributions for the inlet mass-flow rates
and for the inlet gas temperatures are assumed.
To read these cards it is not only necessary to know the channel disposition,
but also the disposition of the subchannels inside each channel which is
established by SAGAP~. Normally this is no problem, because non-uniform
distributions for the inlet mass-flow rates and for the inlet gas temperatures
are normally assumed only to go on with a new step for a calculation which
has previously stopped because the allowed computing time TIMEPU has been
elapsed **).In this case the necessary cards are all provided directly as
outputof the preceeding calculation step (they are punched by means of
punching statements contained in the subroutine TMPUN ). Furthermore the
outlet mass flow rates a~d gas temperatures of the channels, of the sub-
channels and of the two portions of the wall subchannels are printed for
all axial sections.
Cards (40+4*NSPACT)a b, ••• *)____________________L _
MI(l) TEMP(l) MI(2) TEMP(2) ••• MI(NST~T) TEMP(NST~T)
(8 data per card with a format(8Fl0.5»
MI(NS) = mass flow rate of channel NS at the point where the calculation
is started (gis)
TEMP(NS)= gas temperature of channel NS at the point where the calculation
is started (OC)
*) As usual NST~ is the total number of channels for the considered
symmetry section, evaluated as the subroutine INDEX.
**) orbecause the end of the axial section IPAEND has been reached.
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MSCH1(1,1) TSCH1(1,1) .•• MSCH1(1,NPIN(1» TSCH1(1,NPIN(1»
(Format (8Fl0.5»
MSCH1(1,M) =mass flow rate of subchannels M of channel 1 at the point
where the calculation is started (gis)
TSCH 1( 1,M) = gas temperature of subchannel M of channel 1 at the point
where the calculation is started (oC)
Card (40+4*NSPACT+NS ) la *)--------------------------
(Format (8F10.5»
MSCHl(NS,M) = mass flow rate subchannel M channel NS at the point where
the calculation is started (gis)
TSCH1(NS,M) = gas temperature of subchannel M of channel NS at the point
where the calculation is started (oC)
(fails if NTYP(NS):j:2, i.e. if channel NS is not a wall channel; obviously
channel 1 can be never a wall channel, thus Card (41+4*NSPACT)/b does never
exist) •
MSCWC1(NSW,1,1) TSCW1(NSW,1,1) MSCWC1(NSW,1,2) TSCWC1(NSW,1,2) MSCWC1(NSW,2,1)
TSCWC1(NSW,2,1) MSCWC1(NSW,2,2) TSCWC1(NSW,2,2) **)
(Format (8Fl 0.5»
MSCWC1(NSW,1,10 = mass flow rate of the wall portion of subchannel 1 of
channel NS at the point where the calculation is started (gis)
*) NPIN(NS) is the number of the pins adjacent to channel NS (the parameters
NPIN(NS) are evaluated in the subroutine HEATI). Note that NPIN(NS) is
always ~3; thus 1 card is always sufficient foe each channel NS.
**) NSW = NS-NSTR, where NSTR is the number of central channels for the con-
sidered symmetry section (evaluated in the subroutine INDEX).
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TSCWC1(NSW,1,1) = gas temperature of the wall portion of subchannel 1 of chan-
nel NS at the point where the calculation is started (oC)
MSCW1(NSW,1,2) = mass flow rate of the central portion of subchannel 1 of
channel NS at the point where the calculation is started
(gis)
TSCWC1(NSW,1,2) = gas temperature of the central portion of subchannel
of channel NS at the point where the calculation is
started (oC)
MSCWC1(NSW,2,1) =mass flow rate of the wall portion of subchannel 2 of
channel NS at the point where the calculation is started
(gis)
TSCWC1(NSW,2,1) = gas temperature of the wall portion of subchannel 2 of
channel NS at the point where the calculation is started
(oC)
MSCWC1(NSW,2,2) = mass flow rate of the central portion of subchannel 2 of
channel NS at the point where the calculation is started
(gis)
TSCWC1(NSW,2,2) =gas temperature of the central portion of subchL~nel 2
of channel NS at the point where the calculation is
started (oC)
Note that these data are exactlY 8 for each wall channel and thus they are
all punched in one card.
Cards (40+4*NSPACT+NSTOT)/a b
---------------------------~-
They refer to channel NST~T, i.e. to the last channel which must be considered.
They are similar to cards (40+4*NSPACT+NS)/a,b.
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3.3 BL~CK DATA for hexagonal bundles
In this paragraph the input data which must be provided in BL~CK DATA by
means of DATA statements are described for the original version of the
SAGAP~ Code (i.e. for hexagonal bundles). In the next paragraph the addi-
tional data which were provided in BL~CK DATA for the calculations of the
12-rod bundles are also described.
A(l), A(2), ••• ,A(10)
A(J), J=l, 10: parameters for the G(h+) function (see function GHPLUS).
B(l), B(2), ••• ,B(10)
B(J), J=l, 10: parameters for the R(h+) function (see function RHPLUS).
NDEST, NDEEND
NDEST = number of equivalent diameters after the beginning of an axial por-
tion of the bundle or after a spacer, defining the beginning of a
region where the flow is supposed to be indisturbed. In the per-
formed calculations NDEST=10 was assumed.
NDEEND= number of equivalent diameters before the end of an axial portion
of the bundle or before a spacer, defining the end of a region
where the flow is supposed to be indisturbed. In the performed
calculations NDEEND=2 was assumed.
In the regions defined by NDEST and NDEEND average values of some important
variables will be evaluated and printed by SAGAP~ (see 4.4 in this work).
CNUSS(l), CNUSS(2)
CNUSS(l) = parameter defining the maxima of the correction profiles for
the Nusselt numbers due to the influence of spacers
(Ysp = N~/N~) for heated axial sections with smooth rods.
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CNUSS(2) = parameter defining the maxima of the correction profiles for
the Nusselt numbers due to the influence of spacers
(Y = Nu-/Nu- ) for heated axial sections with rougbened rods.sp Jj.!:S1»
For smooth and rougbened axial sections Y is defined as:
spmax
Y = 1 + CNUSS * &2
sPmax
where the EIS are the blockage factors (see (11-10) - (11-12) and (11-39) -
(rr-41) in /5/). For the performed calculations the following CNUSS values
where used /5/:
CNUSS (1) = 5. 55
CNUSS(2) = 3.55
Dl(I), D2(I) = coefficients for the equation defining the thermal conductivity
of the canning metal for the Ith axial portion of the bundle
as a function of the canning temperature (see function KMET).
EX1(1), EX1(2), ••• ,EX1(7), EX2(lh EX2(2), ••• ,EX2(7), EX3(1), EX3(2), ••• ,EX3(7)
EX1(I), EX2(I), EX3(I) = coefficients for the equation defining the thermal
expansion of the canning of the Ith axial portion
as a function of the canning temperature (see
function EXPC~)
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Ex4(1), Ex4(2), ••• , Ex4(7), EX5(1), EX5(2), ••• ,EX5(7), Ex6(1), Ex6(2), ••• ,EX6(7)
Ex4(1), EX5(1), Ex6(1) = coefficients for the equation defining the thermal
• expansion of the shroud metal as a functions of.,
the shroud temperature (see function EXPCL)
BIK(l), BIK(2), BIK(3)
BIK(l), BIK(2), BIK(3) = coefficients for the equations defining the fin
efficieney Kc as a function of the Biot number (see
function KINF in this work end (11-20) in /5/)
BIE(l), BIE(2), BIE(3), BIE(4), BIE(5), BIE(6), BIE(7)
BIE(l), BIE(2), ••• ,BIE(7) = coefficients and parameters for the equations
defining the fin efficiency E as a function
co
of the Biot number (see function EINF in this
work and (11-19) in /5/).
IBIDE
IBIDE = option for the definition of the Biot number (see subroutine C0RRTE)
IBIDE=1 : Bi = a (Tu"D )hR/k (TWR )nnav C av
• c co
IBIDE=2 : B~ = a (TWR ) hR/kc (TWR )
This option was necessary because of the different definitions for
the Biot number available in the literature /7,8,9/. IBIDE=1
for the 12-rod bundles (see (111-14) in /5/) and IBIDE=2 for the
19-rod bundle (see (111-26) in /5/).
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BKAPPA(1,1), BKAPPA(2,l), ••• , BKAPPA(7,1), BKAPPA(1,2), BKAPPA(2,2), ••• ,
BKAPPA(7,2), BKAPPA(1,3), BKAPPA(2,3), ••• , BKAPPA(7,3)
BKAPPA(I,l) = K=ARe value for the eentral ehannels in the Ith axial portion
of the bundle in the ease of laminar flov (see(IV.3)in/5/).
BKAPPA(I,2) = K=ARe value for the wall channels in the Ith axial portion
of the bundle in the case of laminar flov (see (IV.3)in /5/).
BKAPPA(I,3) = K=ARe value for the eorner channels in the Ith axial portion
of the bundle in the case of laminar flov (see (IV.3) in /5/).
K values for the three types of channels and also for both portions of the
wall subchannels can be also eomputed authomatieally by SAGAP(I) as a fune-
tion of the geometrie parameters with equation which are weIl applicable at
the normal values of the geometrie parameters (see option lKAPPA, C(l)MM~N
BL(I)CK/WAKA1/). If it is desired to compute the K values authomatically,
the input BKAPPA values are not used by SAGAP0.
NS1, NS2
NS 1 = index of the external ehannel at whieh the simplified procedure
described in paragraph 4.6 of /5/ starts to be applied
NS2 = index of the external ehannel at whieh the simplified procedure
described in paragraph 4.6 of /5/ ends to be applied.
Note that NSl and NS2 must eorrespond to external ehannels or must be
both equal to zero. otherwise the calculation stops in subroutine KAPC(I)R.
If NS1=NS2=O the simplified proeedure is not applied. It must be reminded
that this simplified proeedure had to be introdueed to allov calculations
for laminar flovs in the 19 rod bundle which otherwise eould not be per-
formed because of eonvergenee problems. The eonvergence problems were
mainly caused by the fact that conduction in the rods in the circumpherential
direction cannot be taken into aceount in the present version of SAGAP~.
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The simplified procedure will be eliminated in the future, as soon as the
possibility of taking into account the conduction effects will be introduced.
Due to the provisory nature of the mentioned procedure and because only 1/12th
of the 19-rod bundle was computed (i.e. a section which contains only one
wall channel and only one corner channel), the possibility of considering
only one big external channel (corner + wall channels) was introduced.
The values NS1=4 und NS2=5 were used for the laminar calculations performed
for the 19-rod bundle.
I3TIP(1,1), I3TIP(2,1), .•• , I3TIP(42.1), 13TIP(1,2), 13TIP(2,2), .•• ,
13TIP(42,2), 13TIP(1,3), I3TIP(2,3), .•. , I3TIP(42,3)
13TIP(NS,J)= option for subchannel J of channel NS, defining which flow




laminar conditions are imposed by the user
turbulent conditions are imposed by the user
the decision whether the flow conditions have to be
considered as laminar or as turbulent is left to
SAGAP~
As pointed out in paragraph 4.7 of /5/, convergence difficulties occuved
with 13TIP=3. It must be pointed out that, if it is desired to impose
different 13TIP(NS,J) values to the different subchannels, the channel
and subchanw~l dispositions fixed by SAGAP~ must be known to the user.
lKAPPA
lKAPPA = option for the laminar calculations
IKAPPA=1 : the K=ARe values are computed by means of equations
(Iv·4)-(IV·13) of /5/.
lKAPPA=2 : the K=ARe values are set equal to the BKAPPA values
(see C~MM~N BL~CK/LAMINK/); furthermore the K values
of both portions of the wall subchannels are assumed to





FC0ND = geometrie factor KG for the enthalpy exchange due to thermal con-
duction within the gas (see (1-18) in /5/).
No correlations are known to the author for the calculation of these factors.
Therefore they are assumed to be equal to 1 in the present version of
SAGAPY1.
ACVS(1), ACVS(2), ACVS(3), ACVR(l), ACVR(2), ACVR(3)
ACVS(1), ACVS(2), ACVS(3): coefficients for the equation defining the C
v
values as a function of the Reynolds number,
for spacer grids set ln smooth axial sections
(see fQ~ction DSPDPF ln this work &ld (1'9)
in /5f).
ACVR(l), ACVR(2), ACVR(3)= coefficients for the equation defining the Cv
values as a function of the Reyn6lds number, for
spacer grids set in the roughened axial sections
(see function DSPDPF in this work and (1'9)
in /5f).
= input value for the parameter ß, which defines
the position of the line dividing the two por-
tions of the wall subchannels in the case of
laminar flow (see 4.2.3 in /5/).
IF IKAPPA=1 the ß value is computed in the subroutine SELAWA by means of
the function BETAF and therefore the input value is not used.
Recently three new options have been introduced in SAGAP0, whose values must be
provided in BL0CK DATA: ISIMPL (C0MM0N BL0CK /SIMLAM/, see subroutine SIMLA1),
IEXAV (C0MM0N BL0CK /EXAVTW/, see subroutine WALLTE) and IGRAV (C0MMY1N BL0CK /GRAV/:
IGRAV=1 to take into account the gravitational force if the direction of the flow
is coincident to that of the gravitational force, IGRAV=-l if it is opposite,
IGRAV=O if the gravitational force is not taken into account).
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3.4BL~CK DATA for the 12-rod bundles
To perform calculations for the 12-rod bundles the following data (which
concern the indexing of the channels, of the subchannels and of the rods
and the identification of the connections between them) must be provided
in BL~CK DATA, besides the previously described data:
NPIN(l), NPIN(2), ..• , NPIN(42)
NPIN(NS) = number of the p1ns adjacent to channel NS
JPIN(l,l), JPIN(2,1), .•• , JPIN(42,1), JPIN(1,2), JPIN(2,2), ••. , JPIN(42,2),
JPIN(1,3), JPIN(2,3), ••• , JPIN(42,3)
JPIN(NS,J)= index of the Jth pin adjacent to channel NS
If NPIN(NS) is less than 3, the indices JPIN(NS,J) for the existing
adjacent pins (i.e. for J < NPIN(NS)) must be provided at first. The values
of JPIN(NS,J) at J > NPIN(NS) will be then set equal to zero. The vector
NPIN and the matrix JPIN are computed in the subroutine HEATI in the version
of SAGAP~ referring to hexagonal bundles.
NTYP(l), NTYP(2), •.. , NTYP(42)
NTYP(NS) = type of channel NS
NTYP(NS) = central channel
NTYP(NS) = 2 wall channel
NTYP(NS) = 3 corner channel
*)Note that all the variables are dimensioned for a bundle with 42 channels
in the present version of SAGAP~. If the considered symmetry section con-
tains a smaller number of channels the variables relating to the existing
NST~T channels must be provided at first in the DATA statements, whereas
the further 42-NST~T variables can be set equal to zero.
NER(l), NER(2), .•• , NER(42)
NER(NS) = number of the channels which are adjacent to channel NS
NIS(l,l), NIS(2,1), .•• , NIS(42,1), NIS(1,2), NIS(2,2), ••. ,
NIS(42,2), NIS(1,3), NIS(2,3), ... , NIS(42,3)
NIS(NS,J) = index of the Jth channel adjacent to channel NS
If NER(NS) ~s less than 3, the indices NIS(NS,J) for the existing adjacent
channels (i.e. for J ~ NER(NS» are provided at first. The values of
NIS(NS,J) at J > NER(NS) will be then set equal to zero.
Examples of BL~CK DATA for the KEIII, both for calculations to be performed
in the whole bundle flow section and for calculations in 1/3rd of it are
enclosed in Appendix 4. Figs. 9,10 will also help to understand
this part of the input preparation.
*)Note that all the variables are dimensioned for a bundle with 42 channels in
the present version of SAGAP~. If the considered symmetry section contains
a small number of channels, the variables relating to the existing NST~T
channels must be provided at first in the DATA statements, whereas the
further 42-NST~T variables can be set equal to zero.
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3.5 FUNeTl~NS defining the physical properties of the gas coolant
The physical properties of the gas coolant are computed as functions of
the pressure P (dimensioned in Kg/cm2 ) and of the temperature T (dimensioned
in oe) by means of the following functions.
1) FUNeTl~N ep(p,T), for the specific heat at constant pressure c (dimensions
o p
in cal/g e)
2) FUNeTl~N ETA(P,T), for the dynamic viscosity n (dimensions in g/cm s)
3) REAL FUNeTl~N KAPPA(P,T), for the thermal conductivity k (dimensions in
cal/cm s Oe).
4) FUNeTl~N RH~(P,T), for the density p (dimensions in g/cm3 )
The equations used for the calculations performed in the case of helium
coalant are presented in the listing enclosed in this paper (see also
(111'1)-(111'4) in /5/).
In the case of other coolants it is sufficient to provide the equations
to be used in the mentioned FUNeTl~NS.
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4. OUTPUT OF THE SAGAP{l) CODE
The most important computed variables are printed by SAGAP{l) (the prints
include also most of the input data). The computed pressure losses and
the pin and shroud temperatures can be punched (if IPUNCH=1, see 3.1,
Card (40+4*NSPACT»,in order to provide input data for a plotting code. The
outlet mass flow rates and the outlet gas temperatures of the channels,
of the subchannels and of the portions of the wall subchannels will be
punched if the calculation has been stopped before the desired point
(i.e. if the time necessary for the calculation has elapsed the value
TIMEPU *), or if the end of the axial portion IPAEND has been reached**).
In this paragraph the output information provided by SAGAP{l) will be shortly
described: a long description is not necessary because explanations of
the output results are frequently printed by SAGAP{l). Most of the WRITE
statements are contained in the main program: in the case of results
printed in sUbroutines, the name of the subroutine will be cited.
4.1. First set of printed data
- pressure (Kg/cm2 and bar)
- gas temperature for the whole bundle flow section (oC)
- pitch of the rods (cm)
~ distance between the center of the external rods and the shroud (cm)
*) See 3.1, Card (39+4*NSPACT)
**) See 3.1, Card 13
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- height ZWC of the bloeking triangles (ern)
- total length of the bundle (ern)
- total length of the heated part (ern)
- lengths and volumetrie diameters for the existing axial portions (ern)










+ .= value of h eomputed at the pln temperature TW
= Prandtl number
= radius of the .=0 line for the equivalent annulus
= volumetrie radius of the rods
= lnner radius of the outer wall for the equivalent annulus
= R(h+) parameter
= height of the rougheness ribs
= bulk temperature in the whole bundle flow section cf the equivalent
annulus
TB1 = bulk temperature ln the zone inside the ,=0 line of the equivalent
annulus
TW = surface pin temperature at infinite conductivity of the canning
- maximum power in the shroud (cal/s em)
- maximum powers for each rod (eal/s em)
- end points for the power profiles and coefficients a j1 , aj2' ••. for
each profile j (see 3.1, Card 35 /a,b, ••• and Cards 36 /a,b, ••• )
- number NR~WS of the rows of channels
- type of section (=NSEL, see 3.1, 9th Card)
- number of eentral channels
- total number of channels
- type of eaxh channel NS and indices of the ehannels adjaeent to it
(TYPE=1 for central channels, TYPE=2 for wall channels, TYPE=3 for
corner channels)
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- axial width of the spaeers
- distanees between the middle seetions of eaeh ~paeer and the bundle inlet(em)
4.2 Data and results for the whole axial portions. printed for eaeh axial portion
- pitch C of the rods (em)
- distanee Z between the centers of the external rods and the shroud (em)
- height ZWC of the bloeking triangles (em)
- volumetrie diameter of the rods (em)
- length of the axial portion (ern)
- bulk temperature for the whole bundle flow seetion (oe)
- pressure (Kg/em2 and bar)
21_h~!Bh~_2f_~h~_!2~Bhg~~~(in the ease of a roughened portion, ~.e.
if 3 ~ IPA ~ 5)
§l_~~~_~~j~~~~~_!~_~~~~_~~~~~~(print ~n the subroutine HEATI, made in
the ease of heated portions)
JPIN(NS,J) : index of the Jth rod adjaeent to ehannel NS (see also3.4)
- flow area and equivalent diameter of the total bundle flow seetion
(em2 and em, respeetively)
- flow area for the eonsidered symmetry seetion (em2 )
- flow areas and equivalent diameters for the three types of ehannels
(em2 and cm, respeetively).Note that these flow areas refer to the ~ntire
ehannels
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~1_Y~1~~~_~f_~t~_~1~~~~~~_!~~~~!~EPSIL~N of the whole
of the channels and of the subchannels, for all
the bundle axial portion (if there are some)
bundle flow section,
spacers present in
- flow area and equivalent diameter of 1/6th of an entire central channel
(cm2 and cm, respectively)
- indices of the sub-subchannel and corresponding flow areas and equivalent
diameters, for all sub-subchannels contained in 1/6 th of the entire channel
- flow area and equivalent diameter of a half of the entire channel (cm2
and cm, respectively)
- indices of the sub-subchannels and corresponding flow areas and equivalent
diamters, for all sub-subchannels contained in a half of the entire
channel
112_i~1~~_E!~~~~!~_1~~~ (Kg/cm2 and bar) and assumed CINL coefficient (see
3.1, 23rd Card)
12) subdivision into axial sections-----------------------------------
- length of the axial portion (cm)
- number of the axial sections into which the axial portion has been
divided in the subroutine AXSEC
- input relaxation factor FREL (see FAREL, 3.1., 24th card).
4.3 Results for each axial section of each axial
axial section
portion, printed for each
index, length and position of the middle point (HE1GHT) of the axial section
spacer index in the case of presence of a spacer
- outlet bulk temperature T 2 (oe)
- outlet pressure P 2 (Kg/cm2 )
- average pressure P AV(Kg/cm2 )
- pressure loss DELTAP (Kg/cm2 )
- friction factor LAMBDA (=AT=4f)
- number ITe~RR of the iterations which were necessary for the convergence
in the loop 1Te~RR (see main program, Fig. 11)
- number 1TGL of the iterations which were necessary for the convergenc~
of the axial momentum equations, for the channels at the last
iteration ITC~RR (see sobroutine BALA, Fig.14)
- total number 1TGL1 of the iterations which were necessary for the conver-




- number 1TERM of iterations which were necessary for the convergence of
the energy equations at the last iterations 1TC~RR and 1TGL (see sub-
routine BALA, Fig.14)
- relaxation factor at which the convergence of the axial momentum equations
of the channels was reached (see sUbroutine BALA, Fig.14)
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- index of the channel
- outlet mass flow rate (gis)
- average mass flow rate (gis)
- outlet bulk temperature (oC)
- average bulk temperature (oC)
- pressure loss (Kg/cm2 )
- average velocity UAV (cm/s)
- net cross-flow rate per unit length WCF (gis cm)
- summation MO of the outlet mass flow rates of all sub-subchannels of the
channel (gis) *) **)
- friction factor LAM **)
- turbulent rates per unit length WT(NS,K) exchanged between the channel
NS and the adjacent channels K (gis cm)
- channel index
- for each rod
• rod index
• rod temperature at the radial position of the thermo-
couples (average for the subchannel adjacent to the
rod) (oC)
• total power provided from the rod in the axial section
(cal/s)
*) This print is made to allow controning if the convergence of AT ~n the
loop ITC~RR means really convergence of the other variables.
**)
This print is made only in the axial sections without spacer grids:





- channel index [A]
- subchannel index, index of the corresponding rod [A]
- outlet mass flow rate ~UT. MASS (gis) LA]
- outlet bulk temperature ~UT. TEMP (oe) CÄJ
- friction factor LAMBDA [A]
- Reynolds number REB (gas properties computed at the bulk temperature) [A]
- Reynolds number REW (gas properties computed at the surface pin temperature)
[A]
- Power Q LINER provided by the shroud to the subchannel ln the axial section
[Jg **)
- Biot number BI~T ~-iIT
Surface pin temperature at infiniteconductivity of the canning TW INF.
(average for the subchannel) (oe) [10
- shrDud temperature T AT LINER (average for the subchannel)(oe) [we-lij
+ ( .- values of hB the gas propertles computed at the subchannel bulk tempera-
ture ) HB+ [tU
value of h+ (the gas properties computed at the subchannel pin temperature)
w
HW+ [R]
- parameter R(H+) [RJ
- parameter G(HW+) ~-~
- Nusselt number NU [~J
- Pin to bulk temperature ratio TW/TB (both temperatures are °K) ~-HJ
- ratio Tw/TE between the pin temperature TW and the gas temperature at
*) Prints for all subchannels + [A]
Prints only for wall subchannels + [W]
Prints only for wall or corner channels + ewe]
Prints only for .roughened sections + [~
Prints only for.heated sections + [H]
Prints only for sections without spacers + [NS]
**)
Obviously Q LINER=O for the central subchannels
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the bundle inlet TE (both temperatures are in °K) [R-H]
ratio Y/RH between Y = r 2 - r, (r2 and r, are the lnner radius of the
outer wall and the outer radius of the inner wall for the equivalent
annulus, respectively) and the height RH of the rougheness ribs [R-H]
- parameter G(h+) reduced to TW/TB=l, Y/RH=100, Prandtl number PR=l [R-H]
- bulk temperature TBSSCH(') for the whole sub-subchannel "1" of the
subchannel [H-NS] *)
- rod temperature TWSSCH(l) at the radial position of the thermocouples
for the sub subchannel "1" of the subchannel (oC) [!t-NS] *)
- bulk temperature TBSSCH(N) for the whole sub-subchannel "N" of the sub-
channel (oC) Q1-NSJ *)
- rod temperature TWSSCH(N) at the radial position of the thermocouples for
the sub-subchannel "N" of the subchannel (oC) [H-NS] *)
- average bulk temperature TA of the outer zone (i.e. outside the T=O line)
for the whole subchannel (oC) ~C-H-NSJ
*) In the case of central subchannels and corner channels both sub-subchannels
which are placed each at one of the two gaps between the containing central
subchannel or corner channel and one of the two adjacent channels are
indicated wi th the index "1": the pin and gas temperatures for these two
sub-subchannels are assumed to be equal in the present version of SAGAP~
(as no conduction in the pins in the azimuthal direction is taken into
account). In the case of the wall sUbchannels, index "1" refers to the
sub-subchannel set at the gap between the containing wall portion of wall
subchannel and the adjacent external channel.
Wi th index "N" are indicated - in the case of centr al subchannels and outer
channels - the two sub-subchannel (adjacent to each other) which are placed
in the center of the central subchannel or of the corner channel (also for
them the temperatures are assumed to be equal). In the case of wall sub-
channels, "N" indicates the sub-subchannel of the wall portion which is
adjacent to the central portior!.
Finally, it must be pointed out that ln the axial sections with smooth rods
the values of the pin and gas temperatures for the single wall and corner
sub-subchannels are not computed in the present version of SAGAP~: these
temperatures are all set equal to the corresponding values of the con-
taining wall portion of wall subchannel or corner channel (see 1.9.3. in
/5f) •
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- average bulk temperature TB of the inner zone (i.e. inside the T=O line)
of the whole corner channel or of the whole wall portion of wall sub-
channel (oC) [WC-H-NS]
- average bulk temperature TBC of the inner zone (i.e. inside the T=O line)
of the whole corner channel or of the whole wall subchannel (oC) !YC-H-NS]~)
- rod temperature TW(1) at the radial position of the thermocouples for the
wall portion (portion 1) of the wall subchannels (oC) ~-H-NSJ
- rod temperature TW(2) at the radial position of the thermocouples for
the central portion (portion 2) of the wall subchannels (oC) [W-H-NS]
- bulk temperature T1SSCH(1) for the inner zone (i.e. inside the T=O line)
of the sub-subchannel "1" of an external subchannel (oC) \}lC-H-NS] **)
- bulk temperature T2SSCH(1) for the outer zone (i.e. outside the T=O line,
of sub-subchannel "1" of an external subchannel (oC) [WC-H-NS] **)
- bulk temperature T1SSCH(N) for the inner portion (i.e. inside the
T=O line) of the sub-subchannel "N'" of an external subchannel (oC)
[WC-H-NS] **)
- bulk temperature T2SSCH(N) for the outer portion (i.e. outside the
T=O line) of the sub-subchannel "N" of an external subchannel (oC)
[WC-H-NSJ **)
- outlet mass flow rate M~UT(l) for the wall portions of the wall sub-
channels (g/s ) \}l]
- outlet bulk temperature T~UT(1) for the wall portions of the wall sub-
channels (oC) !Y]
- flow area AREA(l) for the wall portions of the wall subchannels (cm2 )
[W]
*) For the corner channels it is obviously TB:TBC, whereas for the wall




- frietion faetor LAMBDA(l) for the wall portions of the wall subehannels
Gi]
- outlet mass flow rate M~UT(2) for the eentral portions of the wall sub-
ehannels (gis) [W]
- outlet bulk temperature T~UT(2) for the eentral portions of the wall
subehannels (oe) ~J
- flow area AREA(2) for the eentral portions of the wall subehannels
(em2 ) 1}1]
- frietion faetor LAMBDA(2) for the eentral portions of the wall sub-
ehannels [w].
4.4 Reeapitulatory prints for eaeh axial portion of the bundle
- index of the axial seetion
- distanee between the inlet of the axial section and the point where
the ealeulation has been started (em)
- bulk temperature for the whole bundle flow section (oe)
- inlet pressure (kg/cm2 and bar)
g2_~!~E~~~_!~~~~_f~E_~~~~_~f_~~~_~~!~!_~~~~~~~~_~~_~~~_~~~!~_E~E~!~~
1!~!~~~_f~E_~~~_~~~!~_~~~!~_~!~~_~~~~~~~2
- index of the axial portion
- coolant density (g/em3)
- coolant viscosity (g/cm s)






(see 3.3 C~MM~N BL~CK/DAT4/). The variables refer to the whole bundle
flow section.
o- bulk temperature ( C)
- pressure (kg/cm2 and bar)
- coolant density (g/cm2 )
- coolant viscosity (g/cm s)




~h~_~~~~2~~_~g~~~_~~~~~!~~~~~_~~~~_~~_~~ER~~~~(see 3.3 , C~MM~N BL~CK/DAT4/)
The variables refer to each subchannel of each channel
- channel index
- subchannel index, index of the rod adjacent to the subchannel
- h+ (HB+) *)
- h~ (HW+) *)
W




(Q"=power per unit surface, A=flow area, m=mass flow rate, c =specific heat
p
at constant pressure, TE= gas temperature at the bundle inlet in °K)
- TwlTB (TW/TB) *)
- T /T (TW/TE) *)
W E *)
- (r2-r1)/hR (Y/RH)
- G(h+) parameter reduced to TW/TB=l, Pr=l, Y/RH=100 *)




input end computed average pin temperature TWTIPA (oC)
- input end computed average bulk temperature TBTIPA (oC)
- input end computed average shroud temperature TBPIPA (oC)
12_f~~E~~i~2~_~~~~~~~_~!E~~i~~~~~!_~~_~~~E~~~~_E~~~~~~~_~~~E~~_f~~
~!!_E~~~~~~~ __~~E~_i~_~~~_~~i~!_E~~~i2~_**)
- dimensions ("kg/em2" or "bar")
- index of the pressure tap
- distenee HEIGHT from the point where the ealeulation has been started (em)
- experimental pressure P EX
- experimental pressure drop (DP EX. = P EX. -PE1) from the bundle inlet ***)
- theoretieal pressure P TH.
- theoretical pressure drop (DP TH. = P TH. - PE1) from the bundle inlet ***)
- diffe~enee between the eomputed end the measured pressure (p TH. - P EX.)
- pereentage error on the eomputed pressure drop ((DP TH. - DP EX.)/
DP EX. * 100)
~2_~!i~~_2~_~~~_Ei~_~~~E~~~~~~~_~~_~E~~i~_~i~!_E2~i~~2~~~_f2~_~!!_~~~
E2~i~i2~~_~2~~~i~~~_i~_~~~_~i~!_E~~~~~~ ****)
- index of the axial position
- distenee HEIGHT from the point where the ealeulation has been started (em)
*) Average values for eaeh axial portion of the bundle (see also 3.1, Cards
23. 24 end 25)
**)This print is performed if NEXPR>O for the axial portion of the bundle
3.1, 16th Card)




This print is performed if NEXTW>O for the axial portion (see 3 .1,
17th Card ).
- for each subchannel
of each channel
4. 5 Final Prints
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• subchannel index M
channel index NS
• index JPIN of the rod adjacent to subchannel M
• pin temperature TW TH.(NS,JPIN) (oC)
- pressure recovery at the bundle outlet (kg/cm2 )
- pressure at the bundle outlet (kg/cm2 and bar)
- used coefficient C~UT for the pressure recovery (see 3.1, 23rd Card)
- experimental pressure at the bundle outlet *)
- total theoretical pressure drop, from the bundle inlet to the bundle
outlet (DP TH. = P TH. - PE1) *)
- total experimental pressure drop, from the bundle inlet to the bundle
outlet (DP EX. = P EX. - PE1) *)
- precentage error on the total computed pressure drop ((DP TH. -
DP EX.)/DP EX. * 100) *)
4.6 Punched Cards
As already mentioned, in the case of IPUNCH=1 (see 3.1 , Card (4o+4*NSPACT))
the computed pressure drops and the computed pin and shroud temperatures
(together with the necessary information about the spacewpositions) are
punched by SAGAP~ on cards. This punching is made for each of the com-
puted N axial sections**). The WRITE statements for this punching are all
contained in the main program (see Fig. 11 and Cards 1-(9+(NT~T-1)*4), in this
*)These prints are made only if the input value of PEX~UT is greater than
zero, i.e. if the comparison between the computed and the measured total
pressure drop is required (see 3.1, Cards 28/a,b, ••• )
**)N=1 for the axial section which begins at the point where the calculation
is started, N=~OT for the last axial section of the bundle. If the
calculation stops before the bundle outlet, only the punching for a
certain number N ofaxial section (N ~NTOT) will be obviously made.
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paragraph). A second set of cards is punched (by means of WRITE statements
contained in the subroutine TMPUN) to provide the neeessary set of new
input cards for a new step of ealculation, if the computation has been
stopped before the bundle outlet, because the allowed caleulation time
~IMEPU has been elapsed or if the ealeulation has reaehed portion IPAEND




NSPACT = total number of spaeers (see 3 .1, 1st Card)
Card 2
(fail if NSPACT=O, 1.e., 1n the ease of no spaeers)
DIST(l) DIST(2) •.• DIST(NSPACT)
(3 data per card with the Format 3E15.5)
DIST(I) = distance of the Ith spacer from the bundle inlet (em)
(see 3.1, Cards 37/a,b, ••• )




IPA = index of the first existing axial portion 1n the bundle
1hese eards are punched only if the calculation is started from the





XLT~T = 0 (a zero 1S punehed, beeause XLT~T eorresponds here to a point
immediately after the bundle inlet: the inlet pressure drop
DPBAR(l) is assumed to be loealized at the bundle inlet)
DPBAR(l) = absolute value of the inlet pressure drop (bar)
(for the 1st eomputed axial seetion)
IPA
(Format (8110»
IPA = index of the axial portion eontaing the 1st eomputed axial seetion
(for the 1st eomputed axial seetion)
XLT~T DPBAR(2)
(Format (3E15.5»
XLT~T = distanee from the bundle inlet to the end point of the 1st eomputed
ofaxial seetion (em)
DPBAR(2) = absolute value of the pressure drop from the bundle inlet to
the position XLT~T (bar)
*) These eards are punehed only if the ealeulation is started from the
bundle inlet, i.e. only if STLEN=O (see 3.1, 14th eard)
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(for the 1st eomputed axial seetion)
XM
(Format (3E15.5})
XM = distanee from the bundle inlet to the eentral plane of the 1st eomputed
axial seetion (em)
(for the 1st eomputed axial seetion)
TW ( 1, 1) ... TW ( 1, NPIN ( 1))
(Fo rmat (3E 15•5 ) }
TW(1, M} = p1n temperature at the radial position of the thermoeouples
for subehannel M of ehannel 1 at the axial position XM (oe)
(for the 1st eomputed axial seetion)
TW(NS,1} TW(NS, NPIN(NS}}
(Format (3E15.5})
TW(NS, M) =p1n temperature at the radial position of the thermoeouples
for subehannel M of channel NS at the axial position XM (oe)
*} These eards are punched only in the ease of heated axial sections. NPIN(NS}
is the number of pins adjacent to channel NS (the NPIN parameters are
established in the subroutine HEATI; see also 3.2, Cards (41+4*NSPACT})
One card is sufficient for the punching of the TW values for all sub-
channels M of a channel NS, beeause NPIN(NS) <3.
Note finally that the subchannel indexing is that whieh is fixed by
SAGAP~ in the subroutine INDEX (see prints for the subchannels to get
to know the indexing procedure).
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(for the first computed axial section, only in the case of external channels,
i.e. for NS >NSTR**))
TLINER (NS-NSTR,l) TLINER(NS-NSTR, NPIN(NS ))***)
(Forma.t (3E 15•5 ) )
TLINER(NS-NSTR,l) = shroud temperature for subchannel 1 of channel NS at
the axial position XM (oC)
TLINER(NS-NSTR,2) = shroud temperature for subchannel 2 of channel NS at
the axial position XM (oC)***)
(for the 1st computed axial section)
Similar to card 8/NSa, for channel NST~T (last channel).
(for the 1st computed axial section)
Similar to card 8/NSb, for channel NST~T (last channel).
Card 9 : similar to card 5
Card 10: similar to card 6
Card 11: similar to card 7
Card 12/1, ••• , 12/NSa, 12/NSb, ••• , 12/NST~Ta, 12/NST~Tb: similar to cards
8/1, ••• 8/NSa, 8/NSb, ••• , 8/NST~Ta, 8/NST~Tb
*) see note pag. 67
If* tard 8/1b does not exist, because channel 1 is never an externalchannel.
***) Obviously, if channel NS is a corner channel or a wall channel with
only one subchannel (Le. NPIN (NS)=l) only TLINER(NS-NSTR,l) will
be punched.
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Card (5 + (N-1) *4) similar to card 5
Card (6 + (N-1) *4) similar to card 6
Card (7 + (N-1) *4) similar to card 7
Cards (8 + (N-1)*4)/1, ••• , (8 + (N-1)*4/NSa, (8 + (N-1 )*4)/NSb, ••• , ,
(8 + (N-1)*4)/NST~Ta, (8 + (N-1)*4)/NST~Tb: similar to cards 8/1, ••• ,
8/NSa, 8/NSb, ••• , 8/NST~Ta, 8/NST~Tb
(fail if the calculation has been not be carried out up to the bundle




DP~BAR = total pressure drop, from the bundle inlet to the bundle outlet,
included the pressure recovery at the bundle outlet (bar)
4.6.2 Cards punched if the computation time TlMEPU has been elapsed
PE PE1 TE TE1 MFL~W XLAM1(1) XLAM1(2) XLAM1(3)
(Format (8F10.5))
PE = outlet pressure for the axial section at which the calculation
has been stopped = inlet pressure for the next calculation step
(dimensions in kg/cm2 or in bar, depending on the value of INDPR,
see 3.1, 15th card)
PE1 = pressure before the bundle inlet (same dimensions as PE)
TE = outlet bulk temperature for the whole bundle flow section, for
the axial section at which the calculation has been stopped =
inlet bulk temperature for the next calculation step (oC)
TEl
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= bulk temperature for the whole bundle flow section at the bundle
inlet (oC)
= mass flow rate through the whole bundle flow section (gis)
= approximate value of the whole bundle friction factor AT=4fT
for the 1st axial portion
XLAMl(2) = approximate value of the whole bundle friction factor AT=4fT
for the 2nd axial portion
XLAMl(3) = approximate value of the whole bundle friction factor AT=4fT
for the 3I'd axial portion
This card must replace the 10th input card (see 3.1) in order to start
a new calculation step.
IPAST IPAEND IREAnl
(Format (3110))
IPAST = index of the axial portion in which the calculation will be
stopped = index of the axial portion in which the next calculation
step must start
IPAEND = index of the axial portion at the end of which it is desired to
end the calculation (it is the input value IPAEND for the present
calculation step) (see 3.1, 13th Card) *)
IREADl = 2 (this option is set authomatically equal to 2, in order to
allow the reading of non-uniform mass-flow-rate and gas-temperature
inlet disturbutions in the next calculation step; see 3.1, 13th
Card)
This card must replace the 13th input card (see 3.1) in order to start
a new calculation step.
STLEN
(Format (8Fl0.5)
STLEN = distance from the bundle inlet to the end point of the axial
section at which the calculation has been stopped = distance from
the bundle inlet to the point at which the calculation will start
*) The punched IPAEND v~lue mus~ be replaced tO,start a new calculation step
if the present step lS stopp1ng because port1on IPAEND«7)has been reached
I •
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~n the next step (cm)
This card must replace the 14th input card (see 3.1) in order to start
a new calculation step.
Cards (12 - (N-1) * 4)/a, b, ••• - (12 - (N-1) * 4)/ ab______________________________________________________2_
In this last block of cards the outlet mass flow rates and gas temperatures
of the channel, of the subchannels and of the two portions of the wall
subchannels (inlet values for a new calculation step) are punched with
the Formats described in 3.2. Cards (11 + (N-1) * 4)/a,b, ••• -
(11 + (N-1) *4 + NST~T)/a,b will be used as input Cards (4o+4*NSPACT)/a,b, •••
-(40+4*NSPACT + NST~T)/a,b in the next calculation step (see 3 .2).
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5. STRUCTURE OF SAGAP~
5.1. Introduetory remarks
In the next paragraphs the ma1n program and all subprograms, of whieh
SAGAP~ eonsists, will be shortly deseribed. For eaeh subprogram, the used
equations will be eited, referring mainly to /5/ (sometimea also to /1/
or to /2/). Furthermore the meaning of the subprogram arguments *) will be
explained. For most of the subprograms **) the name or the ealling sub-
program will be eited. For the main program and for some important sub-
routines, simplified flow-eharts are also ineluded in this work (see
Fi gs • 11-23 ) •
5.2 Main program
The ma1n program reads most of the input data, performs some simple eal-
eUlations, organizes the calculations performed mostly in subprograms
and prints and punehs most of the output data. The input and the output
steps have been aeeurately deseribed in paragraphs 3 and 4. In Fig.11
a simplified flow-ehart of the main program is presented.
5.3 FUNCTI~N AKA
AKA eomputes the parameter kA=kA(r1/r2, ~A) (AKA) whieh takes into ae-
eount the inlet effeet on the pressure drop in the ease of laminar flow
(see (IV.19)-(IV.28) in /5/). AKA is ealled by the subroutine ENTRFR.
*) It must be pointed out that the geometrie parameter are all based on
the volumetrie diameter (and not on the tip diameter), in the ease of
roughened rods, if it is not difterently specified.
**)Exeept for some subprograms whieh are ealled by a large number of
other subprograms •
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IPA = index of the axial portion
K = index of the axial section
ITC~RR = iteration index for the
Fig.l1 Simplified flow chart for the main program convergence of ATOT
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ANGCA1 organizes the sub-subchannel calculation for the corner channels.
Furthermore it computes the friction factors LAMSCH for the whole corner
channels, both in the case of turbulent flew (see (1.66) in /5/) and in
the case of laminar flow (see (IV.3), (IV.7), (IV.32) in /5/). In the case
of turbulent flow ANGCA1 evaluates also the friction factors LAMB and
the equivalent diameters DETB of the inner zones of the corner channels, the
ratios ADAB between the flow area of the inner zone and theflew area of
the whole corner channels. Finnaly i t computes average values of some
sub-subehannel variables (see flow chart, Fig.12). AN GCA1 is called









= index of the axial section
= channel index
= number of sub-subchannels in a half of the entire corner channel
(i.e. for a rod sector of an angle w/6)
= index for the type of the rod surface (IRH=1for smooth rods,
IRH=2 for roughened rods)
= PT (see (1.111) in /5/)
=average pressure for the axial section (kg/cm2 )
= height of the roughness ribs (cm)

















:::: rr/6 :: angle of the rod sector for each sub-subchannel of
N
the corner channel
:::: flow areas of the sub-subchannels (em2)
= flow area for a half of the entire corner ehannel (em2 )
:::: equivalent diameter for the corner ehannel (em)
:::: equivalent diameter for the whole bundle flow seetion (em)
:::: volumetrie diameter of the rods (em)
:::: distance Z (between the centers of the external rods and
the shroud) + D/2 (cm)
= number of the central channels in the bundle
:::: length of the axial section K (em)
:::: inlet pressure for the axial section (kg/em2 )
:::: outlet pressure for the axial section (kg/em2 )
:::: 1!ll.PT1gc
:::: gas temperature at the bundle inlet, average for the whole
bundle flow seetion (oC)
:::: volumetrie surfaee of a rod for the whole axial portion (em2 )
:::: summation of the eomputed average mass flow rates of the
sub-subchannels contained in the half of the entire corner
DDDD
ehannel (gis)







:::: for RETURN1, in the case of convergence problems in the
subroutine RECANG (the axial section will be halved)
:::: summation of the computed average mass flow rates of the
outer zones (i.e. outside the ,=0 line) of the sub-sub-
channels eontained in the half of the entire corner channel (gis)
:::: summation of the computed average mass flow rates of the
inner zones (i.e. inside the ,=0) of the sub-subchannels
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AXSEC establishes the number ofaxial sections into which each axial portion
of the bundle has to be divided, the lengths cf these axial sections (fixing
the positions X(K) and X(K+l) of the inlet and outlet planes of each axial
section K with the procedure described ~n 1.1 of /5/) and the correction
factors YY(=Y in /5/) for the Nusselt numbers of the subchannels, whichsp
take into account the spacer effects on the heat transfer coefficients (see)
(II.l0) - (II.12) and (11.39) - (11.41) in /5/); see also flow chart
















= input value XDEl for the axial portion (see 3. 1, 19th Card)
= input value XDE2 for the axial portion (see 3. 1, Cards 19
and 20)
= equivalent diameter of the central channels (cm)
= axial width cf the spacer grids (cm)
= CNUSS value for the axial portion (see 3.3 , C~MM~N BL~CK/DAT7/)
= distance from the point where the calculation has been
started to the end of the axial portion (cm)
= index of the first spacer whose position has been not yet
reached by the calculation (if the last spacer present in
the bundle has been already overtaken, 11 is the index of
this last spacer)
= distance from the point where the calculation has been
started to the beginning of the axial portion (cm)
= number of spacers in the axial portion
= length of the axial portion (cm)
= number ofaxial sections in the axial portion, computed in AXSEC
= index of the axial portion
~ 0 for unheated axial portions
=- NR~DS
~ ( 1 QPIN{T) )*LENGTH for heated ax.port. (see 3.1, Cards 1,30)
1-1
= total number of channels
= parameter for the correction profiles for the Nusselt
numbers, which fixes the number of equivalent diameters from
the inlet section of a spacer to the point at which the
profiles have a maximum. In the present version of SAGAP~
XMAXNU = 1.6 is assumed for the smooth axial portions and
XMAXNU = 1 is assumed for the roughened axial portions
(see main program and mentioned equations in /5/).
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Fig.13 Simplified flov chart for the subroutine AXSEC
ISPAC = spacer index
CHSLNU
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= parameter for the eorreetion profiles for the Nusselt
numbers, whieh fixes the value of the eorreetion faetors Ysp
at three equivalent diameters after the inlet seetion
of the spaeers
Y (x* = 3) = 1 + CNUSS * z2 *CHSLNU (e=bloekage faetor)sp sp
In the present version of SAGAP~ CHSLNU = 2/3 is assumed
for the smooth axial portions and CHSLNU=O.5 is assumed for
the roughened axial portions (see main program and mentioned
equations in /5/).
5.6 SUBR@UTINE BALA
BALA eomputes the average and the outlet mass-flow rates MAV and M2, the
turbulent rates WT, the cross-flow rates WCF, the average veloeities UAV, the
pressure losses DP, the inlet and the average gas temperatures TAV and TEMP2
and some other ehannel variables (see flov chart, Fig.14) for all channels,
at each axial section K, using the equations described in 1.5 of /5/. BALA













= index of the axial seetion
= total number of the ehannels
= index for the presenee of a spacer in the axial seetion
INDSP=1 no spaeers
INDSP=2 there is a spaeer
= area of the eonsidered symmet~ seetion of the bundle (em2 )
= length of the axial seetion (em)
= length of the axial portion eontaining the axial seetion (em)
= inlet pressure for the axial seetion (kg/em2 )
= outlet pressure for the axial seetion (kg/em2 )
= average pressure for the axial seetion (kg/em2 )
= relaxation faetor (FREL=input value (see 3.1, 24th Card
the ~irst time that BALA is used for ealeulation of~
axial portion, then FREL=value previously eomputed in
BALA itself)
= input faetor f T (see 3.1, 21st Card)
= aetual value of the iteration index in the loop for the
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Fig.14 Simplified flow-chart for the subroutine BALA
ITFREL = index of the iteration loop for the correction of FREL
ITGL = index of the iteration loop for the convergence of the axial
momentum equations









= maximum number of iterations for the loop ITC~RR (see 3.1 t
18th Card)
= average pressure loss for the channels t computed in BALA
(see (1'51) in /5/) (kg/cm2 )
= number of iterations necessary for the c:onvergence of the
energy equations in BALA
= number of iterations necessary for the convergence of the
axial momentum equations in BALA
= for RETURNl t in the case of convergence problems (the
axial section will be halved)
= axial width of the spacers (cm)
= index of the first spacer which has been not yet overtaken
by the calculation in the preceeding axial section.*)
5. 7 FUNCTI~N BETAF
BETAF evaluates the parameter ß(BETAF) for determination of the separation
line for the two portions of the wall subchannels in the case of laminar




= (pitch of the rods)/(tip diameter of the rods)
= (distance between the center of the external rods and the
shroud + tip radius of the rods)/(tip diameter of the rods)
= (height of the blocking triangles)/~ip diameter of the rods)
5. 8 SUBR@UTINE CEWA
CEWA performs. the calculations for the "central-type" sub-subchannels t Le.
for the sub-subchannels contained in a central subchannel or in the central
portion of a wall subchannel. It is used only for turbulent calculations.
The equations described in 1.9.1 and in chapter 2 of /5/ are applied in
CEWA. CEWA is called by the subroutines TRI CA1 and RECCA 1. About CEWA
see flow-chart in Fig.15.



























= index of the axial seetion
= index of the eontaining ehannel
= index for the type of the rod surfaee (IRH=l for smooth
rods s IRH=2 for roughened rods)
= PT (see (1·111) in 15/)
= average pressure for the axial seetion (kg/em2 )
= height of the roughness ribs (em)
= flow area of the sub-subehannel (em2 )
= equivalent diameter of the sub-subehannel (em)
= terms GiS and GiR (see (I·73)s (1·76) in 15/)
= first iteration value for the mass-flow rate of the sub-
subehannel (it eorresponds to an uniform mass distribution)
(gis)
= equivalent diameter for the whole bundle flow seetion (em)
= (length of the axial seetion)/(length of the eontaining
axial portion)
=__-::-__-:"-'If1~6~-::---:---_;_;:"
nr. of sub-subehannels in 'lf/6
= index of the sub-subehannel
= index of the eontaining subehannel
= length of the axial seetion (em)
= inlet pressure for the axial seetion (kg/em2 )
= outlet pressure for the axial seetion (kg/em2 )
=~
= summation of the mass flow rates m. for the already eomputed
1
sub-subchannels of the subehannel JJJ (gis)
= summation of the terms ~.T. for the subehannel JJJ (g °e/s)
1 1
A.




already eomputed sub-subehannels of subehannel JJJ
= gas temperature at the bundle inlet (oe)
= volumetrie surfaee of a rod for the whole axial portion (em2 )







Of /5/ tcm b;?1e":/
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Fig.15 Simplified flow chart for the subroutine CEWA
ITW = iteration index for the convergence of the pin temperature TiWR














= NS-NSTR (NSTR = number of the eentral ehannels)
. += summatlon of the terms hB.A. for the already eomputed
1 1
sub-subehannels of the subehannel JJJ (em2 )
. +
= summatlon of the terms hw.A. for the already eomputed
1 1
sub-subehnannels of the subehannel JJJ (em2 )
= inlet temperature for the sub-subehannel (= inlet temperature
of the eontaining eentral subehannel or eentral portion of
wall subehannel in the present version of SAGAP~) (oC)
= parameter ~/A for eontaining eentral subehanael or eentral
portion of wall subehannel (see 1_8 in /5/)
= parameter ~/A for the eontaining eentral subehannel or
eentral portion of wall subehannel (see (1-80) in /5/)
= for RETURN 1 in the ease of eonvergenee problems
= volumetrie diameter of the rods (em)
= surfaee pin temperature at infinite eonduetivity of the
eannlng for the last eomputed sub-subehannel (if
1=1 TWI is set equal to the bulk temperature TI at the
first iteration) (oC)
= average gas temperature of the sub-subehannel (oC)
= piteh of the rods (em)
SUBR~UTINE CEWAC~
CEWAC~ evaluates the total flow areas AREA(I), the total equivalent diameters
DE(I) and the total mass-flow rates ME(I) (eorresponding to an uniform mass
flow distribution) for the "eentral-type" sub-subehannels (i _e _ for the
sub-subehannels eontained in eentral subehannels or in eentral portions of
wall sUbehannels)and for the sub-sunehannels defined in the seeond eal-
eulation step of the corner ehannels_ Furthermore it eomputes the eoeffieients
G(I) (=G., defined by (1-73) or (1-76) in /5/) for the eentral sub-sub-
1
ehannels and evaluates the following geometrie parameters for the corner
sub-subehannels:
PER(I) = wetted perimeter of the shroud for sub-subehannel I(cm)
RR2(I) = inner radius of the outer wall for the annulus equivalent
to the whole sub-subchannel I (cm)
ALr~12(I) = (inner radius)/(outer radius) for the annulus ~quivalent to
the whole sub-subehannel I
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N = number of sub-subchannels contained in a half of the entire
central subchannels or in a half of the entire corner channels







= N for the corner sub-subchannels
= 3/2*N for the central sub-subchannels (the central portions
of the wall subchannel could be larger than the central
subchannels)
= type of the sub-subchannels (NTYP=12 for the central sub-
subchannels, NTYF=3 for the corner sub-subchannels)
J!./.2= N = angle of the rod sector for each sub-subehnanel
= volumetrie diameter of the rods (ern)
= O.5*(piteh of the rods) for the central sub-subehannels (ern)
= distance between the external rods and the shroud for the
corner sub-subchannels (ern)
= flow area of a half of an entire eentral subehannel or
corner channel (cm2 )
= equivalent diameter of the eentral subehannels or of the
corner channels (ern)
AT~T = flow area for the whole bundle (crn2 )
AREA( 1 ) • •• AREA(NN)
DET
= flow areas of the central or of the corner sub-subchannels,
cornputed in CEWAC~ (cm2 )
DE ( 1) ••• DE (NN )
= equivalent diameters of the central or of the corner sub-
subchannels, cornputed in CEWAC~ (ern)
ME( 1) ••• ME(NN)
= mass flow rates in the case of uniforrn distribution, for
the central or for the corner sUb-subchannels, computed
in CEWAC~ (gis)
5.10 SUBR@UTINE CFl
CFl is used for the evaluation of the cross-flow variables L(T ~)CF and
I(ü A)CF*) in the calculations for the channels, the subchannels and the
two portions of the wall subchannels (see subroutines BALA, SUBBAL, TMCF
UA, RECCA2). In the procedure used in the present version of SAGAP~ the
-CF .cross-flow temperature Tl 1S assumed to be equal to the average cf the
temperatures (let say Tl and T2 ) of the two entire connected channels,
subchannels or portion of wall sUbchannels, weighted with the mass flow
rates (see (I.24)in /5/ for the channel calculation); mCF is the therefore
equal to the summation of the mass-flow rates (let say m1 and m2)of the
two entire connected channels, subchannels or portions of wall subchannels.
S · . f' -CF.1ffi11arly the cross- low veloc1ty u 1S assumed to be equal to the
average of the velocities (let say ü1 and ü2 ) of the two entire connected
channels, subchannels or portions of wall subchannels, weighted with
the flow areas (see (1.32) in /5/); ACF is therefore equal to the summa-
tion of the flow areas (let say Al and A2 ) of the two entire connected
channels, subchannels or portions of wall subchannels. With these defi-
. t· -CF -CF . .f·· "" .n1 10ns of T and u the 1dent1 1cat10n of the donors 1S not needed
(see 1.5.2, 1.5.3 in /5/), therefore CF1 is now very simple and most of
its input arguments (which were used in the previous version of the code
/1/) are now not needed. CFl is called by the subroutines UA, TMCF, SUBBAL
and RECCA2.
~!'~~~E!~~
Xl = Tl (OC) or u 1 (cm/s)
X2 = T2 (°C) or u2 (cm/s)
Yl = m1 (g/s) or Al (cm
2 )
Y2 = ih2 (g/s) or A2 (cm
2)
DPl = IIp 1 (pressure loss) (kg/cm2)**)
DP2 = llP2 (pressure loss) (kg/cm2 )**)
*) Each time that CFl is used, the terms referring to the considered exchange
are added to the input values of I(T m)CF and of I(ü A)CF, as also to
I mCF and to I ACF.
**) not used in the present version of SAGAP~
ITVIA
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= option (not used in the present version of SAGAP~) for the





-CF -CF .T , u = bulk temperature and mean velocJ. ty
of the donor.
XYT = l(T ~)CF (g °C/s) or l(Ü A)CF (cm3/s)
YT = l ~CF (g/s) or l ACF (cm2 )
5. 11 SUBR~UTINE C~NNIJ
C~NNIJ is used only in the version of SAGAP~ concerning hexagonal bundles,
to evaluate the number NER(NS) of the adjacent channels for each channel
NS and to identify these channels by means of the matrix NIS(NS,M)
(NIS(NS,l) = index of the first channel adjacent to channel NS, •.• ,
NIS(NS, NER(NS)) = index of the last channel adjacent to channel NS).
C~NNIJ is called by INDEX, which prepares also some input parameters for
the procedure of C~NNIJ. The procedures used in C~NNIJ are partly derived





= number of the central channels
= total number of channels
= number of the rows of rods ~xcluded the central rod)
= index to establish the portion of the whole bundle flow
section which must be considered (see 3.1, 9th Card)
5.12 SUBR~UTINE C~RRTE
C~RRTE is used in the case of roughened rods and turbulent flow to correct
the surface pin temperatures (computed integrating the logarithmic tempera-
ture profiles, i.e. corresponding to the case of infinite conductivity of
the canning rnetal) to take into account the Biot effect (see 2.1.6 in 15/).
The Biot number (BI~T) lS computed by means of(III.14) or (111.25) of 151
depending on the value of the index IBIDE (see 3.3, C~MM~N BL~CK/BIDE/).
If there are no thermocouples or if the thermocouples are set at the outer
surfaces of the pins, equation (111.19) of 151 is used for the correction; if
the thermocouples are set below the outer surfaces, (111.20) of 151 is used
(see RMISTW, 3.1, 3rd Card).
Furthermore the correction due to the temperature difference between tip
and root of the ribs, in the case of roughened rods and laminar flow, is
also made in C~RRTE (see 4.1 in 15/).
Finally C~RRTE organizes also the correction of the surface pin tempera-
tures (for smooth and roughened rods, turbulent and laminar flow) to
take into account the position of the thermocouples inside the canning.
This correction is performed by means of the function TWCTEP.









= pin temperature (input: not corrected value; output:
corrected value) (oC)
= gas temperature (OC)
= average pressure for the axial section (kg/cm2 )
= channel index
= subchannel index
= 0 for the subchannels
= for the wall portions of the wall subchannels and for
sub-subchannel "1" of each subchannel (see note page 59
= 2 for the central portions of the wall subchannels and
for sub-subchannel "N" of each subchannel (see note page 59)
= Biot number computed in C~RRTE
= not corrected pin temperatures (=input TW value) (oC)
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5.13 FUNCTIg)N CP
CP evaluates the coolant specific heat at constant pressure c (Cp) as
p 0
a function of the pressure and of the temperature ([cpJ = cal/g C;
about CP see also 3.5
P
T
= pressure (kg/cm2 )
= temperature (oC)
5.14 SUBR~UTINE CRFLl
CRF 1 f CF .. f 1L evaluates the cross- low rates W at each lteratlon 0 the oop
ITGL, for the calculation of the channels, of the subchannels and of the
two portions of the wall subchannels (it is called by the subroutines BALA,






= actual value of the iteration index in the convergence
loop for the solution of the axial momentum equations
( (i) in 1.7 of /5/)
= average pressure 1055 at the preceeding iteration
(6P(i-1) in 1.7 of /5/) (kg/cm2 )
av
= actual value of the relaxation factor
= area of the computed portion of the whole bundle flow
section, for the channel calculation (cm2 )
= flow area of containing channel, for the subchannel
calculation (cm2 )
= flow area of the containing wall subchannel,for the cal-
culation in the two portions of the wall subchannels (cm2 )
JMAX
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= total number of channels, for the channel calculation
= number of subchannels in the containing channel, for the
subchannel calculation





AJ( 1) ••• AJ( (JMAX)
= flow areas of the channels or of the subchannels, or of
the two portions of a wall subchannel (cm2 )
MJ(l) ••• MJ(JMAX)
= mass flow rates at the inlet of the axial section, for the
channels, or for the subchannels,or for the two portions
of a wall subchannel (g/s)
DPJ( U... DPJ( JMAX)
= pressure drops computed at the preceeding iteration
(öp(i-1)in 1.7 of /5/), for the channels, or for the
subchannels, or for the two portions of a wall subchannel
(kg/cm2 )
WCFJ(l) ••• WCFJ(JMAX)
= cross-flow rates at the preceeding iteration, for the
channels (=W~F(i-1),in 1.7 of /5/); modified cross-
flow rates yCF(i-1) for the subchannels or the two portions
of the wall subchannels (see (1.53), (1.54) in /5/) (g/s cm)
WCFJ1(1) •••WCFJ1(JMAX)
= cross-flow rates at two iterations before, for
(=wCF(i-2) in 1.7 of /5/); modified cross-flow
c
for the subchannels or the two portions of the
channels (see (1.53), 1.54) in /5/) (g/s cm)
EP1J(1) ••• EP1J(JMAX)
(i-2) (i-2)= difference (öp - öPav ) for the channels, or for
the subchannels, or for the two portions of the wall sub-
channels (kg/cm2 )
5 . 15 FUNCTIIPN CSFUN
CSFUN computes the parameters c for the velocity profiles in the zoness
outside the T = 0 line (see (1.88)-(1.90) and (1.102) in /5/). cs =CSFUN=l
in case of smooth rods /5/. For roughened rods the calculation is performed
combining equations (55) and (56) of /11/to (1.88) of /5/ (in the case
of wall sub-subchannels and in the first calculation step for the corner
sub-subchannels) or to (1.91) of /5/ (in the second calculation step for






= index for the type of the rod surface (IRR=l for smooth
rods, IRH=2 for roughened rods)
= Reynolds number for the outer zone (i.e. outside the
,=0 line) of the sub-subchannel
= 18/A .. (see 1.9.2 of /5/); the input value of this argument is
:La
corrected in CSFUN)
= 18/Aib (see 1.9.2 of /5/)
= 6.037 or=5.966 for the wall sub-subchannels and for the first
calculation step of the corner sUb-subchannels, in the case
Qf smQoth or roughened rods, respectively (see (1.88)
in /5J)
=G . for the second calculation step of the corner sub-subchannels
al
(see (1.92) of /5/)
5 . 16 SUBRIPUTINE DDIPNNE
DDIPNNE is used in the case ofaxial sections where the rods are roughened
and the flow is turbulent, to compute the gas temperatures of the two zones
of the corner channels, of the wall portions of the wall subchannels and
of the "wall-type" sub-subchannels, which are divided by the ,=0 line.
It makes use of equations (11.16)-(11.18) of /5/. It is called by the










= TWR~ surface pin temperature at infinite conductivity
of tne canning metal (oe)
= bulk temperature for the whole corner channel, or for the










= (r -r }/h *)
o 1 R
= (r -r }/h *)









bulk temperature for the zone outside the T=O line (oe)
bulk temperature for the zone inside the T=O line (oC)
temperature at the bundle inlet (oe)
5 • 17 FUNeT1 ~N DSPDPF
DSPDPF was introduced in SAGAP~ to evaluate the coefficients KD/2 (for the
whole bundle flow section, for the channels, for the subchannels and for
the portions of wall subchannels},which take into account the pressure
loss due to friction inside the spacers (see /1,2/). As the method proposed
in /1,2/ for the evaluation of the KD's has been later demonstrated to be
not good enough (see 1.4 in /5/), in the present version of the SAGAP~
code the global coefficients Kare computed by means of (1.9) of /5/; **}sp
thus the KD's are obtained sUbtracting from the K 's the terms referringsp
to the local pressure losses at the inlet and at the outlet of the spacer
(see function GR1FUN). This procedure is used to easily allow the reintr0-
duction in DSPDPF of a better method for the calculation of the coeffi-
cients KD. Obviously most of the arguments of DSPDPF are not used in the
the symbology see chapter 2 in /5/
= Cv (Re}E
2.where E is the blockage factor, Re the Reynolds number out-
s1de the spacer and Cv(Re} is computed as:
Cv = ACVSl + ACVS2/ReACVS3 in the case of smooth axial sections
Cv = ACVRl + ACVR2/Re
ACVR3 in the case of roughened axial sections
(see 3.3, C~MM~N BL~CK/CVREH/) , for the hexagonal bundles. For the 12-rod
bundles the method proposed in /12/ is used.
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present version of DSPDPF, beeause they are useful only for the method
deseribed in /1,2/.







= E, bloekage faetor
= equivalent diameter outside the spaeer (em)
= frietion faetor outside the spaeer
= axial width of the spaeers (em)
= ratio between the wetted perimeter inside the spaeer
and the wetted perimeter outside the spaeer
RE = Reynolds number outside the spaeer.
ITYF = type of the flow seetion (=1 for the central ehannels,
=2 for the wall ehannels, = 3 for the corner channels,
=4 for the whole bundle flow seetion)
5 . 18 FUNCTI~N EINF
EINF evaluates the fin efficiency E (=EINF; for the definition see (11.19)
00
1n /5/) as a funetion of the Biot number (see (111.14) and (111.25) in /5/).
To allow an easy approximation of the available curves E =E (Bi) for the
"" '00
12-rod bundles (see 3.3 in /5/), E"" is computed as folIows:
= BI5 + BI6 * Bi + BI7 * Bi2 , if Bi ~ BI4
E = BI8 + BI9 * Bi + BI10 * Bi2 , if Bi > BI4
00
The coefficients BI5, ..• ,BI 10 must be provided in BL~CK DATA (see 3.3,
C~MM~N BL~CK/BIDAT1/). EINF is ealled by the subroutine C~RRTE.
BI~T = Biot number (Bi)
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5. 19 SUBRIPUTINE ENFRCIP
ENFRCIP is used for the laminar calculations if the simplified procedure
described in 4.6 of /5/ is applied. In this case ENFRC~ evaluates the
average YEX coefficient defined by (1.88) of /5/. Furthermore it corrects
the previously computed friction factors A(A=Ky/Re) of the corner and
wall channels, of the wall subchannels and of both portions of the wall
subchannels/to take into account that YEX has to be used instead of the
real y coefficients defined by the equations (IV.32) and (IV.36) of /5/.
ENFRCIP 1S called by the subroutine BALA. All variables are provided to
ENFRCIP 1n clPMMIPN (no arguments>.
5.20 SUBR@UTINE ENTRFR
ENTRFR 1S used 1n the case of laminar calculations to evaluate the coeffi-
cients y which take into account the inlet effect on the friction factors.
The y-coefficients are computed at each axial section for all subchannnels
and for the two portions of all wall subchannels with the equations des-
cribed in 4.2.4-4.2.7 of /5/.
Furthermore ENTRFR corrects the fully-developed-flow friction factors of
all subchannels and of the two portions of all wall subchannels (previously
computed in the subroutines TRICA1, RECCA1 and ANGCA1) multiplying them by
the corresponding y-coefficients.




= index of the axial section
= 1 for the corner channels, for the central channels and
for the wall portions of the wall subchannels
= 2 for the central portions of the wall subchannels
= index for the identification of the type of channel (ITYP=1
for the central channels, ITYF=2 for the wall channels,














= tip radius of the rods (em)
= radius of the maximum veloeity line (em)
= inner radius of the outer wall for the annulus whose inner
zone is equivalent to the inner zone of the subehannel
or of the portion of wall subehannel (em)
= ehannel index
= NS-NSTR (NSTR= number of the eentral ehannels)
= subehannel index
= equivalent diameter (based on the volumetrie diameter of
the rods) (em)
= flow area (based on the volumetrie diameter of the rods)
( em)
= mass-flow rate (g/s)
= average pressure for the axial seetion (kg/em2 )
= bulk temperature (oe)
= laminar frietion faetor (in input it is the value eorres-
ponding to fully developed flow eonditions, A = K/Re; in
output it is the eorreeted value, A = Ky/Re)
5-21 FUNeTI~N ETA
ETA evaluates the dynamie viseosity n (ETA) of the eoolant as a funetion




= pressure (kg/em2 )
= temperature (oe)
5.22 FUNCT1~N EXPCL
EXPCL evaluates the expansion eoeffieient ß (EXPCL) of the shroud metal
s
for the eorreetion of geometrie parameters of the shroud (see (111.5) of
15/), as a funetion of the average shroud temperature Ts in eaeh axial
portion 1PA (=TBP1PA(1PA), see 3.1, Cards 26 and 27). ßs is eomputed
as :
ß = EX4(1PA) + EX5(1PA) * T + Ex6(1PA) * T2s s s
where 1PA ~s the index of the axial portion and the eoeffieients Ex4,
EX5 and Ex6 must be provided in B~CK DATA (see 3. 3, C~MM~N BL~cK/EXDAT1f).
EXPCL is ealled by the main program.
T = T = TBP1PA(1PA), input value for the average shroud temperatures
in the 1PAth axial portion (oC)
5 • 23 FUNCT1~N EXPC~
EXPC~ evaluates the expans~on eoeffieient of the steel ßm (EXPC~)for the
eorreetion of the geometrie parameters of the rods and of the spaeers (see
(Irr. 5) of 15f), as a funetion of the average rod temperature TWT1PA( 1PA).,
or as a funetion of the average gas temperature TBT1PA(1PA~ in eaeh axial
portion 1PA (see 3.1, Cards 25 and 26, see also 3.1.3 in 15/). ßm is
eomputed as:
ß = EX1(1PA) + EX2(1PA) * T + EX3(1PA) * T2m
where 1PA is the index of the axial portion, T=TWT1PA or = TBT1PA and
the eoeffieients EX1, EX2 and EX3 must be provided in BL~CK DATA (see
3.3, C~MM~N BL~CK/EXDAT/). EXPC~ is ealled by the main program.
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T = TWTIPA(IPA) (average pin temperature in the IPAth axial portion)
or = TBTIPA(IPA) (average gas temperature in the IPAth axial
portion) (oC)
5.24 FUNCTI@N FKAPPA
FKAPPA evaluates the K=ARe values (FKAPPA) for the calculation of the
friction factors of the corner channels and of the wall portions of the
wall subchannels, in the case of fully developed laminar flow conditions.
Equations (IV.7) and (VI.8) of /5/ are used in FKAPPA. FKAPPA is called
by the subroutine SELAWA.
R = r*, defined by (IV.9) of /5/ in the case of corner channels and
by (IV.l0) of /5/ in the case of wall portions of wall subchannels.
5•.25 FUNCTI@N FQDEV
FQDEV integrates the power profiles (for the rods and for the shroud) in
each axial section. If the power profiles do not change in the axial
section, FQDEV is called (by the main program) once for the rod profile
and once for the shroud profile and the integration is carried out from
the inlet of the axial section (x 1) to i ts outlet (x2 ). If the profiles
change in the axial section, FQDEV is called four times (the first two
times the integrations are carried out from the inlet of the axial section
(x1)to the point where the profiles change (x2 ), the second two times
from the point where the profiles change (x1) to the outlet of the axial
section (x2».
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FQDEV ~s computed as folIows:
x2 x2
f [Qj (x) /~axJ f [NQD
C
0 i-1JFQDEV = dx = l a" (x-x01PA ) dx =. 1 J~
~=
xl xl
= N~C0Gaj~ ) [(x* - * )i (* * )iJ.L
1
. ~ 2 x01PA - xl - x01PA
~= ~ ß1PA
where the ß1PA's are the expansion coefficients (see functions EXPc0 and
EXPCL), the lengths (x-xOIPA ) are the nominal distances from the inlet
of the axial portion IPA, the lengths (x*-x~IPA) are the distances cor-
rected to take into account the thermal expansion (see also 3.1, Card
34, and subroutine M~DFQD).
A( 1) ••. A(N) = coefficientsGa .. )rJ. for the
ß1PA




rods or of the shroud (computed in the subroutine M0DFQD)
= input value NQDC~ (see 3. 1, Card 34)
=x~-x;IPA =distance from the inlet of the axial portion IPA
to the point where the integration ~s started (i.e. to the
inlet of the axial section, or to the point where the
power profiles change; see above)
= x~-x;IPA = distance from the inlet of the axial portion
IPA to the point where the integration is ended (i.e. to
the outlet of the axial section or to the point where the
power profiles change; see above)
*)This equation implies that the nominal total power is removed by the
coolant in each axial portion (see 2.3)
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5.26 FUNCT1~N GHPLUS
+GHPLUS evaluates the parameter G(h ) (GHPLUS) with the method suggested
by Dalle Donne /11/ (see also (111.9), (111.22), (111.23) in /5/).
The G(h+) function is computed as: *)
GHPL =
if gl > A10
if gl < A10
The parameters Al, ••• , Al0 must be provided in BL0CK DATA (see 3 .3,
C~MM~N BL~CK/DAT1/). In the present version of the method of Dalle Donne








...= TWR - 273.16, surface pin temperature at infinite con-
ductivity of the canning metal (oC)
= TB-273.16, bulk temperature (oC)
= Prandtl number
= (r0 -r1 ) IhR
= Reynolds number (gas properties evaluated at the pin
surface temperature)
= (r2-ro )/hR (=0 for the central subchannels and for the
central portion of the wall subchannels)
*) for the symbology see also chapter 3 of /5/
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5 .27 FUNCTI~N GKAPPA
GKAPPA evaluates the K = ARe values (GKAPPA) for the calculation of the
friction factors of the central subchannels and of the central portions
of the wall subchannels, in the case of fully developed laminar flow
conditions. Equations (Iv.4) and(IV.5) of /5/ are used in GKAPPA.
GKAPPA is called by the subroutine SELAWA.
x = X, defined by (IV.5) of /5/ in the case of the central subchannels
and by (IV.11) of /5/ in the case of the central portions of wall
subchannels.
5 • 28 FUNCTI~N GRIFUN
GRlFUN evaluates the coefficient (KI +KO)/2 (GRIFUN) for the local pressure
losses at the inlet (KI ) and at the outlet (KO) of the spacers (for the
whole bundle flow section, for the channels, for the subchannels and for
the two portions of the wall sUbchannels). The method which is used in
the present version of SAGAP~ for the evaluation of KI and KO is des-
cribed in /1,2/. GRlFUN is called by the main program.
EPS = blockage factor.
5 • 29 FUNCTI~N GSTAR
GSTAR evaluates the parameters GiS' GiR , GbiS , GbiR (defined by the
equations (1.73), (1.76), 1.83), (1.85) of /5/)used in the sub-sub-
channel calculations. GSTAR is called by the subroutines CEWAC~ , TLINE, RECCA1.
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EPS = r ./r1 (radius of the T=O line for the equivalent annulus/01
volumetrie radius of the rods)
5.30 SUBR~UTINE HEATI
Two different versions of HEATI are available: one is used for the cal-
culation of hexagonal bundles and the other one for the calculation of
the 12-rod bundles.
In the version concerning the hexagonal bundles HEATI evaluates,for
each axial portion,the number of pins NPIN(NS) which are adjacent to
each channel NS, the indices JPIN(NS,M) of the pins adjacent to each
subchannel M of channel NS, the powers QSCH(NS,M) (QSCH(NS,M) = Gnaximum
power per unit axial length removed from rod JPIN(NS,M) by the coolant
flowing in subchannel M of channel NS] *[length of the axial portion]),
the powers QQ(NS,M) (QQ(NS,M)=[total maximum power per unit axial length
removed from rod JPIN(NS,M)] *[length of the axial portion] ) and the
powers QT(NS) (QT(NS) = [total maximum power per unit axial length re-
moved by the coolant flowing in channel NS] *[length of the axial portion] ).
For all powers the dimensions are cal/s. The procedures used in this
version of HEATI are partly derived from the HERA-1A code of Nijsing and
Eifler /1C/.
In the version of the SAGAP~ code which concerns the 12-rod bundles the
vector NPIN and the matrix JPIN are provided in BL~CK DATA (see 3.4,
C~MM~N BL~CK/HEA6/)! Thus the structure of HEATI is here very simple:HEATI
evaluates only the powers QSCH(NS,M), QQ(NS,M) and QT(NS).The




= total number of channels
= number of the central channels
= index to establish which portion of the whole bundle flow
section must be considered (see 3.1, 9th CarQ)
NR~MA
IPA
= number of the rows of rods (excluded the central rod, ln
the case of hexagonal bundles)
= index of the axial portion
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Fig.16 Indexing of the rods in the subroutine HEATR
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5.31 SUBR~UTINE HEATR
HEATR is used only in the version of the SAGAP0-code concerning the
calculation of hexagonal bundles. It is called by the subroutine HEATI.
It provides indices to the rods and to the corresponding powers in a form
which is useful for the indexing procedures used in HEATI (and derived
from/10/) for the hexagonal bundles. The input indices I of each rod are
each set equal to an element IDPIN(NR~, NUM) of the matrix IDPIN (NR~ =
index of the row of rods, which increases starting from the bundle center,
being NR~=O for the central rod; NUM=index for the identification of
each rod in the containing row NR~). Similarly a matrix QQ is defined
in HEATR, whose elements QQ(NR~, NUM) are set equal to the input powers
Q(I)= Q(IDPIN (NR~, NUM)) at I > 1 (i.e. excluded the central rod).
For the central rod the power QQO = Q(l) is defined in HEATR.
Note that Q(I) = [maximum power per unit axial length removed from rod
I] *[length of the axial portion] (cal/s).
Fig. 16 will help to understand the identification procedure used in
HEATR.
NR~MA = number of the rows of rods (excluded the central rod).
5 .32 SUBR~UTINE INDEX
Two different versions of INDEX are available: one ~s used for the
calculation of hexagonal bundles and the other one for the calculation
of the 12-rod bundles.
In the version concerning the hexagonal bundles INDEX defines the channel
disposition(as shown by Fig. 1), defines the vectors NUMS and NR~W (NUMS(NS)=
index which establishes the position of channel NS in the containing row
of channels; NR~W(NS) = index of the row of channels containing channel
NS), defines the matrix N~T (N~T (NR~, NUM) = index NS of the channel
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contained in the row NR~ = NR~W(NS) at the position NUM = NUMS(NS)) and
some other vectors useful for the calculations which must be performed in
the subroutines C~NNIJt HEATI t INQUA and INGE (see listing). Furthermore
INDEX computes the total number of channels NST~Tt the number of central
channels NSTR and the number of the rows of channels NR~. Finally INDEX
evaluates the type NTYP(NS) of each channel NS contained in the considered
portion of the bundle flow section (NTYP(NS) is set equal to 1 for central
channels t to 2 for wall channels and to 3 for corner channels). This
version of INDEX is partly derived from /10/.
In the version concerning the 12-rod bundles INDEX is very simple be-
cause the vector NTYP is provided as input in B~CK DATA (see 3 .4 t
C~MM~N B~CK/IND3/) and because the definitions of NUMS t NR~Wt N~Tt etc.
is not needed.*) In this version INDEX fixes only the values of NST~Tt
NSTR and NR~.
NSEL = index to establish which portion of the whole bundle
flow section must be considered (see 3 .1 t 9th Card)
NR~MA = number of the r~s of rods (excluded the central rod t 1n
the case of hexagonal bundles).
NSTR = number of the central channels t computed in INDEX
NST~T = total number of channels t computed in INDEX
NR~ = number of the rows of rods t computed in INDEX.
*) This 1S due to the modification of the subroutines INQUA t HEATI and
INGE and due to the fact that the subroutine C~NNIJ is not used in the
version of SAGAP~ concerning the 12-rod bundles (the vector NER and




INGE evaluates the following geometric factors:
for the turbulent exchange between each channel I and each of the connec-
ted channels KM (see (1.11) in /5/);
CC~ND(I,M) =
for the enthalpy exchange due to the conduction in the gas between each
channel I and each of the connected channels KM (see (1.'8) in /5/);
CTURB1( 1) = I rGcentral Lsc 1 sC2
for the turbulent exchange between the subchannels sc 1 and sc2 of a central
channel (see (1.44) in /5/) ;
CTURB1(2) = I '-G D /20 eS ]wall _ sc 1 sc2 wall sc 1 sc2 wall
for the turbulent exchange between the subchannels sc 1 and sc2 of a
wall channel (see (1.44) in /5/) ;
CC~NDl ( 1)
for the enthalpy exchange due to conduction in the gas between the sub-
channels sc, and sC2 of a central channel (see (1.18) in /5/);
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CC0ND 1( 2) = K '-G /2 6 ]G _sc 1 sC2 sC 1 sC2 wall
for the enthalpy exchange due to conduction in the gas between the sub-
channels sC l and sc2 of a wall channel (see (1.18) in /5/).
Two versions exist for the subroutine 1NGE: one ~s used for the calcula-
tion of the hexagonal bundles and the other one for the calculation of


















= number of the rows of rods (excluded the central rod in the
case of hexagonal bundles)
= index which establishes which portion of the whole bundle
flow section must be considered (see 3.1, 9th Card)
= number of the central channels
= total number of the channels
= pitch of the rods (cm)
= distance between the centers of the external rods and
the shroud (cm)
= volumetric diameter of the rods (cm)
= flow area of the entire central channels (cm2 )
= flow area of the entire wall channels (cm2 )
= flow area of the entire corner channels (cm2 )
= 'Ir = 3.141593
= input factor KCORR (see (1.11) ~n /5/ and 3.1, 21st Card,
in this work)
= input factor I for the central subchannels (see (1.44) ~n
/5/ and 3.1, 21st Card, in this work)
= input factor I for the wall subchannels (see (1.44) ~n /5/
and 3.1, 21st Card, in this work)
= equivalent diameter of the central channels (cm)
= equivalent diameter of the wall channels (cm)
= (C-base of the blocking triangles)/2 (cm)
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5 .34 SUBR~UTINE INLC~N
INLC~N establishes the mass-flow rates and the gas temperatures of the
channels (MI, TEMP), of the subchannels (MSCH1, TSCH1) and of the two
portions of the wall subchannels (MSCWC1, TSCWC1) *) at the point where
the calculation is started. If the input value of IREAD1 (see 3.1, Card 13)
is equal to 1, uniform mass-flow and gas-temperature distributions are
assumed; if IREAD1 is equal to 2 the mass flow rates and the gas tempera-
tures are read in INLC~N (see 3.2).
INLC~N initializes also the average mass flow rates (MSCH) and the average
gas and pin temperatures (TSCH and TW) of the subchannels. INLC~N is called







= total number of the channels
= mass-flow rate through the whole bundle flow section (gis)
= flow area of the whole bundle flow section (cm2 )
= bulk temperature for the whole bundle flow section at the
point where the calculation is started (oC)
= index which establishes whether the mass-flow-rate and the
gas-temperature distributions must be considered uniform
or non-uniform at the point where the calculation is
started (see 3.1, 13rd Card)
= number of the central channels
*) If uniform distributions are assumed, the mass-flow rates of the two
portions of the wall subchannels are computed in the main program, after




INQUA eomputes the flow areas A(NS) of all ehannels NS into whieh the
eonsidered bundle symmetry seetion is subdivided and the flow areas
ASCH(NS,M) of all subehannels M eontained in eaeh ehannel. Furthermore
INQUA defines the veetor DE, whose elements DE(NS) are the equivalent
diameters of the NSth ehannel. All geom~trie parameters eomputed in INQUA
are based on the volumetrie diameter of the rods.
Two versions of INQUA exist, one for the hexagonal bundles and one for










= index whieh establishes whieh portion of the whole bundle
flow seetion must be eonsidered (see 3.1, 9th Card)
= total number of the ehannels
= number of the rows of rods (excluded the eentral rod ~n
the ease of hexagonal bundles)
= flow area of the entire eentral ehannels (em2 )
= flow area of the entire wall ehannels (em2 )
= flow area of the entire corner ehannels (em2 )
=equivalent diameter of the eentral ehannels (em)
= equivalent diameter of the wall ehannels (em)
= equivalent diameter of the corner ehannels (em)
5.36 SUBR~UTINE KAPC~R
KAPC~R organizes the ealeulation of the laminar K = ARe-values for the
ehannels in the ease of IKAPPA = 1 (eomputation in subroutine SELAWA;
see 3.3, C~MM~N BL~CK /WAKA1/). If lKAPPA = 2, KAPC~R saves the input
K-values provided in BL~CK DATA. Furthermore KAPC~R corrects the K-values
eomputed in SELAWA by means of equations (Iv.85) - (Iv.87) of /5/),
if the simplified proeedure described in 4.6 of /5/ has to be applied.
KAPC~R ~s called by the main program.
NST~T
NSTR
= total number of the ehannels
= number of the eentral ehannels
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5.37 REAL FUNCTI~N KAPPA
KAPPA evaluates the coolant thermal conductivity k (KAPPA) as a function




= pressure (kg/cm2 )
o= temperature ( C)
REAL FUNCTI~N KINF
KINF evaluates the fin efficiency K (=KINF; for the definition see (11.20)
~
in /5/) as a function of the Biot number (Bi).K~ is computed as follows:
K~ = BIl + BI2 * Bi + BI3 * Bi2
The coefficients BI1, BI2, BI3 must be provided in BL~CK DATA (see 3.3,
C~MM~N BL~CK/BIDAT/). KINF is called by the subroutine C~RRTE.
BI~T = Biot number
5.39 REAL FUNCTI~N KMET
KMET evaluates the thermal conductivity of the canning metal k (KMET)c
as a function of the canning temperature TWR (oC)([kcJ=cal/cm s °c,
[TWRJ =oC).kc ~computed as follows:
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kc = D1(IPA) + D2(IPA) * TWR
where IPA is the index of the axial portion and the coefficients D1, D2
must be provided for all axial portions in BL~CK DATA (see 3.3, C~MM~N
BL~CK/DATKM/). KMET is called by the subroutine C~RRTE.
TW = T
WR
, canning temperature (oC)
5.40 SUBR~UTINE M~DFQD
~DFQD computes the coefficients A(I,J) = aij / j ß~PA for a power profile
"i" of the rods or of the shroud, each time that i t is called by the




= index or the power profile
= total number of the different power profiles (=NDPRQT in
3.1, Card 32)
= number of the coefficients (=NQDC~ in 3.1, Card 34)
A(I, 1~ •. A(I,NJ)
= coefficients ai1 ••• ai NQDC~ in input; coefficients
/
dI NQDC~
(ai/ßIPA)' •• (ai NQDC~ NQDCJ.I * ßIPA ) in output
EXF = ßIPA' average expansion coefficient for the axial portion
IPA computed at the pin temperature TWTIPA(IPA) (see 3.1,
25th Card)
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5. 41 SUBR~UTINE NEWT~N
NEWT~N is used in the ealeulations of the laminar friction faetors of the
eentral subehannels and of the eentral portions of the wall subehannels
to evaluate the outer radius r 2A of the annulus whose inner zone (i.e.
inside the .=0 line) is equivalent to the eentral subehannel or to the
eentral portion of the wall subehannel. In NEWT~N equation (IV.37) of





= r OA ' radius of the .=0 line (em)
= r 1, outer radius 0f the)rods (tiproughened rods tem
= r 2A (see above) (em)
radius in the case of
5.42 SUBRY1UTINE N~RMT
N~RMT normalizes the average gas temperatures TAV(NS) of the ehannels NS
at eaeh axial seetion, making use of (1.30) of /5/. With similar equa-
tions N~RMT normalizes also the average gas temperatures of the sub-
ehannels M of eaeh ehannel NS (TSCH(NS,M) and the average gas tempera-
tures of both portions 1 and 2 of eaeh wall subehannel M of eaeh ehannel
NS (TAVWC(NS-NSTR, M, 1), TAVWC(NS-NSTR, M, 2» so that the average
enthalpy in eaeh ehannel is always equal to the summation of the average
enthalpies in the eontained subehannels and that the average enthalpy
in eaeh wall subehannel is always equal to the summation of the average




= total number of the ehannels
= number of the eentral ehannels
= average gas temperaturefor the whole bundle flow seetion,
in the axial seetion (oC)
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AT(/Jrr = flow area of the whole bundle flow section (cm2 )
ASEC1 = !low area of the considered symmetry section of the whole
bundle (cm2 )
MFL(/JW = mass-flow rate through the whole bundle (gis)
5.43 SUBR(/JUTINE RECANG
RECANG performs the turbulent calculations for each "wall-type" sub-
subchannel (i.e. for each of the sub-subchannels contained in the corner
channels and in the wall portions of the wall subchannels). The equations
described in 1.9.2.and in chapter 2 of 151 are applied in RECANG (see











= sub-subchannel index (integer form)
= sub-subchannel index (real form)
= channel index
= index of the axial section
= index which establishes if the position of the .=0 line
must be cornputed (IVIA=l) or not (IVIA=2) -IVIA=lfor most~of the
sub-subchannels contained 1n the wall portions of the wall
subchannels and in the first step for the calculation of
the corner sub-subchannels
IVIA=2 in the second step for the calculation of the corner
sub-subchannels
= index for the type of the rod surface (IRR=l for smooth
rods, IRH=2 for roughened rods)
= angle of the rod sector for sub-subchannel I
= anlet mass flow rate)1 (flow areal for the containing wall
subchannel or for the containing corner channel (gis cm2 )
= Ti; in input: assumed equal to the bulk temperature of sub-
subchannel 1-1 (if 1=1 TI is the inlet average temperature -
in the axial sectio~of the containing wall portion of wall
subchannel or of the containing corner channel); 1n output:
bulk temperature T. of sub-subchannel I (oC


























= average pressure for the Kth axial seetion (kg/em2 )
= volumetrie diameter of the rods (em)
= distanee between the centers of the external rods and the
shroud + D/2 (em)
= height of the roughness ribs (em)
= equivalent diameter for the whole bundle flow seetion (em)
= PT (see (1.111) in /5/)
= equivalent diameter of the outer zone of the sub-subehannel
(i.e. outside the T=O line) (em)
= equivalent diameter of the inner zone of the sub-subehannel
(i.e. inside the T=O line) (em)
= flow area of the outer zone of the sub-subehannel (em2 )
= flow area of the inner zone of the sub-subehannel (em2 )
= faetors GbiS of GQiR defined by (1.83) or (1.85) of /5/.
I~
·/::'x
= A a1 , eomputed in RECANG (see (1.66) and (1.94)
ai 2D. P .a1 a1
of /5/)




= mti , total mass-flow rate in sub-subehannel I eomputed in
RECANG (g/s)
= type of the eontaining ehannel (NTYP=2 for wall ehannels,
NTYP = 3 for corner ehannels)
= (length of the axial seetion)/(length of the eontaining
axial portion)
= length of the axial seetion (em)
=inlet pressure for the axial seetion (kg/em2)
= outlet pressure for the axial seetion (kg/em2 )
=~e
= index of the eontaining subehannel of ehannel NS
= gas temperature at the bundle inlet (oC)
= volumetrie surfaee of a rod, for the whole axial portion (em2 )
=1n input: surfaee pin temperature for sub-subehannel 1-1












output: surface pin temperature for sub-subchannel I at
ITW1=1 (see also flow chart, Fig. 17)
= ihai mass flow rate in the outer zone of the sub-subchannel,
computed in RECANG (gis)
= T ., bulk temperature in the outer zone of the sub-subchannel,a1.
computed in RECANG (oC)
= ~i' mass flow rate in the inner zone of the sub-subchannel,
computed in RECANG (gis)
= Tbi , bulk temperature in the inner zone of the sub-sub-
channel, computed in RECANG (oC)
= NS-NSTR (NSTR = number of the central channels)
= inlet temperature (in the axial section) of the containing
wall portion of wall subchannel or of the containing corner
channel (oC)
= average temperature (in the axial section) of the containing
wall portion of wall subchannel or of the containing corner
channel (oC)
+= hBi for the sub-subchannel




EM1 = (pitch of the rods - base of the blocking triangle)/2
for sub-subchannels contained in wall subchannels (cm)
= 0 for corner sub-subchannels
XC1 = 0 for the sub-subchannels contained 1.n corner channels and
in the zone of the wall portions of the wall subchannels
where the sub-subchannels are defined by lines normal to
the shroud walls (see Fig. 3b)
= 1//3 for the sub-subchannels contained 1.n the wall portions
of the wall subchannels and defined by lines which are
not normal to the shroud walls
XC2 = if XC1 = 0
*
DEPA
= 2 * XC1 if XC1 = 1//3
= for RETURN 1, in the case of convergence problems
= DET~T in the present version of SAGAP~ (it was the equivalent
diameter of the containing corner channel or of the con-









Fig.17 Simplified flow ehart for the subroutine RECANG.ITW1=iteration index
for the eonvergenee of the bulk temperature Tb of the inner zone ~
ITW=iteration index for the eonvergenee of the surfaee pin tempera~ure T· WR
ITTEMP=iteration index for the eonvergenee of the mass-flow rates m. ~
and ~bi of the tub zones divided by the T=O line a~
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CS = ~n input: c value for sub-subchannel 1-1 (if 1=1 c =1);s s
~n output:c value for sub-subchannel I (see (1.89),(1.90)
s
in /5/ and function CSFUN is this work)
5.44 SUBR~UTINE RECCAl
RECCAl organizes the sub-subchannel calculation for the wall subchannels
(which is performed in the subroutine RECANG for the "wall-type" sub-
subchannels and in the subroutine CEWA for the "central-type" sub-sub-
channels). Furthermore it computes the friction factors LAMSCH for the
whole wall subchannels, the friction factors LAMWC, the flow areas ASCHWC
the equivalent diameters DEWC and the rod heated perimeters PHWC for
both wall (1) and central (2) portions of the wall subchannels. These
computations are performed both in the case of turbulent flow (see /5/(1.66),,
(1.69) for the friction factors) as in the case of laminar flow (see /5/,
(IV.3), (Iv.4), (IV.7), (IV~10) - (IV.13), (IV.18) for the friction
factors)i!) In the case of turbulent flow RECCA1 evaluates also the
friction factor' LAMB and the equivalent diameter DETB for the inner
zone of the wall portions, the mass-flow rates XMSCHA and XMSCHB for
the outer- and the inner zones of the wall portions, the ratios ADAB
between the flow area of the whole wall portions and the flow area of
the inner zone o~ the wall portions. Some average values of sub-sub-
channel variables are finally computed in RECCA1(see flow chart, Fig.18).





= index of the axial section
= channel index
= number of the "wall-type" sub-subchannels in a rod sector
of an angle of 'IT/2
= number of the "central-type" sub-subchannels in a rod sector
of an angle of y/4 (Obviously the angles of the rod sectors
for the central portions cannot be larger than w/4)
*) In the case of laminar calculations the friction factors of the two portions








: index for the type of the rod surfaee (IRH:l for smooth
rods, IRH:2 for roughened rods)
: PT (see (1.111) of 15/)
: average pressure for the axial seetion (kg/em2 )
: height of the rougheness ribs (em)
: (length of the axial seetion) I(length of the eontaining
axial portion)
: 'ff12 : angle of the rod seetor for eaeh "wall-type" sub-
N
subehannel of the wall subehannel
A( 1) ••• A(NSc45)
: flow areas of the " eentral-type" sub-subehannels (em2 )
DE(1) ••• DE(NSc45)



















: mass-flow rates of the "eentral-type" sub-subehannels eorres-
ponding to an uniform mass distribution (gis)
: flow area of the wall subchannels (em2 )
: equivalent diameter of the wall subehannels (em)
: flow area for the whole bundle flow seetion (em2 )
: equivalent diameter for the whole bundle flow seetion (em)
: mass-flow rate through the whole bundle flow seetion (gis)
: distanee between the eenters of the external rods + volu-
metrie radius of the rods (em )
: volumetrie diameter of the rods (em)
: piteh of the rods (ern)
: subehannel index
: number of the eentral ehannels
: length of the axial seetion K (ern)
: inlet pressure for the axial seetion (kg/em2 )
: outlet pressure for the axial seetion (kg/em2 )
:~e
: gas temperature at the bundle inlet, average for the whole
bundle flow seetion (oC)
: volumetrie surfaee of a rod,for the whole axial portion (ern2 )
: summation of the eomputed average rnass flow rates of the
DDDD
sub-subehannels eontained
: summation of the eOInputed






(see (1.66) in 15/)
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Fig.1S Simplified flow-chart for subroutine RECCA1
I = index of the "wall-type" sub-subchannels
J= index of the "central-type" sub-subchannels
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= bulk temperature of subchannel JJJ computed averaging the
sub-subchannel bulk temperatures (oC)
= mixing factor for the turbulent exchange between the two
portions of each wall subchannel (see 3.1, Card 21)
= (pitch of the rods-base of the blocking triangle)/2 (cm)
= for RETURN1, in the case of convergence problems 1n the
subroutine RECANG or in the subroutine CEWA (the axial
section will be halved)
lT/4 _
= Nsc45 - angle of the rod sector for each "eentral type"
sub-subehannel
5.45 SUBR~UTINE RECCA2
RECCA2 eomputes the average mass flow rates MAWC and the average gas tempera-
tures TAVWC and some other variables for both portions of eaeh wall sub-
channel,at each axial seetion,in the case of turbulent flow in the wall
subehannel (see 1.6 of /5/)












= NS-NSTR (NSTR=number of the eentral ehannels)
= number of the pins adjaeent to the wall ehannel NS=number
of the subchannels eontained in the wall channel NS
= index for the presence of a spacer in the axial section
( INDSP=l : no spacers; INDSP=2 : there is a spacer)
= length of the axial section (ern)
= length of the axial portion containing the axial section (ern)
= inlet pressure for the axial section (kg/em2 )
= outlet pressure for the axial seetion (kg/em2 )
= average pressure for the axial section (kg/em2)
= value of the relaxation factor at which convergence was
*)As the structure of RECCA2 is very similar to that of BALA, no flow chart
is presented here for RECCA2.
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reaehed in the previously performed ealeulation step of the









= input faetor f T (see 3.1, 21st Card)
= aetual value of the iteration index in the loop for the
eonvergenee of the whole bundle frietion faetor (see main
program Fig.11)
= 11"=.3. 141 593
= volumetrie diameter of the rods (em)
= average pressure loss for the ehannels (see subroutine
BAU) (kg/ em2 )
= for RETURN 1, in the ease of eonvergenee problems
= axial width of the spaeers (em)
= index of the first spaeer whieh has been not yet over-
taken by the ealeulation in the preeeeding axial seetions. *)
5. 46 FUNCTI~N RELAM
RELAM eomputes the Reynolds numbers Rex (=RELAM) to be used for the ealeul-
ation of the subehannel frietion faetors in the ease of laminar flow
(Al =K/Re , see (IV.3) in /5/; see also note pag. 120 in this work). Theam x
temperature T (at whieh the gas properties are defined for the evaluationx
of Rex) is set equal to the bulk temperature in the ease of unheated see-
tions and at ITC~RR=l also in the ease of heated seetions. For heated
seetions at ITC~RR>1,Tx is set equal to the surfaee pin temperature in the
ease of eentral subehannels and i t is eomputed by means of the funetion TNU
in the ease of corner ehannels and wall subehannels • RELAM is ealled by
the subroutines TRICA 1, RECCA1 and ANGCA1.
A = flow area of a half of the entire eentral ehannel. or of
a half of the entire corner ehannel or of a wall sub-
ehannel (area based on the tip diameter ~n the ease of
roughened rods) (em2 )









= equivalent diameter of the subchannel, based on the tip dia-
meter in the case of roughened rods (cm)
= subchannel bulk temperature (oe)
= subchannel pin temperature (oe)
= subchannel mass-flow rate (g/s)
= subchannel shroud temperature,in the case of corner and
wall subchannels (oe)
= O,in the case of central subchannels
= index for the type of the subchannel (ITYP=1:central;
ITYP=2 : wall; ITYP=3 : corner)
= (tip radius of the rods)/(inner radius of the outer wall
of the annulus which is equivalent to the whole channel),
for the corner channels
= (tip radius of the rods)/(inner radius of the outer wall
of the annulus which is equivalent to the whole wall portion),
for the wall subchannels
= 0 for the central subchannels.
PH1DPH = for the central subchannels and for the corner channels
= (total wetted perimeter for the wall portion)/(total wetted
perimeter for the whole subchannel), for the wall sub-
channels (the wetted perimeters are based on the tip dia-
meter, in the case of roughened rod)
5.47 FUNCTI~N RH~
RH~ evaluates the coolant density p(RH~) as a function of the pressure
and of the temperature (~J = g/cm3 ; about RH~ see also 3.5)
P
T




RHPLUS evaluates the parameter R(h+) (RHPLUS) with the method suggested
by Dalle Donne /11/ (see (111.8), (111.19) of /5/ and also 1.10 in /5/).
The R(h+) function is evaluated as follows *).
( + h+ . ( ) + +where h = WR ~n the case of heated roughened rods IRHPL=1,h =hb ~n
the case of unheated roughened rods (IRHPL=2) **) if:
(see (1.115) ~n /5/). If this condition ~s not satisfied R(h+) is
computed as:
The parameters B1, ••• , B10 must be provided ~n BL~CK DATA (see 3.3,
C~MM~N BL~CK/DAT2/). In the present version of the method of Dalle Donne
/ 11/ B4=1.
*) For the symbology see also paragraph 1.10 and chapter 3, both in /5/.
**) The value of IRHPL is established in the main program. There IRHPL is
set equal to 2 only at IPA=5 (at IPA=1,2,3,4,6,7 IRHPL=1); at IPA=3
this is not necessary because the pin temperatures are all set equal







= h~ = h+ value defined with the gas properties evaluated at
the bulk temperature Tb of the subchannel zone which is
inside the ,=0 line.
= T~ - 273.16, surface pin temperature at infinite conduc-
tivity of the canning metal (oC)
= bulk temperature for the whole bundle flow section at the
bundle inlet (oC) *)
= Q"A/ (mc TE) (symbology see 4.4 1n this work) *)
+ ~ f"· .= hWR = h value de lned wlth the gas propert1es evaluated at
the surface pin temperature corresponding to an infinite
conductivity of the canning metal
TB1 = Tb - 273.16, bulk temperature of the subchannel 1nner zone (oC)
YDH = (ro-r1)/hR
5.49 SUBR~UTINE RNU
RNU evaluates the turbulent Nusselt numbers for the sub-subchannels, for
the corner channels, for the central subchannels and for both portions of
the wall subchannels in the case ofaxial sections with roughened rods(Nu
for unheated shroud walls). RNU makes use of equations (II. 4) - (II. 7) of
/5/. RNU is called by the subroutines CEWA, RECANG and RTRI. **)
HPLUSW
TWI
+ +=hWR =h value defined with the gas properties evaluated
at the surface pin temperature T~ (or T~~)
= surface pin temperature t~R (or T~~) at infinite conduc-
tivity of the canning metal (oC)
These parameters are not used any more 1n the present version of the
Dalle Donne method /11/.














= friction factor Ab for the zone inside the T=O line
= Reynold number ReB
= Prandtl number PrB
= bulk temperature TB (oe)
= (r0 -r1) IhR
= r 1/r2 in the case of "wall-type" sub-subchannels, or of
corner channels, or of wall portions of wall subchannels
= r 1/ro in the case of "central-type" sub-subchannels, or
of central subchannels, or of central portions of wall sub-
channels
= (r2-ro )/hR in the cases where R1DR2=r 1/r2
= 0 in the cases where R1DR2=r 1/ro
= ~/~ in the cases where R1DR2 = r 1/r2
= 1 in the cases where R1DR2 = r 1/rO
= Reynolds number defined with the gas properties evaluated
at the surface pin temperature T~ (or T~ROO)
= N~/N~oo' factor which takes into account the effect of the
spacers on the surface pin temperture (YYI=1 if the calcula-
tion of the surface pin temperatures corresponding to
industurbed flow conditions is required ) *)
= Nusselt number NUB (or N~oo ' if YYI=1), computed ~n RNU
= G(h+) factor, computed in RNU by means of function GHPLUS.
5. 50 SUBR~UTINE RTRI
RTRI ~s called by the subroutine WALLTE, ~n the case ofaxial sections
with roughened rods, for the calculation of the surface pin temperature
TW1 (corresponding to an infinite conductivity of the canning metal)
of a central subchannel, or of a corner channel, or of one of the two
portions of a wall subchannel. If the flow in subchannel M of channel I
must be considered a.& laminar at iteration ITC~RR (i.e. if 12TIP(I,M)=1,






see ANGCA 1, RECCA 1 and TRICA1), the subroutine TEMLAM is immediatly called
by RTRI. *) Otherwise, the pin temperature TW1 is computed iteratively
with the equations described in 2.1.2 - 2.1.5 of 15/,making use of the sub-
routine RNU. Together with the pin temperatures, in the case of a corner
channel or of the wall portion of a wall subchannel, also the bulk
temperatures TSCHA and TSCHB of the outer and of the inner zone are com-
puted (making use of the subroutine DD~NNE) and the shroud temperature
TLINER is evaluated. These temperatures TSCHA, TSCHB and TLINER(as the pre-
viously computed value of TW1) correspond to the real average bulk temp-
erature and to zero heat flux from the shroud (see 2.1 in 15/). Then, if
the h+ value is such that the flow has to be considered as "hydraulically
smooth" (but still turbulent; see (1.115) in 15f) the subroutine RTSI is
called, where the calculation of TW1, TSCHA, TSCHB and TLINER is repeated
using the equations described ~n 2.2 of 15/.**) Otherwise, if the flow is
"rough", the subroutine TELIN ~s finally called, in the case of a corner
channel or of the wall portion of a wall subchannel with heated shroud
walls, to compute the real value of the temperature TLINER and to correct
the computed surface rod temperature by means of the "superposition






= average pressure for the axial section (kg/cm2 )
= average temperature TB of the whole corner central subchannel
or of the whole portion of wall subchannel (oC)
=average mass-flow rate of the whole corner or central sub-
channel, or of the whole portion of wall subchannel (gis)
=equivalent diameter of the inner zone (cm)
= flow-area of the whole corner or central subchannel, or of
the whole portion of wall subchannel (cm2 )
Coming back from TEMLAM, the calculation returns at the end of RTRI,
by means of a statement RETURN1 (see Fig.19).
It must be pointed out, however,that the equations used in RTSI in the
present version of SAGAP~ are not valid at low Reynolds numbers, such







= ratio between the flow area of the whole corner channel
(or wall portion of wall subchannel) and its inner zone,
in the case of corner channels or of wall portions of wall
subchannels
= 1, in the case of central subchannels or of central portions
of wall subchannels
= friction factor for the inner zone
= correction factor (N~/N~~) which takes into account the
influence of the spacers on the Nusselt number
= average heat flux per unit surface for the adjacent rod,
in the axial section (cal/s cm2 )
= correction factor which takes into account the inlet effect
on the Nusselt number
TE = bulk temperature for the whole bundle flow section at the
bundle inlet (oC)
RH =height of the roughness ribs (cm)
I = channel index
11 = I-NSTR (NSTR = number of the central channels)




= index of the pin which ~s adjacent to subchannel Mof
channel I
= surface pin temperature at infinite conductivity of the
canning metal, computed ~n RTRI (oC)
= (Pb~/PB~) for the corner channels and for the wall portions
of the wall subchannels
= 1 for the central subchannels and for the central portions
of the wall subchannels
ITYP = , for the central subchannels and for the central portions
of the wall subchannels
= 2 for the wall portions of the wall subchannels
= 3 for the corner channels
DEI = equivalent diameter for the whole corner channel, or for




= volumetrie diameter of the rods (cm)
= (r2-r,)/~, for a corner channel and for the wall portion
of a wall subchannel
= (ro-r,)/hR for a central sUbchannel, or for the central
portion of a wall subchannel
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Fig.19 Simplified flow-chart for the subroutine RTRI ~
ITW1=iteration index for the convergence of the surface pin temperature TWR
ITW =iteration index for the convergence of the bulk temperature Tb of
the inner zone (for corner channels and for the wall portion of wall
subchannels)
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* = for RETURN1, in the ease of eonvergenee problems
F2ATIP = ratio between the whole flow area based on the tip diameter
of the rods and that based on the volumetrie diameter*)
F2DTIP = ratio between the equivalent diameter based on the tip
diameter of the rods and that based on the volumetrie
diameter *)
5.51 SUBR~UTINE RTSI
RTSI is called by the subroutine WALLTE in the case ofaxial sections
with smooth rods and also by RTRI in the case of roughened rods but
"hydraulically smooth flow" ; i t performs the calculation of the surface
pin temperature TWI (corresponding to an infinite conductivity of
the canning metal) of a central subchannel, or of a corner channel, or
of one of the two portions of a wall subchannel. As for RTRI,if the
flow in subchannel M of channel I has to be considered as laminar
at the iteration ITC~RR (i.e. if I2TIP (I,M) = 1, see ANGCA1, RECCA1
and TRICA1), the subroutine TEMLAM is immediately called.
Otherwise, the pin temperature TWI is computed iteratively with the
equations described in 2.2.1, 2.2.2, 2.2.4 and 2.2.5 of /5/. Further-
more, in the case of a corner channel or of the wall portion of a wall
subchannel, the bulk temperatures TSCHA and TSCHB of the outer and of
the inner zone, together with the shroud temperature TLINER, are
computed with the equations described in 2.2.1,2.2.3 and 2.2.6 of
/5/. These temperatures TSCHA, TSCHB and TLINER (as also the previously
computed value of TW1) correspond to the real bulk temperature and
to zero flux from the shroud (see 2.2 in /5/). If the shroud walls
are heated, the subroutine TELIN is finally called (as in RTRI), to
compute the real shroud temperature and to correct the surface pin
temperature TWI (see flow chart, Fig.20 ).
*) =1 for the wall portion and for the central portion of the wall sub-
channels, because for them AREA and DEI are already based on the tip
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Fig.20 Simplified flow-chart for the subroutine RTSI
ITW=iteration index for the convergence of the surface pin
temperature TWR
ITW1=iteration index for the convergence of the bulk temperature
TO of the inner zone (for corner channels and for the wall por-
tlon of wall subchannels).
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The arguments for RTRI are praetically the same as for RTRI, thus they
will not described here again. It must be only pointed out that the
name for the surface pin temperature is TWI in RTSI (and not TW1),
that the name for the whole equivalent diameter is DEIR (and not DEI,
because in RTSI DEI is the equivalent diameter of the equivalent
annulus) and that in RTSI the factor YYDH is not defined (argument
XXXX in RTSI).
5.52 SUBR~UTINE SELAWA
SELAWA eomputes the laminar K=ARex-values (see (IV.3) of /5/) for
each axial portion IPA. The K-values for the central subchannels
(BKAPPA (IPA, 1» and for the eentral portion of the wall subchannel
(AKAWC(2» are eomputed by means of function GKAPPA,that for the
corner channels (BKAPPA(IPA, 3» and that for the wall portion of the
wall subchannels (AKAW(1» by means FKAPPA. The parameter ß,which
defines the position of the line dividing the two portions of the wall
subchannels in the ease of laminar flow (see 4.2.3 in /5/),is evaluated
by means of the function BETAF. The K-value for the wall subchannels is
finally evaluated in SELAWA by means of (IV.13) of /5/.
SELAWA is called by subroutine KAPC~R only if the value of the para-
meter IKAPPA (see BL~CK DATA, C~MM~N BL~CK/WAKA1/) is equal to 1.
Otherwise the K-value provided in BL~CK DATA are saved (see subroutine
KAPC~R).
The subroutine SELAWA has no arguments (all its parameters are pro-
vided in C~MM~N)
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5.53 SUBR!?JUTINES SIMLA1 and SIMLA2
SIMLA1 and SIMLA2 *) are called by the subroutine TEMLAM in the case of
laminar flow, if the simplified procedure for the calculation of the
external channels (described in 4.6 of /5/) has to be applied. Equations
(IV.89) - (IV.l0l) of /5/ are used in SIMLA1 and SIMLA2. SIMLAl is called
to correct the values of the pin and of the shroud temperatures corres-
ponding to the real bulk temperature and to zero heat flux from the shroud;
then, if the shroud lS heated, the calculation enters from TEMLAM direct-
ly in the last part of SIMLA1, by means of the statement "ENTRY SIMLA2",
and corrects the values of the pin and of the shroud temperatures corres-







= bulk temperature for the whole bundle flow section at the
bundle inlet (oe)
= bulk temperature for the corner channel or for the wall
portion of the wall subchannel (T:i in 4.6.3 of /5/) (oe)
= surface pin temperature corresponding to TI and to Q~hroud=O
(in input: not corrected; in output: corrected) (oC)
= shroud temperature corresponding to TI and to Q"h d=Os rou
(in input: not corrected; in output: corrected) (oe)
= Nusselt number for the rod at Q"h d=O (in input: nots rou
corrected: in output: corrected)
= dimensionless shroud temperature at Q~hroud=O (in input: not
corrected; in output: corrected)
*) SIMLA2 is the name of the final part of SIMLA1.
**) Also in the case of the central portion ofa wall subchannel, the cal-
culation enters directly in SIMLA2, because all the necessary para-
meters which are computed in the first part of SIMLAl are the same
as those already computed for the wall portion.
***)Recently the option ISIMPL has been introcuded in SAGAP!?J, which allows to
apply the simplified procedure described in 4.6 of /5/ without correcting
the Nusselt numbers and the dimensionless temperatures (case of ISIMPL+1)




I = channel index
JJJ = subchannel index
TBEQ1 = temperature TBR defined by (IV.95) of /5/ (oe)
TBEQ2 = temperature TBS defined by (IV.96) of /5/ (oe)
II = I-NSTR (NSTR = number of the central channels)
= as for SIMLA1
= as SIMLA1 *) or shroud ternperature corresponding to TI
and to Q;Od=O (in input: not corrected; in output: corrected)**)
(oe)
TLI = as for SIMLA1 *) or surface pin temperature corresponding
to TI and to Q" =0 (in input: not corrected; in output:rod
corrected) **) (oe)
NUI = as for SIMLA1*) or Nusselt number for the shroud, at ~Od=O
(in input: not corrected; in output: corrected) **)
TETAI = as for SIMLA1*) or dimensionless surface rod temperature at
Q" =0 (in input: not corrected; in output: corrected)**)rod
TBEQ1 = as for SIMLA 1*) or temperature TBS defined by (IV.96) of
/5/ **) (oe)
TBEQ2 = as for SIMLA1*) or temperature TBR defined by (IV.95) of
/51**) (oe)
*) If SIMLA2 1S called for the central portion of a wall subchannel the
arguments have all the san~ meaning as for SIMLA1.
**) If SIMLA2 is called for the calculation of the pin and shroud tempera-
tures corresponding to the real bulk ternperature and to zero heat
flux from the rods (but Q"h d +0), the arguments which referred tos rou
the rod in SIMLA1 refer now to the shroud and vice versa.
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5.54 FUNCTI~N SMFUN1
tion step for each sub-subchannel "i"
routine RECANG; A . = friction factora1
SMFUN1 is called by the subroutine RECANG.
SMFUN1 evaluates the coefficients 18/A . (SMFUN1) in the second calcula-a1
of each corner channel (see sub-














gas density p . for the outer zone (g/cm3 )a1
gas viscosity n . for the outer zone (g/cm s)a1
equivalent diameter for the whole bundle flow section (cm)
PT (see (1.111) of /5/),in the present version of SAGAP~.
sub-subchannel index (=i)
at the first iteration 1n RECANG (ITTEMP=1, ITW=1, ITW1=1)
= 2 at the next iterations
= Reynolds number Reai for the outer zone of the sub-subchannel
= equivalent diameter for the outer zone of the sUb-subchannel(cm)
~ value of 18/Aai at the preceeding iteration (at the first
iteration,i.e. at KVlA=1,it is not defined)
= radiusof the T=O line for the annulus which is equivalent
to sub-subchannel I
= parameter G . (see (1.92) 1n /5/ and flow chart for thea1
subroutine RECANG, Fig.17)
= parameter c (see (1.89) - (1.91) 1n /5/)s
5 .55 SUBR~UTINE SUBBAL
SUBBAL is used for the calculations of the subchannels. It computes the
average mass flow rates MSCH, the average gas temperatures TSCH and some
other varibales,which are partly needed for the calculations of RECCA2,
i. e. the cross-flow rate WCFNS and the turbulent rates WTNS 1 for the ex-
changes between subchannels of the same channel, the pressure losses
DPNS, the terms PHII=~/A (see (1.81) of /5/), the terms SIGMAI=~/A (see
(1.57) of /5/~, the terms RUASN=pu*,etc. (see 1.6 of /5/).
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The subroutine SUBc0N is called at the beginning of SUBBAL, to identify
the connections between each subchannel I of each channel NS and the
channels adjacent to subchannel I (see subroutine SUBc0N). At the
end of SUBBAL, in the case of wall subchannel (i.e. NTYP(NS)=2),and if
the flow has to be considered as turbulent in the wall channel (i.e.
12TIP(NS)=O) the subroutine RECCA2 is called, for the calculation in the
two portions.















= total number of the channels
= number of the central channels
= index for the presence of a spaeer 1n the axial section
(INDSP=l : no spacers; INDSP=2: there 1S a spacer)
= length of the axial seetion (em)
= length of the axial portion (em)
= volumetrie diameter of the rods ( cm)
= n=3.141593
= inlet pressure for the axial seetion (kg/cm2 )
= outlet pressure for the axial seetion (kg/em2 )
= average pressure for the axial section (kg/em2 )
= value of the relaxation faetor at which eonvergenee was
reaehed in the previously performed ealeulation step for
the ehannels (see flow-ehart of subroutine BALA, Fig.14 )
= input factor f T (see 3.1, 21st Card)
= aetual value of the iteration index in the loop for the
convergenee of the whole bundle frietion faetor (see main
program , Fig. 11 )
= average pressure loss for the ehannels (see subroutine
BALA) (kg/cm2 )
*) As the caleulation proeedures used in SUBBAL are very similar to those






= for RETURN 1, in the ease of eonvergenee problems
= axial width of the spaeers (em)
= index of the first spaeer whieh has been not yet overtaken
by the ealeulation in the preeeeding axial sections (I1SPAC=1
for the first spacer contained in the axial portion).
SUBR{l)UTINE SUBC{l)N
SUBC{l)N evaluates the number NCHC(I) of the channels whieh are adjaeent
to eaeh subehannel I of each ehannel NS and identifies these channels
by means of the matrix JCHC (JCHC(J,K)=index of the Mth ehannel
J=NIS(NS,M) conneeted to channel NS*), which is the Kth channel adjaeent
to subchannel I); furthermore, by means of the matrix JSCH, SUBC{l)N
identifies whieh subchannel 11 of the same ehannel NS is connected to the
ehannel J together with 1**) (JSCH(I,M)=index 11 of the subehannels whieh
is adjacent to ehannel J together with I, for the Mth connection between
ehannel NS and ehannel J). SUBC{l)N is called by the subroutine SUBBAL if
ehannel NS is subdivided in more than 1 subchannel. Thus SUBC{l)N is never
called for corner channels.
NS = index of the containing channel
NP = number of the subehannels in ehannel NS (=number of the
p~ns adjacent to ehannel NS)
NP1 = NP-1
NI = number of the channels adjaeent to channel NS.
*) J=NIS(NS,M) is the real index of this channel (see subroutine C{l)NNIJ)
**) A maximum number of two subehannels of a same ehannel are both eonnected
to another ehannel J. If only subehannel I is adjacent to channel J,
JSCH(I,M)=O is established by SUBC{l)N.
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5.57 SUBR~UTINE SUBDH
SUBDH halves the length of an axial section K, if in this axial section
convergence problems have accured (see subroutines BALA, SUBBAL, RECCA2,
RECANG, CEWA, RTRI, RTSI, TLINE, TAU). SUBDH increases by one the number
N of the axial sections into which the axial portion was previously di vided,
rearranges the vector X (X(K)=distance from the point where the calcula-
tion is started to the inlet of the Kth axial section) and the tensor YY
(YY (K, NS, M)= correction factor for the effect of the spacer grids on
the Nusselt number of the Mth subchannel of channel NS, average for section






= number of the axial sections in the axial portion (in input:
previous value; ~n output: input value increased by one)
= index of the axial section where convergence problems occur
= set equal to K in SUBDH (at the beginning of an axial portion it
is set = 1 in the main program, see flow chart, Fig.11)
= total number of the channels.
SUBR~UTINE TAU
TAU evaluates the values of the function F (r .) = F .-Fb . (where F "o~ a~ ~ a~
(FO) and Fbi (F01) are defined by the equations (1.108) - (1.111) of /5/)
at different values of the radius r. in the iterative procedure for
o~
the determination of the position of the ,=0 line for each "wall-type"
sub-subchannel ~. TAU is called by the subroutine TLINE, where the menti-
oned iterative procedure is organized.**) In TAU it is assumed that the
*)By halving an axial section the same YY values are assumed for the new
two sections (i.e. the new real YY values are not computed, but their
average value is used).
**)Convergence for this procedure ~s reached at the value of r . at which
o~
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.=0 line is parallel to the
shroud wall for sub-subehannel
(i.e. for the sub-subehannel
whieh is at the gap between
the eontaining corner ehannel-
or wall portion of wall sub-
ehannel - and its adjaeent
ehannel) •













= sub-subehannel index (integer form)
= sub-subehannel index (real form)
= PVERT(I)/(0.5*volum.diam.of the rods) (see Fig.21
= angle of the rod sector for sub-subehannel I
= volumetrie diameter of the rods (em)
= distanee(at the gap)between the centers of the external rods
and shroud + D/2 (em)
= height of the roughness ribs (em)
= equivalent diameter for the whole bundle flow seetion,
in the present verS10n of SAGAPY;(see 1.9.3 of /5/)(em)
= PT (defined by (r.lll) of /5/), in the present version of
SAGAPY; (see 1.9.3. of /5/)
= index for the type of the rod surfaee (IRR=l for smooth
rods, IRR=2 for roughened rods)
= value of the equivalent diameter for the outer zone of
sub-subehannel I, eorresponding to the aetual value of r .01
and eomputed in TAU (em)
= value of the equivalent diameter for the inner zone of sub-
subehannel I, eorresponding to the aetual value of r . and01
eomputed in TAU (em)
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PAI = value of the shroud heated perimeter for sub-subchannel I,















= F .-Fb , (see above)a1+ 1
= R(h ) value for sub-subchannel I, computed 1n TAU in the
case of roughened rods
= surface pin temperature (oC)
= bulk. temperature for the whole bundle flow section at the
bundle inlet (oC)
=actual value of the iteration index ITTEMP (see flow-chart
for subroutine RECANG, Fig.17)
= ~ ~i/~icpTE) (symbology see 4.4 in this work)
= gas viscosity n . for the outer zone of sub-subchannel Ia1
(g/cm s)
= gas density p . for the outer zone of sub-subchannel Ia1
(g/cm3)
= gas viscosity nbi for the inner zone of sub-subchannel I
(g/cm s)
= gas density Pbi for the inner zone cf sub-subchannel I
(g/cm3 )
= gas viscosity niWR computed at the surface pin temperature
TWI (g/cm s)





EM1 = (pitch of the rods - base of the blocking triangle)/2, for
the wall sub-subchannels (cm)
= 0 for the corner sub-subchannels
XC1 = 0 for the sub-subchannels contained 1n the corner channels
and in the zone of the wall portion of the wall subchannels
where the sub-subchannels are defined by lines normal to
the shroud walls (see Fig.21)
= 1//3 for the sub-subchannels contained in the wall portion
of the wall subchannels and defined by lines which are not
normal to the shroud walls (see Fig.21)






= 2 * XCl if XCl = 1//3
= bulk temperature in the sub-subchannel inner zone (oC)
for RETURNl t in the case of convergence problems




TBFUN evaluates the mean shroud temperature (TBFUN) at each axial
section.




= number of the central channels
= total number of the channels.
SUBR0uTINE TELIN
TELIN is called by the subroutines RTSI and RTRI 1n the case of tur-
bulent flow and heated shroud walls. It computes the shroud Nusselt
number NU2 and the dimensionless rod temperature TETA2 for the case
of heated shroud and unheated rod t making use of equations (11.52)-
(11.58) of /5/. Then t if the rod is heated t it applies the "super-
position principle"t to evaluate the Nusselt numbers and the surface
temperatures of the rod and of the shroud t using equations (11.59)-
(11.63) of /5/.
TWl = surface pin temperature TWR(at infinite conductivity of the














= surface shroud temperature TWS (oC)
= bulk temperature TB (oC)
= bulk temperature for the whole bundle flow section at the
bundle inlet (oC)
= dimensionless surface shroud temperature eqad , correspon-
ding to zero heat flux from the shroud walls
= dimensionless surface shroud temperature eSad~ corres-
ponding to zero heat flux from the shroud walls and to
fully developed flow conditions (see (11.34) of /5/)
= heat flux from the rod, Q~ (average in the axial section)
(cal/s cm2 )
= heat flux from the shroud, Qs (average 1n the axial section)
(cal/s cm2 )
= Nussel number for the rod (in input,if the rod is heated:
value corresponding to QtI = 0 *); in output: real value
s
defined by (11.59) of /5/)
= NUt ' defined by (11.31) of /5/
u~
= $(Pr), defined by (11.27) of /5/
= thermal conductivity of the gas, k (cal/s cm °C)
= ratio between the vol.rod radius and the inner radius of
the outer wall for the equivalent annulus (=DR/D2EQ, see
2.2.2 of /5/).







= index of the pin which 1S adjacent to the subchannel
= correction factor Y for the Nusselt number, due to thesp
spacer effect (see (11.10)-(11.12), (11.39)-(11.41) in /5/)
= correction factor Y
Nu
for the Nusselt number, due to the
inlet effect (see (11.35) - (11.37) of /5/)
*) If the rod 1S unheated NU1 1S not defined 1n input.
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5. 61 SUBR~UTINE TEMLAM
TEMLAM is called by the subroutines RTSI and RTRI in the case of
laminar flow in a subchannel, to evaluate the surface pin and shroud
temperatures,TW1 and TLINER *). The equations presented in 4.3 - 4.5
of /5/ are applied in TEMLAM. If the simplified procedure for the
calculation of the external channels (described in 4.6 of /5/) has to
be applied, the subroutines SIMLA1 and SIMLA2 are called by TEMLAM.










= for RETURNl (TEMLAM returns at the end of RTRI or RTSI)
= average pressure for the axial section (kg/cm2 )
= bulk temperature (oe)
= mass-flow rate (g/s )
= equivalent diameter for the whole corner channel, or for
the whole central subchannel, or for the wall portion of
wall subchannel (cm)
= flow area (cm2 )
= heat flux from the rods, Q~ (cal/s cm2 )
= heat flux from the shroud, ~ (cal/s cm2 )
= bulk temperature for the whole bundle flow section at the
bundle inlet (oe)
I = channel index
11 = I-NSTR (NSTR=number of the central channels)
M = subchannel index
TW1 = surface pin temperature at the tip radius (oe)
I TYP = 1 for a central subchannel or for the central portion of
a wall subchannel
= 2 for the wall portion of a wall subchannel
= 3 for a corner channel
*)In the case of roughened rods the computed rod temperature refers
to the tip surface of the roughness ribs (see 4.1 of /5/).
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= ratio between the flow area based on the tip diameter of
the rods and the flow area based on the volumetrie diameter
(=1 for smooth rods) *)
= ratio between the equivalent diameter based on the tip
diameter of the rods and the equivalent diameter based on
the volumetrie diameter (=1 for smooth rods) *)
= volumetrie diameter of the rods (ern)
5.62 FUNCTI~N TIS
TIS evaluates the eorreetion faetor YNu(T1S) for the Nusselt numbers due
to the inlet effeet, in the ease of turbulent flow. For smooth rods
equation (11.36) of /5/ 1S applied in TIS; as no eorrelation is avai-
lable to take into aeeount the inlet effeet for roughened rods, in this
ease, TIS is set equal to 1 in the present version of SAGAP~. The inlet
effeet for the shroud Nusselt number is finally taken into ae~ount by





= volumetrie radius of the rods (ern)
= inner radius of the outer wall for the equivalent annulus
(=R1+DEQA/2, see (11.25) in /5/)
= 1 for the calculations cf YN for smooth rods
• Y ~= 2 for the ealeulat10n of N for roughened rods
= 3 for the ealeulation of Y ~ for the shroud
Nu"
ö
*) =1 for the wall portion and for the eentral portion of the wall subehannels
also in the case of roughened rads, because for them the flow area AREAl
and the equivalent diameter DEIR are already based on the tip diameter
of the rods (see RECCA1).
5.63 SUBR~UTINE TLINE
TLINE is ealled by the subroutine RECANG to determine the position (r .)
o~
of the ,=0 line for eaeh sub-subehannel"i"eontained in the wall portion
of the wall subehannels or eontained in the corner ehannels (for these only in
the first ealeulation step, see RECANG). Together with the position of
the ,=0 line, TLINE evaluates also the flow areas AAl and ABI for the
outer and for the inner zone of the sub-subehannel, the rod wetted
perimeter PBI and,by means of the funetion GSTAR, the parameter G (=GbiS
or GbiR in 1.9.2 of /5/). For the determination of the position of the
,=0 line, TLINE looks first for two conseeutivevalues of r . at whieh the
o~
funetion F(r .) = F .-Fb . *) has different signs. Then TLINE applieso~ a~ ~
the tangent method, starting from these two points (r . , F(r .)), to
o~ o~
evaluate the "zero" of the funetion F. The values of the funetion F are
all eomputed by ealling the subroutine TAU. For the meaning











= sub-subehannel index (integer form)
= sub-subehannel index (real form)
= aetual value of the iteration index ITTEMP (see flow-
ehart for subroutine RECANG, Fig.18
= ehannel index
= index of the axial seetion
= angle of the rod sector for sub-subehannel I
= volumetrie diameter of the rods (em)
= distanee between the centers of the external rods and the
shroud + D/2 (em)
= height of the roughness ribs (em)
= equivalent diameter for the whole bundle flow seetion, ~n
the present version of SAGAP~ (see 1.9.3. of /5/) (em)
*) F . and Fb . are defined by equations (1-108)-(1.111) of /5/. The~ ~






















= PT (defined by (1.111) of /5/), in the present version of
SAGAP~ (see 1.9.3. of /5/)
= index for the type of the rod surfaee (IRR=l for smooth rods,
IRH=2 for roughened rods)
= equivalent diameter for the outer zone of sub-subehannel I
(eomputed in TAU) (em)
= equivalent diameter for the inner zone of sub-subehannel I
(eomputed in TAU) (em)
= flow area of the outer zone of sub-subehannel I (eomputed
in TLINE) (em2 )
= flow area of the inner zone of sub-subehannel I (eomputed
in TLINE) (em2 )
= R(h+) value, eomputed ~n TAU
= eoeffieient GbiS or GbiR (defined by (1.83) of (1.85) of
/5/, eornputed in TLINE)
= surfaee pin temperature (at infinite eonduetivity of the
eanning metal, in the ease of roughened rods) (oe)
= bulk temperature for the whole bundle flow seetion at the
bundle inlet (oe)
= ~ ~i/(~i ep TE) (symbology see 4.4 ~n this work)
= gas viseosity n . for the outer zone of sub-subehannel I
a~
(g/em s)
= gas density p . for the outer zone of sub-subehannel I
~
= gas viscosity nbi for the lnner zone of sub-subchannel I
(g/em s)
= gas density Pbi for the inner zone of sub-subehannel I
(g/em3 )
= gas viscosity niWR computed at the surface pin temperature
TWI (g/em s)





(=argument BETA for TAU)
1=1
= (piteh of the rods-base of the bloeking triangle)/2, for
wall sub-subehannels (cm)
= 0 for corner sub-subehannels
XC1
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= 0 for the sub-subchannels contained in the corner channels
and in the zone of the wall portion of the wall subchannels
where the sub-subchannels are defined by lines normal to
the shroud walls (see Fig.21
=1//3 for the sub-subchannels contained 1n the wall portion
of the wall subchannels and defined by lines normal to the
shroud walls (see Fig.21)





= 2 * XC1 if XC1 = 1//3
= bulk temperature in the sub-subchannel inner zone (oC)
= for RETURN1, in the case of convergence problems
= c value for sub-subchannel I (see (1.89), (1.90) ands
(1. 108) in 15/)
SUBR!bUTINE TMCF
-CFTMCF evaluates the average cross-flow temperatures TC for each channelav
C. Subroutine CF1 is called by TMCF, where equation (1.27) of 151 is
-CFused for the calculation of TC in the present version of SAGAP!b (seeav







= number of the channels which are adjacent to channel I
-CF
= cross-flow temperature TI ' for channel I
-- CF av 0
= (Tm)I for channel I (see CF1) ( C)
= mass-flow rate for the entire channel I (i.e. n2i for its
considered symmetry section) (oC gis)
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5.65 FUNCTI~N TME
TME evaluates the turbulent rates per unit length wT (TME) for the ex-
changes between channels, for the exchanges between subchannels, and
for the exchanges between the two portions of each wall subchannel.
Equation (I.ll) of /5/ ~s used in the case of the channel calculation,
equation (I.44) of /51 in the case of the subchannel calculation and an
equation similar to (I.44) of /5/ also for the calculation of the two












= average pressure for the axial section (kg/cm2 )
=mass-flow rate for the con~id~red entire channel, or
subchannel, or portion of wall subchannel (let say 1) (g/s)
= mass-flow rate for the considered entire adjacent, channel,
or subchannel, or portion of subchannel (let say 2) (gis)
= bulk temperature for ,oC)
= bulk temperature for 2 (oC)
= friction factor for
= friction factor for 2
= flow area for the entire
= flow area for the entire 2
= factor Kcorr~I12D12/20 012 if 1 and 2 are channels (see
subroutine INGE)
= factor I (G12 D/20 012)' if 1 and 2 are subchannels (see
subroutine INGE)
= factor I WC (GWC D/20 0WC) if 1 and 2 are the two portions of
a wall subchannel (see function TURBWC)
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5.66 SUBR~UTINE TMPUN
TMPUN punches the Cards which are necessary to start a new calculation step,
if the actual calculation step stops because the allowed calculation time
TlMEPU (see 3.1, Card (39 + 4 * NSPACT)) has been elapsed or because the
end of the axial portion IPAEND has been reached (in the ease of IPAEND<7
in input, see 3.1, Card 13; see also flow-chart for the ma~n program,
Fig. 11). The variables whose values are punched have been already des-













= total number of the channels
= number of the central channels
= outlet bulk temperature for the whole bundle flow section
at the axial section at which the calculation has to be
stopped (oC)
= outlet pressure,for the axial section at which the calcula-
tion has to be stopped (kg/cm2 )
= outlet pressure,for the axial section at which the calcula-
tion has to be stopped (bar)
= bulk temperature for the flow bundle flow section 'at the
bundle inlet (oC)
= pressure at the bundle inlet (kg/cm2 )
= pressure at the bundle inlet (bar)
= 1 if the pressure values have to be punched and read in
kg/cm2 *)
= 2 if the pressure values have to be punched and read ~n
bar *)
= mass-flow rate through the whole bundle flow section (gis)
= index of the axial portion at which the calculation stops,
~.e. index of the axial portion at which the new calcula-
tion step must start
= input value of Card 13 (see 3 .1) for the axial portion at
which the calculation must end. **)
*) It is the input value of INDPR for the performed calculation (see 3.1,
Card 15)
**) see note pag. 70.
lREAD1
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= 2, in order to read non-uniform mass-flow and gas-temperature
distributions in the next calculation step (see 3.1 Card 13)
XLAM1(1) •.. XLAM1(7)
= input values for the whole bundle friction factors of Cards 10
and 11 ~ see 3.1)
STLEN
*
= distance from the bundle inlet to the end point of the axial
section at which the calculation has to be stopped,(cm)
= for RETURN1 (TMPUN returns at the end of the main program)
FUNCTIltlN TNU
TNU is used in the case of laminar calculations (it is called by the
function RELAM). It evaluates (for the corner channels and for the wall
subchannels) the value of the temperature T (TNU), at which the gas pro-x
perties must be computed for the d~finition of the Reynolds number Rex'
and, consequently, for the evaluation of the friction factor A=K/Rex (see
(IV.3) of /5/). In the last version of the SAGAPltl code, the temperature
Tx for the corner channels and for the wall subchannels is computed as the
average of the pin and of shroud surface temperatures weighted by means of the
corresponding wetted perimeters, according to the last results of calcula-
tions and measurements performed in the INR for annular flow sections /13/.







= surface pin temperature for the subchannel (oC)
= surface shroud temperature for the subchannel (oC)
= type of the subchannel (ITYP=2: wall; ITYP=3: corner)
= shroud wetted perimeter for the subchannel (cm)
= 'Ir = 3.141593




Two versions of T~TGE~ are available: one is used for the ealeulations
of hexagonal bundles, the other one for the 12-rod bundles. In both versions
T~GEO evaluates the geometrie parameters for the whole bundle flow see-
tion and for the three types of ehannels, i.e., mainly:
- the flow area for the whole bundle flow seetion, AT~T
- the flow area for the eonsidered bundle symmetry seetion, ASEC
- the equivalent diameter for the whole bundle flow seetion, DET~T
- the wetted perimeter for the whole bundle flow seetion, PERLT
- the flow area ATC=ACH(1) for the entire ehannel~)the flow area AAC=ACT/6,
the equivalent diameter DETC and the shroud wetted perimeter PERL(1)
(obviously set =0) ,for the eentral ehannels
- the flow area ATW=ACH(2) for the entire ehannel *), the flow area
AAW=ATW/2, the equivalent diameter DETW and the shroud wetted perimeter
PERL(2) for the wall ehannels.
- the flow area ATA=ACH(3) for the entire ehannel *), the flow area AAA=
ATA/2, the equivalent diameter DETA and the shroud wetted perimeter
PERL(3) for the corner ehannels.
- the ratios FATIP(1), FATIP(2), FATIP(3) between the flow areas based
on the tip diameter of the rods and the flow areas based on the volu-
metrie diameter of the rods (1=eentral; 2=wall; 3=eorner) **)
- the ratios FDTIP(1),FDTI~2), FDTIP(3) between the equivalent diameters
based on the tip diameter of the rods and the equivalent diameters
based on the volumetrie diameter of the rods (1= eentral; 2=wall; 3= eorner)**)
*) "entire ehannel" means the ehannel whieh is defined dividing the whole
bundle flow seetion (and not a symmetry section of it)
**) Obviously these parameters are equal to 1 in the ease of smooth rods
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= index defining which portion of the whole bundle flow sec-
tion must be considered (see 3.1, 9th Card)
= volumetrie diameter of the rods (cm)
= pitch of the rods (cm)
= distance between the centers of the external rods and the
shroud,in the wall channels (cm)
= 1T = 3.141593
= number of the rows of the rods (excluded the central rod, 1n
the case of hexagonal bundles)
= number of the rods, for the whole bundle
= Z + D/2 (computed in T~TGE~)
= distance W for the corner channels, set equal to W 1n the
present version of SAGAP~ *)
= distance Z for the corner channels, set equal to Z 1n the
present version of SAGAP~ *)
= (C-base of the blocking triangles)/2 (cm)
= wetted perimeter for the whole bundle flow section, computed
in T~TGE~ (cm)
= tip radius of the rods (cm)
SUBR~UTINE TRICA1
TRICA1 organizes the sub-subchannel calculations for the central sub-
channels (these calculations are performed in the subroutine CEWA, which
is called by TRICA1). Furthermore TRICA1 computes the friction factors
*)
The parameters WA and ZA had been introdueed in SAGAP~ to easily allow
to consider bundles with angles in shroud profile at the gaps between
the corner and the wall channels, instead of angles at the center of
the corner channels.
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LAMSGH for the whole eentral subehannels, both in the ease of turöulent
flow (see (1.66) of 15/) and in the ease of laminar flow (see (IV.3),
(Iv.4) and (IV.36) of 15/). Finally TRIGA1 evaluates also average values
of some sub-subehannel variables. TRIGA1 is ealled by the main program.





= index of the axial seetion
= ehannel index
= number of the sub-subehannels in a half of an entire eentral
subehannel (i.e. for a rod seetor of an angle ~/6)
= index for the type of the rod surfaee (IRH=l for smooth rods,
IRH=2 for roughened rods)
PR~V = PT (see (1.111) of 15/)
PB = average pressure for the axial seetion (kg/em2 )
RH = height of the roughness ribs (em)
A(l) ••• A(NN)= flow areas of the sub-subehannels (em2 )
DE ( 1) • • •DE (NN )











= mass flow rates for the sub-subehannels, eorresponding to
an uniform mass-flow distribution (gis)
= flow area for a half of the entire eentral subehannel (em2 )
= equivalent diameter for the eentral subehannel (em)
= equivalent diameter for the whole bundle flow seetion (em)
= (length of the axial seetion K)I (length of the eontaining
axial portion)
~/6= NN = angle of the rod seetor for eaeh sub-subehannel of
the eentral subehannel
= length of the axial seetion K (em)
= subehannel index
= inlet pressure for the axial seetion (kg/em2 )
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= bulk temperature for the whole bundle flow seetion at the
bundle inlet (oC)
= volumetrie surfaee of a rod for the whole axial portion
(em2 )
= volumetrie diameter of the rods (em)
= summation of the eomputed average mass flow rates of the
sub-subehannels eontained ~n a half of the entire eentral
DDDD
subehannel (gis)
= summation of the eomputed terms (see (1.66) ~n 15/)
ATSCH = bulk temperature of subehannel M, eomputed averaging the
sub-subehannel bulk temperature (oC)
* = for RETURN 1, in the ease of eonvergenee problems
C = piteh of the rods (em)
5.10 FUNCT1~N TUBENU
TUBENU ~s ealled by the subroutines RTS1 and RTR1 in the ease of tur-
bulent flow. 1t evaluates the Nusselt number NUt (TUBENU), for a smoothum
tube having the same Reynolds and Prandtl numbers as the annulus whieh is
equivalent to the eentral subehannel or to the corner ehannel or to the
portion of the wall subehannel, whose ealeulation is performed ~n RTS1 or









TURBWC evaluates the geometrie factors IGD/20o (TURBWC) for the turbulent
exchange between the two portions of each wall subchannel (see 1.6 in













= input value of the mixing factor I for the turbulent ex-
change between the two portions of the wall subchannels
(see 3.1, 21st Card)
= length of that segment of the boundary line dividing the
two subchannels of the same wall ehannel, whieh belongs to
the eentral portion (em)
= length of boundary line between the two portions + volumetrie
radius of the rods (em)
= volumetrie diameter of the rods (em)
= distanee (at the gap between two external ehannels) from
the centers of the external rods to the shroud + D/2 (em)
= pitch of the rods (cm)
= angle of the rod sector for the eentral portion
= flow area for the wall portion (cm2 )
= flow area for the eentral portion (cm2 )
= equivalent diameter for the wall portion(em)
= equivalent diameter for the eentral portion (cm)
= (C - base of the blocking triangles)/2 (em)
5.72 FUNCTI~N TWCTEP
TWCTEP eorreets the eomputed surface pin temperatures to get the pin
temperatures TWR (TWCTEP) at the radial position RMISTW (see 3.1, Card 6),
at which the thermoeouples are set. In the present version of SAGAP~ this
eorreetion is performed by means of equation (11.21) of /5/, whieh takes
into ac~ount only the conduction ~n the radial direction and is valid in
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the case of electrically heated canning metal. Equation (11.21) of /5/
is solved now in TWCTEP assuming that the thermal conductivity of the
canning metal (k ) varies linearly with the canning temperature (i.e.
c







of /5/t defined in the main program
TW = surface pin temperature (oC)
5.73 FUNT1Y;N TWFUN
TWFUN evaluates the mean pin temperature (TWFUN) at each axial section.






= total number of the rods (for the whole bundle)
= total number of the channel (for the considered bundle
symmetry section)
= 1T = 3. 141593
= flow area for 1/6 th of an entire central channel (i.e.
for a rod sector of an angle of 1T/6) (cm2 )
= flow area for a half of an entire corner channel (i,e. for
a rod sector of an angle of 1T/6) (cm2)
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5.74 FlTNCTIgJN UA
-CFUA evaluates the average cross-flow velocities uCav for each channel C.
UA calls subroutine CF1, where equation (1.37) of /5/ is used for the cal-
. -CF
culat~on of Uc in the present version of SAGAPgJ (see also CF1). UA isav
called by the subroutine BAU.
I = channel index
NI = number of the ehannels which are adjacent to channel I
ACHI = flow area for the entire ehannel I (i.e. not for its con-
sidered symmetry seetion) (em2 )
IUAV = option (not used in the present vers~on of SAGAPgJ) for the
proeedure required for the evaluation of the cross-flow
velocities uiC in CF1 (see CF1)
5.75 SUBR~UTINE WALLTE
WALLTE organizes the calculation of the surfaee pin temperatures *) for all
the central subchannels (TW), for all the corner channel (TW) and for both
portions of all wall subchannels (TWWC), both in the case of turbulent
flow and in the case of laminar flow. The subroutine RTSI 1S ealled by
WALLTE in the ease of smooth rods and the subroutine RTRI 1n the case of
roughened rods. The mean pin temperature (TW) for the wall subchannels 1S
computed in WALLTE averaging the pin temperatures of the two portions,
weightingthem by means of the wetted perimeters. In the ease of roughened rods
the parameter YDH=(r2-r1)/hR for the whole wall subchannels is also
evaluated in WALLTE (this parameter is used for the definition of an
average value of the G(h+) parameter for the whole wall subchannel, see
(111.9) and (111.22) in /5/). WALLTE is called by the main program. **)
*) at infinite eonductivity of the eanning metal, in the case of roughened
rQds.
**)Reeently the option 1EXAV has been introdueed in SAGAP~, to allow the
ealeulation of an average rod and an average shroud temperature for the
external ehannels, instead of the single subehannel values (ease of 1EXAV=2).













= index of the axial seetion
= total number of the ehannels
= number of the eentral subehannels
= height of the roughness ribs (em)
= volumetrie surfaee of eaeh rod, for the axial seetion (em2 )
= volumetrie diameter of the rods (em)
= lT=3.141593
= bulk temperature for the whole bundle flow seetion at the
bundle inlet (oC)
= average pressure for the axial seetion K (kg/em2)
= for RETURN1, in the ease of eonvergenee problems in RTRI
or in RTSI.
= name of the subroutine whieh must be ealled by WALLTE for
the ealeulation of the pin temperatures (RTI=RTSI in the ease
of smooth rods; RTI=RTRI in the ease of roughened rods)
5.16 FUNCTI@N ZEIT
ZEIT is a library funetion of the IBM computer of the Karlsruhe Nuelear
Center whieh is used to evaluate the time (in seeonds) from the beginning
of a ealeulation to the instant at whieh ZEIT is called. In SAGAP~ ZEIT is
initialized at zero at the beginning of the main program and it is called
by the main program at eaeh axial section K (before starting the ealeulations
for the axial section), to control whether the allowed computation time
TIMEPu<see 3.1, Card (39+4*NSPACT))has been elapsed or not. If TIMEPU has
been elapsed the subroutine TMPUN is then called by the main program.
T = time elapsed from the beginning of the ealculation (s)
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5.77 Variables 1n C~MM~N BL~CKS
In this paragraph the meaning of the variables which are contained in
C~MM~N BL~CKS will be explained. The names of the containing subprograms
will be also cited. For the names of the variables of each C~MM~N BL~CK
it will be made reference to one of the containing subprograms (sometimes
the variables have different names in the various containing subprograms).*)
For the definition of RR2 and ALFA12 see subroutine CEWAC~.
RR2 and ALFA1 are evaluated in CEWAC~ and are used in RECANG and SMFUN 1•
For the definition of PER see subroutine CEWAC~.
PER is evaluated in CEWAC~ and is used in ANGCA1.
For the definition of BIK see 3.3 (B~CK DATA).
BIK is used in KINF.
For the definition of BIE see 3.3 (BL~CK DATA). BIE is used in EINF.
For the definition of IBIDE see 3.3 (BL~CK D~TA). IBIDE is used 1n CORRTE.
*)The C~MM~N BL~CKS /SIMLAM/, /EXAVTW/ and /GRAV/, which have been introduced
only recently in SAGAP~, are not included in this listing (see pag.48).
/SIMLAM/ is used in BL~CK DATA and in SIMLA1. /EXAVTW/ is used in BL~CK
DATA and in WALLTE. /GRAV/ is used in BL~CK DATAfin the main program, in
BALA, SUBBAL and RECCA2.
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For the definition of G see subroutine CEWAC~. G is evaluated in CEWAC~
and is used in RECCA1 and TRICA1.
C~LAMB = factor for the correction of the friction factors. It is set
equal to =1 in the main program, in the present version of SAGAP~.
It is used in CEWA, RECANG and TAU.
C~LAMA is read in the main program (see 3.1, Card 12) and is used in
CSFUN, RECANG, SMFUN1 and TAU.
For the definition of FC~ND see 3.3 (BL~CK DATA). FC~ND 1S used 1n INGE.
For the definition of CC~ND see subroutine INGE.
CC~ND is evaluated in INGE and is used in BALA and SUBBAL.
For the definition of CC~ND1 see subroutine INGE.
CC~ND1 is evaluated in INGE and is used in SUBBAL.
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SIGMA(NS) = factor (~/A) for channel NS (see (1.56) in /5/)
PHI(NS) = factor (~/A) for channel NS (see (1.80) in /5/)
SBMNS = I(~s - ~NS) (see (1.71) 1n /5/)
SBMNS t SIGMA and PHI are computed 1n BALA and are used in the ma1n program
and in SUBBAL.
QHRDAR = surfaceJ * [height of the rougheness
of the Biot number (see C~RRTE)
QRMDAR
QLAMR
[heat flux at the reference
ribs] t for the evaluation
= input argument for function TWCTEP (see)
. r t
= factor ~ r b In r b
for the evaluation of the temperature
difference between the tip and the base of the roughness ribs t in
the case of laminar flow (see (Iv.47) in /5/)
QHRDAR t QRMDAR and QLAMR are evaluated in the main program and are used in
C~RRTE.
14) C~MM0N /C~RR1/ SIGMAI(42 3)t PHII(42 t 3)
---------------------------_~_-------------
SIGMAI(NStM) = factor (~/A) for the Mth subchannel of channel NS
(see (1.57) in /5/)
PHII(NStM) = factor (~/A) for the Mth subchannel of channel NS (see
(1. 80) in /5/)
SIGMAI and PHII are evaluated 1n SUBBAL and are used 1n the main programt
in RECANG t RECCA1 t RECCA2 and TRICA1.
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. (t;/A)portion
CHI(NS-NSTR,M,I)= ratlo ( /A) for the Ith portion of the Mth
t; subchannel




= ratlo ( A) for the 1th portion of the Mth
1/1/ subchannel
wall subchannel of channel NS (see (1.80) in /5/)
The elements of CHI and PSI are evaluated in RECCA2 .CHI and PSI are used
in the main program, in RECJUlG , RECCA1 and SUBBAL.
For the definition of ACVS and ACVR see 3.3 (BL~CK DATA). ACVS and ACVR
are used in DSPDPF.
PIG = 1T=3.141593
PIG is defined in the maln program and is used ln ANGCA1, CEWA, RECANG,
RECCA 1, RELAM and TRICA1.
For the definition of D1 and D2 see 3.3 (BL~CK DATA). D1 and D2 are used
in KMET and TWCTEP.
*)
For a hexagonal bundle with 42 channels the number of the external
channel is 18 (NSTR is the number of the central channel; 1=1 for the
wall portion, 1=2 for the central portion)
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For the definition of A see 3.3 (BL~CK DATA). A is used in the main program
and in GHPLUS.
For the definition of B see 3.3 (BL~CK DATA). B 1S used in the main program
and in RHPLUS.
For the definition of NDEST and NDEEND see 3.3 (BL~CK DATA). NDEST
and NDEEND are used in the main program.
IRHPL = index for the definition of h+ (see RHPLUS). The value of
IRHPL is established at each axial portion in the main
program. IRHPL is used in RHPLUS.
For the definition of CNUSS see 3.3 (BL~CK DATA). CNUSS is used the ma1n
program.
For the definition of EX1, EX2 and EX3 see 3.3 (BL~CK DATA). EX1, EX2
and EX3 are used in EXPC~.
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For the definition of Ex4, EX5 and Ex6 see 3.3 (BL~CK DATA). Ex4, EX5 and
Ex6 are used in EXPCL.
CKAPPA( 1), DEA( 1), GAMMA( 1)
= coefficient K=ARe, equivalent diameter (em), eoeffieient y *)
in laminar flow conditions for:
- the equivalent annulus, for the corner ehannels
- the annulus whieh is equivalent to the wall portion,for
the wall subehannels
- the annulus whose inner zone is equivalent to the sub-
ehannel, for the eentral subchannels
CKAPPA( 2), DEA( 2), GAMMA( 2)
= eoeffieient K=ARe, equivalent diameter (em), eoeffieient y *)
in laminar flow eonditions for the annulus whose inner zone
1S equivalent to the eentral portion, for the wall sub-
ehannels (these variables are defined only for the wall
subehannels)
WGAMMA(M) *) = y eoeffieient for the Mth subehannel of a wall subehannel,
defined only for wall subchannels
Al = flow area of the central or of the wall portion of the wall
subehannels, based on the tip diameter of the rods, in
laminar flow conditions (defined only for the wall sub-
channels) (cm2 ).
CKAPPA, DEA, GAMMA, WGAMMA und Al are defined in ENTRFR and are used only
there. The C~MM~N B~CK/ENTR1/ is defined in order to save the values
of CKAPPA, DEA, GAMMA and Al eomputed for the eentral portion of the wall
subchannels,so that these values are available when ENTRFR is ealled for
the ealculation of the wall portion
*) see 4.2.6 of /5/
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CGAMMA(NS-NSTR) = y eoeffieient for the external ehannel NS (NSTR=number
of the eentral ehannels) *)
CGAMMA is defined ENTRFR and is used in ENFRC0.
LAM(NS) = frietion faetor for ehannel NS
LAM is evaluated in the main program, ~s eventually eorreeted ~n ENFRC0
(see) and is used in BALA.
A(NS) = flow area for ehannel NS, based on the volumetrie diameter of the
rods (em2 ).
A is defined ~n INQUA and is used in the main program, in BALA, ENFRC0,
INLC0N, IN QUA, KAPC0R, N0RMT, RECCA1, RECCA2, SUBBAL, TMCF and TRI CA 1•
MI(NS) = mass flow rate for ehannel NS, at the inlet of an axial seetion
(gis)
MI is defined in the main program (exeept for the first axial seetion of the
bundle, for whieh it is defined in INLC0N) and is used in BALA, SUBBAL
and TMPUN.
TEMP(NS) = gas temperature for ehannel NS at the inlet of an axial seetion
(oC)
TEMP is defined ~n the main program (exeept for the first axial seetion of the
bundle, for whieh it is defined in INLC0N) and is used in BALA and TMPUN.
*) see 4.2.6 of 15/.
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DE(NS) = equivalent diameter of ehannel NS, based on the volumetrie
diameter of the rods (em)
DE is defined in INQUA and is used ~n the main program, ~n BALA, ENFRC~,
INGE , KAPC~R, RECANG, SUBBAL and WALLTE.
MO(NS) =summation of the mass-flow rates of the sub-subehannels eontained
in ehannel NS, at the outlet of an axial seetion (gis)
MO is defined in the main program and is used only there in the present
version of SAGAP~.
For the definition of ACH see subroutine T~TGE~.
ACH ~s defined in T~TGE~ and is used in BALA, IN GE , RECCA2, SIMLA1, SUBBAL,
TBFUN, TEMLAM, TMCF , UA and WALLTE.
For the definition of AT~T, DET~T and ASEC see subroutine T~TGE~.
AT~, DET~T and ASEC are defined in T~TGE~ and are used in the main pro-
gram.
For the definition of ATC, DETC, ete, see subroutine T~TGE~.
These variables are defined in T~TGE~ and are used in the main program.




espe(NS,I) = coefficient (K1+KO)/2 for the local pressure losses at the
inlet and at the outlet of the Ith spacer contained in the
axial portion, for channel NS
espe is defined in the main program, at each axial portion (by means of
the function GRlFUN), and is used in BALA.
EPSWe(NS-NSTR, M, JWC, I), eSPWe(NS-NSTR, M, JWC, I)
= blockage factor E and coefficient (K1+KO)/2(see above),
for the local pres&ure losses at the inlet and at the outlet
of the Ith spacer contained in the axial portion, for the
JWCth portion of the Mth subchannel of the external channel NS
(NSTR=number of the central channels) *)
EPswe and CSPWC are evaluated in the main program (espwe by means of the
function GRlFUN) at each axial portion and are used also in RECCA2 •
CSPSC(NS, M, 1)= coefficient (K1+KO)/2 for the local pressure losses at the
inlet and at the outlet of the Ith spacer contained 1n
the axial portion, for the Mth subchannel of channel NS.
espse is evaluated in the main program at each axial portion (by means of the
function GRIFUN), and is used in REeCA2 and SUBBAL.
The elements of EPSWC and espwc corresponding to corner channels are




40) C~MM~N /GRID1/ EPSISC(42 3,3)____________________________L _
EPSISC(NS, M, I) = bloekage faetor € for the Ith spaeer eontained in the
axial portion, for the Mth subehannel of ehannel NS
EPSISC is defined in the main program at eaeh axial portion and is used
also in AXSEC, RECCA2 and SUBBAL.
= eorreetion faetor Y for the influenee of the spaeersp
grids on the Nusselt number, for the Mth subehannel of
ehannel NS in the Kth axial seetion of the axial portion
(see AXSEC)
DIST(I) = distanee from the bundle inlet to the middle plane of
spaeer I (em)
YY is defined in AXSEC. DIST is read in the main program. YY and DIST are
used in CEWA, RECCANG, SUBDH and WALLTE.
X(K) = distanee from the point where the ealeulation is started
to the inlet plane of the Kth axial seetion of the
axial portion(em)
X is defined in AXSEC (only X(l) is established in the ma1n program) and
is used in the main program, in ENTRFR and in SUBDH.
EPSIC(NS, I) = bloekage faetor € for the Ith spaeer eontained in the
axial portion, for ehannel NS





= ratio between the wetted perimeters inside and outside the
Ith spacer of the axial portion, for channel NS
PGDPC 1S defined in the main program and is used in BALA.
PGDPSC(NS, M, I) = ratio between the wetted perimeters inside and outside
the Ith spacer of the axial portion, for the Mth 8ub-
channel of channel NS.
PGDPSC is defined in the main program and 18 used in RECCA2 and SUBBAL.
= bulk temperature at the outlet of an axial section, for
channel NS (oC)
TEMP2 18 defined in BALA and is used also in the main program.
= [maximum power per unit axial length] * [length of the
axial portion] for the Ith rod (input indexing for
the rods, see Fig!. 1,2) (cal!s)
Q 1S defined 1n the main program and is used also in HEATR.
48) C~MM~N /HEA2/ QQ(2,12), QQO
------------------------------
For the definition of QQ and QQO see subroutine HEATR. QQ and QQO are
defined in HEATR and used in HEATI.
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For the definition of QT see subroutine BEATI.
QT is defined in HEATI and used in BAU.
For the definition of QQ see subroutine HEATI. QQ is defined in HEATI and used
in the main program,in ANGCA1, CEWA, RECANG, RECCA1, TRICA1 and WALLTE.
For the definition of NPIN and,JPIN see subroutine HEATI.
NPIN and JPIN are evaluated in HEATI in the version of SAGAP0 concerning
hexagonal bundles. They are provided as input data in BL0cK DATA in the
version for the 12-rod bundles(see 3.4).They are used in the main program, 1n
AXSEC, BAU, ENFRC0, ENTRFR, INLC0N, N0RMT, SIMLA1, SUBBAL, SUBC0N, SUBDH,
TBFUN, TMPUN, TWFUN and WALLTE.
For the definition of IDPIN see subroutine HEATR.*)
IDPIN is defined in HEATR and used in HEATI.
53~ C0MM0N/ HEA10/ QSCH(42 3)
--------------------------~--
For the definition of QSCH see subroutine HEATI.
QSCH is defined in HEATI and used in RECCA1, RECCA2 and SUBBAL.
*) The C~MM~N B~CK/HEA7/ exists only in the version of SAGAP~ concerning
hexagonal bundles.
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For the definition of NER and NIS see subroutine C~NNIJ.
NER and NIS are evaluated in C~NNIJ in the version of SAGAP~ concerning
hexagonal bundles. They are provided as input data in BL~CK DATA in the
verS10n for the calculation of the 12-rod bundles (see 3.4). NER and
NIS are used 1n the main program,in BALA, INGE, RECCA2, SUBBAL, SUBC~N,
TMCF and UA.
For the definition of NUMS and NR~W see subroutine INDEX.
NR~W and NUMS are defined in INDEX in the version of SAGAP~ concerning
hexagonal bundles *). In this version they are used in C~NNIJ, HEATI,
INGE and INQUA.
For the definition of N~T see subroutine INDEX.
N~T is defined in INDEX in the version of SAGAP~ concerning hexagonal
bundles**).N~T is used in C~NNIJ.
For the definition of NTYP see subroutine INDEX.
NTYP is defined in the subroutine INDEX in the version of SAGAP~ concerning
*) The C~MM~N B~CK /IND1/ does not exist 1n the version of SAGAP~ con-
cerning the 12-rod bundles.
**)
The C~MM~N BL~CK/IND2/ does not exist in version of SAGAP~ con-the
cerning the 12-rod bundles.
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hexagonal bundles. It is provided as input in BL~CK DATA 1n the version
for the 12-rod bundles (see 3.4). NTYP is used in the main programs, in
BALA, C~NNIJ, ENFRC~, INGE, INLC~N, INQUA, KAPC~R, N~RMT, RECCA2, SIMLA1,










= number of the ehannels of the NR~th row eontained in
1/12 th of the whole bundle flow seetion
= number of the ehannels of the NR~th row eontained 1n
1/6th of whole bundle flow seetion
= number of the ehannels of the NR~th row eontained in
1/3 rd of the whole bundle flow seetion
= number of the ehannels of the NR~th row eontained in
a half of the whole bundle flow seetion
= number of the ehannels of the NR~th row eontained 1n
2/3rd of the whole bundle flow seetion
= number of the ehannels of the NR~th row eontained 1n
10/12th of the whole bundle flow seetion
= number of the ehannels of the NR~th row eontained in
the whole bundle flow seetion
NUM3, NUM6, NUM12, NUM18, NUM24, NUM30 and NUM36 are defined in INDEX
in the version of SAGAP~ eoneerning hexagonal bundles, and are used, in
the version, in C~NNIJ and HEATI. The C~MM~N BL~CK /IND4/ does not exist
in the version of SAGAP~ eoneerning the 12-rod bundles (see also /10/).
XMHE = distanee from the beginning of the heating to the middle
plane of an axial seetion (em)
XMHE is defined in the main program, at eaeh axial seetion, and 1S used
in TEMLAM and TIS.
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IPA = index of the axial portion
IPA is established in the main program, at each axial portion, and is
used also in ANGCA1, EXPCL, EXPc0, KAPC0R, KMET, RECCA1, RELAM, SELAWA,
SIMLA1, TEMLAM, TRICAl and TWCTEP.
IRR = index for the type of the rod surface (IRH=l for smooth
rods, IRH=2 for roughened rods)
IRR is fixed in the main program, at each axial portion,and is used also
in C0RRTE, DSPDPF and WALLTE.
For the definition of BKAPPA see 3.3 (BL0cK DATA), KAPC0R and SELAWA.
BKAPPA is used also in RECCAl and SIMLA1.
I2TIP(NS,M) = index whiQ~ establishes if the flow is laminar or
turbulent in the Mth subchannel of channel NS (I2TIP=1
for laminar flow, I2TIP=O for turbulent flow)
The I2TIP values are established in ANGCA1, RECCAl and TRICA1. I2TIP ~s
used also in the main program,in BALA, C0RRTE, RTRI, RTSI and SUBBAL.
AKAPPA(NS) = K=ARe value for channel NS ~n fully developed laminar
flow,in the axial portions (corrected value if the simp-
lified procedure of 4.6 of /5/ is applied).







For the definition of FATIP and FDTIP see subroutine T~TGE~.
FATIP and FDTIP are evaluated in the subroutine T~TGE~ and are used ~n
ANGCA1, ENFRC~, KAPC~R, RECCAl and TRICA1.
= ratio between the real *) ehannel flow area and the
ehannel flow area based on the volumetrie diameter of
the rods, for ehannel NS
= ratio between the real*) ehannel equivalent diameter and
the ehannel equivalent diameter based on the volumetrie
diameter of the rods, for ehannel NS
The F1ATIP and FlDTIP parameters are evaluated in ANGCA1, RECCA1 and
TRICA1 and are used in the main program, in BALA, N~RMT, SUBBAL and UA.
= ratio between the real *) subehannel flow area and the
subehannel flow area based on the volumetrie diameter of
the rods, for the Mth subehannel of ehannel NS
= ratio between the real *) subehannel equivalent diameter
and the equivalent diameter based on the volumetrie dia-
meter of the rods, for the Mth subchannel of channel NS
The F2ATIP and F2DTIP parameters are evaluated in ANGCA1, RECCA 1 and TRICA1. They
are used in the main program, in N~RMT, SUBBAL and WALLTE.
RTIP(I) = tip radius of the rods ~n the Ith axial portion (em)
The RTIP values are read (see 3.1, Cards 7,8)in the main program. There,
they are correeted to take into account the thermal expansion of the rods.RTIP is
used also in ANGCA 1, RECCA1, RELAM, TEMLAM and TRICA) .
*) If the flow is laminar in a subchannel of channel NS, the subchannel
flow area must is based on the tip diameter of the rods.
F1PTIP
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ANGLAM = parameter ß which defines the position of line dividing
the two portions of the wall subchannels in the case of
laminar flow (see 4.2.3 ~n /5/).
An input value of ANGLAM must be provided ~n BL0cK DATA (see 3.3). Then,
if lKAPPA=1 (see 3.3, C0MM0N BL0cK /WAKA1/), a new value of ANGLAM is
computed in SELAWA and the input value of BL0CK DATA is not used. ANGLAM
is used in RECCA 1.
= F1ATIP(NS)/F1DTIP(NS), defined in subroutines RECCA1 and
TRICA1 by means of subsequent additions of subchannel
variables, in the procedure for the evaluation of
F1DTIP(NS)
F1PTIP ~s defined in RECCA1 and TRICA1 and is used only there.
For the definition of I3TIP see 3.3 (BL0cK DATA).The I3TIP values must
be provided as input data in BL0cK DATA. I3TIP is used in ANGCA1, RECCA1
and TRICA 1.
ITC0RR = actual value of the index ITC0RR in the iteration loop
for the convergence of the whole bundle friction factor
(see Fig.11)
ITC0RR is defined in the main program and is used also in ANGCA1, CEWA,
RECANG, RECCA 1, RELAM, TAU and TRICA1.
UAV(NS)
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For the definitions of NSl and NS2 see 3.3 (BL~CK DATA).
NSl and NS2 must be provided as input data in BL~CK DATA (see 3.3).
They are used in BALA, ENFRC~, KAPC~R, SIMLA1 and TEMLAM.
For the definitions of TBEQR and TBEQL see subroutine SIMLA1. TBEQR and
TBEQL are computed in TEMLAM by means of SIMLA1. The C~MM~N BL~CK I MART31
is defined only for TEMLAM, to save the values of the parameters TBEQR
and TBEQL for the wall subchannels, which are evaluated during the computa-
tions for the wall portion (so that their evaluation does not need to
be repeated for the computation of the central portion).
75) C~MM~N lMART51 NSTR
NSTR = number of the central channels
The C~MM~N BL~CK lMART51 is defined in the main program (NSTR 1S computed
in INDEX). NSTR is used in ENFRC~.
M2(NS) = mass flow rate at the outlet of an axial section, for
channel NS (gis)
M2 is computed in BALA and is used also in the ma1n program.
= velocity for channel NS (average for an axial section)
(cm/s)




WCF(NS) =cross-flow rate per unit length for channel NS (gis cm)
WCF is evaluated in BALA and is used also in the main program and in SUBBAL.
TAV(NS) = bulk temperature of channel NS, average for an axial
section (oC)
TAV is computed in BALA and is used also 1n the main program, in N~RMT,
RECCA2, SUBBAL and TMCF.
MAV(NS) = mass-flow rate (average for an axial section), for
channel NS (gis)
MAV is computed in BALA and is used also in the ma1n program, in N~RMT,
RECCA2, SUBBAL and TMCF.
DP(NS) = pressure loss for channel NS, in an axial section (kg/cm2 )
DP is computed in BALA and is used also in the main program, in RECCA2,
SUBBAL, TMCF and UA.
= turbulent mass-flow rate per unit length exchanged
between channel NS and the Mth adjacent channel (i.e.
channel NIS(NS,M), see C~NNIJ) (gis)
WT is evaluated in BALA by means of the function TME and is used also in
the main program and in SUBBAL.
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RUAS(NS) = pu * (densitY'frietion veloeity) for ehannel NS (em/s)




= bulk temperature for the whole inner zone (i.e. inside
the .=0 line) of the Mth subehannel of ehannel NS (oC)
= mass-flow rate for the whole inner zone of the Mth
subehannel of ehannel NS (g/s)
= [(inner radius of the outer wall for the annulus whieh
is equivalent to the whole subehannel M of the ehannel NS)




= [average power per unit axial length *) removed from a rod
in an axial seetion] /[maximum rod power per unit axial
length]
QDEV is defined in the main program, at eaeh axial seetion, and is
used also in BALA, CEWA, RECANG, RECCA 1, RECCA2, SUBBAL and WALLTE.
= max~mum power per unit surfaee *) removed from the
shroud (eal/s em2 )
QLDEV = [average power per unit surfaee *) removed from the
shroud in an axial seetionJ /QLINM
QLINM and QLDEV are defined ~n the main program (QLDEV at eaeh axial seetion)
and are used also in BALA, RECANG, RECCA1, RECCA2 and SUBBAL.
*) Based on the nominal lengths (see also FQDEV and M~DFQD)
QALIN
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For the definition of PERL see subroutine T~TGE~.
PERL is evaluated in T~TGE~ and is used in BALA, RECCA2, RELAM, SIMLA 1,
SUBBAL, TBFUN, TEMLAM and WALLTE.
= average power per unit surfaee removed from the shroud
1n an axial seetion (eal/s em2 )
QALIN is defined in the main program, at eaeh axial seetion, and 1S
used also in RTSI and RTRI.
PVERT(I), PRAD(I)=parameters defining the position of the .=0 line for the
Ith 'wall-type" sub-subehannel (em) (ror the definition
of PVERT(I) and PRAD(I) see Fig.21)
PVERT and PRAD are defined in TAU *) and are used also in ANGCA1, RECANG,
RECCA1 and TLINE.
I
E(I) = L (shroud wetted perimeter of the "wall-type" sub-sub-
L-1- ehannel L) (see Fig.21) (em)
E is defined in TAU *) and is used also in ANGCA1, RECCAl and TLINE.
*) Exeept for the last sub-subehannel of the wall portion of eaeh wall sub-
ehannel and for the last sub-subehannel inside this portion, whieh is
defined by lines normal to the shroud walls: for these PRAD(I), PVERT(I)
ahd E(I) are defined in RECCA1 (see).
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P(I) = PVERT(I)/(volumetric radius of the rods), for the Ith
"wall-type" sub-subchannel (see Fig.21)
P 1S evaluated 1n TLINE*) and is used also in ANGCA1 and RECCA1.
TNY = temperature T at which the gas properties must be
x
computed for the evaluation of the Reynold number Rex'
and, consequently, for the calculation of the laminar
friction factor A=yK/Re (see (IV.31) and (IV.35) in
x
/5f) .
TNY 1S computed in RELAM for each subchannel, and 1S used also 1n ENTRFR.
TLINER(NS-NSTR,M)=surface shroud temperature for the Mth subchannel of
channel NS (NSTR=number of the central channels) (oC)
TLINER is defined in RTRI or in RTSI, in the case of turbulent flow and
in TEMLAM,in the case of laminar flow. TLINER is used also in the main
program, in ANGCA 1, RECCA1, TBFUN and WALLTE.
For the definitions of NCHC and JSCH see subroutine SUBC~N. NCHC and JSCH
are defined in SUBC~N and are used in RECCA2 and SUBBAL.
*) Except for the last sub-subchannel of the wall portion of each wall
subchannel and for the last sub-subchannel inside this portion, which
is defined by lines normal to the shroud walls: for these P(I) is defined
in RECCA1 (see)
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For the definition of JCHC see subroutine SUBC~N. JCHC is defined in
SUBC~N and is used in RECCA2 and SUBBAL.
CLASUB = 1.0576 for axial po~tions with smooth rods
= 1 for axial portions with roughened rods
CLASUB is established in the main program, at each axial portion. It ~s
used in GSTAR.
For the definition of ASCH see subroutine INQUA.
ASCH is evaluated in INQUA and is used also in the main program, ~n ANGCA1,
INLC~N, N~RMT, RECCA 1, RECCA2, SIMLA1, SUBBAL, TBFUN, TEMLAM, TRICA1,
TWFUN and WALLTE.
TSCH(NS,M) = bulk temperature (average for an axial section) ,for the
Mth subchannel of channel NS (oC)
MSCH(NS,M) = average mass flow rate (for an axial section);or the Mth
subchannel of channel NS (gis)
TSCH and MSCH are initialized in INLC~N,or in ANGCAI, or in RECCA1, or
in TRICA1, are computed in SUBBAL and are used also in the main program,
in N~RMT, RECCA2, SIMLAl and WALLTE.
ADAB(NS-NSTR,M) = (flow area for the whole corner channel or for the whole
wall portion of wall subchannel)/(flow area for the cor-
responding zone inside the T=O line) , for the Mth sub-
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channel of the external channel NS*)
DETB(NS-NSTR,M) = equivalent diameter for the inner zone of a corner
channel or of the wall portion of a wall subchannel, for
the Mth subchannel of the external channel NS (cm)*)
The elements of ADAB and DETB are defined in ANGCA1 or in RECCA1. ADAB and
DETB are used also in RECCA2, SUBBAL and WALLTE.
LAMB(NS-NSTR,M) = friction factor for the inner zone of a corner channel
or of the wall portion of a wall subchannel, for the
Mth subchannel of the external channel NS *)
The elements of LAMB are computed in ANGCAl or in RECCA1. LAMB is used
also in WALLTE.
101) CY;MMY;N/ SUB5/ LAMSCH(42 3)
-----------------------------~--
LAMSCH(NS,M) = friction factor for the Mth subchannel of channel NS.
TSCHl (NS,M)
The elements of LAMSCH are computed in ANGCA 1, or in RECCA1, or in TRICA 1.
LAMSCH is used also in the main program, in ENFRCY;, SUBBAL and WALLTE.
= bulk temperature at the inlet of an axial section, for
the Mth subchannel of channel NS (oC)
TSCH1 is read or established in INLCY;N at the first axial section of
the bundle and is established in the main program at the other axial
sections. TSCH1 is used also in ANGCA1, SUBBAL, TMPUN and TRICA1.
*) NSTR = number of the central channels
MSCH1 (NS,M)
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= mass flow rate at the inlet of an axial section,for the
Mth subchannel of channel NS (g/s)
MSCH1 is read or established in INLC~N at the first axial section of
the bundle and is established in the main program at the other axial
sections. MSCH1 is used also in ANGCA1, RECCA1, RECCA2, SUBBAL and TMPUN.
PR~VI(NS-NSTR,M)~parameter PT definedby (1.111) or /5/ in the present
version of SAGAP~,equal for all subchannels M of all
external channels NS *)
The elements of PR~VI are still defined in the main program,at each iteration
ITC~RR (see Fig. 11) ,os Pp =('\:P ~ ;t~) as 1n /1/ (see there equations
(22) and (23)). But then, in the present version of SAGAP~, they are all
**)
set equal to PT as soon as RECANG is called (see 1.9.3 in /5/). PR~VI is
used only ~n the main program and in RECANG.
TSCHA(NS-NSTR,M)= bulk temperature for the outer zone of a corner channel
or of the wall portion of a wall subchannel, for the Mth
subchannel of the external channel NS (oC) *)
TSCHB(NS-NSTR,M)= bulk temperature for the inner zone of a corner channel
or of the wall portion of a wall subchannel, for the
Mth subchannel of the external channel NS (oC) *)
*) NSTR = number of the central channels.
**) Also in /1/ at ITC~RR=1 all Pp were set equal to PT (see listing for
RECANG) •
TW(NS,M)
The elements of TSCHA and TSCHB are computed in RTRI or in RTSI,in the
case of turbulent flow ;they are set equal to the bulk. temperature of the
whole corner channel or of the whole wall portion of wall subchannel in
TEMLAM,in the case of laminar flow. TSCHA and TSCHB are used also in the
main program in RECANG and WALLTE.
= pin temperature (average 1n an axial section) for the Mth
subchannel of channel NS (oC)
TW is initialized in INLC~N. The elements of TW are then computed in WALLTE
by means of the subroutines RTRI and RTSI (these are the surface values,
which correspond to an infinite conductivity of the canning metal, in
the case of roughened rods *)). TW is used also in the main program, in
ANGCA 1, CEWA, RECANG, RECCA 1, TRICA1 and TWFUN.,
2911_~~~~~_L§~~1L_~~~~§~1~~~12~_~~~~§~1~~~~2~_~~~§1~~~~l~_~~~l~~~~l~
~9~~1~~~~1
HPLUSB(NS,M), HPLUSW(NS,M), QPLUS(NS,M), PRB(NS,M), YODH(NS,M) =
( . ') f + h+ Q+,= average values at each aXlal sect10n 0 hB, WR'
(ro-r1)PrB, h ' respectively, for the Mth subchannel of
R
channel NS ~or the symbology see 4.3 in this work and
3.2.3 e of /5 j) .
The elements of HPLUSB, HPLUSW, QPLUS, PRB, YODH are evaluated in ANGCA1,
or in RECCA1, or in TRICA1 and are used in the main program.






WTNS 1( I, II)
WTNS2(1,K1)
= net cross flow rate leaving the 1th subchannel of a
channel (gis cm)
= pressure loss for the 1th subchannel of a channel
(kgl cm2 )
= turbulent mass-flow rate exchanged between the 1th and the
11th subchannels of a channel (gis cm)
= turbulent mass-flow rate exchanged between the 1th sub-
channel of a channel and the Mth channel which is adjacent
to the channel containing subchannel I *) (gis cm)
UANS(1) = average velocity for the 1th subchannel of a channel (cm/s)
RUASNS(1) = pu*-value for the 1th subchannel of a channel (g/cm2 )**)
WCFNS, DPNS, W1~S1, WTNS2, UANS and RUASNS are defined in SUBBAL for each
channel. They are used in RECCA2, if the channel is a wall channel.
RHTU = value r of R(h+), obtained computing R(h+) with the
equations of Dalle Donne 1111 (see RHPLUS)
RHSM = 5.5 + 2.5 In (h;) = R(h+) value in the vase of "hydrauli-
cally smooth" rods (see RHPLUS)
RHTU and RHSM are computed in RHPLUS and used also J.n RTR1.
For the definition of CTURB see subroutine 1NGE. CTURB is defined J.n 1NGE
and is used in BALA.
*) M=JCHC(1,K1); see also subroutine SUBC~N
**)See function TME
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For the definition of CTURB1 see subroutine INGE.
CTURB1 is defined in INGE and is used in SUBBAL.
XMSCHB(NS-NSTR,M) = mass flow rate for the inner zone of a corner channel
or of the wall portion of a wall subchannel, for the
Mth subchannel of the external channel NS (NSTR=number
of the central channels) (g/s)
XMSCHA(NS-NSTR,M) = mass-flow rate for the outer zone of a corner channel
or of the wall portion of a wall subchannel, for the
Mth subchannel of the external channel NS (NSTR=number
of the external channels) (g/s)
The elements of XMSCHB and XMSCHA are defined in RECCA1 for the wall sub-
channels and in the main program for the corner channels. XMSCHA and
XMSCHB are us ed als 0 in ANGCA1, RECCA2, SUBBAL and WALLTE.
CD = (pitch of the rods)/(tip diameter of the rods)
WD = (distance between the centers of the external rods
and the shroud + tip radius of the rods)/(tip dia-
meter of the rods)
ZD = (distance between the centers of the external rods and
the shroud)/(tip diameter of the rods)
ZWCD = (height of the blocking triangles)/( tip diameter of
the rods)
AWD2 = (flow area of the wall subchannels, based on the tip
diameter of the rods)/(tip diameter of the rods)2
PWWD = (wetted perimeter of the wall subchannels, based on the
tip diameter of the rods)/(tip diameter of the rods)
The parameters CD, WD t ZD, ZWCD, AWD2, PWWD are defined in T{6TGE~ and are
used in SELAWA.
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For the definition of IKAPPA see 3.3 (BL~CK DATA). IKAPPA 1S used 1n KAPC~R.
WFC~1(NS-NSTR,M) = parameter (~/K)(~ is defined by (IV.100) of /5/)
for the Mth sJbchannJl of channel NS, if NS is a wall
channel *)
= 1 if NS 1S a corner channels
WFC~(NS-NSTR,M) = parameter (K~/K) (~ is defined by (IV.99) of /5/)
for the Mth subchannel of channel NS, if NS is a wall
channel *)
= 1 if NS 1S a corner channel
The elements of WFC~1 and of WFC~ are all set equal to 1 in KAPC~R. The
elements for the wall channels are then computed in RECCA1. WFC~1 and WFC~
are used in SIMLA1.
AKAWC(1), AKAWC(2)= K=ARe-value 1n fully developed laminar flow, for the wall
portion and for the central portion of the wall sub-
channels, respectively
AKAWC(1) and AKAWC(2) are set equal to the input K-value for the wall sub-
channels 1n KAPC~R. Then, if SELAWA 1S called, new values for them are
computed 1n SELAWA. AKAWC 1S used also in RECCA1.
DEWC(NS-NSTR,M,I), (PHWC(NS-NSTR,M,I) =
= equivalent diameter and rod heated perimeter, respec-
tively, for the Ith portion of the Mth subchannel of
*) NSTR = number of the central channels.
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ehannel NS, defined only for wall ehannels (em) *) **)
The elements of DEWC and PHWC are evaluated in RECCA1 for the wall sub-
ehannels. DEWC and PHWC are used also in the main program, in RECCA2 and
in WALLTE.
MSCHWC1(NS-NSTR,M,1) =
= mass flow rate ar the inlet of an axial seetion for the
1th portion of the Mth subehannel of ehannel NS,
defined only for wall ehannels (gis) *)
MSCWC1 is evaluated in the main program at eaeh axial seetion (only if
non-uniform mass-flow and gas-temperature distnibutionsare assumed at
the inlet, at the first axial seetion MSCWC1 is read in 1NLC~N). MSCWC1
is used also in RECCA2 and TMPUN.
LAMWC(NS-NSTR,M~1)= frietion faetor for the 1th portion of the Mth sub-
ehannel of ehannel NS, defined only for wall ehannels *)
The elements of LAMWC are eomputed in RECCA 1 for the wall subehannels. LAMWC
is used also in the main program,in ENFRC~, RECCA2 and WALLTE.
CTURB2(NS-NSTR,M) = parameter TURBWC for the turbulent exchange between the
two portions of the Mth subehannel of ehannel NS, de-
fined only for wall ehannels*) (see funetion TURBWC)
The elements of CTURB2 are evaluated in RECCA1 for the wall subehannels, by
means of funetion TURBWC. CTURB2 is used in RECCA2.
**)
NSTR=number of the eentral ehannels; 1=1 for the wall portion, 1=2 for
the eentral portion
Based on the volumetrie diameter of the rods in the ease of turbulent
flow and on the tip diameter in the ease of laminar flow.
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TSCWC1(NS-NSTR,M,I) =
= bulk temperature at the inlet of an axial section for
the Ith portion of the Mth subchannel of channel NS,
defined only for wall channels (oC) *)
TSCWC1 1S defined in INLC~N at the first axial section of the bundle;
at the other axial sections it is defined in the main program. TSCWC1 is
used also in RECCA 1, RECCA2 and TMPUN.
122) C~MM~N /wCSE6/ ASCWC1(18 2 2)
-----------------------------~-~--
ASCWC1(NS-NSTR,M,I)=flow area at the inlet of an axial section for the Ith
portion of the Mth subchannel of channel NS, defined
only for wall channels (cm2 ) *)
ASCWC1 1S defined in the main program and is used in RECCA2 **).
MAWC(NS-NSTR,M,I) = mass flow rate (average for an axial section) for the
Ith portion of the Mth subchannel of channel NS,
defined only for wall channels (g/s)*)
The elements MAWC are computed in RECCA2 for the wall channels 1n the case
of turbulent flow and in SUBBAL in the case of laminar flow.
MAWC is used also in the main program, in N~RMT and WALLTE.
ASCHWC(NS-NSTR,M,I)=flow area (average for an axial section) for the Ith
*) NSTR=number of the central channels; I=l for the wall portion, I=2 for
the central portion.
** ) . .. . f SAGAP rA • t .Th1S parameter 1S not used 1n the present verS10n 0 ~: 1 was 1n-
troduced to allow to take into account the contribution to the pressure
losses which is due to the variation of the flow area. This contribu-
tion is now neglected (it is normally very small and sometimes gives
origine to convergence problems).
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portion of the Mth subehannel of ehannel NS, defined
only for wall ehannel (cm2 ) *)
The elements of ASCHWC are defined in RECCA1 for the wall subchannels (they
are based on the volumetrie diameter of the rods in the case of turbulent
flow and on the tip diameter in the case of laminar flow).
ASCHC is used also in the main program, in N~RMT, RECCA2, SUBBAL and
WALLTE.
TAVWC(NS-NSTR,M,I)= bulk temperature (average for an axial section) for the
Ith portion of the Mth subchannel of ehannel NS, defined
only for wall channels (oC) *)
The elements of TAVWC are computed in RECCA2 for the wall subchannels, ~n
the case of turbulent flow. They are set equal to the bulk temperature of
the containg subchannel in SUBBAL, in the case of laminar flow. TAVWC is
used also in the main program, in N~RMT, RECCA1 and WALLTE.
126) C~MM~N /WCSE12/ TWWC(18,2 2)
------------------------------~--
TWWC(NS-NSTR,M,I) = pin temperature for the Ith portion of the Mth sub-
channel of channel NS, computed only for the wall
channels (oC) *)
The elements of TWWC are computed in WALLTE by means of RTR1 or of RTSI,
for the wall subehannels: these elements are the surface pin temperatures,
(which correspond to an infinite conductivity of the canning metal,in the
case of roughened rods). The TWWC values are then corrected in the main
program by means of C~RRTE.
*) NSTR = number of the central channels; 1=1 for the wall portion,
1=2 for the central portion.
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T1SSC1(NS-NSTR,M), T2SSC1(NS-NSTR,M), T1SSC2(NS-NSTR,M), T2SSC2(NS-NSTR,M) =
values of the temperatures T1SSCH(1), T1SSCH(N), T2SSCH(1), T2SSCH(N),
respectively (whose meaining has been explained in 4.3),for the Mth sub-
channel of the external channel NS (oC) *)
The elements of T1SSC1, T2SSC1, T1SSC2, T2SSC2 are computed in RECANG in
the case of turbulent flow; they are set equal to the bulk temperature
of the containing subchannel in ANGCA1 and RECCA1, in the case of laminar
flow • T1SSC1, T2SSC1, T1SSC2 and T2SSC2 are used also in the main pro-
gram.
TBSSC1(NS,M), TWSSC1(NS,M), TBSSC2(NS,M), TWSSC2(NS,M) =
= values of the temperatures TBSSCH(l),TWSSCH(l),
~BSSCH(N), TWSSCH(N) (whose meaning has been
already explained in 4.3), for the Mth subchannel of
channel NS (oC)
The elements of TBSSC1, TWSSC1, TBSSC2 and TWSSC2 are defined ~n TRICAl
for the central sub-subchannels, in RECANG for the "wall-type" sub-sub-
channels in the case of of turbulent flow and in RECCAl and ANGCA1 for the
"wall-type" sub-subchannels in the case of laminar flow. TBSSC1, TWSSC1,
TBSSC2, TWSSC2 are used also in the main program.
DELTIE(NS-NSTR,M,I)=temperature factor G~~iK-1) - T~(K-1») ], (* means
normalized to the average enthalpy, see (42) in /1/)
for sub-subchannel I of the Mth subchannel of the
.external channel NS *)**) (oC)
NSTR=number of the central channels.
These variables were introduced for the computations of /1/.
~=index of the axial section; T2i=outlet temperature for sub-subchannel i;
T2=outlet temperature for the corner channel or for the portion of the wall
subchannel containing sub-subchannel i; about ß see 3.1, Card 22.
NSTR = number of the central channels
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DTIEAV(NS-NSTR,M) = normalization factor for the temperature factors
ofor the Mth subcahnnel of the external channel NS ( C)
(see (42) in /1/) *)
The elements of DELTIE are defined in the main program, whereas those of
DTIEAV are computed in ANGCA1 or in RECCA 1. DELTIE and DTIEAV are used
also in RECANG.
TI~(NS-NSTR,M,I) = outlet temperature T~~) at the axial section K for the
Ith sub-subchannel of the Mth subchannel of the external
channel NS (oC) *) **)
The element of TI~ are defined in RECANG for each IIwall-type ll sub-sub-
channel and in RECCA1 for the "central-type ll sub-subchannels of the wall
subchannels (for these equal values of T~~) are assumed). TI~ is used
also in the main program.
*)
**) see the note of pag.
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Geometry of the flow section for a 19-rod bundle. Sub-
division into channels. Indexing of the rods.
Geometry of the flow section for the 12-rod bundles.
Subdivision into channels. Indexing of the rods.
Subdivision into subehannels and into portion of wall
subchannels.
Subdivision into sub-subchannels.
Geometrie parameters needed by SAGAP~ as input information
for the definition of the flow section geometry.
Axial geometry for the 19-rod bundle computed in /5/
(Fig.5a) and for the 12-rod bundles (Fig.5b).
Indexing of the ehannels and of the subehannels for the
whole flow section of a 19-rod bundle.
Indexing of the ehannels and of the subehannels for a
half of the whole flow section of a 19-rod bundle.
Indexing of the channels and of the subchannels for
1/12th of the who~1I flow seetion of a 19-rod bundle.
Indexing of the channels and of the subehannels for the
whole flow section of the 12-rod bundles.
Indexing of the channels and of the subchannels for
1/3 rd of the whole flow seetion of the 12-rod bundles.
Simplified flow-chart for the main program.

























Simplified flow-ehart for the subroutine AXSEC.
Simplified flow-ehart for the dubroutine BALA.
Simplified flow-ehart for the subroutine CEWA.
Indexing of the rods ~n subroutine HEATR.
Simplified flow-ehart for the subroutine RECANG.
Simplified flow-ehart for the subroutine RECCA1.
Simplified flow-ehart for the subroutine RTRI
Simplified flow-ehart for the subroutine RTSI
Geometrie parameters for the "wall-type" sub-subehannels.
Simplified flow-ehart for the subroutine TEMLAM.














































A COMPUTER CODE FOR THE THERMO-FlUIOOVNAMIC ANAlVSI~ OF GAS COOlEO
ßUNDLES OF PARTlY SMOOTH ANC PARTlY ROUGHENEO RGDS IN STEADY STATE
COND I TION S
-----------------------~_._---------------------------------------­._ ------------ ._ -------------- ----------- -
THE (OCE HAS SEEN WRITT EN IN FORTRAN IV FOR THE COf./PlTER IBM ::no-
168 OF THE KARlSRUHE NUCLEAR CE~TER
DFSCRIPTION OF THE PHYSIOAl MODEL: KFK 243t-EUR 5~CED
USER' S GUIDF: KFK
MI\[N PROGRAM
THE MAIN PROGRAM READS MOST OF THE INPUT DATA, PRINTS ANO PUNCHS
MOST OF THE COMPUTED RESULTS,PERFORMS SO~E SI~PLE C'LCUlATIONS
ANC ORGANIZES All THE CAlCUlATIONS OF SAGAPO
REAL lENGTH,lAM8DM,MFlOW,MA,MSCH ,MI,MC,MEC,lAM ,~EA1,lAM1,MM2
1 ,MSCH1,LAMSCH,MSCHB,MSCH~1,lAMBOA(lOO),MAV,MAWC,MSCWCl,lAMWC,
2 NOEl,NDE2,KAPPA
REtll*8 TITlE(4,1l1'INITIAl ','UNHEATEO',' SMOOTH ','PARP,
1 'FIRST HE' ,'ATED SMO','OTH PART',' ','FIRST ll\',
2 'HEATED R','OUGH PAR','T','ROUGH PA','RT {HEil',
3 'FD OR UN','HEATEOP,'lAST UN','I-'E~TEt R','CUGH PAR',IT',
4 ' SECJ ND H', • EATE 0 SM', •0 0 Tri PAR • , • l' , • lAS TU"'';' " E AlE I:: St<i. ,
5 'COTY PAR','T'I
DIMENSION PGOPT(3),EPSIT(3),CSPT(3),CPEAR(lOO),PBAFCIOO),
1 T ( 100 ) , RHO BH 100 ) , ETA 8 H 1') 0 ) , UBH 1oe) ,R EeH 1CO) , P «1 ca) ,
2 GR I (42 ,3 , 7 ) , I RGRI (42 , 3 ) , GR I P «42, 3, 7 ) , XDEI «1 ) , XO E2 ( 1 ) ,
3 QP IN{ 42), XU\M l( 7) ,NSPAC( 1) ,PlEN« 1) ,VDIA!" (1) ,FAREU 1),
't CIPA(7),lIPA(7),HHIPA(7),TBTIPAn),T8PIP~{1),WSP{7),
5 PlENO{ 7) ,RHIPfd 3) ,ACW«45J ,OECW«45) ,~EC(45),
6 A~1(31),OEAl(30),MEA1(3),RMISTW(1),RINT(1),
7 HPlUSl(42,3J,HPlUS2(42,3),TWI(42,3),QPlUSl(42,3J,
8 PRBA (42,3),XSTARHn ,XEND(7),AMASSH42,3J
9 ,AMASSBt4Z,3),TEMPBAI4Z,3),YCHAI42,3),TEt<iPTA(4Z,3)
DIMENSION IIIJOSP(100),NEXPR(1 ),PEXnO),XE)(PR(lCJ,f\E)(Hd1 ),
1 XEXHHIO) ,TWTHI42,3,10),TWPI42,3),DElTICI18,Z,90),
2 GRIl( 18,2,n ,GRI2H8,2,n ,YODH~142,3),
3 X2DPRQll),NDPRQ(1),QDCOI(1J,ClDCCII1),QOCC(1,1D,
4 QlDCO(l,1),XPRQI3',BIOTI42,),TWINF(42,3),QSECT(3)
COMMCN/GRIOWCIEC> S~C( 18,2,2,3) ,CSPWC( 18,2,2,3) ICCRRE/QHRDAR ,QRtJCAR
1 ,QlAMR/QPARI/QDEV/QPAR2/QlINM,QlCEV/QPAR3/PERl(3)
2 ICORRISIGMA(4Z),PHII42),S8MNS






























1 IPARTB/TEMPfH42,3' ,XMASSß(42,3) ,YOHt42,3)/I"Ill/XMHE
8 IWSSCH1TlSSCl{ 18,2' ,T255Cl« 18,2) ,TlSSC2( 18,2) ,12SSC2( 18,2)
9 IWSSCHO/TBSSCU42 ,3) ,TWSSC1(42,3),TB5SC2(42,3),TWSSC2(42,3)
CD MM( 1\ IW SS CHlIDE l T I E( 18, 2, 9 C), 0 Tl EA. '11 ( 18 , 2 ) 1\0,1 S SC H2 IT I C« 18, 2 , 9 0 )
1 IIROSMO/IRH/SUBLA1ClASUB/SHROUC/TLINER(18,2)/CSrR/QAlIN
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RFAD {5, 1 , I pt\ ST , I PA END, I RE AD 1
RFAD(S,Z)STlF.N
REA0 ( 5, 1 ) I ND PR, I NO Q
READ(5,11 NEXPRT,NEXPR
REAO(S,l, NFXnH,NEXTW





RE A0 (5 , 2 ) F AR EL
RFAOI5,Z'TWTIPA,TBlIPA,TBPIPA
I F ( NE)( PRT• GT • 0) REA0 ( 5, 2 )( XE XPR« I ) , PE )( ( 1) , I:: 1 , t\ EX P P 1 , ,P E)(O UT
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IF{NEXTWT.GT .O)REAOfS,2H XEXTW( I ),I=l,NEXTWn
IFfNO\Q.EQ.l)GOTO 3















Rf AfH 5, 1 l NQDCO
REll[(5,4001) C( Qrcon, J) ,J=l,NQOCO), I=I,NCPRQTl
RE A(} ( 5,4001) ( ( QL DCO ( I ,J) ,J= 1, NQDC 0) , 1=1, f\D PR Cl)
4001 FORMßT(6E12.S)












6 F 0 RMAH 1H1 , 5 X, 14 , ' ReD S BtJ NCLE: ' / /5 X, ' I Nl ET PR ES SUIH= , , F 10 • 1,' KG
1/SQCM """,FI0.7,' BARS'
1 /5X,'INLET TEMPERATURE=',F11.2,' C'/~X,'10T.l ~ASS FlO~ RATE
2=',F12.6,' G1SEC'1115X,'GEOMETRY AT 20 DEGREES : 'lI
3 5X,'ROD PITCH=',FIO.6,' CM'I
45X,'CISIANCE CENTER OF ROD - EXllGONAL WALl=',FlO.l:,' CM'/5X,
5'ZWC=',FIO.7,' CM'/15X,
6 'TCTAL lENGTH""",FIO.3,' CM'/5X,'HEATfD lENGTF=',FIO.3,' CM'/5X,
7'lfNGIH AND VOl. DIAMETERS FOR IHE EXISTING PAPTS :')
00 972 I P A= 1 ,7
IF(PlENCIPA).lE.1.E-06)GOT0972
WRITEC6,97U IPL\, PlEN(IPA), IPA,VOIAM( IPA)




*w RIT E (6,980) RH,
1 016,011,04,05,00,01,02,03, 06,07,08,09
2,010,011,013,014,015
980 FORMlll(I/IIII/5X,'HEIGHT OF ROUGHNESS (RH) =',FS.5,' CM'/5X,
1 ' G{H.. } * (( R2-RU IR H* , , F6. 3 , I) **' ,F6 • 3 " I (P R'**' , f 6 • 3 , ''* t (T Wf 273 •
215)/(Te+273.1S)'**',F6.3,')='/5X,'=',Ff.3,'*CHW+'.*',F6.3,'+',F9.3
3,'/{H~+)*.' ,F6.311/5X,
5 'R(Ht)=(', F6.3,·+', F7.1,'/{HW+)'**', F6.3,')**', f6.3,'.',F6.3,
6'*l~(PH/(',F6.3,'*(RO-Rl»'/12Xt'+·,F6.3,'/(hW+)*~',F6.3,'*{{lW+21
13.16) f( TB 1+213.16)-1 )'**' ,F6.31 I)
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2-INCEXING AND CONNECTIONS FOR THE CHANNElS
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
WR I TE (6,3721 )Ql IN MT, ( I, QP I N( I ) , 1=1, NROD S)
3727 FORMAT(115X,'MAXIMUM POWER FROM THE LINER:'I'5X,'Q ~AX=',E15.~,
1 'CAL/SEC*CM'
2 1115X,'MAXIMUM POWER OF RODS:'I/(SX,'Q MAX.',I4,')=',E15.5,
3 'C ALl SEC *C M' ) )
IF( NCFRQT .EQ.O)GOT'1 3730
WRITE«6,373!.)
3731 FORM~T(115X,'COEFFICIENTS FOR THE POlY~O~IAl FROFILES CF T~E ROD P
10WER « 0 TAKEN AT THE ßEGINNING OF THE ACTUAL PART ):'1)
00 31 29 I = 1 , ND PRQ1
3729 WRITEI6,3728)X20PRQ« I), (QCCO( I,J),J=I,NQDCC)
3728 FCR~!lH/5X,'AS !=AR AS X =' ,FIO.6,' Cf>\ :'!(SX,8E15.5»
WRITE(6, 3733)
3733 FCRMAT(115X,'COEFFICIENTS FOR THE POLYNOMIßL PROFILE OF lHE LINER
























RE A0 ( 5 ,2» WSP) , «0 I S1 ( I ) , I:: 1 , NSP .1\ CT )
WRITE(6,970)WSPO,( I,OISTlI) ,I=l ,NSPACT)




REAO{5,98U {(GRI{NS,J, I ) ,J=l ,3) ,NS=l,NSTOT)
RE AC« 5,981 » { (GR I P ( NS , J, I ) ,J = 1, 3), N$= 1, N$ TO T)
RFAD ( 5 , <) 8 1 ) ( (G RI 1 ( K, J , I », J= 1 , 2 , , K= 1 , NS PER)
RE a 0 (5,9 AI) ( (GR I 2 t K, J, I ), J= 1,2 J, K= 1, N$P ER)
11 CONlIf\UE






4-CORRECTION OF THE INPUT DIMENSIONS TO lAKE IN10 ACCClNT THE


















I EX TWI =NEXTW P+l
























EXFTB P=1• +EX PCl (T BP I PAI I PA' ) >Je {T BP IPA( IPA)- 20 • )
EXFTWT =1.+EXPCOfTWTIPAfIPA»*fTWTIPAfIPA'-20.)









































I PA1= I PAM- 1
00 10 IPA=l,IPAl
PlEN( IPA)=PLENO( IPA)*U.+EXPCO(TwTIPA( IPA) )'HTWTIPft(lPA)-20.)
PlEN( IPAM)=PlEN( IPAM}-PlEN{ IPA)
10 CCNlIHJE
00 Ee l: I PA= 3, 5
IF(PlfN(IPA).lE.1.E-06}GOTO 886












1017 COf\. TI f\UE
IF(NEXTW(IPA).EQ.OlGOTO 1022









5-REARPANGEMENT OF THE GEOMETRIC AXIAL DATA IF lHE CAlCUlATICN OCES



































6533 ~)EX( I )=PEX( I +NEXPRS)




XEXPR( I )=XEXPR( I+IEXPRl)
913 PEX{!)=PExtI+IEXPR1)




XFXTW tI)=XEXTwt I ... NEXTWS )-STU::N
I F ( XE XTWf I ) • LE. O. ) I EX TW1=I EX TW1 ... 1
6535 CO~JTINUE






























I F( DIS TC I) • L E. O. ) I SP AC 1=I SPAC 1+1
DO 20CO NS=1,NSTOT













D0 <; 77 I = 1, N SP AC T
DO Z003 NS=l,NSTOT
00 2004 J=I,3
GR J INS, J , I )=GR I INS, J , I+ I SPAC 1)









































7- lee? IPÄ: A SUBDIVISION OF RODS I~TC SEVEf\ PCSSI8lE CIFfERENT
PARTS IS ~AOE ( BUT ONLY FIVE TOGETHER ARE SUPPC~ED TO EXIST :
1) SMOOTH UNHEATED+SMOOTH HEATED+ROUGH+SMoaTH hEATEO+SMOOTH
UN HEA T fO














00 seE8 IPA= 1, 7
IF(IPf.EQ.IPAEND+l)CALL fMPUN(NSTOT,NSTR,T(L),P(L),P8AR(L),
*TEl,PEO,PEOß4R,INDPR,M~LOW,IPA,IPAEND,2,XLAMl,X(l).STLEN,&142)
I F ( Pl EN ( I PA) • L E. 1. E- 06) GO TI) 8 BE 8
S Fl ENG=$ PR LEN








ND F 2= )( 0 E 2 ( I PA)
fR El = F AR EL ( 1 PA)
l WC I P~=l WC *(1. +E Xpe 0 ( TB P I PA ( I PA) , *ne P IP A( IPA )- 20. ) )
POBAR=PO*O.9806~5
WRI TE« 6 , 9 9 U (T IT L E« I , 1PA) , I =1 ,4 ) ,C, l , l kC I PA, 0 , l ENGI r , MS PA C, T G, PO
1,PORAR
991 FCRMAT(lHl,5X,4/\81115X, 'C=',FIO.6,' CM'/5X,'Z=',FlC.i,' CM'/SX,
l'ZWC=',FIO.6,' CM'I 5X,'VOl. OIAfiETER=',flO.6,' CM'/5X,'PART LENGT
2H=' ,1=10.5,' C"'1'/5X,'NUMBER OF SPACERS=',I3115X,'HlFT CONDITIONS





967 fnR~Al(5X,'SPACERS (OISTANCES ARE EVALUATEC FROM T~E RUNDLE ENTRAN
lCE) : '/5X, 'WIDTH=',FI0.6,' CM'/(5X,'OISTP ,12,')=' ,HO.3,' Cfl'»
WRITE(6,83)
: INITIAL UNHEATED SMCOTH PART
: FIRST HEATED SMOOTH PART
: FIRST UNHEATEO ROUGH PART
: ROUGH PART (HEATED OR UNHE,t\TF.D)
: LAST UNHEATED ROUGH PART
: SECOND HEATED S~OGTH PART










































I FlIP Ii. FQ .5) IR HO l= 2















RH= RH I P All P A- 2 )
WPIIEl6,990)RH
















9-0EFINITION lF THE REGIONS ~HERE INOISTURBEO FlOW IS ~SSUME( AND










I PAF0;: I PAF0+ 1














00 5599 M=1, NP
IFCIRGRI(NS,J).NE.JPINtNS,M»GOTO 5599
EPSI S( «N S, M, U SP AC) = GRI «NS , J, I )
PGOPSClNS,M,IlSPAC)=GRIP«NS,J,I)





























WRITE{ f.y960J I,EPSITt I iSPACI
960 FORMA1(/1 5X,'SPACER NR.',I5,5X,'EPSIlON TOT.=',FIC.7'
no ~E4 NS=l,NSTOT
NP=NPIN(NS I
WRI TE (6,961) NS,EPSICfNS ,IlSPAC', tJPINtNS,M),NS,M,
*FPS ISC (NS,M, I 1SPAC) ,M=l ,NP)
961 FORMAT(/5X,'CHANNEl NR.',15,5X, 'EPSIlCN=',FIO.11




4430 CQ NT 11\ UE
12 CON 1 INLF
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••














12-FVAlUATION OE SECTION lENGTHS A~D CORRECTICN FACTCFS FCP NUSSElT
11-INlEl MASS FlOW RATES AND TEMPERATURES ;EVALUATIO~ Cf PRESSURE







110 4 43 2 I= I, 1 0
PO=PE+CINl*PROV2/RHO(PI,TE'*O.5
JF(ABS{PO/PI-1.).lE.1.E-06)GOTO 4434
4432 P 1= PO
WRllE(6,4433)PO,PI







'* 'PRESSURE lOSS OUE TO E~rRANCE=' ,FI0.1,' KG/SQCM
'*FI0.7,' BARS ( CINl=',F4.2,I)'ln
INlET=2
OPRAR(1)=PEOßAR-PEBAR-DPEBAR

































































































































11= ( "1 SU e0H• EQ • 0 H~ RITE ( 6, 8504 )
8504 FDRMATOHU
WRITE(6,IS)K,H,XM




RHO 1= RHO ( P «K ) , T( K ) )
IF{NSFACT.EQ.01GOTO 16
















11 ceNT I NUF
00 4444 NS=l,NSTOT
S I GM A (N S ) = 0 •
PH I (N S )=0.
NP=NP I NI NS)





S IGfII AI (N S, M) :0.
PHII(NS,M)=O.
IF(NS.lE.NSTR}GOTO 4443
















15-THE LCCP ITCORR STARTS
00 49 ITCORR=l,ITCM
IF(INCSP(K).EQ.2 .ANO. ITCCRR.GT.2)GOTO 45
LA~BO~(K'=lAMl
00001=0.







I F ( 1\ BS( TB T I Tß T1- 1. ) • l E. 1. E- 04 ) GGT0 4 441
4445 CONT I MJE
WRITE(6,4446'TßT,lBTl





00 18 IT PR =1, 10
DP=OFlTAP
PBT=P (KJ +o .. s*op
P(l)=j:(K)+OP
PHOBT(K)=RHO(PI3T,TBT,







1 I ISPACl ,DETOlA,lAMßOA( K) ,WSP( IPA) ,PGOFT( I lSPAC) ,RfET(K),4»)J
2 RHOPT(K)











444 8 C0 NTI l\ UE
WRITE(6,4449)T(l) ,Tl








I SQR T (L ~M BO A« K) *Hf (2. *DE TOl A*RHO eT( K) I )






FnR SECTIONS WITHOUT SPACERS: SLB-SUBCHANNEl CAlClLA1ICN















Hf I TCORR.EQ .. U SI G~AI (NS, M}=SIGMST
IF(NTYP(NSl. EJ.2 )GOlO 22
C
































C*****SUB-SUeCHANNEl CAlCUlATICN FOk lHE CORNER CHANNElS********.******
25 CCNlI NLE


































*(AS[ Cl ~ *AT 0T1 ( ASE C* IV' Fl 0\>1 , • **2 ) *2 • *0 FTOl A*RHO 8 HK) I H.. - - ' .
11-CüNVEPGFNCE TEST fOR THE Lcep ITCORR
45 CCt\TINUE
1Ft I1CORR.U::. ITC2,GOTO 48
DElAM=ABS (LAMßOA(K )/LAM 1-1 ••
IFt.I\OT. «OF=lAM.lE.l.E-04 .OR. tCELAM .. Lf.L.E-03 .ANC .. nCORR.GT ..
* ncu .OR. (DELAM.LE.l.E-02 .AND. IlCORR.GT.(ITCl+S»)))GOTC 48..................................................•..............
18-CONVERGENCE HAS SEEN REACHEO: PRINT ANO PLNCH RESlL1S FCR SECI .. K
WRITEU:,46)
* T (l , t P ( L ) , P Br , DEl TA P ,l AM ß DA« K) , I TC OR R" 1 TGl, 11 Gl T, IT ERM,FR EL
46 FORMAH/5X,'T 2:::',FLO.'t,5X,·P 2=I,F10.6,5X,·P AV=I,flO.6,5X,
* '0 ELT AP= , , F 11. 8. I) X, 'LA Mß DA::: , , F 7.5/5)( ,'( I lC OR R:::' d 2,
* 5X,' ITGl=·,I5,5X,·ITGll=·,I5,5X,·ITERM=·,I~,5X,
* ·fRFl=',F5.2,· PII15X,'CHANNEl',9X,'OUTU:T ~ßSS',8X,·tlVfRA
*GE MASS',7X,'OUTlET TEMP.',8X,'AVERf..GE TFMP .. ',1X,lIpRESSURE LOSS'/)









1\1 RITE (6, 83)
DO 80 NS=l,~STJT
wRITE(6,18)~S,J~V(~S),~S,WCF(NS)
I F ( IN DS P ( K ) • D. 1 ) VA RIr E( 6, 79 ) NS, MO ( NS ) , NS , l1\M ( NS)
78 F1RM1\T(5X,"JI\V(' ,I3,')=',E13.5,lOX,'WCF(',I3,' )=' ,E12.3)





~J I = NE R( ~ S )
WRI TE(6 , 8+) ( M, '" S, NI S (~S ,M ) ,W T( NS , M) , M= 1, NI)





I F( I PUN:'-,. F;;l. 1 ) ,., RI TE ( 1, 1) I PA
TF( IPUN:Y.EQ.1)~RITE(1,6069)XLTOT,OPBAR{l)
•••••• " •• 1lll •••••••• e" ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• '••••••••••
19-CORRECTIO~ JF THE CJMPUTED SURFACE PIN TEMPERATURES FOR THE BIOT






















































20-CAlCULATION IN THE CHANNElS, IN THE SUBCHANNElS AN[ IN THE TkO
PORT ICNS 01= THE WALL SUßCHANNElS
48 CONTINUE
C Al l EAL Af K, NS TOT, IN DSP (K ) , AS FC LA, H, l ENGT H, P «K ) , P ( l ) ,P BT , FR El ,F" ,
* I TC 0 RR , I TCM , 0 PAV , I TE RM, ! TGl , ,~ 85 00 , WS P ( I PA) , Tl S PA C )
I TGl T= ITGlf +HGl
CAll 5UßBAL(NSTOT,NSTR, INOSPfK),~,LENGTH,C,PIG,P(K),P(L),PBT,FREl,
*FT, ITCORR,OPAV"Jt8500,rlSP{ IPA) ,I ISPAC)
CAlL NCRMTfNSTOT,NSTR,TAT,~TOT,ASEC,~FlOW)
IFfIRh.EQ.l .AND. QTOT.GT.1.E-06)CALL WALLTE
* CK,NSTOT,NSTR,RH,SUR,D,PIG, TEl ,PBT,&8500,R1SI)
IFfIRH.fQ.2 .I\N1. QTOT.GT.l.E-06)CAll WALLTE











7033 PRCVI INSW,M) =MAI.,jC{NSW,~-1,1 )*CEW(INSW,M, l)/OSCHWCfNSW,JII, 1)*
*SQRTILAMWCINSW,M, 1)*O.125/RHOIPßT,TAVWCINSW,M,I»)
7034 CCNTINUE
64 CO N TI NtJ E
49 COI\TIf\UF.......................................................•.........
21-ENC Cf THE LOor ITCORR
WRITE(ö,56)ITCM,LAMROAIK),LAMl,OFlTAP,OPAV
56 FORMATUHl,'CAlCUlATION STOPS: ITCDRR=',I2/5X,'{ lAfi80A=',EI5.1,SX




C 22-0EFINITION OF THF INLET VALUES CF CH6NNEl AND SUBC~tNNfl
C VARIABLES FOR THE NEXT AXIAL SECTION; SUBSEQUFI\T ~[[ITIONS FCP







TE MP ( NS »= f 2. *t", AV ( NS )*TA V( NS)- Ml{ NS )*TE /vP «N S) ) I fi M2 (f\ S)








IFCNTVPtNS).NE.3 .OR. INOSPtK~.EQ.2IGCTO 6647
oe 6646 I=L,NSC90





p, In H f\ S, M) =0.
TWINFCNS,M)=TSCH(NS,MI
5633 ceN1INUF
IFtK.EQ.l .1R. NF.XTW(IPA).EQ.OJGOTO 1180
I F (X {K ) • GT • X fX HH I EX TiN C ) • AND. X( K-I) .l E • XF. XTI-I ( I EX TwC ) ) GO 10 11 el




':< I EX TWC )-0 .5'* t Xt K} t X( K- 1 ) ) ) +T WP t NS , ~n
I ND 1 ~= 2
1180 CONTINUE
1Fe NTY P« NS ) • NE. 2 ) GOT 0 97
NSW=NS-NSTR
00 95 JWC=1,2
PM SC \oIe=M sc VlC 1( NS IN, M, JWC I









IOD CON TI ~lE
IF{ INOTW.EQ. 2 •.I\NO. IEXTWC.l T.NEXTWT) IEXIWC=IEXTWC+l
IF(INDPRQ.FQ.2 .ANO. IDPRQ.lT.NDPRQT)IDPRQ=IOPRQ+I
TWTC=TWFUN(NRODS,NSTOT,PIG,AAC,AAA)*H+TWTC
TBPC= TB FUN (N STR, NSTOT) *H+T BPC
TB TC = 113 T*H+ TB TC






UM=1j ~HIB T(K) *H
DEL TA)(=DEl TAX+H
TF ( I P l- • EQ• L ) GOT q 10 3
DO 98~9 NS=l,NSTOT
NP=NPIN(NS)
00 9899 M=l, NP
HPlUS1CNS,~)=HPlUSl(NSJ~)+HPlUSB(NS,~»*H
HPlUS2(NS,M)=HPlUS2CNS,M)+HPlUSWCNS,M»*H
























00 88 EI M= 1,NP
IF(CQ{NS,M).GT.l.E-06)SCNUSS=QQ{NS,M'*QOEV*OEINS)*F~DTIPlNS,M)/

















3722 FORM~T(lH+, T75,'TW INF.=',FIO.2)
IFIQTCT.GT.l.E-06 .ANO. NTYP{NS1.Nf.lJhRITEI6,3740JTlINEP(NSW,MJ
3740 Fe RM~ T tl H+, T99, ' TAT L lf'-J ER=, , F 10. 2)
IFlINOSD(K).EQ.2JGOTO 91
1Ft IR~.EQ.l .DR. t2TIP( NS,M).EQ.l)GOTO 3726
RH Pl tJ =RH PLUS (H PlU Sß INS, M) , TW( NS , M) ,T EI, QPlU SI NS, MJ ,.-,Pl USltH NS, M, ,
*TEMPB{NS,M),YODH(NS,M»
WRITE(6,88B3)HPLUSB(NS,M),HPlUSWINS,M},R~PlM
8883 FORMATtT27,'Hß+ =',E12.5,T52,'HW" =',E12.5,T75,'RI .... )=',F12.5)
!f{QQ{NS,J'.1 •• LE. 1.E-06)GOTO 91
GHPl~=GHPLUS{HPlUSW(NS,~),TWINS,~"TSC~(NS,M),PRB (NS,M),YDH(NS,M)
1,10000.,0.)
T Vi 0 T EM= {T W( NS, M) .. 273 • 16 ) I (T E+27 3 • 16 )
TW01ß~=(TW(NS,M)+273.16)/{TSCH(NS,M).273.16)
PHIM=CHPlM/(PRB (NS,M)**04 $ TWOTBM**05)*(016*10H(~~,MJ)**Ol?
WRITE(6,94)GHPlM,SCNUSS ,TWOTßM,TWOTF~,YDHINS,~),04,05,016,
1 C17,PHI'-1
94 fORMAltlH+,T99,'G( HW+ )=',El2.5/T21,'f\U =',EI3.6,152,'TW/TB=',E13
l.5,T1C:;,'TW/TE=',E13.5,T99,'Y/RH=',F13.5/T27,'G( HW+ )/I PR**',F4.2
2,' * nW/Tß)**',f4.2,' ) * I',f6.3,"';cY/RH'**',F6.3,' -=',E13.t)
-224-
3726 IF{QC«NS,M).LE.l.E-06)GCTO 91
I F ( IPI-. EQ • 1 • Cl R• I 2T I P( I\j S, M) • EQ. U WRI TE« 6 , 4 2 4 2) SC Nl ~ S
4242 FORMIlTtlH-l-,T52,'NU =',F13.6)
WR IT F ( 6, 6685 )TB SSC 1 ( N S, 1v1) , T WS SC l( NS , IV) J TB SSC 2 ( NS , M) , TW 5 SC2 (N S , M)
6685 FO RM l\ T n 21, ' TßS S CH 1 1= , ,F 7. 2, T52, 'TW SSCH l 1 )= , ,F 7. 2,115, ' TB SSC H« N) =
l' ,F1.2,rQ9,' TW$SCHlN)=' ,F7.2)
IFlNTYP{NSI.EQ.IIGOTO 91
WRITE(6,604J)TTSCHA<<NSW,M),TTSCHP{NSW,fV),TEMPB(NS,~1
6640 FORMATtT27,'TI\=' ,Fl.2,T52, '1B=' ,f-'.2,T75,'TBC=' ,F1.21
IFtNTYP(NS).EQ.2IWRITE(o,6644HWWC«NSW,M, 1),TWWC(N~\o,M,2)
t644 FORMAHT27,'TW( 1)=' ,F7. 2,T52,'Hd2)=' ,F7.2)
WRITE16,6645 lT1SSCUNSW,M),T2SSClCNSW,MI ,11SSC2(NS~,M),
* T2SSC2(NSW,M)
6645 FORM ATn 27, ' r 1SSC H( 1) -= I ,F 1. 2JT 52,' T2 SSCH ( 1)=' ,F7. 2 , n 5,' Tl SSC'" lN)-=
l' ,F7 .. 2,T99,'T2SSCH(N)=' ,F7 .. 21
91 CONTINUE
IFll\'TYP(NS).I\JE.2 )GOTO 8887
WR I TE ( 6 ,90 I ( J\4C , MSC we 1 l NS W, ~ , JW C) , JW C, T5 CIN Cl (NSW, M, JW C) ,J WC, ASewc 1
* ( NSW, ,.. , J \f,IC ) , JwC , L A~HC ( N SW , M,J WC ) f J WC -= 1 ,2 )
90 FORMA1{T27,' MOIIT{',Il,' )=, ,EL3.6,T52,'TOUT{', 11,' )=',E13.6,T75,
I 'I\REA( ',11,' )=' ,E13.6,T9Q,'LAMBOAl',r1,' )=' ,El3 .. 6)
8887 CONT It\UF
<; 'j<; <; CCi NT! NUE
GOTO f499.......................................... . ' .
24-PCINT REACHEO IN THE CASE Of CONVERGENCE PROBLEMS (LCOP K ENOS
AT lA8FL 99Y9)
CONT HWE
NS U8 C+=N SU !]DH +1
IF(NSLBDH .. LE.~SUBnH)GOTC 85C2
WRITE(6,8501)MSUßDH











25-VALUES OF VARIABLES FOR THE WHOlE BUNOlE FLOW SECTICN




BAR9 FCRMAl(1Hl,4X,'VARII\ßLES fCR THE WHOLF BUNCLE'/5X,2C{'-')/II/
* 5X,'A) INlEI VAlUFS OF TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE'//5X,'5ECTICN NR
:({.' ,T26,'HEIGHT (CM)',T43,'TEMPERATURE ( C)',T63,'PRESSURE (KG/SQC
*M)',TE6,'PRFSSURE (BARS)'/)
WRITE (6,f3<990)( I, XI I ),T{ I),PO) ,PBAR( n ,I=l,L)
8890 FORMAT(1X,I3,15X,F9.4,13X,F7.2,11X,F9 .. 5,12X,F9 .. 5)
WR ITE (c, 8891 )
8891 FORMATI//1115X,' B) VALUES AVERAGEO OVER AXIAL SECIICNS'I/5X,'SECTI
*ON NR .. ',T23,'OENSTTY IG/CCM)',T41,'VISCOSITYtG/CM*SEO',T64,'VELOC
~<ITY (M/SEC}',T85,'REYNULDS NR.',199,'FRICTION FACTCR'1l
WR I TE ( 6, 8892 )( I , RH Oß T ( I I , ETA 8T ( I ) , UBT ( Il , RE BT ( I ), Li! fo' eDA« I ) , 1= 1 , N)
8892 FDRMATI7X,I],11X,F7.5,12X,FS.1,12X,F7.3,11X,F9.2,6X,F1.5)
WRITE(6,887B)OFPTOT













26-EVAlU~TION ANO PRINTING OF AVERAGE VALUES CF V~RIAELES fOR ThE
REGIONS WHERE PWISTURBED FLOW IS ASSUMEO
27-CO~PAFISrN RFTWfEN TI-E INPUT AND THE COMPUTEC AVER~(E
TEMPERATURES QF THE GAS, OF THE SHROUO ANO OF lHE PI~S IN THE
AXIAL PORTION
IFeNSEFO.EQ.O)GOTO AB97









8893 FORMAT(/1115X,'CJ TOTAL MEA~ VAlUES AVERAGEO I~ P~F1S WHERE U~DIST
*URBFC FLOW IS SUPFOSEO'II ~X,'lEMPERATtRE·,T22,·;:·,F9.
*2,' C'/5X,·PRESSURF',T22,':',F9.4,' l<G/SCCfII ;:',F9.4.· ßAPS'
>:< 15X,'OEf\SITV' .T22,'=',
* F9.5,' G/CCM'/5X,'VISCOSITY' ,T2Z,'=·,F9.7,' G/CMJOSEC'/5X,


















PJi PL1\ -= PHP LUS (H PLlJ SI 1NS , M) I TWA( NS , M) , TEl, QPlU SAf NS, 11 ) , HP lU 52 ( NS, M) ,
1 T~ MPBA eNS, M) , Yon HAI NS, M) )
WRfTE(6,8875)M,JPIN(NS,M),HPlUSl(NS,~),HPLUS2(NS,M},RHPlA
e875 FORMAH5X, [2,' -( RCD NR.', 14,')' ,T21, 'he+ =', [12.5, T:2, 'rW+ =', E12.
1~),T75,'R( H+ )=',EI2.5)
IF{CQ(NS,M).lE.l.f-06IGeTC 8874
TwOTfL\=( TWAf NS,~1) +273.16) I( 1E+273.16)
T wo T l'l /J =(T WA( NS ,~) .. 273 • 16 ) I ( T E~;1 PT A( NS , M) +273. 16 )
GHP l LI. =GHP LU S 0-1 PU! S2 ( NS , N) , TWA( NS, M) , TE"PT L\ (N S , ,.,. ) , P REA (NS , M ) ,
1Y DHA ( r-.s, M),t 000;). , o. )





















WRITF(6,691 TWTIPA{ IPA) ,HnC,TBTIPA( IPA) ,TBTCflBPIF.6(IPA) ,TAPe
69 FORMAT(1115X,'COMPARISON OF INPUT TEMPERATURES WIT~ COMPUTED VAlUE
1S 11/ T 11, ' I NP ure , T 26, • co "'PU TED' /5 X, • T WT I PA' ,2 F 11. 2/5 )( , 'T 8T I PA' ,2 Fll
2.2/5X,·TßPIPA· ,2Fll.2)
.......................................................•.........
28-CO~PAFISON RETWFEN THE EXPERIMENTAL ANC THE COMPUTEr PkESSURE
LOSSES
IFfNEXPR(IPAI.GT.O .OR. NEXTW( IPJ\).GT.C)WRITE(c, lOt:)






1071 CONT I t\UE
1072 FORMAT{5X, 'U PRESSURES (KG/SQCM)'ln





























1031 F(jRM~T(5x,I2,' )HEIGHT=' ,EIO.5,· CM',5X,'P EX.=1,FIC.~,5X,'P [X.-PE
*1=',FIO.1,5X,'P TH.=·,FIO.5,5X,'P TH.-PEl=',FlO.7/33X,·P TH.-P EX.





C 29-FRINT OF THE PIN TfMPERATURES AT SPECIAL AXIAL PO~I1IONS
-221-
C
30-ST~RlING VALUES Of VARIABLES FOR THE NEXl AXIAL P(~lICN
31-ENC Cf THE LOOP IPA; CALCUlATION OF THE PRESSURE RECO~ERY Al THE

















































8B96 FORMATUII15X,'PRESSURE RECAPTURf: DUE Ta EXIT=',f1.5,' KG/SQC~',5X






OPE X=Pf XOUT- PE 1
DPT H= FOU T - PE 1
DPERR=( DPTH-DPEX)/DPEX*100.
WRITfC6,1018lPEXOUT,DPTH,DPEX,DPERR
1008 FOPMIHU5X,'EXP. PRESSURE OUTSICE=',flC.5/5X,'P TH.-PEl=',flO.115X





































cmH~ON I!) AT 11 A( 10 ) 10A T21 ß ( 10) 10 A T41N DES T ,N 0 EEND /0 A111 Ct\ lJ SS( 2 )
1 IDATKM/01(7),OZ{7)/EXCAT/EX1(7),EX2(1),EX)( 1)/EXOAT11













EIE 10 • , 1 • , 2 *,) ., 1 ., 2*)./
I13IDE/21
eKAPP~/2*1l8.5,J~<115.5, 2*118.5, 7*S3.2,2*S3.9,3*S2.3,2*93.91







IF T~E OIRECTION OF THE FLOW IS CDINCIGENT TO THAT CF IHE
GRAVI1ATIONI\l FORCE IGRAV=I; If n IS CPPGSHE IG!H\;=-l
IF THF GRAVITATIONAL FORCE IS NOT TAKEN INTO ACCOLNl IGRAV=O
ISItJPL=2 IN THE CASE GF LAMINAR FLOW, IF THE NUSSEl1 NUMBERS
OF THE FXTERt~AL CHANNF.l S "NSH « NS1-1<I\S<I\S2+1 ), I.E. IF IT Musr
BE CCl,C02/11 I!\l SIMLAl. IN THE OTHER CASES ISIMPL= 1
IEXAV=? IF AN AVERAGE VAlUE CF THE PIN TE~PERATURES 'ND AN AVERAGE
VALUE CF THE SHROUD TEMPERATlJRES MUST BE COMPUTED I~ WALLTE FCR


















3 IF( PHI.GT.O. UGOTO 5
A=-O.4463
4 B=-O.205*PHI**O.44362








C SUBRCUTINE ANGeAl CALCtJlATES FRICllON fACTORS ANO AFFRCXlfoIATE








3 / SUR q I "1 SC H U 42 ,3) I SUA23 IH PlU SB (42 ,'3) ,H P lU SWt 4 2 ,3 )
4 ,QPLUS(42,3),PRB l42,3),VOOHl42,3l/HEA5/QQl42,3J
5 IL A~" IN 0 II Z Tl P ( 42 , 3) Il A!'AI Nil !\ KAP PH 42 ) Il bMI N2 I f 11 T I P( 3 ),
6 fOT IP( 3)/LAMIN3/F lAll PI 42) ,F 10 TI Pt 42) IlAfWI N4/F2A TI Pt42 ,3) ,
7 F2DTIPI42,3l/WSSCHI/OElTIE(lB,2,901,OTIEAVt18,2)
8 IRECll PVERT(90l,PRAOI90J/REC2/E(90)/REC3/P(90)
q h4 SSeH 1Tl S S Cl( 18, 2 ) , T2 SSC U 18, 2) , T 1S SC 2 ( 18, 2 ) ,12 S SC 2 { 18 ,2 »
CD M("1 C1\ / WSSC HDI TBSSC 1 ( 42 ,3) ,T WS S C1142 t3 }, T es SC 2 «42 , 3 ) , TWSS C2 ( 4 2 , ])
n ILAMIN9/13TIP(42,3J/SHROUD/TLINER(l8,2)/lAMI~5/RTIPI1}
1II=N~-NSTR
OT I F AV( I I I , 1 )= o.
12 T H (NS ,1 )= 131 I P« NS, U
I F ( I 2 Tl P I f\ S, 1 ) • E Ci. 1 1 GO T0 2 q <) 9
C --------------------------------------------.---------------.------
c






















A. NG T=Af\ GT+ AL FA
C*****FIRST STEP: EVALUATION OF IHF TAU=Q lIf\E AS FOR W'Ll e~ANNElS****
CAll RFeANG(I,AI,NS,K,I,IRH,AlFA,A~Al,TI,P8,OfW,RH,CETOT,PROy,DAI
*,DRI,AAI,ABI,GG,5SSA,5SSB,AMTI,3,HI,H,FRl,PR2,SQOPG,1,TE,SUR,TWI,
,~ M--1 AI, T AI, AM B l , Tß I, I I I, T SC H1 (N S , 1 ) , TSC H( NS , 1) , HP lU SI, HP LU S2 , ANGI , .) •
*, c., 1. ,&T17,DEPA ,es)
C*****SECONO STEP: SUßCHANNElS DEFINED WITH RADII FRCM RCD CENTER******
AAI=A(l)-AßI








*A"" AI, TAl 1, AM ß I, TB 11, I I I , T SC Hl( NS, 1 t , 1 5CH ( NS, 1 l ,HP l L ~1,H PL US2 , ANG T,
*0. ,0. ,1. ,&177,OEPA,CSl»
TWIAV=TWIAV+TWl*AlFA
oT I EAY( I I I , 1 )=0 T I Er\ V( I I I, 1 »+0 Et T I F ( I I I , 1, I »* AMT I
AMT::Afw'li-AMTI





























F2AT IP (NS,l )=1.
F20TIP{NS,1' =1.
1F( I3TIP(NS, l).EQ.2)GOTO ~ooo
c ------------ ---- ---.---- -_.------.--------.----------- ---------------
-231-
c
C 13TIP=3: THE LAMINAR CAlCULATION MUST BE Alse PERF{~~ED
c
IfIIICORR.GT.l)GOTO 2999
MSCH( NS, 1 }=AMT*A SCHt NS, U IAT
TSCH{~S,l):ATSCH
TW( NS, 1)=T\o11 AV
C -----------------------------------------------------------------
c
C FO R t? TI P= 1 OR I 3 TI P = 3
C
2gq<; CON l' INLE





Cf\Ll ENTRFR (K, t, 3 ,R T IP( IPA), RZCOR, R2COR,N S, I I 1,1, OE l*FDTI P (3),









C T~E FlOW IS LAMINAR
C
2997 CONT I NUE
l AfJ so- l NS , 1 ) = LA..., l AM
DDOD=81*FATIP«3)/5QRT(lAt-IlA~*~!(2.*DET.FOTlP{3) •
• R~n «PE, T 5CH( ~J S, ! ) ) ) )
A~T=~SCH{Ns,1 )*AT IA5CH(NS, l'





F 20 TI P (N S, U =FO TI P ( 3 )
HPlUSP(NS,l)=l.
HPlU5~l~JS,I)=1.
Q PL US (N S , 1 )= 1.
PR8tt\S,l) =1.
Y00 H ( N5, 1)= 1 •
TBSSCl( NS,l )=TSCH("lS,1 )
TISSC1(III,1 )=TSCHtNS,1 )
T2SSCl<III,1 )=TSCH(NS,1 )


















HP l USE« NS , 1 )= HP l US8 CNS, 1 )/ ATB
HPLU5k(NS,1)=HPlUSWtNS,I)/AT8
CPTB=CP(Pß,TSCHB)









C AXSEC EVALUATES SECTION LENGTHS ANO CCRRECIlüN FAC1CRS FOR NU.
C
REAL lEI\JGTH,NOEl,NOF2




IFCMSPAC.GT.O .ANO. IPA.EQ.!PA/2*2 .AND. QT8T.GT.l.E-06JGOTO 2
C****************~***Ä****************.~***~*******~**** ••*************






DO 1 K= 1, N
oe 100 NS=l,NSTOT
NP=NPINCNS}































oC 3 "N= 1, NP
B(NS,,,I\)=CONST*EPSISC(NS,NN,IlSPAC)**2
YYM(l,NS,NNt=I.+0.7S*ZETAl*B(NS,NN)
YY f'J ( 2, NS ,NN) = U. +8( NS , NN) *0 .5* ( 1.+ I ET AU) *(XM AXNU- 1. )+( 2.- XMA XNU) *
*( 1. +O. 5*8 ( NS, NN) * «1.... CH Sl NU+( 1. - CHSl NU )/ (3 • - X~ AXNU) })
YYtJ(3,NS,NN)=I.+0.S*S{NS,NN)*{2.*CHSlNU+«1.-CHSlNU)/{3.-XMAXNU»
AA( NS,NN) =1. +CHSlNU*S(NS,I\I\}
3 SLOPE(NS,NN)=CHSLNU*B(NS,NN)*O.125/DETC
XXXl=DIST(ISPAC)-WSP*O.5-0ETC





C*****AXIAL STEPS WHERE NO EFFECT OF SPACEPS ON I\U IS P~ESENT**********
DK=XXXI-HH














10 IF(K-MlI7, 11, 13
11 CCN1INUE
C
C*.**AXIAl STEPS (OIST(ISPAC)-WSPJ2-DF1C)-(DIS1(ISPAC)-h~F/2+3*OETC) **
XXX2=xeK)-XXXl
C XXX2~C IF DETe ) DISTANCE BETwfFN THf. FIRST SFÄCER t~[ THE INlET











NP= NP JNt NS )































C All SfACFRS HAVE 8EEN CONSICEREC.
IF(Hh.GT.DDD)GOTO 21






































* , IT ce FP , IT CM, OP AV , IT ERM , IT Gl, *, ws P, I 1SPA C I
C--------·-----------------·-----------·-----------·------.------------------
C SURRCUTINE ßAlA EVAlUATES OUTLET ~ASS FlOW RATES A"C TEMPERAIURES
C
REAL lAM,MlfM2,~A~,lENG1HtMAVCF,~AV1,~AV2,KAFFA
l) I .~ E"S I ON WC F1 ( (t 2 ) , EP1( 42 ) , ,., ( 4 2 ) ,OE ( 42 ) ,
1 T1\(42), RHOAV(42),RHC1C42),XMEM(42),IlTIf(42)
CCMMCN/GEDO/ACH(3l/HEA6/NPINI42),JJROO(42,3) IGRIO/C~PAC(42,3)
1 IC Oll RI SI GM A142 ) ,P HI (42 I , SB MN SIl AM I NO I I 2T IP( 4 .2 ,~ )














••••• ........................................ -e ••••••••••••••• ·e .....
~PPROXIM~TE METHOn FOR THE LAMINAR CAlCUlATICNS
IENFR=t
00 10e 1 NS=l,NSTOT
NP=NFIN(NS)
00 10eO JJJ=l,NP




IFtNI\SSl.NE.O .~NC. NNSS2.I\E.O .ANO. IENFR.EQ.2'CAll ENFRCO
00 400 NS=l,NSTOT
RHO ltNS)=RH>l(PR.l ,TFMP (N5)'
NP=NFIN(NS)
C
C THE FlOW AREAS ANC THE EQUI~ALENT DIAMETERS ARE BASEC ON ThE TIP
C OIAMETFR OF fHE RODS IN THE CASE OF lAMINAR CAlCUlA1IONS
























CAlCULATION OF THE PRESSURE LOSSES (leCp ITGl'
00 15 ITGl=l, 70




MAV ( 1\ S ) -= ( M2 ( NS ) +MI {NSI} *0 .. 5
TA ( N 5 ,= TE MP( i\l SI
1 CUNTINUE





CAlCUlATION OE THE AVERAGE GAS TEMPERATURES (LOOP 11ERM.











IFITA(~SI.lE.O•• GR. TA(NS).GT.30JO ••OR. TA(J).lE.C••OR. TA(J)
'* .. G1 • 3CO 0 • I GD TO -~ 02
WT(NSfM)=TME(PßT,MAVlfMAV2,lA(NS),TAtJ),lAM(NS},lA~(J),ACHl,ÄCH2,
>:cC TlJRB (NS ,M) I
I F{ 11 T I P n~s ) . Nr. 0 .0R. I 1 TI P ( J ) • NF • CHO ( NS ,M ) = C•
TANSJ=(TA(NS)*MAVl+TA«J}*MAV21/IMAVI+MAV2}
















TA V( 1\ S)= «M2 «NS , *T FM P2 ( NS )+ MI ( NS ) *T EM P(N S ) ) *0 .. 51 HA Vf NS }
3 CONTINUE




















ENO OF lOOP ITERM
WRITEI6,81ITGL,ITCORR, lTAV(NSI ,I\5=1,1\5TOT)
8 FORMATl 5X, t CHANNEl CALCUlATION STUPS IN lOOF ITERM AT ITGL=
$ • , ! 6 ,/5 X ,'I TC 0 RR=' , 15/ 5X, t TE MPER AHJ RE5= • / «8 E15 • 5 ) I
RETURN 1......... .........................................................













TMOEX=TMOEl(- {(JAV{ NS )-UAVt J» *~H (NS ,"'1)
11 CeNTI f\UE
TMOE)=FT*TMOFX/ACNS}*H




CFMOE X= ( 2. *u AV( NS) - UC FA V) *~CF INS) IA l 1\5 )*H
104 ceNT INUE
XMEMINS)=lAMINS)*H/12.*8EI~S)*RHCAV(N5)t
RE='~ AV INS) *D E( NS ) I I A INS) *E TA ( PB T, TA \I ( NS) ) )
IFIINCSP.EQ.2'XMEM(NS)=XMEM(NS)+(CSPAC{NS,115PAC)+[SPDPF(EPS(NS,Il








TEST CF eONVERGENCE FOR THE CHANNEl PRESSURE lOSSE~
00 14 NS= 1,NSTOT
If(APS(OPINS l/DPAV-1.I.GT.1.E-!J2)GOTO 15
IFlABS{OP(NSI/DPAV-1.).GT.1.E-03 .AND. ITGl.LT.40IECTO 15
14 CONTINUE
IF(IVIA.EQ.2)GOTO 17
00 :3 01 N$= 1, NSTO T
IFltJ2INS).LE.i).'GOTO 302
301 CON TI NUE
-238-











END CF lOOP ITGL
CONTINUE









WRITE(h,16)ITCOR.R, (OP(NS) ,NS=l,NSTOT', (MAVfNS),NS=l,NSTOT) ,(lA\ltNS
*) ,NS= l,NSTOT)
16 FORM8Tfl/ 5X,'CHANNEL CAlCUlAlTON STOPS IN loep I1Gl AT ITCORR=',




CONTRIRUTIONS OF CRUSS-FlOW,TURBIJlENT MIXING AND DENSITY





AM NS= SQRT ( AB S( DP A V ) I ( )( X*XME fi ( NS ) ) • *A ( NS)
SIGtJA(NS)={MAV(NS)-ßMNS )/A.Z(NS)






C BETAF FVALUATES THE PARAMETER BETA FOR THE OETERMI~A1ION OF THE
C SFPARATION LINE OEFINING THE TWO PORTIONS OF T~E W'll SUßCHANNElS
C IN T~E LAMINAR CALCUlATIONS






*' I ,J J J ,H ,PR 1, PR2 ,S CD PG ,A "'T , TT,00 CD, T f ,S UR, ITV P, I I 1 , .. PLUS 1, HPLUS 2,
*TIE,SIGMA,PHI,*,D,TWI,TI,C)
c----------------·-------------------------·----------.---------.----------
C SUBROUTINE CEWA EVAlUATES FRICT!ON FACTCP$ ANO ~Pf~CXI~ATE
eVALUES OF MASS FLOW RATES llNC Tf~PERATURE H1R 'CEN1RAL-TYPE' SUB-
C SUßCHANNELS ( CENTRAl ANO WAll CHANNElS ).
C





r F ( I R I- • EQ • U GO r [) lOG 0
C
C IN THr eASE OF SMOCTH ROOS SINGLE VhLUES OF THE SUE-$UBCHANNEl


















............•.....•..... ~ ........................•.... ...•.......






IF( lTW.EQ.l .AND. I.F.Q. U TWI=TI
FTAI=ETb,(Pß,TI)
RHO 1=RHO ( PB, TI )
REI = AM 1* CD I ( ,~A*El AI)
ETA I W=E TA ( PR ,TWI )
PHOIW=RHOlPß,TWI)
RFIW=(ETAI*RHOIwt/(FTAIW*RI-CI)*REI










AFTER 1.ST ITERATION FRICTICh FACTORS ARE EVALUAT[[ FROM r~E
VALUES OBlAINEO IN THE PRECEEDING ITERATION
IF(REI.GT.O•• AND. SQ8lI.GT.O.)GCTO 100
1001 WRITE(6,699)NS,JJJ,I,REI,SQSLI












1.51 ITERATION: FRICTION FACTORS ~RE EVALUATED SV ~EANS OF THE


































END OF LCOP IT
WRTTE(6t5}I,NS,K, ITW,ITCORR,AA,DO,AlfA,LAMI,PLAMl ,Af-3,AM2,Tl ,1IE,
l1WI ,PHI ,5IGI-1A
5 FORMATllHl,5X,'CALCULATION STOPS: IT=lC f(fl SUeCH.' ,I3,ZX,'CCh'.\I\NE
*t NR.',I'ttZX,'AXIAL SECTlON NR.',I3,"',2X,lJn~=·,I~,2X,'ITCORR=',
*I 4/5 X, 'A A= , , EIS. 51 5X, ' 0 0=' , EI 5 • 5 15 X, ' Al F A=' ,E 15 .5 I 5 X, ' LM~ 1= • , E 15. 5
*' /"j X , ' Pl AM 1= t ,E 15. 5/ 5)(, ' AM 1=, , E 1 '5 • 5/5 )( , • AM 2 =' ,E 15. 5/ ~ )( , • TI: " E15 • 5/
,~ 5 X, t 1 I E=' ,E 1 5. ') /5 X" TWI ==' ,E 15 .51 5 X, • FH1= • , EL5 .. 5/5 X, 'S I GM A= I , E 15 • 7 ,
Rl=TUPN 1
6 IF{QQINS,JJJI.lE.l.F-06)GGTC 12
I F ( IR" • FQ• 1 , GO TD 13
...........................................................•.....
ITFRATION TO FIND ROD TF~PERATURE FOR THE ROUGH paPT
KI=KAFPA{Pß,TI)
P R J= ETA I *C P { PB, TI )/ KI
C ALL r< NU ( HP LU S W, TWI , LA 1'1 I , RE 1, PR I , TI, YCf, R 1 CR 0 ,0 .. , 1 • ,R F IW , YY{ I< , NS,




10 TWI=TIW............... ,. .
END Cf LDDr I HJ
\.JRITE(6, UII,JJJ,NS















C SUBROUTINE CEWACO EVALUATES GEO~ETRICAl PARAMETERS ANO INlEl ~ASS
C FlO~ RATES FOR 'CENTRAL-TYPE' ANC CORNER SUE-SUBCHANNfLS.
C
RE~ L ,., fL OW , ME
OI~ENSION AREAINNt,OE(NN),ME(NN)
COMMON/CENI/G(4S)/ANG1/RR2t30},ALF12(30)/ANG2/PER(30)










FPS=SQRH l.t-DE( I) /D)
G( I ) .:: GST AR« E PS )
GOTO 2
1 PEIH I}=OFLT AE
RR2U )=SQRT{fJ**2+CE( I>*D)*O.'5
ALF12f I )=D>,"O.5/RR2( 11
nE ( 1 ) =/t. *AR EA ( I ) / (P ERCO +PER «I ) )
2 CONTINUF




4 F Cl RMAT ( /1/ / 1 30 ( , *•)/ /11 /
* 5X,'GEOMETRY OF CENTRAL CHANNELS (REFERE~CE TO 1/65'/1)
GOlO 7
5 WRITE«6,6)
6 FORMATUIII13)('*'U//15X,'GE0I'o1ETRY OF ANGULAR CHAf\I\ELS (REFERENCE
* TO 112 » ' 11)
1 CCt\ T I NU E
WRITE(6,8)AT,OET
8 FORMAT(SX, 'TOTAL FLOW AREA=',F5.2,lX,'SQCM',5X,'TOljl EQUIVALENT 0
*IAMETER=' ,F4.1,lX,'CM'/I)
WRITE(6,9)
9 FORMAT(5X,'SECTI()N NR.',5X,'FlOW AREA (S(~CM)',4X,'EQUIV. DIAMETER(
""CM) , n






C CFl 15 USEO IN THE CALCULATICN OF THE AVERAGE CROS5-FLOW lEMPERA=









C CCNNIJ EVAlUATES fOR fACH CHANNEl I THE NUMBER NER{I) Of











































N ER (N S )= 2
GOTO 12
11 NER(NS'=3









































NUMA= (NUM+J 1-NUIIJIA18) I 12 +NUM 18 (NRO 1)
GO 10 28
26 IF(NUM.GT.NUMA30lGOTO 27

















































WRI T H 6 , 200) NS, I\JT YP( NS) , Ud 5 ( NS , ~ ) ,M-= 1 , NI)






C CORRTE CORRECTS 1 HE COMPUT EC T EMPERATURES FOR THE e IOT EFFEC T AND






Tf ( I RH. EQ • 1) GD TJ 100
c
( ONLY FOR ROUGHFNED RODS
IF( 12TIP(NS,M).NE.UGOTO 9
c •••••••••••••.•••..•.••••••••••••••.•••.•••••••••...••••.•••••••••












FOR ROUGHENED RODS AND TURBULENT FlGW
9 T~eI=TWINF
OThINF=TW-TB







WRI TF(6, 12)NS,M,1 ,BIOT, TWP,TW
12 FCRMIlTlIH1,5X,'CAlCULATION STOPS IN SUBROUTINE CORReI: 1\5=',15,' M










C FUNCTIn"l CP EVl'LUATES THE SPECIFIC HEAT OF THE COOlllf\T (CAl/G K)
C








C CRFLI EVALUATES THE CROSS FlOW SOlUTIUNS
C
REt\L fJJ








FTRST ITERATION: ASSUMED WCFJ(J}=O
1 CGN1JNUE
00 2 J=l,Jf~AX
WCF J ( J) =0.





































NORMALIZATION OE THE WCF(J): THEIR SUMMATION MUST BE =0
WCFJT:WCfJTI AJT
00 8 J==l,JMAX





C CSfUN COMPUTES THE FACTOR CS=AS/2.5 FOR lHE VELOCI') PROFILE

















C DDONNE EVAlUATES THE TE~PERATURES Tl ANO TZ Of THE TWO REGIONS OF






























DSPDPF EVAlUATES T~E FACTOR TAKING TfE lARGER DISTRI8UTEO PRESSURE
LOSSES IN THE SPACER INTO ACCOUNT




RF= A8S t RE)
PPOV=-GRIFUNtFPS)
IF( IR .... EQ.UGOTO tOO
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
FOR SPACERS IN AXIAL SECTIONS WITH RCUfHENED RGOS
























C ENFRCC COMPUTFS AN bVERAGE GAMMA VALUE FüR THE LAMI~AR





























S UR R0 UTIN E ENT RFR ( K, I, I TY P, R1, R0 , R2, NS , I I I , J J J ,OE, A,M , P , Tß ,l AM LAM)
c -------------.----.----.,-----------.-----------------------------.--------
C fNTRFR COt>1PUTES THE GAMMA FACTORS TO CORRECT THE FRIClION fACTlJRS

























If( ITYP .fQ.2 lGDrD 10
lA~lA~=LAMlAM*GAMMA{l)
IF( ITYP.EQ.3)CGAMMA( ITI )=GA~MA( U
RETURN
...........................•......................................




C 2=A *OEy,(* 2/0 KAP PA




Np= NPIN (N S)
00 20 JJ=l, N[l
20 CGAMMA(III)=CGAMMA(III)+WGAMMAIJJ)





C ETA FV.6LUATES THE DYNAi'HC VI SCOSITY OF THE CGOLANT (G/C~ S)
C







C EXPCL COMPUTES THE EXPA~SIC~ COEFFICIE~TS FOR THE (CRRECTION OF
C TbE GEOMETRICAL DIMENSIONS CF THE LINE~
C





FUNCT ION EXP CD ( T )
C----------------------------·----------·---------------------------------
C EXPCO CO~PUTES THE EXPANSION COEFFICIE~TS FOR THE (CPRECTION CF Tr








C FKAPpa EVAlUATES THE KAPPA VAlUES FOR THE CORNER CtA~NElS ANC THE
C WAll FORT ION OF THE WALL SUBCHAN~ElS ( VALIOITY FCF CCRNER C~ftNNE-
C LS 1.2< W/O <1.5)
C




C-----------.----------------------------------- ---- ---- ---------------

























C GKAPPI EVAlUATES THE KAPPA VAlUES FOR THE CENTRAl SUeChANNEtS ANO
C THE CENTRAl PORTIONS Of THE WALL SUBCHANNElS { WALICITY FOR THE
( CENTRAl CHANNELS AT 1.2< P/C <1.5.
C






C GRTFU~ EVAlUATES THE COEFFICIENT KO/2={KI+KO)/2 FO~ Thf lOCAL


















C HE AT T EVA L LJA TE S THE HF.l.I T F lUX E S QQ( NS ,I) F 0R THER ( [S .ö ['J ACE ~ r T0
C fACH C~ANNEL NS ANO lHE TOTAL FlUXES QTINS) ENTERING EACH
C CHANNEL NS. HEATI IOENTIFIES ALSO lHE CONNECTIONS EETWEEN T~E
C SUßChANNELS lAND THE ADJACENT RODS SY MEANS OF THE tJATRIX JPIf\;




CDI"1\10N/If\!rlllNRCHH 42) ,NUMSI 42) IHEA2/Q( 2 ,12) ,QO/HEA3/CH42t
1 IHFA5/ QQI42,31/HEA6/NPIN(42),JPIN(42,3)/HEA1/IOPINi2,12)

















































J PI N( "s t3 )= I 0PIN« N1< 0 , NU R+1 )
IFfNRC.EQ.ltGOTO 7
NUR= (t\l\M+1 )/Z+N2











Q2= Q( NRO -1 , NUR" 1 )
JPIN(NS,3)~IDPIN{NRO-l,NUR+l)
NUR=(NAM+2)/2+Nl















QSC H{f\ S, n = Q3/6 •































JF(NSFl.EQ.3 .AND. NUM.EQ.(NRO/2+1J .AI\O. NRO.EQ.NRC/2*2)GOTO 30
f\ PI N( t\S )=2
Goro ~1
30 (;2=0.
":PI N(f\ S) =1
31 CONTINUE
QT(NS)=fQl+02)/4.











Wf< I TE(6 , 18 )NS, ("1, NS , M, J P IN ( NS ,1'1 ) , M= 1, NP)
18 FOR"'1AH2X,llJ,3t3X,Il,') JPINP,I5,',',I2,')=',IS»





( HEATR PROVIDES INDICES TO THE ROO HEAT flUXES ( Q{~RC,NUMJ ) AND











oe 1 NU M= 1 , NR36
I =1" 1





VERSION fOR HEXAGONAL ßUNOlES
..................... ,. ••••••••••••••••••••• ce o •••••••••••••••••••••••••
SUBROUTINE INOEX(NSEl,NROMA,NSTR,NSTCT,NRO)
c------------------------------------------------------.----------------




Co f-' ~(NIl NOU NROW «42 ), NU ~S (42) I IN 1J2I NOT (3, 18) I I NO 3 IN 1 'YP C42) I I NDlil
1 NUM3(3) ,NUM6(3) ,NUM12(3) ,NUM18(3),NU~24(3),f\U.. 30{3),NUft'36(3)
NS= 1
00 6 NRO=l,NROMA














o0 5 "U M=1 ,NUMS 13
NUMS(NS)=NU:"1




































14 FORM'l( 114X,'RESULTS OF INDEX'115X,'NROWS=',I2,5),'TYPE CF SECTI








C INGE EVAlUATES THE TURBULENT MIXING CC~SlAN1S C1URE(I,J) FCR THE
C THE CHANNEL EXCHANGES AND CTURBI(K) (K=1,2) FOR THE SUBCHANNEL
C EXCHANGES. FURTrlERMORE INGE EVAlUATES THE CONSTANTS CCONO{I,J)



























XBWS=2. *(A*C **2*O.125-R3/3. -x ew 53* ATW3*O. 5)1 ATW
XBA=(S./36.*A3-{A/SQ3-R/PIG)*APIN/6.)/{A2/SQ3-APINlt.)
YB A=Xf A* SQ3
DELTA !=2.*YBC
Dfl T .1.12·:::Y Be +Y ßW
DElTA3=C
DFlTA4=SQRT( lA-YßW-YßA)**2+(C*O.~+A/SQ3-XBA)**2)









AS 1=G1\ PI *y Be
AS2=GJ\Pl*YB~~



























































OE Lsc 2=(- 2. *Xß),.J S
CTURBltll=CTUl*O.05*OFTC*YBC/DElSCl





SUBRClT I NE I NLeON (NS Ter, MFlOW, lITCT, TE, IR EACl, NSTR )
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------
C SU8RCUTINE INLCQN FIXES THE INLET CONCITIONS FOR MbSS FLOh RATES
C AND BULK TEMPERATURES OF THE CHa~NELS bNC THE SUBC~~~NElS ANO FüR





2 IHEA6/NPIN( 42',JPIN(42, 3)
~ !SUßl!ASCH(42,3)/SUB6!TSCH1(42,3)/SUB8/MSCHl{~2,3)
4 IW CSE 2 I MSC WC l( 18 , 2 ,2 ) ! WC SE 5/ TSC i<i Cl Cl S, 2 , 2 )
1Ft IPfAOl.EQ.2 )GOTO 3
c ••.•.............•.••.....••.•.••.•.••••••..•.•.••..••••••.•••••••













1Ft NIYP( NS). NE. 2) GOTD 1





............................................... -e •••••••••••• -•••• •••
IREACl=2 MEANS NON-UNIFOR\1 CISTRIßlJTIONS
"3 CONTINUF
RFAD(S,4)(MIINS),TEMPINS),NS=1,NSTOT)
DO '5 NS= I,N5TOT
NSW=NS-NSTR
NP=NPININS,
RFAD ( 5,4 H MS eH l( NS, MI, T SC H ltNS, MI, M= 1, NP ,
IFtNIYP{NS).f:Q.2)READ{5,4)({MSCWCICNSW,M,JWC),TSCWCl(NSW,M,JWC),
* JWC=l, 2) ,M=I, 2)
4 FORfVIlHSfl1.5)
5 CONTINUE
1000 CaNT INU E
00 1001 NS=l,NSTOT
NP= NPI Nt N S)
oe 1001 M=l,NP
MSC Ht N S, M) = MSC H1 ( NS , M)
TSCHCNS,M)=TSCHltNS,M)
TW(NS,~)=TSCHtNS,M)
1001 cnNT I NUE
RETURN
END




C INQUA PROVIDES INDICES Ta CHANNEl FlCW AREAS AND ECUIVALENT









1Ft NT't'P{ NS)-2) 1,3,6




A( N S) =1\ TC
-259-







C***** WALL CHANNElS AND SUBCHaNNELS*****************~.**************
3 OE«t-,S)=DETW
ASCHtt-,S,1)=ATW*O.5
I F (N SEL • NE. 3 ) GJ TO 4







A«NS }:- AT W 12 ..
GOle 10




I F ( I I • EQ. 0 • OR. KK. EQ.2) GD T0 8
KK=KK+1
7 CGt-,THlJE
A( NS ) =AT A
ASCH(NS, 1 )=A (NS)
GOlD 10
8 J 1= 1
9 C(!\'Tlt-,UE
A( N S ) =A T1\ 12.
ASO- (N5, 1 }=A(f\IS)





C KAPCeF COMPUTES THE KAPPA V&LUES FOR T~E l~MINßR C'LCUlATIONS
r (lF IKIWPA=l, OTHERWISf S,~VES THE VAlUES CE BlCCK [nA) ANC
C Cnf<PFCTS THf KI\PPA VlILUfS OF THF CORNER aNO WALL Cl-tlNNElS IE IT IS
C OESIRFD TO HAVE THERE ABOUT THE SAMF VAlUE OF (lA~ECA/EQ. OIAM.)
C
CC~~(~/L~MIN2/F\TIP(3},FOTIP(3)/IND3/NTYP{~2)/GEN2/ß(4 2)/GEN51





IF( IKIlPPA.ECl.1 )CAlL SElAWA







IF(NS1.EQ.O .lIND. NS2.EQ.O)GOTO 35
IF{NSl.GT.NSTR .AND. NS2.lE.NST01)GnTO 9
WRITEf6,6JNSl,NS2














WRI TF «(-, , 3,)) ( NS ,~K APP 11 ( NS ) , BK ßP PA« I PA, NTY P (N$) ) , f\ $= 1, NS TO 1 )






C KAPPA EVAl.UATES THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF THE COOLANT
C (C ALle M S K)
(
C (ASE CF HELIUM COCLANT
C
KAP PA= 35 • 1E- 05 "" ( ( T+2 73. I 6 ) I 273. 16) **C.66
RETURN
END
REAL fUNCT lUN KINF{8IQT )
C-----------------------------------------------------------------------
C KIN f EV AL UAT ES THE KIN F I NI TE VAL UE
C
COMMCN/BIDAT/ßTl,BI2,ßI3

















CI Iv E t-, S I ON A(7,1 )
DO 10 .J=I,NJ
f,j= j





C NF~TCN FI~DS R2 IN T~E IAMI~AR CAlCUlATICNS OF THF (ENTRAl
C SUBC~ANNElS ANO THE CENTRAL PORTIONS Of IHE WAll SlBCHAI\NELS









R2= R2P- F / [) F
IF(AßSIR2/QZP-ll.lE.1.F-04)GOTO 20
1i) R?r =R '2
\'iPITfI6,15)R.,2






C NORMT NOR~~lIZES THF CHANNEl TEMPERAIURES Tn lHE T(lAL BULK
C TFf'/PEP/\TljRE,THE SUßCH~NNEL TEMPERATURES TO T}-'E TE"1PERATURE OF THE
( CONT~INING CHANNELS. IT NOR~ALIIES ALse THE VALUES CF THE
C TEMPERATU~ES OF THE rwo PORTIONS OF THE WAll SUBCHA~I\ElS TO lHE
o TEMPERATURE OF THE CCNTAINII\G WALL SUeCHAl\l\ElS
C
REAL ~AVfMSCH,M\WC,MFLOW



















00 1 M:::: 1, NP
ASCHlMl=ASCHZ(NS,Ml*F2ATIPlNS,Ml
1 SHSC H:: SHSC Hf- MSC '1 ( NS , foI ) *TSCH( 1\S , ~ )
OEH=MAVlNSI*TAVlNS)-SHSCH
















SUßROUTINE RECANG( I,AI,NS,K,IVIA,IRH,ALFA,AMAl,TI ,FB,O,W,RH,OETOT
*,PROV,DAI,DBI,AAI,ABI,G,SSSa,ssse, AMTI,NTYP,Hl,H,PRl,PR2,SQOPG,JJ
*' J , TE t SUR , TW1, l\ ;'H\ I , Hl, I ,A MB I ,TB I , I I I , TI E , TI AV, HPLUS e , I- PLU SW , AN GT , EM 1
*,XC1,XC2,*,nEPA,CS)
C-------------------------·----------------------------------------------
C SUBROUTIN~ RECA~G EVAlUATES FRICTION FACTORS ANO AFFROXIMATE MASS
C FLCW RATES AND TEMPERATURES FOR WALL-TYPE SUB-SUBCI-ANNELS.
C
REAL lAMIA,LhMIß,KI, KAPPA,NUI,NUG
COM Me" /C ORRll SI GM AI (42,3» , PHI I (42,3 I I CCL AM 11 COL AM BI (OL AM2/ COL AMA
I ICORR,2/CHII18,2,2),PSl( 18,2,21 /GRI02/YYIlOO,42,3)
2 /ANGI/RA2(601/HEA5/QQ(42,31/DAT/PIG/RECI/PVER1(90),PRAOlgel
3 ISUß20/PROVI (18,2) IGEN510E(42) /SUB22/TW(42 ,3}/~ARTI ITCCRR
4 ISUß21/TSCHA(18,2),TSCHB(18,2}/QPARI/QOEV/QP~R2/QLINM,QLDEV
5 IWSSCHl/bElTIEl18,2,90), DTIEAVI18,2»/WSSCH2/TIO(18,2,90)



























LeeF ITWI STARTS fCALCUlATION OF THE BULK TEMPERATl;RES OF THE
TWO lONES OIVIOFD BY THF TAU=O LINE, TAl ~ND T8I)
00 2000 ITWl=l,lD
..............................................•.......•...........
LOOP ITIN ST/\RTS (CALCUlATION OFTHE PIN TEMPERATURE lWI)
DO 14 I TW= 1 , 20
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Lecp IITEMP STARTS (CAl(ULATION OT THE FRICT ION fACTCRS AND OF
T~E MASS FlOW RATES FOR THE TWO ZONES DIVIOEO AY l~E TAU=O lIhE


















RH ( A= f< HO «PB, TAl )




IFtIVIA.EQ.2 .nR. IHn.GT.l)GOTe 1
( .
C CAlCUlATJON OF THE POSITION OF THE TAU=O lINE
C
(ALL TlINE(I,AI,ITTEMP,NS,K,ALfA,O,W,RH,DEPA ,PRO\[IIII,JJJ) ,IRH,
*OAI,OBI,AAI,ABI,RHPL,G,TWI,TE,QPlUS,ETAA,R~OA,ETAe,~~OB,ETAIW,






IF(ITTfMP.FQ.l .AND. ITW.EQ.l .AND. nWl.EQ.UGOTO ~c
c .••............................•......•.•.•....•.....••...••......
C AFTER THE FIRST ITERATION THE fRICTION FACTORS ARE E~AlUATED
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C BY MEANS OF THE REYNOlDS NUMBERS AND Of THE FRICTIO~ FACTORS





IF(REflI.GT.O•• ANe. REBI.GT.O •• AND. SC8lU.GT.O•• ßNO. SQ8lIA.GT.
*0. ) GOlO 700
WRITE(6,699INS, JJJ,I,REAI,SQSllb,REBI,SQSlIB,IlCOPR,ICS
699 FO PM AH 115 X, '\I S= , , 15, 5X , ' M=' ,12 , 5X , ' 1=' , 13/5X, ' RE t =' , E15.5,5 X, • S Q
*RT(8/lAMBDAI A=',El5.5/5X,'RE B:',E15.5,5X,'SQRHS/lAMBOA' B=',El5
*. 5 15 X, • I TC 0 RR=' , I 5 , 5 X" I C S=' , I 2 ,
8500 RETURN 1
C
...................... -e ., ., ••
FIRST ITERATION: lHE FRICTICN FACTORS ARE EVAlUATEC BV MEANS
















































A r-'l 1= AMA I+AM BI





























END OF lOOP ITTEMP: POINT REACHED IN THE eASE CF C(~VEPGENCE
PRCBLEMS
WRITE(6,8)I,NS,K,ITW,ITCORR
8 FORMAT! 5X, 'CALCULATION STUPS: ITTEMP=10 FOR sueCHANNEL',14,2X,




CCNVEPGENCE IS RFACbED IN THE LOOP ITTEMP
9 CDNTINUE
IF( ITH .EQ.l )TWl=TWI
IF(QQfNS,JJJ).lf.l.E-06)GOTC 2002
AT 1= AAl + Aß I
DFI=ATI/(AAI/DAI+~BI/CBI)
IF ( I RI- • EGI • 1 ) GO TD 6 0 0
....•......•..................... -.......•.........................
CALCUlATION OF THE PIN TEMPERATURE ONlY FCR HEllEO FCUGHENED
S rCI ICNS
IFlABStTWO).LI.3000•• AND. AßS(T~I).lT.3000.)GCIO 2005
WRTTEC6,?OJ4)NS,JJJ,TWO,TWI




IF(NTYP.EQ.3 .ANO. ITVIA.EQ.2.GOTO 500
R2=RC+O. 25*OA1*)(C 2
GOTe 501















HP l USC=H PlUSW* REWO I Rf: I W
CAll FNUfHPlUSW,TWI,lAMIß,REI,PRI,TI ,YDH,RIDR2,R2MPCH,UIDU,REIW,
1 l'Y( I< ,NS, JJJ) , NUI ,GHPL)
CALl RNU(HPLUSO,TWO,LAMIB,REI,PRI,TI ,YDH,RlDR2,R2'~OH,UIOU,REWO,
I t. , NUn, GH PU
AlFAJ=NUI*KI/DEI*FACHE













END CF LOOP ITW : POINT REACHEO IN THE CASE OF CONVERGENCE
PRDBLEMS
WR 1TE ( 6 , 15) 1 ,J J J , NS
15 FORMAT( 5X,'CAlCULATION STOPS:ITW =10 FOR Sl.J8-Sli8CH.',13,2X,'(f'
*=' ,12 ,2X,'NS=', 15,')')
RETURN 1
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
















CALCULATION OF THE BULK TEMPEkATURES OF lbE TWO IO~ES DIVIOEO BV














2001 FORMATU5X,'STOP IN REC,l\NG (LOOP ITW!) 1=',13,' NS.=',I5,' M=',I2,
1 • ITCCRR=',I3/5X,'TBI=',EI5.5,5X,'TAI=' ,E15.5,5X,'TI=·,EI5.~,5X,
2 'TWI=·,E15. 5,5X, 'TWQ=' ,EI5.5)
RETURt-. 1
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••





















C SU8RCUTINE RECCAI CAlCULATES FRICTION FACI0RS AND ~PPROXIMAIE
C OUllET MASS FlOW RATES ANO TEMPERATURES fCR WAll Ct~NNElS ANC SUßC
C




o IRECll PVERT(90) ,PRAO(90) /REC2/E{9C)/Rf.C3/Pf90)
1 ISUBI/ASCHl42,3)/SUB2/TSCH{42,3',MSCHf42,3,15lB3/ADAB{18,Z),
2 DETBt 18,Z)/SUd4/lAMB( 18J2)/SU85/lA~SCH(42,3)
3 ISU88/MSCHl(42,3J/SUB23/HPlUSB(42,3),HPlUSW{42,3)
4 ,QPlUS(42,3. ,PRB (4Z,3),YODH(42,3)/~E~5/QQ(42,3l/INPAR/iPA
l) ISUß22/HH42,3)/WCSElIDEWCCIB,2,Z' ,PHWCC18,2,2)
6 IlAMINJ/I2TIPI42,3)/lAMINI/AKAPP~(42) IlAMIN~/FATIP(3)J





2 IWC SE 3/l A'1 WC« 1 8 , 2 ,2) / WC SE 4/C TU Rß 2 (18 ,2' I WC SEE I ASC HW CH8 ,2 ,Z )
3 IWCSE5/TSCWClI18,2,2)/WCSE9/TAVWC(le,2,2'IGE~2/ACHA(42'
4 ICORRl/SIGMAI(42,3) ,PHII{42,3./CCRR2/CHI(18,2,Z),PSI(18,2,2)
5 IW SSCHI T 1SSC U 1 8, 2) , T2 S SC l( 18, 2 t , T 1S SC Z( 18, Z ) , 1 2 S SC 2 ( 1 8 , 2 )
l) JW SSC HO IT BS SC 1 f 42 ,3) ,TW SS Cl( 42,3 ), TB 5S C2 «42,: ) , TW SSC2C42, 3 )
'7 IL AfHf\J 9/I 3T IP (42,3) I SHRDUD ITLI NER ( 18 ,2) IM~R 11 ITCGRR
IF(JJJ.GT.l)GOTO 2998
FIATIPfNS)=O.
Fl PT IP=O •




IF( 12TIP{NS,JJJ) .EQ. UGOTO 2<;<;<;;
c .........................•...••...•..•.••....•....................
e ........................•...............•............•••..........















































*T WI , ~ /II.A. I , T AI , A!VI g I, TBI, I I I , T SCWC1 ( I I I ,J J J, 1 , , TA VWC «.1 I I ,J J J , 1 ) ,
*HPLUSl,HPlUS2,ANGT,E~1,XCl,XC2,&777,DEWC(III,JJJ,1 ),CS)




















IF ( IV JA .EQ.I )Goro 3
IF(ABS(EMAX*2./C-l.l.lE.l.E-05)GOTO 10
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••




















E( I )= EM 1
P(I)=FP
3 C0 NT I f\lJ E
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
I HAS REACHEO THE VAlUE N, WHICH WaJlD ME~N NO "CENTRAl-TYPE"
SUB-SlJBCHANNElS
WRIT E ( 6, 4) NS, J J J , E ( I ) ,I TCOR R , «I, PVE RT ( I) , PR AD ( I ) • 1=1 ,N )
4 FORMAT(IHl,5X,'CAlCUlATION STUPS: NO CENTRAl SUBCHANNElS IN WALL C




RfClllCULATION ]F THE SUB-SUBCHANNEl fOR WHICH lT W,Il5 E( n)EMAX,




ANG T= ,IlNG I-TET A
DCE=EMAX-E( I-I)
















ALL T~E "WALL-TYPE SLB-SUBCHANNElS HAVE BEEN CCMPUTEC: CAlCUlATION
OF AVERAGE SUB-SUBCHANNEl VARIABLES FOR THE ~All P~R1ION









AT B= A5CHWC ( I I I , J J J , 1 ) - ATA

























CAlCUlATION OF THE "CENTRAl-TYPE" sue-SUeCHAN~ElS
AlFC=~lFACE
GAMMA=PIG*Ooo5-BETA
Af\ 1=G~ 1'1 MAI Al FACE
Nl=ANl
IF(NlooEpooO)AlfC=GAMMA
I F ( 1\1 • EQ. 0 , NI =1
TF ( ~n .. l Eoo NSC 451 GO TO 12
v-IRITE(6,l1 )NS,K, ITCDRR
11 FORMlI,T[lHl,5X,'Nl GREATER THAN NSC45 FCR CHANNEl',I4,2X,'(AXIAl SE










..... - - - .
CALCUlATION OE THE CENTPAl SUB-SUBCHANNEl fEFINEO e~ AN ANGLE
OF H·f ROD SECTDR :::: ALFAl ( IF AlFAl>C )
AlFA1=GAMMA-öETAl










*J ) ,T S (WC 1 « I I I, J J J ,2 ) , S I GM A2, PH I 2, /I" 117, C, TWIt TIeE N , ( )
TVI I A\J:: TWIAV.. TVi I *ALF A1
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
(AlCUlATION OF THF "(ENTRAl-TYPE sue-SUBCHANNElS [EFINED SV AN
ANGLE OF THE ROD SECIOR = AlFC
99 CD N1 IN LE
















TWI Av=TWI AV+ TWI *A lfC
13 CONTINUE
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
THE CAlCULATION OF THE ßCENTRAL-TYPEß SUB-SUBCHANNElS HAS fEEN
COMPlETEO: CALCULATION OF AVERAGE SUB-$UBCHANNEL VARIABLES FOR THE
WHOLF CENTRAL PORTION ANO FCR THE WHCLE WALL SUBCH~NNEL
T~IA\i=TWIAV*2./PIG
PHWC{III,JJJ,2.=GA~MA*D*O.5







ATSCF=TT I AM T
RHCT=RHO{PB,ATSCHJ





* ( I I I , J J J , 1) , ASCHWCl I I I , J J J ,Z ) ,0 EWC ( I I I , J J J , 1 , ,0 EWC«I I I , J J J , 2 • , EMI)
















































/ ( AwC2l*OEWC2 L**2 ) ) I ( (PHWC lL +PHW C2L )* BK AP PA ( 1PA, 2) )
WFCOIlIII,JJJ,=WFCOIIIII,JJJ)/BKAPPAtIPA,2'
REl A=Ff l AM ( AT *F1\T IP I 2 ), 0ET*FD TI P«Z) , PB, TSC H( NS, JJ J ) , HH NS, J J J ) ,
* NI SCl-H NS , J J J) ,T LI f\ ER ( I II , J J J ) ,2 , R1 DR 2l, P t-W CTL/ ( P HW CTL+
+p HWC2l , )
LAMlAM=AKAPPA(NSI/RELA






13TIP=3: SAGAPO DECIOES WHETHER THE FLeH IS LaMINAR eR TURBULENT
If(lA~SCH(NS,JJJ).GT.lAMLAM)GOTO 3000
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
THE FLCW IS LAMINAR
CCNTH:UE




*RHO ( PB, TSC H( NS, J _, J) t I )
~MT=MSCH{NStJJJI
ATSCH=lSCH(NS,JJJ)












PRB INS, ,J J J ) = 1.
YOCH(NS,JJJ)=l.










XMSchet I I I ,JJJ)·=XMSCHAt I I I, JJJ)
AOAS( III,JJJ )=2.


















ONlY fCR TURBULENT FlOW ANC ROUGHENEIJ RODS
AT ß C= AT 8 +A SC HWC ( I II , J J J , 2'
HPlUSB{NS,JJJ}=HPlUSB(NS,JJJ'/AT8C
HPLUS~(NS,JJJ)=HPlUSW{NS,JJJ)/AT8C












C SUBROlTINE SUBBAl EVALUATES MASS FlOW RATES ANO TE~PERATURES fOR





1 T~ \+JC ( ?) , T2wC I Z' ,R HOL ( 2 , ,RHCAVC2) ,RUtl SWC( 2 ) , AWCl 2 ),
2 H1DEXlZ),TACFl2',UACFt2) ,ACFIZ' ,WTWC2C2l ,~lWC3(2'
3 ,XMEM(Z),OElTAAlZ),IPAWCCZ),ClINWCI2),Tff)12),OPWC{2',
4 UWC I Zl
CO~M(~/CORRl/SIGMAI(42,3),PHII(4Z,3'/CORR2/CHI{18,~,2),PSl(18,2,Z'



















C IW IS THE OTHER SUBCHANNEl CF WAll CHANNEl NS; NC~(I IS THE NUMBER





C PORTICN 1 IS CONNECTEO TO AN EXTERNAL CHANNEL; PORTION 2 TO A























ITERATION ON THE RELAXATION FACTCR «lOOP ITFREL)
00 5C ITFREl=l,98
I VI A= 1
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
CAlCLlATION OF THE PRESSURE LOSSES tLOep fTGll
00 ItS HGL=l,60
C






,., h WC« I I I , I , J WC) = ( M2 WC(J WC) +- MI WC ( JW C) »11< 0 • 5
TAW(lJWC1=TSCHtNS,I)






IF( ITCl.GT.1 .AND. IVIA.EQ.l )GOTO 30
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
CALCUlATI0N OF THE AVERAGE GAS TEMPERATURES (lCOP I1ERM)
00 25 ITERM=I,20
C
C ~) TURBOlFNT EXCHANGE BETWEEN THE TWO PARTS OF sueCHA~~EL
C
1 f (T ß \<i C(l ) .ll: •.). .0R. T AW C( U • GT• 3Q0 o. .0R. 1 AWC« 2 ) ,. LE• C. .0R•
* 1AWCCZ).GT.3000.)G010 q9
WT we 1=T ME« PB T, MAW C( I I I, I, 1 »,M AW C( 1 I I , 1,2) , 1A WC l U ,lA \<tC ( 21 , LA fI \<tC U I





C B) TURBCLENT EXCHANGE WITH CHA~NELS
C
00 8 l<1~l, NCHCI
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I WC =I PAWC ( Kl )
J=NISINS,JCHC{I,KI»
MAVJT=~AV(J)*ACH{NTYP(J»!AIJ)
)oJ T\oiC 2 ( I ~C ) =WTNS 2 ( I ,I< U






C C) TURBClfNT EXCHANGE WITH THE OTHEP SUEC~ANNEl
C
SRuaS=RUASWC(I)+RUASWCIZ)+Z.*RUISNStIW)







11 CCNT I f\llf.
C
C 0) CROSS FlOW EXCHANGE BETWEEN THE TWO PARTS CF SlJBCHA~NEl
C
TACF<l)=O.

















C Fl CROSS FLOW EXCH~NGE WITf THE OTHER SLBCHANNEl
C






T AC F ( J WC) =T AC FLI WC ) I MAVCF IJ WC)

















200 CON TI NUE
PSI(III,I,JWC)=(THEX(JWC)tCFHEX)*H/{AkC(JWC)*PHII(~S,I).
201 CONlI t-.\JE













END OE THE LOOP ITERM: POINT REACHED IN THE CASE Of CONVERGENCE
PRCBlEtJS
WRITE (6 , 26) NS, I, (T AWC f J WC ) , J WC= 1 , 2 ) , I TCO RR




CCNVERGENCE HAS BEEN REACHED FOR THE ENERGY EQUATICt-.S; IHE CALCU=
LATICN OF THE PRESSURE DROPS STARTS
30 CONTINUE
00 31 JWC=I, 2















I HC -= I PA WC ( K1 )
TMOEX (IWC)=TMOEl( IWC)-( UWC( IWC )-UA\i( J) )*kT~C 2( n.C)
35 CCNTIf\UE
C
C Cl TURBClfNT EXCHANGE WITH THE OTHER SU8C~ANNEL
C






C 0) CROSS FLOW EXCHANGE BETWEEN THE THO PARTS OF SUBCHAt-.NEl
C
CAlL CFIWWC{l) ,UWC(Z),AWC( 1l,AWC(Z) ,OPWC(U ,DPWC(Z), 1 ,UACF (U ,
-277-
* ACF{lJ)
UAC F( 2) =UACF ( 1 )
AC F {2 )::: ACF ( 1 )
C











C F) CROSS FlOW EXCHANGE WITH THE OTHER SUBCHANNEl
C




Ul\CF (JWC l=UACF( JWC)I ACF (JWC)
CFMOE)=(Z.*uwctJWC)-UACF(JWC»*WCFWC(JWC,*H/AWC(JWC)




*EPSWC ( I I I , I , Jwe , I 1 SPAC) ,OE WC ( I I I , I ,J WC) , lA ""(04 C( Il I , I ,JW 0 , WS p ,
*PGOP{NS, I, IlSPAC},RE,2) l/RHOAV{JWC)
OPWC(JWC)=XX*(-(MAWC(III,I,JWCl/AWC(JWC) l**2*tXMEM(JWC)-(RHOtPR2,




lotS (ON TI NUE
OPWCAV=DPWCAV/SMWCl
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
TfST CF CONVERGENCE ON THE PRESSURE DRCPS
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••


































* 2» , (T~ VWC« I I I , I , J WC », J WC =1 ,2 ), «hl C«J WC) , J WC= 1 , 2 )









THE ENERGY EQUATIONS ANO THE AXIAL MOMENTUM EQLATIC~S HAVE
RE~CHEO CONVERGENCE
55 CONTINUE
00 56 JWC=l, 2
BMWC=SQRT«ABS(OPAV) I(XX*XMEM(J~C»)*AWCIJWC)
CHI «I II , I , JW C) =« MAWC ( I I I, I, JWC ) - BMW C) I« AWC IJ WC J* S H? ~ AI( NS , I ) J
56 CONTINUE
EPSM=MAWC« II I, I, l)-( XMSCHA( II I, I )+ XM SCHB« I II, I)>>
XMSCHAI III ,1 )-=XMSCHA( II I, I HEPSM*t 1.-1./AOABI I H, I»





c ._-- --.--.--.--------- ------ --.----,--- --_.__ .- - -,-.---- ----'-.- -- ----.----- -----.-
C RElAM COMPUTES THE LAMINAR REYNCLDS NUMBERS FOR THE CAlCULA1ICN
















C RHO EVAlUATES THE DENSITY OF THE COOLANT CG/CCM)
C








RHPlUS EVALUATES ThE FUNCIION RCH+»
IRHPL=l : R(H+)=R(HW+)+CONST/(HW+)**CONST*tTW/TBI-IJ**CONST+
+CONST*ALOG(HR/CC.Ol*(RO-~l)))












GO T0 ( 1 ,2 ) , I RHP l































C RTRI EVALUATES ROD TEMPERATURES FOR CENTRAl ANO COR~ER SUBCHA~~ElS
e A~O FCR THF TWO PARTS OF WALL SUBCHANNELS IN THE RCUGH PORTICN.THE












TE~lA~ IS CALLED IF THE fLOW IS LAMINAR; THE CAlCULATION RETURNS























HüFT EFFECT ON THE NUSSELT NUMBER OF THE ROOS
FACHE=TIS(Rl,R2,2'
















CAlCULATION OF THE BULK TEMPERATURES OF THE TWO lONES OIVIOED BY
THE lAL=O lINE ( LOOP ITW t






CALCULATION OF THE SURfACE PIN TEMPERATURE AT INFI~ITE CONCUCTI=
VITY OF THE CANNING METAl ANO AT {Q"tSHROUD = 0 (JlOOP IT~l )
00 :3 C n W1= 1 , 1 ;)
IF(ABS(TWO).lT.3000 ••AND. ABStTWALl).ll.3000.)GOTO 2~
WRITEf6,28)I,JPIN,TWO,TWALl
28 FORMaTt 5X,'STOP IN RTR1: NS=·,I5,5),·PIN=·,15!~),'lWO=t,E15.5,
15X,'l\t1ALL=' ,E15.5)
RETURN 1










































END CF LCOP ITWl: POINT REICHEO IN THE CASE OF CONVERGENCE
PROBLEMS
WRI1EC6,31)1,JPIN,TWl




CONVERGENCE HAS ßEEN REACHEC FOR THE PIN TEMPERATUAE
32 CCNTlt\UE
IFl IlVP.EQ.l )GOTO 9
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••









END CF LOOP ITW: POINT REACHEO IN THE CASE OF CONVE~GENCE
PROBLEMS
WRITEC6,8)I,JPIN,Tßl




CCNVERGENCE HAS ßEEN REACHEC FCR THE BULK TEMPERATuRES OE THE
TWC lCNES DIVIDED SV THE TAU=Q lINE; ThE ASSUMPTIC~ Cf ROUGH flCW
JF TESTED { THIS POINT IS REACHEC ALSO BV THE CALCUlATION fOR THE
CENTRAL SUBCHANNELS ANO THE CENTRAl P(RTIC~ OF THE ~tlL SU8C~ANNEl
9 CCf\TI f\UE
FTAl=ETA(PßT,TBl)




T~E FLOW IF "HYDRAUlICAlLV" SM001H: lHE CAlCULATI(~ 1$ REPEATED If\
SUBRCUTINE RTSI. THE CAlCULATION IS eASED STILL ON ThE VOLUMETRIe
-282-
C DIAMETER. THE CAlCUlATICN RETURNS IMMEDIATElY AFTER COMING BACK
C FROM RTS I





C ******************••******••*****•••** ••••********.* ••**.*********













100 IF( ITYP.EQ.l )RETURN
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
CAlCLlATION OF THF SHROUD TEMPERATURE fOR THE COR~ER CHANNElS ANO
FCR THE WALL PORTION OE THE WAll SUßCHANNELS ( VAllE AT




CORRECTION OF THE PREVIOUSlV COMPUTEO PIN AND SHRO~[ TEMPERATURES
OE Thf CORNER CHANNElS AND OF THE WALL P(PTIO~ OF THE WAll SUeChA=















SUB RCUT I NE RT SI ( PBT t TI ,M AS SI, 0 E1, AR EAI, ADAß, LMll t VYI, QA, FACH E,
* TE,R~,I,II,M,JPIN,TWI,RUIDRU,ITYP,DEIR,D,~XX~,*,f2ßIIP,F2CTIP)
C----------------------------------------------------------------------
C RISI E~AlUATES ROD TEMPERATURES FOR CE~TRAL A~[ CC~~ER SUBCHANNELS
C ANC fOR THE TWO PARTS OE WALL SUBCHANNELS IN THE S~CCTH PART
C
REAL NUTU,NUIO,NUI,KI,KAPPA,MASSr,lA~l









TEMlA~ IS CALLED IF THE ELOk IS LAMINAP; THE CALCU1ATION RETURNS
THFN AT THE END OF RTSI
IFfI2TIP(I,M).EQ.l)CAlL TEMlAMf&2000,PfT,TI,MASSI,CEIR,AREAI,QA,
& QAlIN,TE,I,II,M,TWI,IT~P,F2ATIPtF2DTIP,D)
***.* ••*******************••***••*~.~*••••• *.*.**.~~ ••****••******
































INLEl EFFECT ON THE NUSSELT NUMBER OF THE ROOS
TW Io=nn
KI = KAFPA( P BT , TI)
ETAI=ETA(PBT,TI)
RHC I=RHO (PBT, TI)
CPI=CP{PBT,TI)
REI~MASSI*DEI/(AREAI·ETAI)








CAlCLl~TION flF THE SURFACE FIN TEMPEIHITUPE AT (Ql' )SH~OUO ::: 0
( LOOP ITW )
on 5 n W': 1 , 1 ;]
TWALl=TWI









END CF lOO? ITW: POINT REACHED If\ THE (ASE CF CCNVEFEENCE
P1-<OPlH'S
WRITEI6,6.I,JPIN,TWI,TWAll
6 FCJRfVATOH1,5X,'STOP 1\\1 RTSI (CHANNEl',15,' , PIN'fI~,') : n-s=',
>';: F: 15.7. :: x, ' nI/All = , ,E 15. 1)
RETLRN 1
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
CONVERGENCE HAS ßFEN REACHEC fOR lHE PIN TEMPERATU~E
1 IF II1VP.EQ.l)RETURN
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
CAlCULATION OF THE SHROUD TEMPERATURE FCR THE COR~ER C~ANNElS ANO
FOR T~E WAll PORTION OF THE WAll SUBCHANNElS ( VAllE AT



































CAlCULATION OF THE BULK TEMPERATURES OF THE TWC ZC~ES C[VIDEO SV
THE TAU=O LINE FOR THE CORNER CHANNElS ANO FOR THE ~ALl PORTION OF
THE WALL SUßCHANNELS ( lOOP ITWI )
oe 20 ITWl=l, 10
RHOl=RHO(PBT,TBl)
ET A1= F.T A ( P BT , T ß 1 )
UIOUAS:RUIDRU*RHOI/RHOl*SQRT(lAMl*O.12S)













fNC OF LOOP ITWl: POINT REACHED IN THE CASE Of CON~ERGENCE
PROBLEMS
WRITf(6,211I,JPIN,TBl
21 FORMAHIHl,5X,'STOP IN RISI (lOOP ITWl)J:',I5,5X,'Flf\=',I5,'TBl=',
lE15.5)
RFIURf\ 1....................... - .
COI\VERGENCE HAS SEEN REßCHEC FOR THE BULK TEMPERATtRES OF 'HE
lWC ZCNES DIVIDEO RY THE TAL=O lINE
CCRR[CTION OE THE PREVIOUSlY COMPUTED PIN ANO SHRClC lE~PERAlLRES
OF THE CORNER CHANNElS AND OF THE WAll PCRTION Of l~E WALL SUBCHA=








C SELAWA COMPUTES THE KAPPA VAlUES fOR THE SUßCHANNEl~ ANO THE TWC
C KAPPA VAlUES FOR THE TWC PORTIONS OF THE WALL SUBC~.NNElS IN THE
C LAMINAR CALCULATIONS
C
cnrv MC N Il A"'1 IN6/ AN GL AM/W ·I\l LKAI AK Awe ( 2 ) / WA KA C/P ,Vi ,l ,Z loC, A,P W
1 ILAMINK/BKAPPA(1,3)/INPAR/IPA
BKA PPli« r PA, 1 )= GK APPA« 1. C50015*P )
RKAPPl(IPA,3 )=FKAPPAfO.476156/Z)
ALFA=ATANtZ.*f!-lWC'/P)

















C SI~LAI CORREClS lHE NUSSELT NUMBERS ANC THE DIMENSICNlESS TEMPERAl
C URES OF THE UNHEATED kALlS IN THE CORNER AND hALL C~~NNELS IN THE








































ENTRY SI Ml A2 ( TI , Hd , TLI ,N LI, TE T,ö I , TBEQ1 , T8EQ2 )















C fUNCTION SMFUNI EVAlUATES SQRT(lAMBDA/8' FGR THE S~CCTH REGlel\ CF

















AT TrE FIRST ITERATION IN RECANG






















7 / SUR 31/WC FNS« 3 ) ,0 P NSl 3) ,W Tt\ S1 ( 3 , 3) ,W TNS 2 (3, 2 ) ,l t\ S Cl ) ,R l.J ~ SN S l
8 3)/MOß24/WTC42,3)/M0826/RU~S{42)/TUR2/CTURB1(2)




3 ILAMIN01 I2TIP(42,31 IlAMIN3/flATIP{~2),FlOTIP(42)
4 ILt\MIN4/F2ATIP«4Z,3I,F20TIP(42,3)/WCSE7/~AWC (18,2,2)
5 IWCSE9/TAVWC«18,2,2)/CORR2/CHICIB,2,2),PSIIIE,2,ZI

















•• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -e ••••••••••
CfRREC1ION OF THE CHANNEl FlCW ßREAS TO TAKE INTO ß(COUNT THAT
T~E SUBCHANNEL GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS MUST BE BASED [~ THE TIP




leep "I\S" STARTS (NS= ChAI\NEl INDEX)




I F( NP IN ( NS I • E(~. 1 I GOT n n 5
*****************************************~****.***~**.-** ••• ******
ONLV FOR CHA~NELS WITH MORE THAN 1 SUßCHANNEl
NI=NER{NSI
NP1=NP-l





C CONNfCTIONS RETWEEN THE SUBCHANt\ELS CF CHßNNEL "NS" ANC THE












RHO 1 ( I l=RHO ( PR 1, TSC Hl( N S , I , )
f"INS (I )=MSCHU NS, I)
ANS(1 )=ASCH(NS,I )*f2ATIPINS,11
OE( I )=CEZ(NS )*F20TIP (NS, I)
TINS( I )=TSCHU NS,I)
1 WCFUC« !)=WCF(NSI*ANSC!)/A(NS)
............................................•...•.................




CAlCUlATI0N OF THE PRESSURE LOSSES (lC(P ITGl)
oe 47 ITGl=l,60
c





WCf NS ( I) == WCF'J S( I ) +WC F UD ( I )
M2NS« I )= MINS (I )-H*WCFNS ( I)
~1 sc H( NS , I ) = { 1\12 NS ( I l+-'" INS ( I I ) ':<0. 5
TANS( I )=TAV(NSI
2 RU!\ SNS«I )= MSCH( ~J S , I ) *SQ RT ( LAM SC Hf NS, I ) *0 • 125 ) lAS CH( " s, !) *ARE ASC





CALCLlATlnN OF THE BULK TEMFERATURES l LOUP ITERM )
no 20 ITERM=1,2J
C






MAV2="'SCHlNS, I I) *tlREASCI ASCHNS, 11 )
IF<TANS( I) .lF.O•• ()R. TANS( l) .GT .3000 •• CR. TAt\sn U.lE.O •• CR ..
*TtI~S(II).GT .. 3101.}GOrO 302
WHI S1( T , I 1 ) =TME { Pß T, MA. V1 , MAV2 , Tö f\ S( I ) , TA 1\ S CI I ) , l A~ SO· ( NS, I ) ,
*lA rJ SCh (NS , I I ) , AR EAS C, AR EA SC, CTUR BI ( 1 TYP) )
IF(lZHP(NS,I).EQ .. l .OR. I2TIP(NS, IO.EQ.1hHNSlt 1,11)=0 ..
3 WTNSl( II,I)=WTNSUI,II)
4 CCI\TII\UE











































CALL CFl( TA \I S ( I ) , TA NS ( I I ) ,MAVI, M,LW 2, 0 PNS ( I I , DPNS ( I I ) ,
* !TGL,rACF,~AVCF)
c
















T2NS« I »=- Tsei l( \I S, I »+- Hf( MSCH( NS, I ) *CP I P8T, TANS ( IJ I ) * ( ( QS CHI NS, I I*Q 0
+- FV'" Ql I NM~~P:::: RL ( \lTYP (\I SI ) *0 • S*)lDEV» IlE N::; TH+ THFX+C FHEX+CO\lHE)
TSCH{NS,I»=(M~NS(I)*T2NS(r)"'MSCHl(NS,I)*TSCH1(NS,I»)*O .51
* MSC H( "S , I )
16 CONT I NUE
IF(ITGl.EQ.l);)TO 25
c








TA NS( I ) -= TSC H( NS , I )
CONTINUf....................................................••............
-290-










WRI TE ( (;, 2J. ) NS, ( TA NS( I ) , I:: 1 , NP) , I TC OR R
21 FORMIlT( 5X,'SUBCHANNEt CALCUlATION STors IN LOOP ITFRM OE CHAN







CONVERGENCE rlAS SEEN REACHED FOR THE ENERG) EQlATI(~S; THE CAleu=
tATI(~ OF THE P~ESSURE CROPS STARTS
25 CONTINUE
00 26 I=l,NP
RHO AV« I ) = RHO ( PB T , TSC H( NS , I ) }











TMOEX=TMOEX- (UNS« I )-UNS «I I' )*WTNS l( I, J I)
27 CONT INUE
C














C CROSS-FlOW EXCHANGE SUßCHANNEL-$UBCHANNEl
C
.oe 3e II=l,NP
I F ( I • EQ• I I )GO TO 30
AREAII=AREASC*F2ATIPINS,II)










J==N 15 (NS ,M)
I\REAJ=ACHPHYP(J) l*HAT IPIJ)






CFMOFX=(Z.*UNS( I )-UCF)*;'KFNS( O/ANS( O*H
XME~(I)=LAMSCH(NS,I)*HI(Z.*Cf(I) *RHOAVI I»
RE=r-1SCHtNS, I >*DE( I) f(AN SI I I *ETA (PBT ,TSCHINS, I I»
IF(INrSP.EQ.2)XMEM(I)=XMEM(I)+(CSPAC(NS, I,I1SPAC)+C5POPFIEPS«NS,I,
*I 1SP AC) ,OE ( !) ,LA M5CH ( N5 , I ) ,WS P, PG DP «N S, 1, Il SP AC ) , j( E, {TyP) ) I
fRHOAV(II
DP NS «I )= XX'" ( -« MS CH( NS , I ) fAN S ( I ) ) **2'* ( XMEM ( 1) - ( f< ..0 ( PR 2, T 2N S( I) )







TEST FOR THE CO~VERGENCE OF THE PRESSLRE DROPS
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
FND CF LOOP ITFREl: POINT REACHEO IN THE CASE OF CCNVERGENCE
PROBLEMS






004 I 1= 1, NP
I F (ABS fDPNS (Il/DPNSAV-l.) .GT.l.E-02)GOTO 45








Dn 46 1= 1, NP


















WRITE f6,49lITCORR,NS, (DPNS (I), T=I,NP I, IMSCH(NS, I), I=l,NP),
* (TSCH(NS,I) ,I=l,NPl
-292-
49 FORMAT(II 5X,·SUBCHANNEl CAlCULATION 5TOPS IN lOCf IlGl: ITCORR=
l' ,I5,5X,H,jS:',r5/5X,'PRESSURE LOSSES .. AVERAGE MAS~fS .. AVERAGE TE










.......................•............ ~ ..•••.........•.. ............















FPS M= f-I SC HCNS ,1 ) - ( XMSC HA I [ I I ,1 ) +- XfJ SC HB( I I I, U )
XMSCHACIII,l)=XMSCHACIII,l)"EPSM*Cl.-l./AOAßtIII,l»
















oC 40 C:] J WC= 1, 2
(: HJ( I I I , 1 , J \.JC ) .= 1.
PSUIII,I,JWC)=l.
T6VWC{III,I,JWC)=TSCHtNS,I)
'4 AW CCI II , I, J WC )=MSC H( r\j S , I) *ASC HWC( I I I , I , J WC) IA NS( I )
....................................•.........••.•.••......•.......











END (~ lOOD "NS" : THE CAlCULATICNS HAVE BEEN PERFC~'ED FOR All






C SURROLTINE SUBCON EVALUATES THE NUMßER OF CHANNElS CCNNECTEO TC
C EACH SUBCHl\NNEL I OF CHANNEl NS ( NCHC (I) h ICENT lflES THESE
C CHANNflS BY MEANS OF' JCHC{I,K), IDENTIFIES WHICH SLECHANNEl 11 CF
C THE S~f>lE CHANNEL NS 'IS CONNECTEC TO THE SAME CHAr--1NEl ( BV MEANS OF
C J SC H( I , M) ).
C




on 3 tJ= 1, N 1
J = NI S (NS t t-.1 J
NPJ=NPIN(J)
Dn 1 IJ=l,NPJ
I F { J F I N( J, 1 J I • E). J pr N( NS, I ) ) GOT 0 2
1 CONTlr--JUF
GOTC 3
2 r'f CHC l I ) -= NC HC ( I ) i- 1





on 9 I:: 1, NP 1
IF(NCt-C(II.F:tJ.O)GCTQ 9
NCI-CI=NCHCII)
o C 8 K1 -= 1, Ne HC I
11=1+1
00 6 II= Il, ~\1P
IF(NCt-:C{II).EQ.·)GOTC 6
NCI-C I I=NCHC( I I)
00 5 K2=1,NCHCII











C------------- - -.------ - ------------------------------------------------
C )UßDH H~lVES THE K.TH AXIAL SECTION IF C(~VFRGfNCE FFOBlEMS




















X( I I ... 1 )= X( I I )
Xl I I)=X{ II-l)
00 1 I\S=l,NSTOT
NP=I\Plf\INS)














>({R HP L , HIT , TE, I TTE MP, QPLU S,ET f>, A, RH (A, ET AE, Rl-.eß, ET AI W,R 1-0 [14, BET A, EM 1,
.*XCl,XC2,Tl,*,CSJ
C--------------·----------·-------------------·----------------------------
C SUBRCUTINE TAU EVALUATES POINTS CF THE LINE F=FIPJ IF=O FCR PCINTS






















FOR TtiE I.TH SUB-SUBCHANNEl, IF 1>1
1 CCf\TIf\UE
WW= W- I I E« I ) +E« 1- 1 ) ) ;« 0 • 5- EM1)*XC 1













IFCDAI.GT.O•• AND. OBI.GT.G.lGOTC 100
WRI T r= l6 ,22 ) I ,D l\ I , DB I , P, El I , , E«1- 1) , PVERT ( 1) , P VER H 1-1 ) , I TC OR R
22 FORMA1(5X,'STOP IN TAU: I=',I5,5X,'OA!=' ,E15.5,5X,'[BI=',E15.5
1/5X • ' F= , , F15 • 5, 5X, ' E( I ) = I , E15 .5, 5X, ' E{ 1- U =' ,E 15. 51 ~)l , ' PV ER T( I ) = I t
2F 15. 5 ,5 X" p VF. RTC I -1 )=, ,Ei5. 5 ,5 X, ' rr CCR fl= , , 15 )
RETURN 1























C---------- - ----.-- ---.- ----- -- ---- ----- - -----------------------.-.---------



















1 Al, KI , R1DR 2 ,OE I , I, J P IN, YYI ,F ACH E»
C-----------------------------------------------------------------------
C TElIN COMPUTES THE LINER TE~PER&TURES ßNe CORRECTS 1fE PIN TE~PERj
























•••• • e ,. •••••••••• .......................... ...... -e .
INLEl EFFECT ON THE LINER ~USSELT NU~BER
Rl=OEl*RIDRZ*O.5/( l.-RlDR2)
H2=R 1tO. 5*DE I
FACHE=TISCRl,R2,3l
FNU=( 1.-Al*R LDRZ**0.6)*NUTU*« TIf-Z73.16)**O.5*VVI*FHHE
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
I1ERA1ION FOR THE CALCULATICN OF THE LINER TEMPERATLRE AT




At FA 2=NU 2*K IlnE I
TLINEP=TI+QALIN/AlFA2
IFCAßS(TlINER/TW2-1.).LE.1.E-04}GOTO 5
1 CeNT H,U E
..................................................................
CCNVEFGENCF PROBLEMS IN THF lOOP IIWI
WF I 1 E ( 6,2) I , JP I ~'J , Ha









I f ( Q A.L E. 1 • E- {) 6 )GO TO 10..........................................•.........•........•....
REAL ROD TE~PERATURE IN THE CASE OF HEATEO ROD ANC ~EATED SHROUO
~Ul=~Ll/Cl.+QAlIN/QA*TETAl*~Ul)
M. FA1= NU 1*K I 10 EI
Twl=TI+QtJ./AlfAI
..................................................................







SLßROUTINE TEMLAfJ(*,PRT,TI ,I"ASShDEIR,ARElII,QQ,QßllN,TE, 1,11,1'1,
& TWl,ITYP,F2ATIP,F20TIP,OVOl»
C ------------------------------------------------------------------
C TEMlAM CO~PUTfS THE PIN TEMPfRATURES ANO THE lEMPEFtlURE Of TfE
C LINER IN THE SUßCHtlNNELS WHERE TI-E flOW IS lAl'lINAR « THE VELOCITY
C PROFllF 15 ASSUMfO TC BE AlREAOY OEVflOPEO AT THE FCSITION WHERE T
C HE~TING STARTSI
C I1YP=1 CENTRAl SUBCHANNFlS AND CENTRbl PART Of WAll SUBCHANN
C ITYP=2 WALL PART OF WALL SURCHANNELS

























C-------- (1\U UINF IF (QILIN =0
C
lF( ITYP.!=Q. UGJTO 1
NUIIN=4.07+1.237/RAS**O.SQ272
GOlO 2
1 NUI IN=RASI (l.tRAS) *( 14. 1207+4.12tl*.AlOG( C.<:J52313/RA 5-1.)1
2 CCNTIf\UE
C






I F ( B• l T• 0.. , B=0 •
4 YNU)=IRAS/O.Oü0621**S
C







IF(NTYPtI).EQ.2 .AND. ITYP.EQ.l .ANO. I.GE.NSI .ANC. I.LE.NS2)
*CA LL S IMl 1\2 n 1 f TW1 f TL 1, NU 1, TE TA2, TB EQR , TB EQL )
I F( I lYP.EQ.l )RETURN 1
C
(--------CalCULATIONS ONLY FOR THE CORNER CHANNELS AND 1HE WALL PARTS OF
























IF(I.GE.1I.JSl .AND. I.LE.NS2}CAll SIMl~l(TE,lI,lllil,HIf\ER(II,~qf~Ul,
* TETA2,I,M,TBECR,TBECL,II)
I F ( Tl TNE R( I I , M) .l T• TE) TLI NE R( I I J ~ )=T E
JFIABS(Ql\lIN).lE.l.E-06 )RETURN 1
C
C-------- (~SE OF HEATED LINER ( FOR CORNER CHANNELS AND ~ALL PART Cf TH























I\lFA 2=NU2*KI IDE I
TLINf~(II,M)=TI+QALIN/ALFA2





C--------GENERAl CASE Of HFATEO LINER ANC Ror (CORNER CHA~NFLS ANO WAll














C TIS EV~LUATES THE CORRECTION FACTOR FO~ THE NUSSElT NUMBERS IN
C THE REGION WHERE IHE T~MPERATURE PROFILE IS N(T YEl FUlLY
C DFVEL(PFO ( CASE CF TUReULENT FlOW )
C INU=l : FnR SMOllTH RODS
C INU=2 : FOR ROUGH RODS
C INU=) : FOR SMJOTH LINER
C
************************~*********************~*******************
NO rQlATIONS ARE AVAIlARlE tlT THE MOMENT FCR Tt-E HUT EEFEeT IN




























C SUPRCUTINE TLINE EVALUATES THE POSITION OF THE TAU=( lI~E FOR EACH
C "WAll-TYPE" SUB-SUBCHAN~EL
C
1 P 1= P ( I 11 + o. aa>lq w/0- 1. )
XX=-O.04
....... ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• _e •••••••••••••••••• ., .
STARlING POINT (F(P),P) FO~ THE I.ST SU~-SUBCI-At\NEl





















RE~EARCH OF fWO CONSECUTlVE POINTS tf(P) ,P) Al WHICI- f= FAI-fBI







1Ft TltUl.EQ. UGUTn 3
IF(Fl*F2.L~.O.IGOTO 6
3 Fl=F2






TWC CONSFCUTIVE POINTS AT WHICH F =FAI-FBI HAS DIFfERENT SIGNS
HAVE SEEN NOT FnUND : IT WILL BE TRIED TO ~TARl CLeSER TO THE ReDS







WRnE (6,5) I, ITT E,..1 P, NS, K
'5 l=ORMAH5X,'STOP IN TLINF IN lOOP ITAUl FOR SUBCL',I3,2X,'(lTTE
~~P=',I2,'IOF CHANNEL',I'tr2X,Q.L\XIAL SECTICN NR.',I4,'I'/130C'>l<'))
If(N~N.EQ.40)RETURN 1
NNN=4C
I F ( I • GT .2) Il= 1-2
GelC f40Q
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
T WC C( NS Fe UT I VE PeINTS ( F ( P ) , P) HA VE BEEN FO UNO, AT hHICH
F= FAI-FBI HAS DIFFEREr\T SIGNS; THE V~LUE CF P AT kHICH F=Q WIll






1TE, IT TEMP, QP LU S, ETAA, RH OA, ETAß, RHOB, F 1 AI k f RH C1111, ANGl ,E tJ 1 ,xCl, XC2,
2Tl,&850 rl,CS)
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PROBLEMS IN FINDING THE POSITION OF THE TAU=C LINE
WRITE(6,9)I,ITTEMP,NS,K
9 FORMA1(5X,'ST[lP IN TLINE IN lOOP ITAU2 FOR SUBCH.',I3,2X,'orT
*EMP=',I2,')OF Cf1ANNEl',y4,2X,'(AXIAl SECTION Nf< .. ',14,')')
8500 RETURN 1
r ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
C THF PCSITlON OE THF TAlJ=O LINE HAS BEEt\ FCUf\O FOR SLE-SUBCHANNEl I











SU3ROllINE TMCF( I ,NI ,TT ,TOT~,MAVI)
(-----------------------------------------------------------------------
C TMCF FVALUATES THE AYERAGE CROSS-FlCW TE~PERATURES FOR T~E
C CRCSS-FLOW EXCHANGE BETWEEN CHAN~ElS
C
REAL MAV,MAYI,MAVJ




























*' I ND PR f PJf= UJIIi, r PAS T f I PA EN [f IR f Aelf Xl AM 1, STL EN, *)
C --.-----------------------------------------.---.--.-----------.------
C TMFUN PUNCHS THE CAROS WHICH MUST AE (HANGEO TO START A NEW
C CAlCULATION STEP IPUI\CHING UNITY=l)
C THE ACTUAl CALCUlATION STEP IS STOPPEO BECAUSE THE AllOi-JED
C CAlCULATION TIME TIMEPU HAS SEEN ELAPSEO OR BECAUSE THE END
C OF THE AXIAL PORTION IPAEND CIPAEND<7) HAS 8EEI\ OVEFTAKEN
C
REAL ~FLOW,MI,MSCHlf~SCWCl

















lAiR [ TE ( 1 ,2 ) STLE ;~
C
eLAST PlOCK OE CAROS
WRI TE« I , 4) ( ;"1 I( NS ) , TE MP ( NS) ,N S= 1, ~STC1)
Dr 5 f\ S= 1 , NSTOT
NSW=NS-NSTR
ND=NPHdNS)
I-JlU TE ( 1, 4) (M SC HI ( NS, M) , TSCHI ( NS , M) f M:: 1 , NP)
IE( NT YP( NSI. EQ.2 l WR I TE« 1, 4) ( «MS( WC 1 ( NSW, ,., , J WCl, TSC\0 C1C NSW, ,., t J WC) ,
:I< JW C=1 , 2 l , M= I, 2 )
4 FOFMAT(8FIO.5)




VERSION FOR HEXAGONAL ßLNDLES...................................................... .. ~ .
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C ------------------------------------------------------------------
C TNU EVAlUATES THE TEMPERATURE AT WHICH THE GAS PROFERTIES ~UST BE
C CO~PLTEO IN THE CASE OF LAMINAR FLCW FOR T~E DEFINITION O~ THE
C REYNOlDS NUMBER USED fOR THE CAlCUlATICN CF THE FRTCTIGN F~CTORS










C T01GEC CAlC~lATES FlCW aREAS , EQUIVALENT CIA~ETERS ANC OTI-ER
C GFOMETRIe DATA FOR THE WHOLE BUNOLE FlCW SEC1ICN , FCR IHE














Z \oiC =E"'2 / SQ:3
rn !P=RT IP*2.
SIOE=EXCCN*C+(2.*W-O)/SQ3
















fJ ET II =4. *AT AI ( ot,{p I G/6 • +( w- 01 2 )*2.1 SQ 3 )
AAC=A1C/6.
AAW=ATW*O.5
{H', 1\= Al A* 0 • 5



















1 WC 0=1 wc /n TI P
AWD2=C~W*FATIP(2)/OTIP**2
P \Ai Ir; 0 =lj •*AA W':C FA TI P I2 ) 1 W FTW}~ FOT I P12 He CT I P )
WRITEI6,1)ATOT,OETOT,ASEC
WRITFI6,3)ATC,ATW,ATA,OfTC,CETW,DETA
1 FORMJlTUII 5X,'TOTAL FLOWAREA=' ,FIO.2,IX,'SQCtJ'/5)<,'TCTAl EC;:UIVAL
IFNT [YlIMETER=',FIO.l,lX, 'CM'/5X, 'FLOW AREA DF SEC1ICN=',flG.2,lX,'
~'SQCM' n
3 FCRMATI5X, 'FUN ARFAS OF CHANNELS: '/5)<, 'CENTRAL.::' ,FIO.2/5X,'WAll
*=',FI0.2/5X,'CORNFR=',FI0.2115X,'EQUIVALENT OIAMFTERS'/5X,'CENTRAl






C SUßRCUTINE TRIeAI CALCULATES fPICTION FACTORS liND CPPRCXIMATE























.......... fit ,. 4& ,. " •
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*SI GM /J. 1 f NS , M» , PHI I ( NS , M) , &177, D, TWI ,T I, C)
1~IA~=TWIAV+TWI*AlFA
TBSSCZ{NS ,M )=TI
TWSSC 2 ( NS, .\1 »=T WI
I F (I.GT• 1» GD TJ 1
TBSSC1( NS,~ )=TI
HiSSC 11 NS,~-1) =TWI
1 CONTINUE
....................•................•.•......•.....•.......•.....
ALL SLB-SUBCHANNElS HAVE BEEN CC'PUTEO; AVERAGE SUE-$UBCHANNEL
VARIAElES WILL BE NOW COMPUTED
TWIAV=TWIAV*12./PIG






IF( 13TIP{NS,M).EQ.2)GOTO 3000... .................................................................












.......... ...................... ., ...................................................................
FOR 13TIP=1 OR I3TIP=3
COfn I f\ UE
RELA=RELAM(ASCH{NS,M)*FATIP{l),OET*FOTIP(l),PB,lSC~{NS,M) ,TkINS. N)
JI, , MS CH( NS , ,.q , f) • , 1 ,0 ., 1 • »
IAMLA~=AKAPPA(NS)/RElA
RQCEN=C*SQRT(SQRT(3.)/CZ.4PIG»
cALL FNTRFR{K,1 ,1 , RT I P{ I PA. ,RO CEN, R2 CE N, NStil r, M, CET*fC TI P ( 1 ) ,
* Asc H( NS, M•*F AT I P ( 1 • ,M SC H( r-. S, M) , PB, 1 SCH ( NS,M) ,L AMLA M»
IF{ 12TIP{NS,M).EQ.l'GOTO 2991.................... -.................•............................
13TIP=]: SAGAPO OECIDES WHETHER THE FLOW IS LAMINaR OR TURBULENT
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FOR La~INAR AND FOR TURBULENT FLOW « HERE COMES THE CAlCUlATICN


















C TURENU EVAlUATES THE NUSSElT NUMBER OF A TUBE WITH lHE SAME REYNOl
C ANO PRANOTl NUMßERS AS THE ANNULAR SECTIG~ WHOSE CROSS SECTIONAl F











C TURBwe EVAlUATES THE GEOMETRIC CC~STANTS FCR THE TUFBUlENT

















y B2= ( f *c 2- 03 *5 IN GAM *0.5) I ( 12. *A 2)
X82=(f2*C-03*(1.-COSGAM)*O.S)/tlZ.*AZ)
DEIZ=(Al+A2)/(AI/DEI+A2/DEZ)






C TWCTEP CORREC1S THE COMPUTEO ROD TE~PERATURE TC TA~E I~TO ACCGUNT




02=( 2( I PA)





C TWFUN EVALUATES AN AVERAGE VAlUE FOR ROD lEMPERATURES
C























C UA EVllLUATES TH~ AVERAGE CROSS-FlOW VElOCITIES FOR lHE CROSS-FlOW
























2 ISUß3/AOAß( IB,2hDETB( 18,Z)/SUB4/lAMB(18,Z'


























1 CJ\tl PT! tPBT,TSCHI,MI,MSCHI,~q,OE(ll,ASCH(I,M),l.,lAMSCH{l,M),
1 yytK,I,M),QA,FACHE,TE,RH,I,II,M,JPIN(I,Ml ,HdI,M),l.,l,
2 OE(I),n,YOH{I,M),&8500,F2ATIP(I,M},f20TIP(hM»
T EMPB« I t M) .= T SC H« I , M)








GOT (] (3, 4 ) , J \4 C
C
C -I-WAll TYPE PART
C
3 RU 101-< U= XM SCHR« I I , M) *A DA tH I I ,M)/ MAWC« I I ,M, U
CALl PTI (PßT,TAVWC( II,M,ll,MAWCtII,M,U,OETBtII,MJ,ASCHWC{II,M,l1
1 ,Al) AR ( I I , M) , LA""8 ( I I ,M) ,YV «K, I, M) , QA, FACH E , TE, Rh I, I I, M,




C -2-CENTRAL TYPE PART
C
4 CAtl FTI (PBT,TAVWCIII,M,21,MAWCtII,M,2hDfWC{II,M,2),ASCHWC«II,M,
1 2),1.,lAMWC«II ,M,2),YY{K,I,fJ) ,QA,FACHE,Tf.,FI-,I,II,M,JPIN
2 «I, M) , TW WC« II, M, 2 I , 1. , 1, DEWC ( I I tM, 2) ,0, XX) )( ,& 8500 ,1. ,1. )
C
l) T W( h 1'0= HH I , M)+ PHWC (I I , M, J \oiC ) *T11I WC { II ,M, J WCI
6 CONT IT\UE
























I F( I EXAV• EQ • 1 •RE TUR N
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
If AN AVERAGE VALUE IS OESIRED FOR THE PIN ANO FOP THE SHROUC






DD 20 I=NSTR l,NSTOT
NP=NPIN(I)
on 2C M=l,NP








00 30 I=NSTR 1,NSTOT
NP=NPIHI)
00 '30 M= 1, NP
TlINEF{I-NSTR,M)=TlM






Data ror a turbulent calculation ror the 19-rod bundle
(Test 1 ror the 19-rod bundle of /5/)
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2 19 3 Q 2 0 0 0
1 0
2.61 1.4793/+7 o. 0.03 27. 117.8 O. 75.
i). 4.2 4. 1.83 1.83 1.8367t'3 1.836763 1.836163
1.83 1.83
530.lf+4 0.915 0.915 0.915 0.(H83815 O.91~ 0.915 0.915
0.822 C.822 0.822 0.822 0.822 0.822 0.822 0.915
0.915 0.945 0.945 0.945 O. S 15 C.915
1 3 10 10 10
3<).90999 39.90999 189.89 189.8i 1207.199950.023 0.023 0.096





5 0 2 0 3 0 0 0
C 0 J 0 0 0 0
ltO 3 3 10
2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.
2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2.
1 • 0.5 1 • 1 • 1.
O. C.
1.2 C.
1. 1 • 1 • 1. 1. 1. 1.
189. 89 2f4.79 O. 277.14 O. 333.04 255.72 189. '3 ';)
208.01 o. 237.67 O. 249.85 250.50 189.89 195.45
O. 226. 25 ;). 230.63 240.96




3 0 0 1 0 1 0
14 lt.8 219.'3 224.
1
1. 1. 1.
1 • 1. 1.
i). 8 62.9 142.9 222 .9
.2028 • 1893 • 1893 • 1893 .2028
.1893 .2028 .22'-)37
.206256 .2C6256
I • 1 • 1 • 1 • 1. 1.
1 • 1. 1. 1 • 1. 1.
1 • 1. 1.
1. 1 • 1 • 1.
1. 1. 1. 1.
.202B .1893 .1893 .1893 .2028
• 1893 • 2') 28 .22937
.206256 .206256
1 • 1. 1 • 1 • 1. 1.
1. 1. 1. 1. 1. I •
1 • 1 • 1 •
1 • 1. 1. 1 •
1 • 1 • 1. 1.
.2028 .1893 .1893 .1893 .2028
.1893 .2028 .22937
.2062 '56 .2062'56
I. 1. 1. 1. l.. 1.
1 • 1 • 1. 1 • 1. 1.
1 • 1 • I •
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1. 1. 1. 1 •
1. I • 1. 1.







Parts of a printed output (Test 1 for the 19-rod bundle of /5/)
19 RCOS BUNOLE :
INLET PRESSURE=40.6968536 KG/SQC~ =3S.SC99731 B4RS
INLET TE~PEpaTURE= 189.89 C
TOT4L MASS FLJW RATE= 1207.19995 GfSEC
GFOMETRY AT 20 OEGREES :
pon PITCH= 2.610000 C~
orSTANCF CE~TER OF ROD - EX4GONAl WAlL= 1.479347 CM
ZWC= 0.0 C~
TOTAL lENGTH= 223.000 CM
HEATEO LENGTH= 191.000 CM
LENGTH AND VOL. DIAMETERS FOR THE EXISTING
LENGTHlll= 27.0)))00 CM VOL. DIAM.ll)=
LENGTHlZ)=1l7.300'003 C~ VClo DIAM. (2)=
LENGTHI41= 75.000000 CM VOL. DIAM.(4)=
LFNGTH(6)= 4.200000 CM VCL. OI4M.16)=







HEIGHT CF ROUGHNESS (RH) = 0.03000 CM
G{H+) * I{R2-RLlfRH* 0.0101** 0.053 1 (PR** 0.440*1 (TW+273.15)/{TB+273.1S))*" 0.500)=
= 3.813*IHW+I~* 0.274+ 0.0 I{HW+)** 1.000
RIH+I=1 2.710+ S100.0flHW+l** 3.0001** 1.0elO+ 0.400*LNlRH/I O.010*(RO-Rlll
+ 5. 0-o0/( HW+ 1** 0.500* I (TW+213. 16) 1 (TBI +273 .16 )-11** 2.000
MAXIMUM POWER FROM THE LINER:
Q "'AX= 0.0 CAL ISEC *c M
MAXIMUM POWER OF RODS:
Q MAX ( U= 0.24279E+02 CALfSEC*CM
Q MAX ( 2 1= 0.24279E+C2 CALlSEC*CM
Q MAX{ 31= el.24279E+02 CALfSEC*CM
o MAX I 4)= O. 24279f+ C2 CALfSEC*01
o MAX ( S )= 0.24279E+J2 CALfSEC"C'1
o MA X( 6)= 0.24279E+02 CALfSEC*CM
Q '1AX ( 7 )= O.24219E+02 CAL/SEC*CM
o MAX ( 8)= 0.24279E+02 C4LfSEC*CM
Q ,MAX ( 9)= 'J. 24279E+ OZ CALfSEUCM
o MAX I 101= 0.24279 EHZ CALf S FC "C M
Q MAX I 11) = 0.24279E+02 CALfSEC*01
o MAX ( 12 )= O. 24279E+ 02 CAL fSFC"C'~
Q MAXI 13)~ 0.24279E+02 CAL/SEC"CM
Q ~'AX I 14)= 0.24279F+C2 CAL/SEC"C'1
Q MAX ( 15)= O.24279E+92 CALfSFC"CM
Q MAXI 161= O. 24279E+ 02 CALfSEC*C'~
o MAX ( 17)= O.24279E+C2 CAL/SEC*CM
Q MAX I 18)= O.24279E+C2 CAL/SEC"CM






COEFFICIENTS FOR THE POLVNO"1IAL PROFILES OF THE ROD POWEP. I G TAKEN AT THE BEGlf\f>ING OF THE ACTUAL PART I:
AS FAR AS X =144.80J003 C"1
0.10000E+01
AS FAR AS X =719.800003 C"1
0.10000E+0 1
AS FAR IIS X =224.100000 CM
O. 10000E+ 01
COEFFICIENTS FüR THE POLYNOMIAL PROFILE OE TH~ LINEP FCIIER I 0 TAKEN AT T~E BEGINNING OF THE ACTUAL PART I:
AS FAR AS X =144.800003 C"1 :
0.10000E+01
AS FAP AS X =219.ß00003 C"1
0.10000E+01
AS FAP AS X =224.000000 CM
o. 1000 OE+ 0 1
PESULTS CF INDEX
NROWS= 3 TYPE OF SECTION=3 NR. OF CENTRAL CHAf\NELS= 3
NS= 1 TYPE=1 CHANNELS CONNECTEO 3
NS= 2 TYPF=1 CHANNELS CONNECTEO 3 5
NS= 3 TyP E= 1 CHANNELS CONNECTEO 2 1
NS= 4 TY PE=3 CHANNELS CONNECT~D 5
NS= 5 TYPE=2 CHANNELS CONNECTED 4 2
SPACER S (A T 20 DEGREE SI:
WIOTH= 0.800000 CM











I~ITI~L UNHEATED SMCOTH PART
C = 2. 6 17<142 C '1
Z= 1.4E3958 CM
ZWC= 0.) CM
VOL. DIAMETER= 1.835568 CM
PAR T L E~ GT H= 27. 0 8 21 5 CM
NUMBER CE SPACFRS= 0
INLET CCNDITIONS :
INLfT AvERAGE TEM"ERATURE= 139.89 C
I~llET PPESSURE=40.6968536 KG/SQCM =39.9099731 aARS
TOTAL FlOW AREA= 75.19 SQCM
TOTAL EQUIVALENT aIAMETER= 2.0 CM





EDU IV AL ENT
CENTRAL=
WALL=














CHANNEL 1 : IJSEO KAPPA= llS.740 {INPUT KAPPA= I1B.7401
CHANNEL 2 USFO KAPPA= llB.740 I INPUT KAPPA= 11B.7401
CHANNEL 3 USEO KAPPA= 118.740 {I NPUT KAPPA= 118.7401
Qf-iANNfL " USEO K'PPA= 92.790 (INPUT KAPPA= 92.7901CHANNFl ') US"D KAPPA= 91.962 (INPUT KAPPA= 91.9621
************~*******~****~~******~***********************************************************************************************
GEOMETRY OE CENTRAL CHANNELS IREFERENCE TO 1/61



































GfOMETRY OF l\"JGULAR CHl\NNFL5 IREFERENCE Ta 112)










































PRfSSURE LOS5 aUf Ta ENTRl\NCE=-C.C384827 KG/SQCM =-0.0377386 BARS ( CI~L=I.201
***********,*********************************.******************************.***********.****.*,*.*.,*••*****., •••••••*.** •••••••
TOTAL LfNGTH= 27.08 CM NUMBER OF SECTION5= 5 FR EL= 1.0000
AX I AL SECT ION :~R. 1 SECTION LENGTH= 5.4164~; HEIGHT= 2.70821 ) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
T 2= 1 PS.89))
I nCORP= <;
R 2= 4c).656815 P AV= 40.657593
ITGL= 7 ITGll= 28 ITER~=
OElTAP=-O.00153973











































1)= O. 39236E +04
2)= 0.39236E+04
31= 0.39236F+04

















































































































































































MOUT 11 1= o. 16224,) E+)2
'"10UT(2)= 0.431901E+Ol
OUT. ~ASS 20.544174
Q U NER= 0.0
'"1']UT I 11= 0.162251E+C2
MOUT(2)= 0.43l903E+Ol












AXIAL ~FCTION ~IR. 5 ( SECTIO/\ LENGTH~ 5.41643; hEIGHT~ 24.37392 I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
T 2~ IP9.89::l::l
I ITCORP= 5
P 2= 40.650650 P AV~ 40.651413
ITGL= 7 ITGU= 30 HER ~=
DELTAP~-0.00153785
1 F RE L= 1. 00 )
LAMECA~0.OI757
CHANNEL OUTLFT"1ASS AVERAGE MASS OUTLET TEMP. AVERAGE TEMP. PRESSURE LOSS
I O.131E7742E+C2 C.1337C€34H02 C.18<;88991E+03 0.18988982E+03 -] .1537747 2E-02
2 0.267620851:'+ 02 0.26730515E+02 o .18989C06E+03 O.18988985E+03 -0.15377530E-C2
3 0.13387 403E+ 02 0.13370583E+02 C.18989003E+03 O.18988988E+03 -0.15377172E-02
4 J.61291894E+01 0.61159348E+Jl C.18989C84E+03 0.18989073E+03 -0.15379128E-02
5 ). 409329:J7F+ 02 O. ',095205 7E +02 0.18989030E+03 o .18989011E+03 -0. 15371293E-C2
UAV I 1)= J.39682E+04 WCF( ll~ -0.6241';-02 MOl ll= 13 .39 L AM I ll= 0.01152
UAV( 21~ J.39666E+04 WCF( 21= -O.117E-0 1 1'0 I 21= 26.77 L AM ( 21= 0.e1152
UAV I 3 )= O.39682E+04 WCFI 3)~ -0.621E-QZ MOl 3)= 13.39 LAMI 31~ 0.01152
UAV( 41= J.3f;3lJE+04 WCFt 4)= e. 110E-0 1 ~Ol 41= 6.13 L AM I 41= 0.02000
UAV( 51= ).39016E+04 WCF( 5)= 0.107E-OZ MOl 5)= 40.<;4 LAMI 51= 0.01111
11 WTl 1, 3)= 0.402E-Ol
1) WT I 2, 31= O.803E-OI 2) WTl 2, 5) = O.535E-Ol
11 IITI 3, 2)= O.d03E-Ol 21 WTI 3, 1 ) = 0.40 2E-0 1
1) 1011 I 4, 5)~ 0.25 OE,- 0 1
11 WTI 5, 4)= J.250E-Ol 21 WT I 5, 2 1= O.535E-0 1
CHANNEl /\R. 1
1-IROD NR. 2} nUT. MASS 8.925117 DU T. TE~P.= 189.89 LAM8DA= 0.01752 RE8~138994. REk=138994.
Q L 1'1ER= 0.0
2- (ROD NR. 11 OUT. MASS 4.462580 OUT. TE~P.= 189.89 LAMBDA= 0.01752 RE B= 138995. RE \!~ 138995.
Q LI NER= 0.0
CHANNEL NR. 2
1-IROD NR. 8 ) OUT. MASS 8.918846 OUT. TE~R.= 189.89 LA~eCA~ 0.01752 REB=138912. REw= 138912.
Q LINER= O.D
2- I 1'[0 NR. 2) OUT. MASS 8.924004 OUT. TEI'P.~ 189.E9 LAMBDA= 0.01752 REB=138980. REk=138980.
Q LI NER~ 0.0
3-IROC NR. 91 OUT. ~ASS 8.919136 OUT. TEMP.= 189.89 LA~8DA= 0.01152 REE=138916. REk=138916.
QUNER= 0.0
CHANNEL NR. 3
i-IReD NR. 2) OUT. MASS 8.924950 OUT. TEMP.= 189.89 LAMBDA= 0.01752 RE8=138992. RE\!=138992.
Q LI NER= 0.0
2-(ROC NR. 9 ) OUT. MASS 4.462414 OUT. TEMP.~ l8S.89 LA"BDA= 0.01752 REe=138991. REW= 138991.
Q LI NER~ 0.0
CH ANNEL NI'. 4
1-11'[0 NI'. 8) OUT. MASS 6.129787 OUT. TEMP.= 18S.89 LAMBOA~ 0.02000 RE8= 69213. RE\!= 69213.
Q LI NER= 0."
CHANNEL NI'. 5
1-IROD NI'. 91 OUT. MASS 20.455124 OUT. TE~P.= 189.89 LAMeCA~ 0.01117 RE B= 11151 C. REw=1l151C.
Q L HIER= 0.0
MCUTlll~ 0.161115E+02 TOUTll)= 0.18S891E+03 AREAlll= 0.101248E+Ol LA~8DAlll= 0.112040E-Ol
MOUT(2)~ 0.434363E+Ol TOUTI21= C.189891E~03 AREAI21= 0.268269E+00 LAM8DAI2l= O.175831E-Ol
2-(1'0[' NR. 9) OUT. MASS 20.471646 OUT. TEMP.= 189.89 LA M80A= 0.01116 RH=111613. REk=111613.
Q LINER~ 0• .::1
MOUTll)= 0.161331E+02 TOUT( 1)= O.189891E~03 AREAlll= O.10124BE+Ol LAMBOAlll= 0.171998E-Ol






VARIABLES "OR THE WHOLE BUNDLE
Al INLET VALUES OE TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE
SECTION NR. HEIGHT ICMI TE,",PERATURE I Cl PRESSURE IKG/SCCMI PRESSURE IBARS)
1 0.0 189.89 4C.658~7 39.87224
2 5.4164 189. 8<) 40.65681 39.87071
3 11.832<) 18<).8<) 40.65527 39.86920
4 16.24<)3 18<).89 40.65373 39.8676<)
5 21.6657 18<).8<) 40.6521<) 39.86618
6 27.0821 189.8<) 40.65065 39.86467
BI VALUFS AVERAGFD OVER AXIAL SECTIONS
SEC TION NR. QENSITY IG/CCMI VISCOSITYIG/CM*SECI V ELOC ITY IM/SEC) REYNOLDS NR. FR ICTION EAC TOR
1 0.0)410 0.00)2669 ~<).176 119605.37 0.01760
2 0.00410 0.000266<) 3<).178 119605.37 0.01761
3 0.00410 0.0002669 39.179 119605.37 0.01760
4 0.00410 0.0002669 ~9 .18 1 1196G5.37 C.01758
5 0.00410 o. oe02 669 39.182 119605.37 0.01757
TOTAL PRESSURE DROP=-O.007721 KG/SQCM




















VOL. DIAMETER= 1.838098 CM
PART LENGTH= 118.32127 C~
NUMBER OF SPACERS= 2
INLET CCNOITIONS :
INLET AVERAGE TFMPERATURE= 189.89 C
INLFT PPESSURE=40.6506500 KG/SQCM =39.8646698 BAR~
SPACERS IDISTANCES ARE
WTOTH= 0.802484 CM
OIST! 1)= 63.095 CM
DISTI 2)= 143.347 CM
RESlJLTS OF HEAT!






CHANNEl ROD ROD ROD
1 II JPI'IJ( 1, ll= 2 2) JPINI 1, 2)= 1
2 II JPIN( 2, 11= 8 2) J PINI 2, 2)= 2 31 JPINI 2, 31= 9
3 1) J PI \l ( 3, 11= 2 21 JPINI 3, 21= 9
4 11 J PI NI 4, ll= 8
5 II JPINI 5, 11= B 2) JPI N( 5, 2) = 9
TOTAL FlOW AREA= 75.08 SQCM
TOTAL EQUIVAlENT DIAMETER= 2.0 CM


















CHANNEL 1: USED KAPPA= 118.579 (INPUT KAPPA= 118.5791
CHANNEl 2: USFO KAPPA= 118.579 IINPUT KAPPA= 118.5791
CHANNEL 3: USED KAPPA= 118.579 IINPUT KAPPA= 118.579)
CHANf\EL 4: USEO KAPPA= 92.792 ( INPUT KAPPA= 92.7921
CHANNEL 5: USED KAPPA= 91.938 (INPUT KAPPA= 91.9381































CHANNFL NR. 4 EPSILON: 0.22~3699
SUBCHANIliELS:
ROO NR. 81 FPSILONI 4. 1)= 0.2293700












































CHAIliIliEL NP. 4 EPSILON: 0.2293699
SUBCHANIliELS:
ROD NR. 8) EPSILON( 4. 1)= 0.2293700









GEOMETRY OF CENTRAL CHANNELS (REFERENCE TO 1/6)



































GEOMETRY OF ANGULAR CHANNELS IREFERENCE Ta 1/21


















TOTAL lENGTH= Ll8.32 CI-I NUMBER OF SECTIONS= 27 FREL= 1.0000
AXIAL SECTION NR. ( SECTION LENGTH= 5.55632; HEIGHT: 29.86031 ) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
T?= 1<)1.5919
I I TCORR= 6
P 2= 40.648819 P AV: 40.649734
ITGL: 7 ITGLl= 38 ITER!'=
OELTAP=-0.0018220C








lJAV I 1 ): 0.399321"+04
UAV( 21= 0.399081"+04
UAVI 31= 0.399311"+04
lJ AV ( 41= 0.3588<JE+04
UAV( 51= 0.390911"+04
1) WT( I, 3)= 0.4031"-01
II WT I 2, 31= 0.8051"-01
1) "T( 3, 2)= 0.8051"-01
I) WT I 4, 5)= 0.2501"-01
11 IHI 5, 4) = 0.2501"-01
OUT. MASS 8.939'142 OUT. TE~P.= 191.91 LA!'80A= 0.01752 REB;"138893. REW= 114422.
Q LI NER: 0.0 NU : O.329867E+03 TW If'lF.: 248.84
TBSSCH(l)= 191.31 TWSSCHll1= 248.84 TBSSCHlNI: 190.52 T"SSCHINI: 248.84
OUT. MASS 4.469950 OUT. TE~P.= 191.91 LAMBDA= 0.01752 REB:138894. REh=1l4423.
Q LI NER= 0.0 NU = 0.329870E+03 TW IN F.: 248.84
TBSS CHI 1 )= 191.31 TWSSCHlll= 248.84 TBSSCHlN)= 190.52 TWSSCHlNI= 248.84
OUT. MA SS 8.931190 Oll. TE~P.= 191.9C LA!'8DA: 0.01753 REE:138777. REW= 114313.
Q LI NER= 0.0 NU = 0.329651E+03 TW INF.: 248.B8
T8SSCHI1I= 191.31 TWSSCH 111: 248.88 TBSSCHlf'll= 190.52 TWSSCHINI= 248.88
nUT. MASS 8.938011 OUT. TEMP.= 191.91 LAMBDA= 0.01 B2 RE B: 13 8 87 O. RE"=114400.
Q LINER= 0.0 NU = O.329824E+03 TW INF.= 248.85
TBSSCHI ll= 191.31 TWSSCHll)= 248.85 TBSSCHlf'll= 190.52 TWSSCHINI: 248.E5
OUT. MASS 8.931602 OUT. TEMP.: 191.90 LAMBDA= 0.01753 RE8=138783. REk=11431B.
QLINER= 0.0 NU : 0.?29661E+03 TII I~F.= 248.88
TBSSCHlll= 191.31 TWSSCHlll= 248.88 TBSSCHINI= 190.52 TWSSCHIN)= 248.88
OUT. MASS 8.939568 OUT. TEMf'.= 191.91 LA~BDA= 0.01752 REE=138890. REk=1l4419.
Q LI NE R= 0.0 NU = 0.?29861E+03 TW It\F.= 248.84
Ta SS eH I 1l = 191. 31 TWSSCHlll= 248.84 TBSSCHINl= 190.52 TWSSCHINI= 248.84
OUT. MASS 4.469679 OUT. TEMP.: 191.91 LA~BDA= 1).01752 REB=138887. REW= 114416.
Q LI NER= 0.0 NU = 0.3298561"+03 TW IN F.= 248.84
TBSSCHlll= 191.31 TWSSCH l 11= 248.84 TBSSCHIN)= 190.52 TkSSCHINI: 248.84















1-IRoe NR. 2 )
2-IROD NR. 9)
CHANNEL NR. 4







AVERAGE MA.5S GUTLET TEMP. AVERAGE TEHf'. PRESSURE lOSS
O.l3398788E+12 C.19190704E+03 0.19089931E+03 -0.182153241"-02
0.26781494E+02 O.19190430E+03 0.19089769E+03 -0. 18209950E-02
0.13398338E+02 C.19190724E+03 0.19089944 E+03 -0.18216036E-02
0.60899477E+OI C.19136937E+03 C.19062535E+03 -0.18229147E-02
0.409313351"+02 C.19121362E+03 o .19055191E+03 -0. 18222283E-C2
WCFI 11= -0.398E-02 MOl ll= 13.42 LAM I ll: 0.01752
WC FI 21: -0.699E-C2 MO l 2): 26.81 LAM l 2)= 0.C1153
WCF( 31: -0.394E-C2 MOl 3)= 13.42 LAMl 31 : 0.01152
WCFI 41: C.143E-Cl MOl 4) = 6.05 LAl'l 41= 0.02007
WCFI 51= 0.563E-03 MO I 5)= 40.94 LAMI 5): 0.01718
21 ~!Tl 2, 51= 0.535E-Ol
21 WTI 3, I )= 0.403E-Ol




HEAT POWER ROD TEI'PERATURE HEAT POWER ROD TE MPE RA TU RE HEAT POIER
I
0.13430E+C3 1 0.'4884E+C3 0.13430E+03
0.13430 E+03 2 o .248851" +03 0.13430E+03 9 O.24888E+03 0.13430E+03
O. 13430E+ 03 9 0.24884E+03 0.13430E+03
0.13430 E+03

























MaUT! 11 = O. 1617 75E+ C2
MOUT(2)= 0.430272E+OI
NU = 0.16297JE+03

























































I\X II\L SECT ION NR. 8 I SECTION LENGTH= 2.27383; HEIGHT= 63.83086 I SPACER NR. 1 IS PRESENT••••••••••••••••••••••••
T 2= 201.4946
I ITCORR= 4
P 2= 40.629578 P AV= 40.63421f
ITGL= 4 ITGLl= 12 ITER~=
OELTAP=-0.00921312
2 FREL= 1.00 I
LA'180A=0.01752
OUT. '1ASS 9.079338 OUT. TE~P.= 203.58 LHECA= 0.01755 REE=138190. REWe: 111247.
Q LI HR= 0.0 TW IN F.e: 270.18
OUT. MASS 4.475296 nUT. TEMP.= 203.58 LAMBOA= 0.01155 REE=137208. REWe:110676.
Q LI NER= 0.0 TW INF.= 269.52
OUT. M4SS 9.060631 OUT. TE~P.= 203.34 LAMBOA= 0.017~6 REB=137928. RE ~=110987.
Q LI NER= 0.0 a I NF. = 270.0B
OUT. '1ASS 9.072380 OUT. TEMP.= 203.53 LAI/BOA= 0.01156 REB=138088. REIt=1l1149.
Q LINER= 0.0 TW INF.= 27e.18
OUT. MASS B.935310 OUT. TEMP.= 203.39 LAMBDA= 0.017~6 REB=136975. RE~=110445.
Q L INER= 0.0 TW If\F.= 269.44
OUT. "lASS 9.077736 OLT. TE~P.= 2()3.57 LA~8DA= 0.01755 REE=138168. REW=111226.
Q LINER= 0.0 TW INF .= 270.18
OUT. M4S S 4.47458B OUT. TEMP.= 203.57 LA MBDA= 0.01155 REE=137181. REW= 110650.
Q LI NE R= 0.0 TW INF .= 269.52
OUT. '14SS 5.709980 OUT. TE~P.= 200.24 LAM801\= 0.02041 REB= 63135. RE~= 49311.
Q LI NE R= G.O TW If\F.= 216.47 T AT LI NER= 189.89
OUT. M4SS 20.323990 OUT. TEMP.e: 199.C4 LA "BOA= 0.01121 RE8=109502. REIt= 87088.
Q LI NER= 0.0 TW INF.= 269.14 T 4T LINER= 189.89
MOUT(ll= 0.160426E+02 TOUTlll= 0.19B237E+03 AREAIll= 0.101372E+Ol LAMBDA{ll= 0.112484E-OI
HOUTI21= 0.42813BE+Ol mUll 21= 0.202034E+03 AREAI21= 0.265793E+00 LA~BDAI21= 0.176551E-01









UAV I 31= 0.41384E+04
UAVI 4)= O.34373E+1J4
UI\VI 5)= O.3'l666E+04
1) WTl 1, 3)= 0.407E-Ol
1) WT I 2, 3 1= J .813E-0 1
1) "Tl 3, 21 = 0.813E-Ol
1 I WT I 4, 51= 0.246E-Ol
11 "TI 5, 41= O.246E-Ol
21 WTI 2, 5)= 0.537E-Ol
21 WTI 3, 11= o .407E-0 1
21 WTI 5, 21= 0.5311:'-01
HEI\T POWER ROD T EMPERATURE HEAT POWER ROD TEMPERATURE HEAT PCWER
0.54962E+C2' 1 0.26952E+03 0.54962E+02
0.54962 E+02 2 o .27018E+03 0.54962E+02 9 0.26944E+03 0.54962E+02
0.54962E+C2 9 0.26952E+03 o .54962E+02
0.54962E+02

































































TOUTl 11= O.198178E+03 AREA (ll = O.IOI37JE+OI
TOUT(21= O.20203IE+03 AREAI21= O.2658C7E+OO








AXIAL SECTION NR. 26 I SECTION lENGTH= 2.2138~; HEIGHT= 144.08216 I SPACER NR. 2 IS PRESENT ••••••••••••••••••••••••
T 2= 226.0762
( ITCORR= 4
P 2= 40.593155 P AV= 40.598038
ITGl= 8 ITGll= 24 ITER~=
DElTAP=-0.00976819
2 FREl= 1.00 )
LAM8DA=0.O 1749
OUT. MAS S 9.144966 Oll. TEIIP.= 232.20 LAI'8DA= 0.01765 REB=134190. REW=108781.
Q LI NER= 0.0 TW INF.= 300.35
OUT. MASS 4.505411 OUT. TEMP.= 232.25 LA I'BDA= 0.01166 RE8=133162. REW=108155.
Q LI NER= 0.0 TW INF .= 299.75
OUT. MASS 9.107307 OUT. TEI'P.= 230.62 LH80A= 0.01 H7 REB=133823. RE~=108345.
Q LI NER= 0.0 Th INF.= 299.06
OUT. MASS 9. 126411 OUT. TEMP.= 231.48 LA IIBO A= 0.01766 REB=133999. REh= 10856 3.
Q LI NER= 0.0 TW INF.= 2<;9.77
OUT. MASS 8.979311 OUT. TEI'P.= 230.B1 LAMBDA= 0.01761 REB=13285t. RE~=107178.
Q LI NER= 0.0 TW INF.= 298.54
OUT. MASS 9.138847 OUT. TEMP.= 232. C2 LA~BOA= 0.01766 RE8=134121. REW=108711.
QllNER= 0.0 TW IN F.= 300.22
OUT. MASS 4.502917 OUT. TEMP.= 231.% LAMBDA= 0.01766 REE=133119. REh=108097.
Q LINER= 0.0 TW INF.= 299.50
OUT. MASS 5.493715 OUT. TE~P.= 222.98 LAMBDA= 0.02085 REB= 5823t. REh= 45037.
Q LINER= 0.0 TW INF.= 30t.35 T AT LINER= 209.80
OUT. MASS 20.228012 OUT. TEIIP.= 219.31 LAMBDA= 0.01734 REB=105890. RH= 83941.
Q LI NER= 0.0 TW INF.= 293.51 T AT LI NER= 207.11
~OUTCl)= 0.159743E+02 TOUT(1)= 0.218050E+03 ßREACl)= 0.101458E+01 LAM80A(1)= 0.173111E-Ol
~OUT(2)= 0.425311E+01 TOUT(2)= 0.224066E+03 AREAIZ)= 0.264932E+00 LßMBDAI21= 0.177932E-Ol
OUT. MASS 20.370895 OUT. TE~P.= 219.03 LAMBDA= 0.01731 REB=106781. RE~= 84732.
CHANNEL JUTLET MA SS









UAV( 5)= 0.4122 5E +04
II Wl( 1, 3)= 0.412E-Ol
11 WTI 2, 3)= 0.822E-Ol
II HI 3, 2)= 0.822E-Ol
1) WT I 4, 5)= 0.244E-Ol
11 \oITI '" 41= o.244E-Ol
2) WTI 2, 5)= 0.539E-Ol
2) WH 3, 1 )= 0.412E-01
2) WTI 5, 2)= 0.'539E-Ol
HEAT POWER ROD TEI'PERATURE HEAT POWER ROD TEMPERATURE HEU PChER
0.54962E+(2 1 0.29974E+03 0.54962E+02
0.54962E+02 2 o.2<;971E+03 0.54962E+02 9 0.29854E+03 0.54962E+02
0.54962E+02 9 0.2<;950E+03 0.54962E+02
0.54962 E+02


































































TOUT(ll= O.21111ZE+03 AREAIll= 0.101454E+Ol
TOUT(2)= O.224024E+03 AREAI21= 0.264966E+OO
T AT LINER= 2(6.81
LA~8DAIll= 0.113293E-01
LAMBDA(2)= 0.111852E-01
AXIAL SECHON NR. 21 I SECTION lENGTH= 0.I831~; HEIGHT= 145.31152 I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
T 2= 226. 1324
I !TCORR= 5
P 2= 40.593019 P AV= 40.5931C9
ITGl= 6 ITGll= 23 ITER~-
OELTAP=-O.000C6423
2 FREl= 1.00 I
LAMBDA.. 0.01154
CHANNEL DUTlET MA SS AVERAGE f"ASS CUH ET TE MP • AVERAGE TEMP. PRESSURE LOSS
1 0.13650136E+02 0.13650665 E+02 0.23221899E+03 0.23224599E+03 -0. (4219371E-04
2 0.21213623E+C2 0.21213571E+02 0.23102826E+03 0.23099680E+03 -0.64219494E-04
3 O.13642170E+02 0.13642105E+02 0.23206088E+03 O.23202635E+03 -0.64219043E-04
4 O. 54929743E+ 01 0.54933453E+01 C.22302957E+03 0.22300342E+03 -0.64271284E-C4
5 0.40599991E+02 0.40599808E+02 0.21921568E+03 0.21919156E+03 -0. f4219785E-04
UAVI 11 = 0.44320 E+04 WCFI U= -0.1f9E-03 MOl 11= 13.65 LAMI U= 0.01166
UAVI 21= o .44069E +04 HCFI 21= -C.52CE-(3 MOl 2) • 21.22 LAf"1 2)= 0.01167
UAVl 31= o. 44213E + 04 HCFl 31= -0.694E-03 f"(,1 j 1= 13.65 LA'" 1 31= C.C1I61
UAVI 41= 0.34650E+04 HCFI 4)= 0.404E-O Z MOl 4)= 5.49 LAM I 41= C.02011
UAVl 5)= 0.41193E+04 HCFI 51= -0. 2C6E-0 2 MOl 51 = 40.61 LAf"( 51= 0.01734
II wn 1, 31= o .412E-0 1
II WH 2, 3)= 0.82 2E-0 1 21 WTI 2 , 5 I- 0.538E-01
1) WT I 3, 2)= 0.822E-01 21 W1I 3, li- 0.412E-01
11 WH 4, 51= 0.244E-Ol
11 HTI 5, 4)= 0.244E-Ol 21 Wl( 5, 21= 0.538E-01
CHANNEL ROD TEMPERATURE HEAT POWER ROO TE f"PERATURE HEAT POWER ROO T EMPERA TUPE HEAT POWER
1 2 0.29670E+03 0.44396E+OI 1 0.29602E+03 0.44396E+Ol
2 8 0.29532E+03 0.44396E+Ol 2 0.29608E+03 O.44396E+Ol 9 0.29416E+03 0.44396E+01
3 2 0.2965 5E+ 03 0.44396E+01 9 0.Z9576E+03 0.44396E+C1
4 8 0.29941E+03 0.44396E+01
5 8 0.2B896E+03 0.44396E+Ol 9 0.2E836E+03 0.44396E+Ol
CHANNEl "IR. I
I-IROO "IR. 21 OUT. MASS 9.144701 OUT. TEf"P.= 232.27 LAMBDA= 0.01164 REB=13440B. RE ~= 110214.
Q LI NER= 0.0 NU .. 0.ZB0152E+03 Tk INF.= 296.70
TBSSCHl11= 232.25 TWSSCHIII= 296.1C TBSSCHINI= 232.23 TWSSCHINI= 296.10
2-IROO "IR. 11 OUT. MASS 4.505808 OUT. TEMP.= 232.31 LAMBDA= 0.01710 REB=132438. REW=108aa7.
e LI NE R= 0.0 NU = 0.'83320E+C3 TW INF.= 296.02
TBSSCHlll= 232.29 TWSSCHlll= 296.02 TBSSCHINI= 232.27 TkSSCHINI= 296.02
CHANNEL NR. 2
I-IReo NR. BI OUT. MASS 9.106956 OUT. TE~P ... 230.61 LAMBDA= 0.01165 RE8=134133. Hk=1099Ia.
GI LI NER= 0.0 NU = 0.Z19844E+03 TW INF.- 295.32
TBSSCHlll= 230.66 TWSSCHIIl= 295.32 TBSSCHINI= 230.63 TWSSCHINl= 295.32
2-IROO NR. 21 OUT. MASS 9.126091 OUT. TEMP.= 231.54 LA~BDA- 0.01765 RE8=134262. REk=110092.
Q LI NER= 0.0 Nl = 0.219917E+03 TW INF.- 296.08
TBSSCHlll= 231.53 TWSSCHlll= 296.08 TBSSCHINI= 231.50 TkSSCHINI= 296.(a
3-IROO "IR. 91 OUT. MIISS 8.«;80064 OLT. TE~P.= 230.87 LA~80A= 0.01711 REB=132222. RE~=108599.
e LI NER= 0.0 NU = 0.Z83089E+03 T\o/ INF.= 294.16
TBSSCHII1= 230.86 TWSSCHIll= 294.76 TBSSCHINI= 230.83 TWSSCHIN)= 294.16
CHANNEL NI'.. 3






































T AT LINER= 207.16
ThSSCH1N}= 288.36
RE8= 58782. REh= 46421.






































nSSCH I J)= 288.96
TB= >'27.45
nl 2) = 28'3.64
T2SSCHf~J= 211.07
TO'JT I 11= 0.218095E+03








































V~RI~ßLES FOR THE WHOLE BUNDLE
------------------------------
1\) INLET VALUES 'JF TEMPERI\TlJRE AND PRESSLRE
SECTION NR. HE IGH T (C MI TE~ PE RA TU RE I Cl PRESSLRE IKG/S 'CM I PRESSURE IBARS)
1 27.0822 189.89 40.t50t5 39.86467
2 32.085 1 <;1 • 5 <; 40.64882 39.86287
3 38. 1948 1<;3.2<; 40.64699 39.86107
4 43.7511 195.00 40.64516 3<;.85928
5 49.3074 196. 70 40.64331 39.85747
6 54. 8638 198.40 40.64146 39.85565
7 60.4201 2CO.IC 40.63962 39.85385
8 62.6939 200.80 40.63885 39.85310
9 64.9678 201.49 40.62958 39.84399
10 67.2416 202.19 40.62881 39.84325
II 69.5154 202.89 40.62805 39.84250
12 74.0631 204.28 40.62653 39.84100
13 78.6108 205.67 40.62500 39.83951
14 83.1584 207.07 40.62346 39.83800
15 87.7061 208.H 40.62192 39.83649
16 <;3.0027 210.08 40.62012 39.83472
17 98.2993 211.70 40.61832 39.83296
18 103.5959 213.33 40.61652 39.83119
19 108.8925 214.95 40.61470 39.82941
20 114.1890 216.57 40.61288 39.82762 I
21 119.4856 218.19 40.61107 39.82585 \.N\.N
22 124.7822 219.82 40.60924 39.82405 N
23 130.0788 221.44 40.60741 39.82225
I
24 135.3754 223.06 40.60558 39.82047
25 140.6720 224.68 40.60373 39.81865
26 142.945<; 225.38 40.60294 39.81787
27 145.2197 226.08 40.59315 39.80827
28 145.4034 226.13 40.59308 39.80821
B) VALUES AVERAGEO OVER AXIAL SECTIONS
SECTTO" NR. OENSlTY IG/CCMI VISCOSITY(G/CM*SEC) VELOClTY (MISEC) REYNCLOS "P. ERICTTON FACTCP
1 0.0040<; 0.0002672 3<).314 1l<)338.19 0.01756
2 0.00408 0.0002679 39.458 119050.06 0.01756
3 0.00406 0.0002685 39.602 118763.69 0.01155
4 0.00405 O.000US2 39.746 118479.12 0.01754
5 0.00403 0.0002698 39.890 1181<J6.25 0.01154
6 0.00402 0.00n7C5 40.034 117915.00 0.01753
7 0.00401 0.0002709 40.135 117717.87 0.01752
8 0.00400 0.0002712 40.198 117603.56 0.01152
<; 0.01399 0.0002714 40.262 117489.87 0.01751
10 0.00399 0.0002717 40.321 117376.44 0.01751
11 0.0039R 0.0002721 40.409 11 7206.50 0.01750
12 0.00397 0.0002726 40.527 116<;81.06 0.01750
13 0.00396 0.0002731 40.645 116756.69 0.01750
14 1.0'1394 0.0002737 40.763 116533.37 0.01749
15 0.00393 0.0002742 40.891 116292.87 0.01749
16 0.01392 0.0002748 41.1)29 116035.50 0.01749
17 0.00391 0.0002754 41.166 115719.5C 0.01749
18 0.003S'l 0.OC02761 41.304 115524.94 0.01748
1'l ,0.00388 0.0002767 41.441 115271.87 0.01748
20 0.00381 0.0002773 41.579 115020.00 0.01748
21 0.00385 0.0002779 41.716 114H9.69 0.01749
22 ').00384 0.0002785 41.854 U452cl.69 0.01749
23 0.00383 0.0002 791 41.9"2 114272.94 0.01749
24 0.00382 0.0002797 42.129 114026.62 0.C1749
25 0.0 B81 iJ.00028CI 42.228 113851.37 0.01749
26 0.00380 0.0002804 42.291 U3746.37 0.01749
27 0.00380 0.0(11)2805 42.328 113689.87 0.01754
TOTAL PRESSURE OROP=-J.J57571 KG/SCCM










































P EX.= 39.82713 P E).-PEl=-0.C828552 P TH.= 3<;.82915
P TH.-P EX.= 0.0020142 (OP TH.-OP EX.I/DP EX. *100 = -2.431
P EX. = 39.81885 P EX.-PEI=-0.OSI1407 P 111.= 39.82118
P TH.-P EX.= 0.0023346 (OP TH.-DP EX.I/DP EX. *100 = -2.562
TH.-PEI=-0.0808411
P TH.-PEl=-O.C888062




VOl. CI~METER= 1.844646 CM
PART lENGTH= 75.32185 CM
NUMBER OF SPACERS= 0
INlET CCNDITIONS :
INlET AVERAGE TEMPERATURE= 226.13 C
INLET PRESSUR~=40.5930786 KG/SQCM =39.8032123 BARS
HEIGHT OF ROUGHNESS= 0.0311287 CM
RESUlTS OF HEATI
CHANNEL ROD ROD RCD
1 1) JPIN( 1, ll= 2 2 ) JPIN( 1 , 2 I = 1
2 II J PI N( 2, U= 8 2 ) JPINI 2. 2) = 2 31 JPIN( 2, 31 = S
3 II JPIN( 3. ll= 2 2) JPI ~ ( 3, 21= 'l
4 l) JPIN ( 4, 11= 8
5 11 JPI N( 5, 11= 8 2 ) JPIN( 5, 21= 9
TOTAL FlCW AREA= 74.87 SQCM
TOTAL ECUIVAlENT ~IAMETER= 2.0 CM






















*.*.*.*****••*••• ~ ••*****.*****._*.*****.**********.***.******************** •• *•• **••*•••••*******.*************.****-***********
CHANHl 1: USEO KAPPA= 114.799 (!'IIPUT KAP'PA= 114.7991
CHANNEl 2: USED KAPPA= 114.799 (INPUT KAPPA= 114.7991
CHANNH 3: lJSFD KAPPA= 114.799 (INPUT KAPPA= 114.79S1
CHANNEL 4: lJSED KAPPA= 92.840 (INPUT KAPP~= 52.8'.01
CHANNEl 5: USED KAPPA= 88.730 lINPUT KAPPA= 88.7301
******~**********~***********************.***************************************************************************************
GEf]Io'FTRY OF C<:NTRl>,L CHANN FLS IREFERENCE TO 1/6)







































GEOMETRY OF ANGULAR CHl>,NNELS IREFERENCE TO 1/21


































TOTAL LENGTH= 75.32 CM NUM8ER OF SECTICI\S= 14 FR EL= 1.0000
~x 1~L SFCT 10'1 NR. ( S~C TrON LENGTH= 5.38013; hEIGHT= 148.09338 ) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
T 2= 227.7806
( lTUJR,R= 4
P 2= 4J.58432J P AV= 41.5896GS
[TGL= 8 lTGLI= 24 ITER~=
~ELTAP=-O.OJ814196
~ FREL= 1.00 )
LA~80A=O.08919
CHANNEL OUTLFT MASS ~VERAGE ~ASS CUTLET TEMP. AVERAGE TEMP. PRESSURE LOSS
0.132431141'+ C2 0.134412201'+)2 G.234218GGE+03 0.23329109E+03 -0.81441429E-02
2 J. 26424240E+ 02 0.26118924E+02 0.232853121'+03 O.23199046E+03 -O.044IS04E-02
3 0.132362461'+02 '1.1343920IE+,)2 C.23393468E+03 0.23304680E·<l3 -0.814406411'-02
4 ).583689501'+ CI C. 56649342 E+O I 0.22423528E+03 0.22312682E+03 -0.042447GE-02
5 0.418583831'+02 0.4122GI97E+02 0.220182301'+03 o.22G07530E+B -0.81442920E-02
UAV ( U= 0.439211:'+04 WCF( 1)= 0.1511'-01 MOl 1)= 13.25 LAMI 11= 0.12159
UAVI 21= 0.436861'+04 WCFI 2)= 0.1471'+00 ~O( 2)= 26.43 UM I 21= 0.12159
UAV ( 31= O.43P"4E+04 WC 1'1 3)= 0.1541'-0 I MO( 3)= 13.24 LAM( 31= 0.12158
UAV I 4)= 0.358231'+04 WCFl 41= -C.639E-CI MOl 4) = 5.84 UMI 41= 0.05841
UAVI 51= 0.419131'+04 WCF I 51= -0.234E+GC MOl 51= 41.88 LAM I 51= 0.06353
I) WT ( I, 3)= O.106E+OC
11 WT ( 2, 31= 0.213E+OO 2 ) WTI 2, 5) = 0.1l9E+00
11 WT I 3, 2)= 0.2131'+00 21 wTl 3, I ) = 0.1061'+00
I) I-<T ( 4, 5)= 0.4621'-01









TEMPERATURE HEAT POWER RO 0 TE~HRATURE HEAT POWER ROD TEMPE RA TU RE HEAT PCIIER
0.266231'+13 0.13106E+C3 I C. 2H~tE+C3 0.1300H+C3
0.26412E+C3 J. 130061'+03 2 0.26547E+03 0.13006E+03 9 0.26516E+C3 C.13CCH+C3
0.266041'+03 0.130061'+03 9 0.266251'+03 0.13006E+03
0.26413E+C3 O.13006E+C3










Q LI NER= 0.0
He+ = O.21869E+03
NU = 1.526450E+03
GI HW+ III PR**0.44 "
TBSSCHlll= 233.6')
OUT. MASS 4.393613
Q LI NE R= 0.0
Hß+ = 0.216301'+03
NU = 0.521895F+03
G( HW+ )/( PR**0.44 *
TBSSCHII}= 233.66
OUT. MASS 8.822838
Q LI NER= 0.0
Hß+ = O.21836E+03
Nil = 0.5256201'+03






GI H'~+ l/( PR""0.44 *
TBSSCHI 11= 232.18
OUT. TE~P.= 234.34 LA~BDA= 0.12151 REB=131590. RE.=118608.
BIOT= C.01161 TW INF.= 266.23
HW+ = 0.19726E+J3 Rl H+ 1= 0.3410IE+CI GI HW+ )= 0.154E5E+02
Tw/TB= 0.1065CE+CI TW/TE= C.11649E+OI Y/RH= 0.15035Et02
(TW/T81"*0.50 ) * ( ü.OIO*V/RHI** 0.053 = 0.16222IE+C2
TWSSCHll)= 268.06 TßSSCHI~)= 232.89 T.SSCHINI= 263.45
OUT. TE~P.= 234.38 LAMBDA= 0.121~1 REe=130151. RE.=111209.
BIOT= C.C1bG1 TW INF.= 266.56
HW+ = C.194G3E+03 RI H+ 1= 0.347021'+01 GI HW~ 1= 0.15439E+02
TII/TB= 0.106561'+01 TW/TE= 0.llt56E+OI Y/RH= 0.15035E.02
ITW/TBI**C.50 ) * ( O.OIO*V/RHI** 0.053 = O.161694E+C2
TWSSCHill= 268.45 Tö5SCHtN)= 232.93 Tw5SCHINI= 263.72
OUT. TEMP.= 232.1C LA~BOA= 0.12157 REe=131393. REW=118353.
BIeT= C.07152 Tw INF.= 264.72
Hw+ = 0.196841'+03 R( H+ )= 0.347011'+01 GI HW+ )= 0.154191'+02
TW/TB: C.IC65~E+OI TW/TE= 0.11616E+OI V/FH= 0.15035Ef02
(TW/TBI**0.50 ) " I O.010"V/RHl** 0.053 = 0.162125E+C2
TW5SCHIII= 266.51' TB5SCH(~I= 231.28 TWSSCH(N)= 261.G2
OUT. TEMP.= 233.43 LAMBDA= C.121~7 REB=131412. REW=118461.
BIOT= C.C1158 TW INF.= 265.41
H~+ = 0.191C2E+03 R( H+ )= 0.3410IE+OI GI HWt 1= 0.15482E+02
TW/T1= C.IC6~~E+CI Tw/TE= O.11632E+JI V/FH= 0.15035E+Oi
ITw/Tßl**C.50) * I O.OIC*V/RH)"" O.u53 = 0.1621661'+02






nUT. TE~P.= 232.83 L~MBD~= C.12157 REB=13003C. RE~=117033.
8IOl= 0.07687 Tw INF.= 265.16
HW+ = C.19464E+03 R( H+ 1= 0.34702E+Ol GI HW+ 1= 0.15435E+02
Tw/TB= 0.1066CE+Ol lw/TE= C.11625E+Ol Y/RH= 0.15035E+02
lTW/TBI**C.50 I * I O.OIC*Y/RH)** 0.053 = 0.161628E+02
TWSSCH1II= 267.06 Tß~SCHINl= 231.44 TWSSCHINI= 262.29
olT. lE~P.= 224.38 L~~8DA: 0.05841 REB= 60449. REW= 53045.
BIOT= 0.06250 TW INF.= 264.73 T AT LINER= 219.20
HW+ : C.15373E+03 RI H+ 1= 0.34528E+Ol G( HW+ I: 0.14319E+02
TW/TB= C.I0825E+Ol TW/TE= 0.11616E+Ol Y/RH= 0.21161E+02
(TW/TBI**C.50 I • I 0.010*V/RHl** 0.053 = 0.151508E+02
TWSSCH(ll= 267.02 TBSSCHINl= 223.41 TWSSCHINI= 261.15
T8= 225.39 T8C= 225.39
T2SSCHll)= 219.57 TlSSCHINI= 224.78 T2SSCHIN)= 220.(4
OLT. lE~P.= 234.09 L~~BD~= 0.12157 REB=131526. REW=118537.
BICT= 0.01763 TW INF.= 266.04
HW+ = C.19715E+03 R( H+ 1= 0.34701E+Ol GI HW+ 1= 0.154E4E+02
T'/T8= 0.10651E+Ol TW/TE= 0.11644E+Ol Y/RH: 0.15035E+0'
ITW/Tel**0.50 ) * I 0.010*Y/RHI** 0.053 = 0.lc2197E+(2
T~SSCHlll= 267.84 TBSSCHINI= 232.66 TWSSCH(N)= 263 ••4
OUT. TEMP.= 234.(2 LA~BD~= 0.12157 REB=130173. RE'=117218.
BIOT= (.C7697 TW INF.= 266.25
HW+ = 0.19494E+03 RI H+ 1= 0.34702E+Ol GI HW+ 1= 0.15440E+02
TW/TB= 0.10657E+Cl TW/TE= C.1164SE+Ol Y/RH= 0.15035E+02
ITW/T81**0.50 1 * ( 0.010*V/RHI** 0.053 = 0.1616S6E+C2












OUT. TE~P.= 221.05 LA~BDA= 0.06353 REB=107026. RE.= 94677.
BIOT= C.06765 TW INF.= 258.33 T AT LINER= 215.93
HW+ = C.17556E+03 R( H+ 1= 0.33964E+Ol GI HW+ 1= 0.14796E+02
TW/TB= 0.IC772E+Ol TW/TE= 0.11478E+01 Y/RH= 0.21626E+C2
ITW/TBI**C.50 ) * I O.010*Y/RHI •• J.053 = 0.157122E+C2
TWSSCH(I)= 266.66 TBSSCHINI: 219.61 lW~SCHINI= 251.27
TB= 221.59 Tec= 221.11
TWI21= 251.19
T2SSCH1II= 215.96 T1SSCHINI= 220.83 T2SSCHINI= 217.27
TOUTlll= 0.220706E+03 AREAlll= 0.817941E+00 LAMBDAlll= 0.510209E-Ol
TOUT(21= 0.221677E+03 AREA(2)= 0.45S5C1E+00 LAMBDAI21= 0.103140E+00
OUT. TE~P.: 22C.77 LAMBDA= 0.06351 REE=107817. REW: 95429.
BICT= 0.06804 TW INF.= 257.85 T ~T LINER: 215.66
HW+ = 0.17694E+03 RI H+ 1= 0.33963E+Ol GI HW+ 1= 0.14826E+02
TW/TB: O.10769E+Ol TW/TE= 0.11468E+Ol Y/RH= 0.21626E+02
lTw/TBI**C.50 1 * I O.010*V/RHI** 0.053 = 0.157460E+C2
TWSSCHll): 265.94 TBSSCHI~I= 219.30 TWSSCHINI= 250.63
T8= 221.28 TBC= 220.B2








G( HW+ )I( PRHO.44 *
TBSSCH(ll= 232.15
OUT. MASS 5.8368G3
Q LI NER= 0.0
H8+ = 0.17419E+03
NU = 0.234645f+03





Q LI NER= 0.0
HB+ = O.19736E+03
NU = O.380051E+03








Q LI NEP= 0.0
H8+ = 0.19B80E+03
NU = 0.382201 E+03
G( Hw+ )/( PR**O.44 *
T8SS CHI 1)= 220.22
T~= 216.31
TW ( 1)= 258.7<;







Ge HW+ )/( PR**0.44 *
TBSSCH( 11= 233.36
OUT. MASS 4.393766
Q LI NER= 0.:)
H8+ = O.21633E+03
NU = 0.521963E+03




















AX IAL SEn 10'11 'lR. 14 I S"CTIO'll LENGTH= 5.38013; HEIGHT= 218.03503 ) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
T 2= 21,9.207)
I ITCQRR= 1,
P 2= 4).469910 P AV= 1,l.47435C
I TGL= 6 I rou= 18 lTER~=
OELT4P=-0.0C8E85S5
2 FREL= 1.00 I
LA~BOA=O.0867C
CHANNEL DUllET MA SS AVERA(E I"4S5 CUHET TEI"P. 4VERAGE TEMP. PPESSURE LOSS
1 J.11922B89E+02 0.11Fl3345SE+02 C.262281SH+C3 o .2H21167E+03 -0.E8857003E-C2
2 J.24099304E+02 O.24110B09E+02 0.257552CCE+C3 0.25663940E+03 -0. E8858865E-CZ
3 J.1186B471E+02 J.I1B77365E+02 C.Z6067041E+03 0.25966919E+03 -0.88852011E-OZ
4 O.66624165F+Ol O.66592607E+Ol o .2409308ZE+03 O.24030748E+03 -0.EE855289E-CZ
5 0.46146194E+OZ 0.4611837BE+OZ 0.23973051E+03 O.23903751E+03 -J.88861657E-OZ
UAV I 1 )= O.40873E+04 WCF( 11= C.393E-C2 Mal ll= 11.8Z LA"'I 11= 0.lZ151
UAVI 71= O.'tl28!3E+ 04 WCFI 21= 0.428E-02 ~Ol ZI= 24.10 LAM I 21= 0.12151
UAVI 3)= 0.4090 ß E+04 WCFI 31= 0.331E-02 MOl 31= 11.87 LAM( 31= 0.12151
UAVI 4)= 0.43626E+04 wCFI 41= -0.ll7E-02 MOl 4}= 6.66 LA"I 41= 0.05783
UAVI 5)= O.4B875E+04 WCFI 51= -0.103E-01 ~O( 51 = 46.14 LAMI 51= 0.06321
1) WT 1 1, 3)= 0.93 8E-0 1
1) WTI 2, 31= 0.189E+00 2 I Wl( 2, 51= O.lZCE+OO
11 "T I 3, ZI= 0.189E+00 ZI In( 3, 1 I = 0.938E-Ol
1 ) WTI 4, 51= !J.521E-Ol









TEMPFRATLJRE HEAT POWER poe THPERATURE HEAT POWER ROD TEMPERATURE HEAT P(~ER
J.29744E+IJ3 0.13006E+03 1 0.'S760E+C3 O.130UE+O
O.29167E+03 0.130061"+03 2 0.29360E+03 O.13006E+03 9 O.29207E+C3 0.130CH+C3
) .296031"+')3 O.13!J06E+03 9 O. 29554E + 03 O.13'l06E+03
0.27616E+C3 0.130'J6E+03

























GI HW+ )/1 PR**O.44 *
T8<;SCHI 11= 2~6. 39
OUT. MASS 7.911920
i) LI NER= 0.0
Hß+ = 0.187B1,E+03
NU = 0.467104E+03
GI HW+ I1I PR**0.44 *
TBSSCHlll= 258.00
OUT. TE~P.= 26Z.24 LA"BOA= 0.12155 RE8=111386. RE~= 9995Z.
BICT= C.C6348 TW INF.= 297.44
HW+ = C.I6612E+03 RI H+ )= 0.347CEE+Ol GI rW+ J= 0.14793E+OZ
TW/TB= 0.10679E+Ol TW/TE= 0.123Z3E+01 Y/Rr= 0.15035E+0'
ITW/TBI**C.50 I * I O.010*V/RHI** 0.053 = 0.151,7tlE+C2
TwSSCHlll= 3JO.05 T8SSCHIN)= 260.76 TWSSCHINI= Z93.96
OLT. TE"P.= 262.40 LA~8DA= 0.lZ155 RE8=111310. RE~= 99883.
BIOT= 0.06841, TW INF.= 297.60
HW+ = C.166COE+03 Rl H+ 1= 0.347C8E+Ol GI HW+ 1= O.141S0E+OZ
TW/TB= 0.10679E+Ol Tw/TE= 0.12326E+Ol Y/RH= 0.15035E+O~
ITW/TBI**C.50 } * I O.010*V/RHI** 0.053 = O.154731E+C2
TWSSCHll)= 300.Z3 TBSSCHIN)= 260.91 TWSSCHIN)= 294.12
OUT. TEMP.= 256.S0 LAI"B04= 0.12156 REE=114696. RE~=10Z999.
BICT= C.070Cl TW INF.= 291.67
HW+ = 0.11120E+03 R( H+ )= 0.347C7E+OI GI HW+ )= O.1491ZE+OZ
TW/TB= C.l~674E+Cl T~/TE= O.12198E+01 V/~H= 0.15035EiO.
ITW/TBI**0.50 ) * I O.010*V/RHI** 0.053 = 0.156043E+C2
TWSSCHlll= 294.11 TBSSCHINl= 255.62 TwSSCHIN)= 288.34
OUT. TE~P.= 258.54 LAM804= C.12155 REB=113104. RE~=101505.
BIOT= C.C6925 TW INF.= 293.60
HW+ = C.16870E+03 Rl r+ 1= J.347C8E+Ol GI HW+ 1= 0.14B55E+OZ
T./T8= C.IC618E+Cl TW/TE= C.l~Z40E+01 Y/~H= 0.15035EiO~
ITw/TBI**0.50 I * I O.010~V/RHI** 0.053 = 0.155417E+02






3-IROO NR. Ci 1 OUT. ~ASS 8.C57472
Q LI NER= 'J.,)
HR+ = 0.19014E+03
NU = 0.411604E+C3
GI H~+ 1/1 PR*"').44 *
TElSSCH( 1)= 256.76
alT. TE~P.= 251.28 LA~eDA- 0.12156 REe=ll4482. REW-I02803.
BIOT- C.06991 TW INF.- 292.07
H~+ = C.l1081E+03 RI H+ 1= 0.347C1E+Ol GI HW+ 1= O.149(4E+02
TW/TB= C.10614E+C1 TW/TE= O.l2207E+OI V/R~- 0.15035EfOi
ITw/T81**C.50 ) * I C.OlO*V/RH)** 0.053 = 0.1559flE+C2
T.SSCHlll= 294.53 TBSSCHIN)- 255.99 TWSSCHINI- 288.;4
OUT. TE~P.= 240.94 LA~BOA= 0.05183 REB= 69536. REW- 62214.
810T- C.07069 TW INF.= 276.16 T AT LINER= 236.46
HWf = C.18C21E+03 RI H+ 1= 0.34519E+Ol GI HW+ 1= O.14870E+02
Tw/T8= 0.10698E+C1 TW/TE= O.11863E+Ol V/RH- 0.21161E+0~
ITri/TBI**C.50 ) * I O.OlO*V/RHI** 0.OS3 - O.158265E+C2
TWSSCH(1)= 271.68 TBSSCHINI- 240.10 TWSSCHIN}- 213.13
TB- 241.13 TBC= 241.73
T2SSCHIII= 236.92 T1SSCHINI= 241.30 T2SSCHINI- 237.18
OlT. TE~P.= 260.84 LA~BCA= 0.12155 REe-l11891. REW=10C399.
810T- C.C681C TW INF.- 296.03
H~f = C.16699E+03 RI H+ )= O.34108E+Ol GI hW+ 1= 0.14812E+02
Tw/TB= C.l0679EfCl Tw/TE- C.12292Ef01 V/RH= C.1SC35EfC~
ITri/TBI**C.SO ) * I C.010*V/RH)** 0.053 = O.154958E+02
TwSSC~11I- 298.50 TBSSCHIN)- 259.35 TwSSCHINI= 292.49
OlT. TE~P.- 260.38 LA~BCA= 0.12155 REe=112179. REw=100664.
810T= C.06883 TI' INF.= 295.54
HWf = C.16129E+03 Rl H+ 1= O.341C8E+Ol GI HW+ }= O.14821E+02
T~/T8= C.IC679E+Cl TW/TE= O.12282EfOl V/RH= 0.15035EfOi
ITw/TBI**C.SO I * I O.OlC*V/RHI** 0.053 = 0.155059E+02












OUT. TEMP.= 239.ES LA~BOA- 0.06321 REE=116912. REw=104793.
8IOT= C.0122C TW INF.= 274.32 T AT LINER= 234.06
HW+ = C.19391E+03 RI H+ 1= 0.33959E+Ol GI ~W+ 1= O.15145E+02
TW/TB- G.10686E+Ol Tw/TE= D.11823E+Ol V/RH- O.21626E+02
ITW/TBI**C.SO I * I 0.010*V/RHJ** 0.053 - O.161476EfC2
TWSSCHII)= 271.83 TBSSCHINI= 231.32 TwSSCHIN)= 266.11
TB= 239.C4 TBC= 240.33
TW121= 21S.93
T2SSCHlll- 234.35 T1SSCHINI- 238.45 T2SSCHINI- 235.18
TOUTl11= 0.238363E+03 AREAI1I= 0.818463E+oa LA~BDAlll= 0.506324E-01
TOUT(2)= 0.242639E+03 AREA(2)- C.458919E+OG LA~BDAI21- 0.103204E+00
OlT. TE"P.= 239.63 LA"8DA- 0.06319 REB=111498. REk=IC5335.
BIOT= C.07236 Tw INF.= 274.03 T AT LINER= 233.76
HW+ = C.19488E+03 RI H+ )= 0.3395EE+Cl GI ~W+ 1= G.15164E+02
TW/TB= G.I0685E+01 TW/TE= 0.11811E+Ol V/RH= O.21626Ef02
ITW/TBI**C.50 I * I O.OlO*V/RHI** G.OS3 = 0.161683E+C2
T.SSCHll}= 271.19 TBSSCHIN}= 236.98 TWSSCHIN)- 266.25






Q LI NER= 0.0
Hß+ = O.21505E+03
NU - O.401136E+03





















































VARIABLES F'lR THE WHOLe BUN')Lf'
AI INLEl VALUES OF TEMPERATURE ANC PReSSURE
SECTIeN NR. f-'E I GH T (C~ ) TEMPERATURE [ CI PRE5SLRE (KG/SCC~) FRES5URE IB~RS)
1 145.4034 226. 13 4C.5<;308 39.8')821
2 15).7836 227. 78 40.58432 39.79962
3 156.1637 229.43 40.5155'5 39.79102
4 161.5438 2~1.CE 40.56617 39.78241
5 166. <;23<; 232.73 40.55flOO 39.71380
6 112.3041 234.31 40.54924 39.70521
7 1 77.6842 236.02 40.54048 39.156t:2
8 183.0643 237.61 40.53111 39.74802
9 188.4444 239.32 40.52293 3<;.73941
10 1'13.8246 240.'11 40.51414 3<;.7308C
11 199.2047 242.61 40.50534 39.12217
12 204.5848 244.26 4C.49652 3<;.11352
13 209.9650 245.<;1 4C .48167 39.7oJ483
14 215.3451 247.56 40.47881 39.69614
15 220.1252 249.21 40.46991 39.687-42
8) VALUES AVERAGEO OVER AXIAL SECTIONS
SECTION NR. OENSlTY IG/CC'" ) VISCOSITVIG/CM*SECI VELOCITY (M/SECI REYNOLDS 1'.R. FR lCT ION FACHR
1 0.0037'1 0.CC02EC8 42.523 113251.06 0.08919
2 0.00318 0.0002814 42.611 113005.31 0.08903
3 0.00317 0.0002820 42.818 112761.00 C.08872
4 o.0'B15 0.0002821 42.966 112518. CO 0.08831
5 0.00374 ll. 0002 833 43.114 112276.31 C.08803
6 0.00373 0.C00283'1 43.261 112035.94 0.08173
1 0.00311 0.0002845 43.409 1117<;6.El C.08748
8 0.00370 0.0002851 43.557 111559.06 C.08728
9 <J.O )369 ').0002857 -43.7C5 llL322.5C 0.08112
10 0.00368 ).0002~63 43.853 111087.1<; 0.086<;<;
11 0.00366 0.001286') 44.DOl 110853.19 0.0868')
12 0.00365 0.0002875 44.150 110620.37 C.08681
13 0.00364 O. C002881 44.298 110388.75 C.08675
14 0.0 )363 J. 00,)2 887 -44.446 110158.44 0.08670
TOTAL PRESSURE nROP=-O.123169 KG/SCCM



























l-IROO NR. 2 I HK+ = O.19027E+ü3 Hw+ = C.17072f+03 R( H+ 1= 0.34707E+01 GI HW+ )= C.14~(~E+C2
NU = ).49~272E-13 H/TF!= C.lC6UE+C1 TW/TE= O.12105E+J1 Y/"H= 0.15035E+02
G( HW+ )/1 P'<"*J.44 " (TW/T8P*C .50 ) * I O.OlO*V/RHI** O.O~3 = O.155923E.C2
CHII~lI:fl ~R. 1
2-IRCO NP. 1) HF!+ = O.19018E+J] HW+ = C.170t4E+C3 R( H+ 1= C.347CEE+G1 GI HW+ )= 0.14~C1E+02
NU = o•4 S 543 S E- C3 H/TB= C.1C686E+01 H/TE= G.12107€+01 Y/i<H= 0.15035€t0,
GI HW+ ) / I PR*"u.44 " lTwlT E)"'*0 .~O I * ( O.OlC*Y/RH/** O.O~3 = O.1~59C4E+C2
CHANN El NR. 2
l-IRCe II:R. 81 H8+ = 0.19425F+13 HW+ = C.17437E+03 RI H+ 1= O.347C6E+Gl GI HW+ 1= O.14993E+02
NU = O.4€7359E-C3 HlTo= C.IC682E+Cl TriITE= 0.12016E+Ol Y/i<H= 0.15035E+0'
GI HW+ / I ( PR*"8.44 " ITW/T~I**C.50 ) * I O.OlC*Y/RH)** 0.053 = J.156831E+02
CHANN El 'IR. 2
2-(RCr, NR. 2 I HR+ = O.19213E+03 HW+ = C.11239E+03 RI H+ 1= O.34707E+01 GI HW+ 1= 0.14948E+02
NU = O.491941E-03 n.tTß= C. 1 C6 85 E+C1 TWITE= 0.12049E+Ol Y/i<H= C.15C35E+C'
GI HW+ III PR**0.44 * I TW/T81 **0 .50 / * ( O.OlO*Y/RHI** C.C~3 = 0.156340E.C2
CHANNEl NP. 2
3-(RCe 'IR. 9 I HB+ = O.1940'E+03 H•• = C.11416E+03 R( H+ 1= 0.347G7E+01 GI HW+ 1= 0.149BBE+02
t\U = 0.4 E7787E- 03 T./TB= C.I0682E+C1 TW/TE= C.12022E+01 Y/PH= C.15C35E+C<
GI HW+ )/1 PR**Cl.44 * lTWITB'**C.50 ) * ( O.OlO*Y/RHI** J.053 = O.156719E+02
CHANNEL 'IR. 3
l-(RCO 'IR. 2 ) Hg. = 0.19G82E+03 HW. : C.1112JE+03 PI H+ 1= 0.341C1E+Ol GI HW+ 1= 0.14920E+02
NU = O.494402E-03 TW/T8= C.I0686E+C1 TW/TE= C.l'C8H+G1 ~/RH= 0.15035E+02
GI HW+ III PR**O.44 * ITWITB/**C.50 I * I O.OlO*Y/RHI** 0.053 = O.156044E+C2
CHANt\EL ~R. 3
2-IRCD 'IR. 9) Hß+ = 0.19102E+03 HW+ = C.11139E+03 PI h+ 1= 0.347C1E+Ol GI HW+ 1= O.149'5E+02
NU = J.494002E-03 TW/TB= C.IC68~E+C1 TW IT E= C.12079E+01 Y/"H= O.15035E+0' I
G( HW. 1/1 PR** C. 44 * ITW/TBI**C.50 I * I O.OlO*Y/"HI** 0.053 = O.156090E+C2 IJ,J
~
CHAr-:t\El NR. 4 I-'
l-(RrJC NR. 8) HB+ : J.19978E+03 HW+ = C.17919E+J3 R I h+ 1= 0.3451SE+Ol GI HW+ 1= 0.148~6E+02 I
NU = O.416019E-J3 TW/Tß= C.101l3E+C 1 TW/lE= C.1l74SE+Ol Y/PH= 0.21161E+0'
G( H W+ I/( PR**O. 44 * lTW/TB)**O.50 J * I O.OlO*V/RHI** 0.053 = 0.1580C6E+C2
CHANNEl NR. 5
l-IRCD 'IR. 8' HB. = O.21433E+03 HW+ = C.19287E+J3 RI H+ 1= 0.33959E+C1 GI H\oi+ 1= 0.15132E+02
NU = a.412683E-03 Tk/TB= C.107COE+C1 TWITE= C. 1169'< E+O 1 Y/"H= O.21626H02
GI HW+ J I( PR**O.44 * (TW/TB I**C .50 1 * I O.OlO*Y/RHI** 0.053 = 0.161223E+C2
CHAt\NEL NR. 5
2-IRCO NP. 'iJ HB+ = J.21533E+03 Hk. = C.19382E+03 RI H+ )= O.3395SE+01 GI HW+ 1= O.l5151E+02
NU = O.410887E-03 TW/TB= C.1C699E+Cl TIl/lE= O.11687E.01 Y/"h= 0.21626E+02
GI HW+ ) / I PR**0.44 * lTW/TB/**C .50 I * ( O.OlO*Y/RH/** 0.053 = O.1~1441E+C2












COMPARISCN WITH fXPERIMENTAl RESUlTS
1) PRESSUPES (bARS)
,)HFIGbT= 166.33174 CM P EX.= 39.76389 P EX.-PEl=-O.I'<61029 P 'H.= 39.77475
P TH.-P EX.= O.Ol08t'<3 IOP TH.-DP EX.I/DP EX. *100 = -7.436
P TH.-PEl=-C.1352386
4IHEIGbT= IB9.91974 C~ P EX.= 39.72250 P EX.-PFl=-0.1874847 P TH.= 39.73705 P TH.-PE1=-C.I729431
TH.-P FX.= 0.0145~16 (CP Tb.-CP EX.I/CP EX. *lCO = -1.156
5IHE1GbT= 213.50775 CM P EX.= 39.6E2GE P E).-PE1=-C.2270C5C P TH.= 39.69910







SFCONC HEATF0 S~OOTH PART
C= 2.61997) C'1
Z= 1.4E5062 C"
Z\oIC= (. ( CM
VOL. DIA"ETER= 1.839642 CM
PART LE~GTH= 4.22213 CM
NUMBFR CF SPACERS=
INLET C(~DITIONS :
INLET AVERAGE TEMPERATURE= 249.21 C
INLET PRESSURE=40.4699J97 KG/SQCM =39.6874237 BARS
SPACERS IOISTANCES ARE EVALUATED FROM THE BLNDLE ENTRA~CEI
\oIIOTH= (.803056 CM
DIST( 3)= 223.646 CM
RESULTS OF HEATI
CHAN~EL Ror; Roa ROD
1 1) JPIN( 1, 11= 2 2 ) JPIN( 1, 21= 1
2 1) J!'IN( 2, 11= 8 21 JPIN( 2, 21= 2 31 JPIN( 2. 31= 9
3 1) JPIN( 3, 11= 2 2) J PI ~ ( 3, 2)= 9
4 11 JPIN( 4. 11= A






TOTAL FLCW AREA= 75.16 SOCM
TOTAL ECUIVALENT DIAMETER= 2.0 CM


















CHA~~EL 1: USEC KAPPA= 118.563 (INPUT KAPPA= 118.563)
CHANNEL 2: USED KAPPA= 118.563 (INPUT KAPPA= 118.563)
CHA~~EL 3: USED KAPPA= 118.563 (INPUT KAPPA= 118.563)
CHANNFl 4: USED KAPPA= 92.792 (INPUT KAPPA= 92.792)
CHANNEL 5: USED KAPPA= 91.924 (INPUT KAPPA= 91.9241
SPACER NR. EPSILON TOT.= C.201252C






























CHANNEL NR. 4 EPSILON= 0.22~3t9~
SUBCHANNELS:
ROn NR. 8) EPSILONl 4, 1)= C.22937CO













GFOMETRY 01' CENTRAL CHANNFLS (REFERENCE Ta 1/6)



































~EO~ETRY 01' ~~GUL4R CHA~NELS (REFERENCE TO 1/21








































AXIAL SECTIO~ ~R. ( SECTIQ~ LFNGTH= 0.24431; hEIGHT= 220.84741 I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
2= 24'7.2819
ITCOPR= 6
p 2= 41.469318 P AV= 40.469864
ITGL= 9 ITGLl= 48 ITER~=
OELTAP=-O.JOJ08925
2 FREL= 1.00 I
LAt"BOA=0.01762
CHANNEL OUT LET '1A SS A.VERAGE MASS CUTLEr TEMP. AVERAGE TEMP. PRESSURE LaSS
1 0.11826693E .. ,n 0.11324791E"02 C.26238989Et-03 0.26233960E+03 -0.89173875E-04
2 0.241 09604E+ 02 0.24104446E+02 0.25764844E+03 0.25760376E+03 -0.89210283E-C4
3 '1.11872449E+')2 1).11870453E"02 C.26077515E+03 0.26072632E+03 -0. B9257737E-04
4 O.66572065E+n 0.66598110E+Ol O.24099841Et-03 C.24096B35E+03 -0.E<;232984E-04
5 0.46133316E+02 0.46139755E+02 C.23979404E+03 0.23976546E+Q3 -0.89253357E-04
UAVl 11= 0.40723E+04 WCFl 11= -0.156E-Ol MOl 1)= 11.83 LAIII 11= 0.01837
UAV( 21= O. 41143E +04 WCFl 21= -0.422E-Ol 1101 2)= 24.12 L AM I 2)= 0.OlE27
UAVI 31= ,).41)759 E+1)4 lolCH 31= -0.163E-Ol "01 31= 11. B8 LAMI 31= 0.Ole35
UAVI 4)= 0.43:'02E+04 lolCH 41= C.213E-Cl MOl 41= 6.66 LAMI 4)= 0.01999
UAVl 51= 0.48839E+04 WCFI 5)= 0.527E-0 1 1101 5)= 46.14 LAM I 51= 0.01697
11 WT I 1, 3)= O. 364E-0 1
1 ) WTI 2, 31= 0.734E-Ol 2 ) WTI 2, 5)= 0.557E-Ol
1) WTl 3, 21= 0.734E-Ol 2) IoTI 3, 1) = 0.364 E-Ol
11 WTI 4, 5)= 0.278E-Ol
1) WTI 5, 4)= 0.278E-Ol 2) WTI 5, 2) = 0.557E-01
CHANNEL ROD HMPERATURE HE AT POW ER ROC THPERHURE HEAT POWER ROD TEpotPERATURE HEAT PCWER
1 2 0.34840E+(]3 0.59004E"01 1 C.'4860E+03 0.5<;0(4E+(1
2 8 O.34145E+03 0.59004E+Ol 2 0.34392E+03 0.59004E+01 9 0.34193E"03 0.59004E+(1
3 2 0.34678E+C3 1).59104E+Ol 9 0.'4619E+03 0.59004E+Ol
4 8 0.32453E+03 0.59)04E+Ol
5 8 0.31601E+03 0.59004E+Ol 9 0.31550E+03 0.59004E+Ol
CHANNH NR. 1
l-IROC NR. 2l OUT. "lASS 7.885649 OUT. TEI'P.= 262.34 LAI/AOA= 0.01637 REB=1l1454. RE.= 67150.
iJ LINER= 0.0 NU = 0 •• 01701E+03 Tlo I~F.= 348.40
TBSSCHlll= 262.31 TWSSCrlll= 348.40 TBSSCHI~)= .62 •• 7 TkSSCHINI= 346.40
2- I ROD NR. 1) OUT. HASS 3.940744 OLT. TE~P.= 262.50 LAMBDA= 0.01837 REB=I11373. REW= 87084.
Q LI NER= 0.0 NU = 0 •• C1575E+03 TW INF.= 34B.60
TBSSCHIll= 262.48 TkSSCHlll= :48.60 TBSSCHlNI= 262.43 TkSSCHINI= 348.60
CHANNEL NR. 2
1-I~OC NR. 8 ) OUT. "lASS 8.1)72975 OLT. TEMP.= 256.'B LA~80A= 0.01825 REE=1l4852. REW= 89987.
Q LINER= 0.0 NU = 0.206890E+03 TW INF.= 341.45
TBSSCH(II= 256.96 TkSSChlll= 341.45 TBSSCHINI= 256.S2 TWSSCHIN)= 341.45
2-IROD NR. 2) OUT. MA SS 7. <;74781 OLT. TE~P.= 258.63 LAI/BCA= 0.01830 RE8= 113230. REW= 88582.
iJ LI NER= 0." NU = 0.204470E+03 TW I~F.= 343.92
TBSSCHll)= 258.6) TkSSCHIII= 343.92 TBSSCHI~I= 258.56 TkSSCHINI= 343.S2
3-IROD NR. 91 OUT. "lASS 8.061104 OUT. TE"P.= 257.36 UI/BDA= 0.01826 REB=1l463(. RE.= 89804.
Q LI NER= '1.0 NU = 0 •• 06550E+0: TW INF.= 341.93
T8SSCHI1l= 257.34 nSSCH I 11= 341.93 TBSSCH(~)= 257.30 T.SSCHIN)= 341.S3
CHANNEL NR. 3
l-lROC NR. 21 OUT. 'lASS 7.90S172 OUT. TE~F.= 260.93 U~BCA= 0.01635 RE8=111S8C. RE\<= f7557.
:l LI NER= 1.11 NU = 0.202540E+03 TII INF.= 346.78
TBSSCHlll= 260.90 TWSSCHll)= 346.7B TBSSCHI~I= 260.86 TkSSCHIN)= 346.18
2-( ROD NR. 9) OUT. "lASS 3.962954 OUT. TEMP.= 260.48 LAM8DA= 0.01B34 REB= 112280. REk= 87809.
Q LI NER= 0.0 NU = 0 •• C2997E+03 TW I~F.= 346.19
T3SSCHI 1)= UO.45 T.SSCHlll= 346.1S TBSSCHlN)= 260.41 TWSSCHINI= 346.19
CHA~NEL NR. 4


























































































AX 1AL SECT 10.'1 .'IR. 3 ( SECTlDN LENG1H= 1.7031~; HFIGHT= 224.C9583) SPACER NR. 3 IS PRESENT••••••••••••••••••••••••
T 2= 250.4992
( !TCORR= 4
P 2= 4J.4589)8 P AV= 40.~f39~3
TTGL= 10 ITGL1= 32 ITER~:
DELTAP=-0.010C629(
2 FREL= 1.00 )
LA~eOA=O.01764
OUT. MAS S 8.211918 OL1. THP.= 263.64 lAlleOA= 0.01836 REE=113783. REW= 91528.
Q LI NER= 0.0 TW I"F.'" 33~.13
OUT. MIISS 4.046690 OUT. TEIIP.= 263.84 LA~BolI= 0.01837 REE=112891. RE~= 90991.
Q LI NE R= 0.0 T\oI IN F. = 338.60
OUT. MASS 8.404167 OUT. TEIIP.= 257.14 lIlMBoA= 0.01824 REe=117363. RE\!= 94573.
Q LI NER= C.G TW II\F. '" 331.99
OUT. MIISS 8.294498 OUT. TEIIP.= 259.88 LAMeOA= 0.01830 REB=1l5550. RE\!= 92982.
Q LINER= 0.0 TW INF.= 334.72
OUT. l'IlISS 8.262779 GUT. TEIIP.= 258.34 LAMBOA= 0.01825 REB=116192. RE~= '13798.
Q LI NER= 0.0 TW INF.= 331.90
OUT. '!IISS 8.234043 OUT. TEMP.= 262.22 lllll80A= 0.01835 REE=114313. RE~= 91949.
Q LI NER= 0.0 T\oI INF.= 337.52
OUT. ,'lASS 4.(67)22 OUT. TEMP.= 261.16 LIIIIBOA= 0.01833 REB=113788. RH= 91723.
Q LI NER= 0.0 TW INF.= 336.21
OUT. "lASS 6.329151 CUT. TEIIP.= 241.76 LAIIBOA= 0.02001 REe= 675H. RE~= 54274.
Q LI 'JER= J.D T\oI INF.= 314.52 T AT LlNER= 230.60
OUT. MASS 22.326736 OUT. TEIIP.= 240.53 LAMBDA= 0.01698 REB=1l5012. RE~= 93761.
Q LI NER= 0.0 TW INF.: 308.22 T AT LINER= 2 0.74
MOUT(I)= 0.176383E'-02 TOUT(I): 0.240354E+03 AREAII)= J.I01512E+Ol lIlMtlOA(1)= C.l7CO 9E-Ol
MOIIT (2/= ·O.46383ilE+Ol TQUT(2)= 0.241220E+03 AREA(2)= 0.265786E'-00 LAI/BCA(2)= 0.1748 5E-Ol












UAV( 1) = J .41637E+04
UAV( 2/= 0.42048 E+ 04
U AV I 3 )= 0.416661'+04
UAV( 4)= 0.42425 I' +04
UIIV( 5)= 0.48106E+04
11 WTl 1, 3)= 0.371E-Ol
11 \oIT ( 2, 31= 0.749E-Ol
1) WH 3, 2) = 0.749E-Ol
1/ WH 4, 5)= 0.272E-Ol
11 WH 5, 4)= 0.272E-0 1
2) \oll! 2, 5) : C.555E-Cl
2 ) WT( 3, 1) = 0.31lE-Cl
2 ) "T( 5, 2)= 0.555E-Cl
HEAT POWER ROO TEIlPERlITURE HEilT POWER ROD TEIIPERATURE HEilT PCWER
C. 411331'+ C2 1 0.33860E+03 0.41133E+02
0.41133E+02 2 0.33471E'-03 0.411331'+02 9 0.33189E+03 0.41133E+02
0.41133E+02 9 0.33621E'-03 o .41133E -02
Cl.41133E+02




























































TOUT( 11= C.24JI03E+J3 AREAI!)= O.IOI512E+OI
TUUTI2)= O.240978E+03 AREA(2)= O.2657SIE+OO








VARIABLES FUR THF WHOLE BUNOLE
Al INlET VAL'JES DF TEMPERATURE AND PRESSliRE
SECTION NR. HEIGHT IC~) TEI'PERATURE I Cl FRFSSURE IKG/S'CMI PRESSURE (8ARS)
1 220.7253 249.21 40.41:,;.,1 3., .68742
2 22CJ.9696 249.28 40.46982 39.68733
3 221.2443 249.98 40.46898 39.68651
4 224.9474 251).50 40.45891 3".6761:4

























TOTAL PRESSURE OROP=-0.011002 KG/SQCM





















VOl. DIA~FTER= 1.831915 CM
PART lENGTH= 3.81€16 C'1
NUMBER CE SPACERS= 0
TNlET CCNDTTIO~S :
INlET AVERAGE TEMPERATURE= 250.50 C
INlET PRESSURE=40.4589081 KG/SQCM =39.6166357 BAR~
TOTAL ElOW IIREA= 15.31 SQCM
TOTAL EOUIVAlENT DIAMETER= 2.0 CM























CHANNEl 1: USED KAPPA= 118.727 (INPUT KAPPA= 118.721 1
CHAN~El 2: USED KAPPA= 118.121 (INPUT KAPPA= 118.7211
CHANNEl 3: USED KAPPA= 118.721 (INPUT KAPPA= 118.7271
CHANNEl 4: USED KAPPA= 92.192 I INPUT KAPPA= 92.7921
CHANNEl 5: USED KAPPA= 91.901 (INPUT KAPPA= 91.9011
*********************************************************************************************************************************
GEOMETRr OE CENTRAl CHANNElS (REEERENCE TO 1/61



































GEOMETRY OF ANGULAR CHANNFLS (REFFRENCE TO 1/2)







































********.**.******************************.**.***************.*************•••• *.******.**.* ••*••••••••*******.*.* •••*******.****
TOT AL LENGTH= 3.82 CM NUMBER OF SECTIC~S= FREL= 1.0000
AX I AL 5 ECT l(l'~ "IR. ( SECTIO~ LF.NGTH= 3.eI87t; HEIGHT- 226.856~S I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
T 2= 25r.4992
( ITCDP R= 5
P 2= 41.457657 P AV= 4l.458282
ITGL= 3 ITGLI= 32 ITER~=
OELTAP=-O.00124IS7




























































































































































































































MOUT (2) = >] .466632 HO 1
OUT. MASS 22.343552
Q LINER= ).')














VARIABLES EUR THE WHOlE RUNDlE
















BI VAlUES AVERAGED OVER AXIAL SECTIONS
SECTION NR. 'JENSITY (G/CCMI VISCOSITY(G/C~*SECI VElOC ITY (M/S EC I REYNClDS NR. ERICTION FACTOR
0.00361
TOTAL PPESSURE DROP=-O.OOI251 KG/SQCM
0.0002895 44.380 110147.12 C.01780

















PRESSURE PECAPTURE DUE TO EXIT=O.O
EXP. PRESSURE OUTSIDE= 39.cc~24
P TH.-PE1=-O.2345886
P EX.-PF1=-O.2447510
IDP TH.- DP EX.I/DP EX.*100=-4.152
KG/SCC~ PPESSURE OUTSIDE= 40.45766 KG/SQCM 39.C754C BARS (CGlT=O.O
-355-
APPENDIX 4
Listing of the modified subprograms which are used in the calculations









C BLOCK lJATA FD~ fHE lZ-ROD BUNDLES ( 1/3 .. RD OF lHE )HCLE ßUNOlE









DATA A/4.4,O .. 24,O.,1.,O.44,C.5,O.Ql,O.C53,lO.,lO.1
oAT!l, ß 1ft. 7 ,359. , Z .. , 1 • ,:) .. 4 ,J .01 ,0. , 5 .. 0,0.5, 2.0 I
DATA NnEST,NDEE~D/IO,21









OATI\ f-Xl,EX2,EX3/0.1665F-Q4, 5*0.1524E-04,O.1665E-C4, O.667E-08,
* 5*O.126F-08,O.667E-08,O.,5*-).488E-ll,O./
FX4,EX~,EX6/7*O.1524E-04,7*O.126E-08,7*-O ..438E-lll
8 IKI 1 ", -1 • 2, o. I




















TURBULENT CALCULATION IS IMPOSfO FOR ALL SUßCHANNElS
DA TA 13l I P ! 1!. 6 ~ 2 I
DATA ~Sl,NS2/0,OI
DilTA FU1ND/1 .. 1
'11\.T A ANGL A"1' 1. 1
I) 1\ T f1 t. CVS, r-... C\f R' 4 • 75 , (, It 3 • , 0 • 5 21, 8 • , "35) 0 • , (). 81
....................................... ' -.- .
IF T~F OIRECTION OF THE FLUW IS COINCIOENT TO THAl CF lHE
G\~AVITATION/\L FORCE IGR~V=l; IF n IS OPPOSITE IGfUV=-l
TF n .. r: GRAVITATIONAl FORCE IS NOT TAKEN INTO Accnvt'l1 IGRAV=O
ISIMPl=? IN THE [llSE OF lMHNAR FLOW, IF THF NUSSELT NUf"H~ERS
OE THF EXTERN'\L CHANNELS "NSu ( NSl-l<NS<NS2+l), l.f. IF IT MUST
BE CCl,CCl2#1 IN SIMLAl. IN THE OTHER CASES ISIMPL=!
IEX~V=2 IF AN AVERAGE VALUE OE THE PIN TEMPERATURES AND AN AVERAGE
VALlJE OE TH!= SHROUD TF~PERATURES MUST BE COMPUTEO If\ WALLTE fOR






C DSPOPF EVALUATES THE FACTOR TAKING THE LARGER OISTRIBUlEO PRESSURE
C U1SSES IN THE SPACER INTO AccnUNT
C
-357-














COEFFICICIENT AA FOR 5MOOTH SECTI1NS
AI\=I.
GOTD 200
.. - - - .
COEFFICICIE~T AA ROUGHENED SECTIONS
5 GOlO{ lO,20,30,4J) ,ITYP
C
C ITYP=I: CENTRAL CHANNElS
C ITYP=2: WALL CHANNELS
C I TYP=3: C OR~Jr- R eH ANNElS











2 Cl 0 C V=6 • 82 >,'<'1\1\ ~ ( 1 • +'39 1 • *RF**(-I) .8 13 5 ) ) + lO • 7*(1.- AA ) *(1. +6026. *RE**






C HEATI EVALlJATES THE HEAT FlUXES QQ(NS,I) FOR THE Rcns to.,OJACENT TO
C FACH CHANNEL NS ANO THE TOTAL FlUXES QTtNSt ENTERIN( EACH
C CHANNFl NS. HEATI IDENTIFIES ALSO THE CONNECTIONS eETWEEN THE
C SUACHANNELS I t\ND THE ADJACENT RODS SV MEANS OF THE MATRIX JPIN
C ( NPIN(f\IS)= t'JR. OF SUßCH. IN CH. NS = I\R. OF PINS tJCJ. TO CH. NS)
C















VERSION FOR THE 1Z-ROD BUNOLES
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••







NP= NP IN ( NS )






6 FIJRMAH////5X,'RESUlTS OF HF.ATI'//118X,'Cl-IANNEl' ,3(ZlX,'ROO',2X)/)
DO 8 NS=l,NSTOT
NP=t\FI N( NS)





SUßROUT INE INDFX( NSEL,NROMA ,NSTR ,NSTOT ,NRO)
C-----------------------------------------------------------------------





JF ( NS H • FQ • 3 ) GJ TO 1





? CONT J t\UF.
!\IRO=NPOMJ\
WRIT F 16, 14) NRD, \1 SEl , N STR , NS fO T
14 FC1f\MAT( /14X,'RESUlTS OF INOFX'115X,'NROWS=',I2,5X,'TYPE OF SF.CTI




WRI TE ( 6 , 21 J) NS, i'H YP ( NS) , (N I S OJS , M) , M=1 , NI)
20 0 F0 RMAT ( 5 X, '\1 S= , , I 2, 5 X, 1 TYP E=' , I 1 ,5 x, ' CHA NNE L S CO NNECTEe:' ,3 I 5 )




*C TU 1 , CTU2 , I) E TC , ) F TW, E MI)
C-----------------------------------------------------------------------
C INGE [VALUATES THE TtJRRULENT MIXING CCNSTANTS CTLJRen,J) FOR THE
C THE Cl-Il\NNFL EXCHANGES AND CTURBl(K) (K=l,Z) FOR THE SUBCHANNEL
C EXCHANGES. FURTHERMDRE Ii\lGE FVAlUATES THE CONSTANTS CCOND{ I,J)






























OfL T A2=Y BC +Y B~
OEl TA 3=C


















C FACH CENTFAl CHANNEL HAS 1 GAPS. IT IS CONNECTEO TO .3 CENTRÄl CHANNELS
C OR Tn 2 CENTRAl CHANNELS AND TO 1 WALL CHANNEL
00 7 1= 1, NS TOT
I TYP=r-,TYP( I)




3 NG ö PS ( I )= 3•
GOTO 7








V~RsrON FOR THE THE l2-ROD BUNOlFS.....................................•............................
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IFINTYP{J}.EQ.Z}GDTO 8




r: I=CENTRAl CHANNEL, J=WALL CHANNEL fOR VICE VERSA)
8 DELTA=DELTA2




I F I NT VP I J) -2) 8, tl ,12








1 4 YH= 1 • 14*S QRT { (i\j GAP S ( I ) ... NGAPS ( J ) } / ( S IJ M( I ) ... SUM ( J ) ) ) *R /l PP A':.<* 2
AREA 1= ACH( NTV'Pf I»)
AREAJ= ACH(NTYP(J»
OEIJ=(AREAI"'AREAJ)/(ARFAI/DE11) ... AREAJ/CE(J»
CTU RB I I, "" , = YH* GAP / f) EL rA *DEr J *0 • 05* pe 0 RR








I F(NSEL E(:J. 1) RETURN





CC r ND I 1, 2 ) =CCO Nn ( 1, 2) >:'0 .5
CCeND ( 2 , 1 ) =CC(J l\I DC2 , 1 ) ,~o •5
CCC{\ln( 6, 2}=CCJ\JO( 6,2) *0. 5
FHUR!\
FND
SUf1 R0 UT I f\l F I \11 tl/I. ( "1 SF L ,N STOT ,~~ R0 i\1 A, AT C , AT W, AT A,OE TC feE TW,OETA)
C-----------------------------------------------------------------------
CINQUA PRovrOFS INDICES Ta CHANNFL FLCW AREAS ANO ECUIVALFNT


















OE ( NS ) =0 PHY P(N S) I
on 1 M=l,NP
1 ASCH( f\S,M)=l\CHPHYPCNSI I/SCh
IF(NSEL.FQ.IJGOrO 3



















TOTr; F( CAl CU LAT ES FLOW !\ RF: AS , EQU IVAL ENT fJI Mol Er ERSAN 0 0 THER
GEOME1RIC OATA FOR THE WHOLE ßUNOlE FLGW SECTION , FOR THE
CHAf\I\FlS ANf) FDR THE SU l3CHANNElS









f) TI P=RTI P~<2.












A SFC=t'\ TD T
GOTO 2
1 /\5E(;=ATOT/3.









\-4 W= Z.. C• 5 *0
Zö'=z
Wll = \-j \t,
FATIP(1)=(C**Z*SC3-PIG*OTIP**Z*O.SJ*O.25
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